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1. Introduction
The development of the Multi-Anode Micrcx:hannel Array (MAMA) detector systems started in the
early 1970's in order to produce multi-element detector arrays for use in spectrographs for solar
studies from the Skylab-B mission. Development of the MAMA detectors for spectrographs on the
Hubble Space Telescope (lIST) began in the late 1970's, and reached its culmination with the
successful installation of the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on the second HST
servicing mission (STS-82 launched 11 February 1997). Under NASA Contract NAS5-29389
from December 1986 through June 1994 we supported the development of the MAMA detectors
for STIS, including complementary sounding rocket and ground-based research programs. This
final report describes the results of the MAMA detector development program for STIS.
2. STIS Development Program
The STIS instrument was proposed to NASA in May 1985 and selected for development by
NASA in November 1985 (see Woodgate et al., SPIE Instrumentation in Astronomy VI, 627,
350, 1986). Development of STIS was severely impacted by two significant events, first the loss
of the space shuttle Challenger in February 1986, and, second, the discovery of the spherical
aberration in the I-IST primary mirror after launch in April 1990. After the Challenger disaster it
was hoped that STIS would be installed in HST on the first servicing mission in the 1992 to 1995
time frame. However, the spherical aberration problem forced the installation of STIS to be
deferred to the second HST servicing mission, allowing COSTAR, the corrective optics package,
to be installed in HST on the first servicing mission.
In March 1991, STIS was descoped in response to budget problems within the lIST project. As
originally proposed, STIS incorporated two CCD detectors with formats of 2048 x 2048 pixels for
the visible and near IR spectral regions, and two MAMA detectors with formats of 2048 x 2048
pixels for the near- and far-ultraviolet spectral regions. After descope, STIS incorporated one
CCD detector with a format of 1024 x 1024 pixels and two MAMA detectors with formats of
1024 x 1024 pixels. This configuration of STIS was accepted by NASA in October 1991.
Development continued and STIS was finally installed in HST on the second servicing mission in
February 1997. As of this date STIS, and the MAMA detectors are being commissioned for
science operations. Details of the STIS instrument configuration and the on-orbit performance can
be found on the Intemet on the STIS homepage at http://hires.gsfc.nasa.gov/stis/stispage.html.
3. STIS MAMA Detector Systems
When STIS was proposed the MAMA detector systems had already reached a high level of
maturity with MAMA detectors having formats as large as 256 x 1024 pixels in use at ground-
based telescopes and under development for flight on sounding-rocket instruments (see Timothy,
Pub. Astron. Soc. Pacific, 95, 810, 1983). However, under the impetus of the STIS program, a
number of significant advances were made with the MAMA technology. These advances included:
1, The development of high-gain curved-channel microchannel plates (C-plate MCPs) in formats
as large as 50 mm in diameter for use with the (1024 x 1024)-pixel MAMAs. C-plate MCPs
with 12-micron-diameter channels on 15-micron centers, and with 10-micron-diameter
channels on 12-micron centers were successfully fabricated. In a parallel development C-plate
MCPs with 8-micron-diameter channels on lO-micron centers were also fabricated.
2. The initial development of C-plate MCPs in formats as large as 85 mm in diameter for use
with the (2048 x 2048)-pixel MAMAs.
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. The development of new MCP geometries, including MCPs with curved front faces to match
spectrometer focal surfaces and planar output faces to match the readout arrays, and MCP
structures with very-high dynamic ranges.
m The development of the capacitadvely- and inductlvely-balanced fine-fine anode-array
geometry for the MAMA readout arrays. This geometry greatly improved the uniformity of
response from pixel to pixel.
e The fabrication and test of free-fine MAMA readout arrays with formats of 1024 x 1024 pixels
(pixel dimensions of 25 x 25 microns'), and formats of 2048 x 2048 pixels (pixel dimensions
of 25 x 25 microns'). The arrays with formats of 2048 x 2048 pixels were fabricated as four
contiguous (1024 x 1024)-pixeI arrays for redundancy and to increase the total array count
rate capability. In a parallel development fine-fine anode arrays with pixel dimensions as
small as 14 microns have been fabricated.
6, The development of the high-resolution Chi-res") decode algorithm for the MAMA readout
arrays. This increases the resolution by a factor of two in each axis with the ultimate
resolution set by the center-to-center- spacing of the channels in the MCP. The (1024 x
1024)-pixel array with 25 x 25 microns _ pixels in standard ("lo-res") readout mode, for
example, becomes a (2048 x 2048)-pixel array with 12.5 x 12.5 microns 2 pixel in "hires"
mode.
. The development of a flight-quality image decoding ASIC for the MAMA readout system.
This ASIC can decode pixel addresses from arrays with formats of 224, 360, 960, and 1024
pixels and can provide data in both "lo-res" and "hi-res" modes .of operation under electronic
control.
8. The development of flight-quality ASIC amplifier and discriminator circuits for the MAMA
detector system.
9. The development of flight quality open and sealed MAMA detector tubes for operation at
wavelengths from the far ultraviolet to the near IR.
10. The flight of far ultraviolet MAMA detector systems on sounding rockets.
11. The operation of visible-light MAMA detector systems on ground-based telescopes,
particularly for high-time-resolution applications including speckle intcrferometry and speckle
imaging.
Details of these different development activities are described in the representative publications
attached to this report, and in the references contained therein.
The STIS MAMA detectors axe now being brought into operation on orbit. Simultaneously, STIS-
format MAMA detectors are being prepared for use in a number of other instruments, including the
High-Resolution EUV Spectroheliometer (HIRES) sounding rocket payload (Timothy et al.,
Opt. Eng. 30, 1142, 1991). Observations at ground-based telescopes with the visible-light
MAMA detector systems are also continuing, with coordinated observations anticipated in support
of the STIS science program, e.g., observations of flare stars.
The MAMA technology has the capability for even further improvement in areas such as detective
quantum efficiency, local and global dynamic range, and the reduction of weight, volume, and
power, while retaining the unique capabilities for fast timing and photon-limited noise
observations. Developments in all of these areas are continuing.
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Recent developments with VUV and soft x-ray detector systems
1. Gethyn Timothy
Center for Space Science and Astrophysics. Stanford University, ERL 314,
Stanford, CA 94305 USA
Recent developments with detector systems for use at vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and soft x-ray wavelengths have emphasized
improvements in the detective quantum efficiencies and the capability for high-resolution imaging while retaining a high
photometric accuracy. This paper compares and contrasts the performance characteristics of the three principal classes of
imaging detector systems currendy under active development, namely, the bare Charge-Coupled Device (CCD), the intensified
CCD, and the microchannel plate (MCP) coupled to different imaging electronic readout systems.
1, INTRODUCTION
The vacuum ulwaviolet (VUV) and soft x-ray spectral region from about 2000 A down to about I _, can be divided into a
number of different domains based on i_ractical limitations, as shown in Figure 1. Between about 1050 ,l, (the short
wavelength cut off for LiF) and about 20 A (the long wavelength cut off for an AI window thai can withstand a pressure of 1
atmosphere) no rugged window materials are available and open-structure detector systems must typically be employed.
Further, until the recent development of synthetic multilayer coatings, 1 grazing-incidence c_.tical.systems were required in
order to produce a high.reflectivit_ at .w..avelength.s below about 300 A. For the purposes of this review .p_:_,r, the wavel_gth
range flora about 300 A to 2000A wdl be consJder_ the VUV, and the wavelength range from about 1 A to 300 A will be
considered the soft x-ray region. However, it should be noted that the term EUV (extreme ultraviolet) is usually, used to
descn'be the wavelength range from about 300 _, to 1200 A, and the term XUV is often used to descri_ the wavelength range
from about 100 _ to 300 _. Because of the recent developments of synchrotron and storage-ring radiation sources and high-
power short wavelength lasers, and also because of access to this wavelength region for astrophysical studies in space, there is
currently a major thrust to develop new types of VUV and soft x-ray detector systems. Particular emphasis is being placed on
increasing the data collection efficiency, first, by improving the detective quantum efficiency (DQE), and, second, by adding
an imaging capability while retaining the photometric accuracy of the detector systems. This paper describes the three
principal classes of imaging detector systems currently under active development, namely the bare Charge-Coupled Device
(CCD), the intensified CCD, and the microchannel plate (MCP) with different imaging electronic readout systems, and
compares and coatrasts their performance characteristics.
The Si CCD is being used for a wide variety of scientific applications, principally because of its imaging capability, linear
response and very high quantum efficiency at visible and near infrared wavelengths (see Figure 2). 2 At high light levels,
thick, fa-ont-side illuminated CCDs can be employed. However, for very low light level applications, such as astronomical
imaging, thinned, back-side illuminated CCDs must be employed to minimize background events caused by cosmic rays and
radioactive sources. Another factor affecting the low light level operation of CCDs is the readout noise. At slow readout
rates (-10 to 100 KHz) read noise levels in the range fa'om5 to 15 electrons rms have been achieved. However, at these rates,
it takes many seconds to read out a large-format imaging CCD with the order of 800 x 800 pixels. 3 A further source of
background noise in CCDs is the instrinsic dark current of Si. Cooling to the order of -90"C is typically required to reduce
the dark current to levels of less than 10 -2 electrons pixel -l s-1 in order to permit long integration times. 4
The absorption path length forphotons in Si has a maximum between 2500 and 3000 A, 5 VUV photons are absorbed close
to the surface of the device, and thinned back-side illuminated CCDs must be employed. In order to obtain a high DQE at
VUV wavelengths, a number of techniques ate currently being investigated. The first is to use a downconverting phosphor
such as coronene, which absorbs the VUV photon and emits a visible-light photon at wavelengths near 5000 A. 6 A more
effective technique is to bend the band smJcture near the surface of the CCD in order to drive the electron-hole pairs into the
depletion region. Various techniques are currently bei_,employed to induce tl2is effect, namely, ultraviolet flooding, 5
crating the surface of the CCD with a platinum flashgate, zJ and ion implantation. Is,9
At soft x-ray wavelengths below about 100 _,, the absorption path length for a photon in Si increases significantly and thick
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Figure 1. Operatingrangesforopdcalcomponentsanddetectorsin theVUV andsoftx-ray spectralregion.
front-sideilluminatedCCDscanagainbeemployed.Further,sinceoneelectron-holepair is producedfor approximatelyevery
3.5 eV depositedin the depletionregion,multiple electron-holepairsare producedand the CCD can be usedin a pulse- '
countingmode at soft x-ray wavelengths.10 At wavelengthsbelowabout 10_, (-! keV), sufficientelectron-holepairsarc
produced to allow a high degree of energy resolution. At wavelengths longer than about l0 _, the energy resolution is
currendy limited by the readoutnoise. Resolutions significandy better than 200 eV have been obtained at soft x-ray energies
above about I key (-13 A). 11 One problem with the operation of CCDs at soft x-ray wavelengths is that the photon is
sufficiendy energetic to pass through the thin depletion layer. For this reason, the development of "deep depletion" CCDs is
now in progress in order to improve the DQE at soft x-fay energies above about 5 keV. 12,13 The energy resoludon is also
degradedif the electron-hole pairs are divided between two or more pix¢l sites. 10
Another factor that must be taken into consideration is the very wide wavelength r_sponse of the CCD. Many VUV and soft
x-ray sources, panicularily astrophysical sources, emit significantly more strongly at longer wavelengths. The elimination of
"red leak" is mandatory if the VUV or soft x-ray image is not to be obscured by longer wavelength scattered light The
fiRer that has the best transmission at soft x-ray wavelengths, but is opaque to longer wavelength radiation, is a thin A1
foil. 14 A 1500 ,_ thick, freestanding AI foil which has a visible light rejection of the order of 108 to 109, has a long
wavelength cut off near 500 _,. Sn Fdters, although less rugged, can be used to efficiently transmit radiation at longer
wavelengths to about 750 _ ,15 although the level of visible tight rejection will be rower than that of AI. The exact level of
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Figure 2. Measured and expected interacting quantum efficiency for a VUV enhaxr.M back-illuminated
CCD (couttesey J. Janesick2).
VUV and visible-light rejection required for an x-ray CCD will depend on the specific application. However, until efficient
short pass VUV filte.rs are develol_l (for example, an alkali metal rdter 16) the use of CCDs for direct imaging at wavelengths
between about 750 A and 3000 A will not be practical for many applications. For spectroscopy, even if long wavelength
radiation is effectively suppressed by means of a double pass SlX_ttometer, detectors employing conventional photoemissive
cathodes such as Csl, KBt and Cs2Te, and operating with zero readout noise, will often prove to have higher DQEs,
particularly for low signal level applications. 17 The largest format CCDs in use today at VUV and soft x-ray wavelengths
are, first, the Texas lnslruments Corp. thinned, back-side illuminated three.phase (800 x 800).pixel chip 3 and the front-side
illuminated uniphase (800 x 800)-pixel chip, 18 both with 15 x 15 microns 2 pixels, and, second, the front-side illuminated
uniphase (1024 x 1024).pixel chip with 18 x 18 microns 2 pixels. 19 Tektronix Inc. are working towards a thinned, back-side
illuminated (2048 x 2048)-pixel chip with pixel dimensions of 27 x 27 microns 2, and currently have devices with formats of
(512 x 512)-pixels under evaluation. 20
3. INTENSIFIED CCDs
For studies at VUV and soft x-ray wavelengths, where a high level of rejection of longer wavelength radiation is required,
"solar blind" photoemissive cathodes are commonly used. 21 These can be incorporated into an image intensifier and optically
coupled to a solid state array such as a CCD. This type of detector can be operated either in an analog mode with the charge
integrated in the CCD prior to readout, or, at low signal levels, in the pulse-counting mode where the CCD is read out at a
fast enough rate to identify each detected photon. Although a number of different types of image intensifier and solid slate
array combinations are currently in use, 22 the proximity-focussed MCP intensifier tube (Genea'ation rl wafer tuhe23) coupled
to a CCD is becoming the most popular imaging system because of the lack of image distortion, and because it can be used
in an open-structure mode at VUV and soft x-ray wavelengths between about 1050 A and 20 A. The structure of this type of
intensified CCD is shown in the schematic in Figure 3. A high-gain MCP, which Can be either a "chevron" or "Z-plate"
stack, 24,25 or a single curved-channel MCP,26 is used to amplify the photoelectron to produce a charge cloud of 104 to 106
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electrons.Thischargecloud isthenacceleratedintoaphosphorwhich emitsvisible.lightph(xonsand providesanadd/uo_J
gainoftheorderof a factorof I0. The photonsfrom thephosphor arethenopticallycoupled by means ofa fiber-o_c
face.plateintothepixelsitesoftheCCD.
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Figure 3. Schematic of MCP-intensified CCD detector system.
The advantages of the MCP-intensified CCD are its modular construction, relatively low operating voltages, and the
elimination of the requirement for the CCD to survive the environmental conditions required for photocathode processing,
particularly bake at temperatures in excess of 300°C. In addition, a very-large-format MCP can be optically coupled to a
mosaic of smaller CCDs to produce a detector with a larger active area than can be obtained with a single CCD.27, 28 The
principal limitation of this type of image intensifier is the relatively long decay time of the phosphor. In the pulse-counting
mode, corrections must be made for the photons detected on more than one readout cycle of the CCD. Also, at high gain
levels the light spot from the MCP intensifier tube is many pixels in diameter. Prior-frame-subtraction and centroiding
techniques are accordingly required to obtain both a high photometric accuracy and the full spatial resolution of the CCD.
Even with these techniques, the maximum output count rate is scene dependent, i.e., much lower for flat fields than for
isolated point or line emission sources, and is typically limited to the order of I to 5 counts s"1 pixel "1 (random). 29
The optimum photocathodes for use at VUV and soft x-ray wavelengths at this time are the alkali halides; opaque CsI from
about 1800 it, to about 10 J_ 30,31,32 and low-density "fluffy" CsI from about 1 to 50 J, 33 (see Figure 4), KBr from about
1400 JL to below 50 J_ 34,35 and MgF 2 and LiF from about 1200 )k to below 20 J_.30,36 An opaque Cs2Te photocathode
protected by a MgF 2 window in a sealed tube can also be used at wavelengths between 1150 J_ and about 3000 J_.
Because it was originally feared that high quantum efficiencies would not be obtained when an alkali halide photocathode was
directly deposited on the front face of an MCP, an alternative form of direct-bombardment intensified CCD with an oblique
focused opaque photocathode 37 has been employed. A system of this type (see Figure 5) has recently been flown in a high-
resolution VUV sounding-rocket spectrometer (E. B. Jenkins, private communication). However, recent results with thick
(-15000 l,) alkali-halide photocathodes on MCPs suggest that high quantum efficiencies at VUV wavelengths can be obtained
with high-gain MCPs having channel input bias angles of 15" or greater, 32,34 although the quantum efficiencies are still
lower than those reported for planar photocathodes.38 At soft x-ray wavelengths, the MCP channel input bias angle should
be selected to take advantage of the strong increase of the quantum efficiencies of the alkali-halide photocathodes at high
angles of incidence. 39
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Figure 4. Cs2Te and CsI photocathode quantum efficieacies at VUV and soft x-ray wavelengths.
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4. MCPs WITH IMAGING ELECTRONIC READOUT SYSTEMS
A number of different elecu'onic readout systems are in use with high-gain MCPs or are under development at this time. 22.40
These includethediscrete-anodearray31,theresistive-anodearray(RANICON),4 I,42 thewedge-and-strip(WS) array,43,44
thecrossed-wi.rearray(HighResolutionImagez),45 thecodedarxxle-array(CODACON), 46 thecoincidence-anodemuJ(i-anode
array(MAMA), 31,47and delay-linearrays.48 Allofthesearrayshavethegeneralform shown intheschematicinFigure6.
A high-gainMCP withan opaque photocathodeon the frontface,ora semi-transparentphotocathodemounted inproximity
focuswiththefrontface,ismounted inproximityfocuswiththereadoutarrayofelecuxxles.
1
)by
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"tl
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Figure 6. Schematic of high-gain MCP electronic imaging detector system.
Inthediscrete-anodearraytheoutputchargecloudfrom theMCP iscoUectedon a metallicanodewhich isdifecdyconnected
toan amplifierand discriminatorcircuit.The dimensionsoftheanodedefinethepixeldimensions,anodesassmallas I00
micronsinwidthhave been fabricatedzodate.Thistypeofreadoutarrayhasa very-highdynamicrangebutthetotalnumber
ofpixelsislimitedby practicalconsiderationsofconnectorand electronictechnologiestotheorderof 500 orless.Output
count ratesas high as 106 countsmm "2s"I (random)have been achievedwitha coincidencelossof lessthan I0% with
MCPs havinggainsoftheorderof I06electronspulse"I.
The resistive-anode array or RANICON uses a resistive sheet as the anode, and charge-division- or rise-time-encoding
v:,chniquestodeterminethe spatial locationofthe detectedphoton. Formatsas largeas 500 x 500 pixelswitha spatial
resolutionof the orderof40 micronshave been achievedtodate.Becausetheresistive-anodearrayemploys an analog-
interpolationtechniquetodeterminethespatialocationofa detectedphoton,MC'P gainsinexcessof I07 electronspulse"I
arerequiredtoobtaintheoptimum spatialresolutionand themaximum arraycountrateiscurrentlylimitedtotheorderof
about4 x 104countss"I(random).
The wedge-and-strip (WS) array operates in a similar manner to the resistive anode array, but employs specially shaped
conductingelectrodestoeffectthechargedivisionfordeterminingthespatiallocationofthedetectedphoton(seeFigure7).
The WS array has very similar performance characteristics to the resistive-anode array, but a better spatial resolution for a
given MC'P gain because of the elimination of shot noise in the resistive sheet.
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WEDGE
ELEC'IRODE
Figu_ 7. Schematic ofa thn_-electrode wedge.and-stop array
(courtesy O. Sicgmuad).
The crossed wire-arrayor High Resolution Imagea (HRI) is a morecomplex version of the resistive anode array, employing a
series of discrete anode wires linked by resistive coupling electrodes. Although the HRI employs an analog interpolation
technique to determine the spatial location, it has a higher dynamic range and spatial resolution than the RANICON or WS
arrays because of the largernumber of amplifiers employed in each axis. The Advanced HRI,49 which employs 65 amplifiers
in each axis, is planned to have an active area of 100 x 100 mm2 and a spatial resolution of about 25 x 25 microns2.
The coded-anode array (CODACON) employs a gray-code electrode configuration to determine the spatial location of the
dctccw.d photon on a set of discrete pixel electrodes. Because the CODACON employs a capacitive coupling technique to
transfer charge tothe encoding electrodes, it producesa lower signal-to-noise than the all conducting electrode readoutsystems
and has not yet been operatedefficiendy in a two-dimensional imaging configuration.
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Figure 8. Schematic of a one-dimensional coarse-fine coincidence anode array.
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The coincidence-anodemulti-anodearray(MAMA), whichhasbeen designedfromtheoutsetm providethemaximum spatial
resolutiona d dynamic range,employsa setofdiscretepixelelectrodeslinkedinanallconducting2"_coarsc.fineencoding
system (seeFigure8) todeterminethe positionof thedetectedphoton. Ina (I x 1024)-pixelineararraya tom] of64
amplifiersarerequiredtodeterminethe locationofthedetectedphoton. A two-dimensionalimagingarrayisconstructed
usingtwo orthogonaUyorienteAarrays,fabricatedby means ofa multi-layertechnique,with thetwo setsofconducting
electrodesinsulatedfromeach otherbya 5iO2 dielectriclayer.A 0024 x 1024)-pixelimagingarray(seeFigure9)requiresa
totalof 128 amplifiers(64 ineach axis).The MAMA readoutarraygeometry iscurrentlybeingoptimizedinthe(256 x
1024)-pixelformatwith 25 x 25 microns2 pixels.50 The theoreticalspatialresolutionof25 micronsFWH:M and a position
sensitivityofbetterthanI micronhavebeen demonsn'ated.The 0024 x 1024)-pLxelarraywith25 x 25 microns2 pixelswill
be undertestinthesecondquarterof 1988 and a (2048x 2048)-pixelarraywith25 x 25 microns2 pixelsisexpectedm be
completedby end of 1989. Arrayswith 14 x ]4 microns2 pixelswillalsobe fabr/catedlaterin1988. The currentMAMA
electronicssystem has a pulse-pairesolutionof 10C ns,givinga totalarraycountrateof 106 countss"I (random)witha
10% co/_cidenceloss.
Delay-line anode arrays are currently in a very early stage of development, but have already demonstrated the capability to
produce a spatial resolution of better than 100 microns.
Figure 9. (1024 x 1024)-pixel coincidence-ar_e MAMA array with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels.
_;. SUMMARY
High-resolution imaging detector systems with high DQEs are currently under active development for use at VUV and soft
x-ray wavelengths. Bare CCDs can provide simultaneously high-spatial and high-energy resolutions and can operate in the
pulse-counting mode at soft x-ray wavelengths, but VUV enhancement techniques are still in an early stage of development.
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The largest format CCDs that can be forse_n in the neat future have active areas of about 55 x 55 mm 2. MCP.intensified
CCDs and MC_ with elecln_ic readout systems can provide a high level of visible-light reject/on and a high DQE at VUV
Ind soft x-ray wavelengths through the use of "solar blind" photocathodes. MCPs with act/re areas of up to 140 mm in
diameter ale currendy available, and imaging systems with acdve areas of up to 100 x 100 nun 2 are under development. Both
the MCP.intensified CCDs and the MCPs with eleclronic readout systems can be used in the pulse-counting mode at all VUV
and soft x-ray wavelengths.
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Status of the
Development
MAMA Detector
Program
J,S. MORGAN AND J.G. TI._IOTHY
Abslract
Large format 2048 x 2048-pixel Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detectors
arebeingdevelopedforuse in the Hubble Space Telescope.The fisstof theselargefor-
mat MAMA detectorsis scheduled to be builtby springof 1989.Other flightand
ground-basedprograms usingMAMA detectorsincludea rocketflightin 19gg,speckle
imaging,and astton'_try.Improvements in the detectordesign continueto be made.
Initialtestshave shown that fixedpatternsensitivityvariationshave been greatly
reduced by the use of a redesignedanode array.Laboratorymeasurements ar'ebeing
made to quantify the performance of MAMA detectors. The stability of fiat 6elds taken
with a bialka.li MAMA is shown to vary with exposure tune. These v_ations are am'i-
bucable solely |o problems with the photocathode. Measurements are presencd which
show that cenuoid positions may be computed from MAMA data to an accuracy of at
least 0.OI pixels.
Users of imaging detectors for scientific applications are typically characterized
by suong interests in the sensitivity, pixel format, dynan'uc range, stability, and cost of
such detector systems. Projects like the MAMA detector development program exist in
attempts to placate the properly insatiable desires for better imaging detectors. The
Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detectors are zero read-noise, photon-
counting imaging arrays with random read-out electronics. As such these detectors excel
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in applications that require detection of vet/ low intensity signals which would be
swamped by the presence of detector read noise. They also are good detectors for appli-
cations which requite hillh time resolution because unlike serial read-o.ut detectora like
CCI_, the detection of individual photons may be sampled and recorded at megahertz
ra_es independent of where on the aaTay _he photons may an'ire. Currently the face of
suitable blocking filters makes /',,_,_, detectors an at_active choice over CCDs in the
ultraviolet because UV MAMAs can be made completety insensitive to visible radiation
by the choice of a suitable photocathode.
At Stanford University we are involved in the construcUon, evaluation, ,xnd the
application o{. these detectors. Working MAMA detectors are currently available in for.
mats as I_ge as 2.$6 x 1024-pixels with p_el dimensions of 2.$ I.va square. However, a
major el[on is being made both at Stas_fordand at Bail Aerospace in Boulder, Colorado
to construct 2045 x 2048-pixel UV MAMA detectors for use in the Space Telescope
Imaling Spectrograph (STIS). WOODGATE et al. [1] give a detailed description of the
S'I'IS insuumenution. Two 2043 x 2048-pixel MAMA detecton will be flown on
board STIS. One will have CsI deposited disectly on the microchannel plate and will be
sensitive to light of wavelengths between 1050 and 1700 A and a second will have a
CszT"e phot_'athode with high sensitivity bet_veen 1700 and 3000 A. Figure I shows
the rough design of the an'ay layouts and window structures pl_ned for these two
detectors. Owing to the lack of materials with high Isansparencles at the shortest of
these wavelengths, the window for the Csl detector is of a thin domed design. The tilt
of the window is required by the multiple modes of operation of the STIS. The anode
Lrra.vs {'or the 2048 x'2048-pixel detectors _e to consist of tour 10o4 x t0'24-pixel sub_-
ra)'s constructed on the same quartz substrate with a single pixel dead space between
each subarray. A major milestone on the way to producing the 20411x 204$-pixel dev-
ice is the consuuction of an independent. 1024 x 102¢-pixe! a.,'ray. Each of the subat-
ra)s will have its own set of decodln(l and amptifying electronics and may be operated
independently of the other du'ee. The STIS project requires the miniaturization of the
amplifier and decode cia'cuila,'yfor the flight systems. This design was chosen to minim-
ize single point failures of the detectors through redundancy of components, to increase
the d.vnamie ra.z_$eof the full 2048 x 204S-pixel device to approximately 4 × 106 counts
j.-i through multiplexing, a_! to permit the development of the detector to proceed in a
modular fashion by allowing the development of' the electronics to take place at the
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time that the 1024 i 1024-pixel arrays are being built amd te_ted. The project is
curnmdy o_ schedule for the completion of the Ent 1024 • 10"24-p_cel detector by the
end of 1987. Plans have been made to assemble the first 2048 • 2048-pL_e] detector by
spring of 1989.
Telescopic observa_ons using MAMA d¢iecton repiesent the practical applica-
,ion of the detector system, tn addition _ the development work betas done for the
space telescope, ground- and rocket-based observations are being made. A program
with Professor Burton Jones at Lick Observltory is underway to evaJua_ d_ detector
for use in asu'omelry both with P,onchi ruling instrumental.ion and through direct imag-
ing. The d_ect imaging ob_a_ons have been motivated by the results of l_ent
laborato_ measurements that suggest that _,._L_ detectors may have very fine
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Figure I. (i) Schematic of 2048 x 2048-pixel _ode mays and the re-entrant window
for the Csire MA.MA detector for $TIS. (b) The thin, domed LLF window for the Csl
"MAMA detector.
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position sensicivi_/. The resuRs of some of these laboratory measurements are discussed
bctow. A MAMA detector is scheduled to fly on a rocket flight in May of 1988 in an
effort to obtain an ultraviolet image of M82 a_d an edge-on spiral gaJaxy. This project
is h_ded by Dr. AncLrew Sn_th of the NASA Goddard Space Right Center.
In collaboration with I:h'. Keith Helle of Steward Observatory speclde observa.
dons of the asteroid Vesta and several binary s_s were made late in 1986 with a _6 x
1024-pLxel bia.l]caJi MAMA in order to evaluate the pen_ormance of the MAMA detec.
tot in this demanding appScafion, lniti;d evaluation of these data indicate that the point
spread funcdon of MAMA detectors is very stable and independent of count rate. Fig-
ure 2 shows laboratory measurements of the point spread funcdon of a bia,lka_
MAMA detector. The measurements v,ere made by shining a spot of light with subpixel
dimensions on the detector. A Iogarith_c scale is used on the ordinate of the graph.
The pLxels adjacent to the illuminated pi.xel show approximately 10% crosstalL Past
efforts to do speckle imaging with other detectors have been severely limited by va..-ia-
tions in thehr point spread function which induce artifacts in the data reduction. "Ihe ini-
fiaJ analysis of the MAMA speckle data indicates that the noise level in the po,,ve_,
spectrum caused by variado_ns in the detector point spread funcdon is at least an order
of magnitude smaller in theMAMA data than that seen in either intensified vidicons or
in the PAPA detector. An S-20 MAMA has been consa'ucted for use on speckle imag-
ing applications. The increased red response of the 5.20 photocathode is important for
speckle observations because _ atmospheric co.elation lime increases with
wavelength. A red sensitive detector is extremely valuable for this application for it
allows Iong_ integration times which effectively increases the signal to noise ratio
available in each image.
The Rst of this paper will focus on the progress we have made in the construc-
tion and evaluation of MAMA detecton. Besides expanding the format or" the arrays
our current efforts have focused on improving the anode read-out of the detectors and
incorpora_g third generation, GaAs photocathode technology into the tubes. Out
interest in the speckle imaging applications for the MAMA detector is currendy
motivating our efforts to 5uild a GaAs MAMA; the increased quantum efficiency and
red sensitivity of the OaAs photocathode make it even more desirable than the S-20
MAMA for the speckle application. However, the asuometric program would also
MAMADetector Development Progrlula _,-_.
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Figure 2. The point spreadfunctionof • biaJ_.I_MAMA detector.The logarithmic
scaleon the ordinateenh_ccs the appc_ance of the signz]in pixelsadjacentto the
peak.
benefitgreatlyby _e availabilityof such a device.We have made pretiminL,'ydesigns
fora 244 x 960-pixelGa.As detectorwi_ 14 k_ensquarepixelsand a:e currentlyin the
proposalstageseekingfundsforiLsconstruction.
Vie have recentlymade major improven'_ntsin the performance of MAMA
_tectors by utilizinga he. 8eomeu'y in the anode may, Unti.lrecentlyaU MAMA
anode arrayshave been basedon a series of "coarse"posidon anodes interleavedwi_
anodes which encode the"fine"positioninformauon. A descriptionof _e "coarse-fine'
arraysis given by TIMOTHY [2}.These "coarse-fine"arrayssufferfrom a l_xedpat-
ternsensitivityvariationwhich iscaused by uneven inductiveor capacitivecoupling:
between anodes in lee _'ay. Whi.leLhisl_Jcedpatternsensitivityiseasilyand com-
pletelylemoved by _at._eldinll,thisis difficultto do with some appl.icationssuch as
speckleimagin8. The new llenerationf anode arrayshas el/rrunatcd_e capacitiveamc
inductiveimbalances presentin theolderan'aysby incorporatingonly "_',c"anodes ir
• e au'rays.Figure 3 shows raw measurements of a uniform])'iIlum_aledEe]d taker,
•_th a "coarse-free"detectcx"and similaJ"measun.'mentstakenwitha "_e.f_ne"detector
The dala for the "finc-_c"6eteclo_v,ere takenat BaH Aerospace by Mr. P..L.Bybee
_2 Morgu_ & Timothy
lad Mr. lf.E Culvet. Almost Ill Ot the variations seen Ja the "COPUla-fine" data L,c
luaibutable to the fi_ed panern variations in the clelextot. In contnsL the variations seen
in the "fine-fine" data are mostly due to shot noise of the input photon flux.
In addition to improving the flat-field response ot the detector, the "fine-_e"
gurraysmay enable us to use stacked microchannel plates in place of the single curved
channel plates currently used in the detectors. I.n the past chewons could not be used
ia MAMA detectorsowing toincompatibilitiesbelween the anode _'tays_ the spatial
si_eof the outputpulsesin chevron plates.No such incompatibilitiesxistwith the
"fine.fine"arrays.Use of a two-stageMCP configurationin thetubescould improve the
amplificationf the inputsignaland thedynamic range of thedevice,The pointspre#d
functions or'the "fine-fine" arrays have not yet been measured, but it is expected to b4.
significantly improved over thai seen for the come.fine arrays ('Fig. 2) owing to the
decreased level of cross-h_c betv.een anodes.
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Figun_ 3. A comparison of raw flat field data using .X,IA.MA detectors equipp,.d wirh
coarse-fine and fine-fine generation anode arrays. The variations in the coarse-fine array
me fixed pattern sensitivity variations caused by cross-talk between anodes. The varia.
fens in the fine-fine may art mostly due to photon shot noise.
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Lately our evaluaSons of the detectors have centered on determining the fiat
5eld stability and position sensitivity of these devices. The delector used for these
measurements was the bi_kadi tube previously mentioned. This tul_ is known to have
a poorly processed photocathode. The quantum efficiency of this device is neglillible in
the upper left corner of the array. Fisure 4 shows a _ace through a central row of the
detector. The fine structure in the l]'ace is the fixed pattern sensifivi_, variation caused
by the cross-coupling between adjacent pixels. Figure 5 shows evidence that the low
sensitivity corner of Me a,,'rayis a result of low sensicivit7 in the photocathede. Figure
5a shows an $ hour clark integration with the photocathode hias_ on. Figure 5b shows
a similar dark with the photocathede back-bi_ed. The dm-k counts with the cal,_d_
biased off axe uniform while the counts with the cathode biased on show smJcmse simi-
Ira" to that seen in fiat fields taken with this device.
The flat Field response of the bialkali deqector is seen to vm-), with expolu.re
time. The sensitivity of the demctor's upper left corner decreases by approximately 20%
if the hish voltage is left off or the detector is left unilluminated for several ,,'ns of
.q_,A r'?,_.? ..''.7.'",: 3;,,_,T...IL_: ."Jl-'. Item ].2?
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figure4. A row u'aceisshown throughthe middleof a raw fiatfieldimage takenwith
a 256 x 1024-pixclbi_ MAMA. The decreaseof detectorsensitivityo theleftis
attributedtoan impn:)perlyprocessedphotocathode.
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Figure 5. Two eight hour darks are shown. (a) Dazk taken with the photocathed¢ at its
notmaJ operating potential. Co) D_lc talcen wiLE the photocathode hack biased. The dark
count rate over the cntLre an'zy is given for each exposure in the figure.
days• The sensitivity or"Ibis region is rtslor_ by sevend hours o1"uniform iUurrdnation
at the normal operating voluge. Figure 6 iUus_tcs this effecL TEe de_ctor was _st
left unillumJnzced for 58 days. A series of I hour fiat l_elds were then taken. Each fiat
fidd was ratioed to a fiat field _cen dt_r 13 continuous horn's of illun_nation. Row
_'aces through some of Ibese flat field ratios are shown in Fig. 6+ The _me elapsed from
the initial flJurn_ation of the detector is $iven for each trace by _. Photon shot noise
ca,,ses the high fr_uency structure. The magnitude or" _e high frequency structure
increases to the left owing ¢o the decreasing sensiUvity of the detector as shown in Fig.
4 if" the flat fields were completely stable, then the slope of each trace should be zero.
Tl'ds is not Ibe case and Ibe percencage depa_u.res from a s_r_ght line averaged over Ibe
subintervals shown are labeled below each Izace. The magnitude of the deparrun_
Lncreases to the leftlnd d_creases wit_ exposure time. We mteTpret the measurements
shown in Figs. 4 through 5 as indications that the photoczthodc has a gradient in its
cesium concenu'ation which is z/Tected by cesium migration caused by long term flat
field exposures.
We have measured the position sensitivity ol the detector by Uluminating the
detector with • 3 _ (F'WH_), movable spot of light. 'The ligh! source is mounted on a
stepper mot_ d,,'iven X-Y translation table. Tnc spot was moved across _e detector in
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Figure 6. A temporal sequence of row Izaces from flat fields ratioed to a reference fiat
is si'lowll for dill taken with a 2._6 x t024-pixel biaZ_li MA_4..A detector. The sensi-
tivity of the kft side of this detector increases is s function of exposure hme. At
denotes the time elapsed between the initial illutrdnation of the detector and _e time
the flit was taken. The flat ratios taken at 0 and 4 hours have been displaced upwards
by one unit for display purposes. The refen_nce fiat was taken at _r=-t3 hours. The
numbers below each ulce show the percentage decrease in sensitivity from _ refer-
ence fiat for r_e labeled subintervals.
i l_s steps and an image of the spot was taken at each step. These images _,ere fiat
fielded a_d then centzoid positions were computed for each image. ^ linear fit was then
made to a plot of the centzoid vs. stepper motor posit.ions, This fit was _en subtracted
,_6 ]t,|orllan & Timothy
from the data to _oduce the residual plot shown in Fill. 7. The ordinate units ate in
fractions o/' a pi,el.. The abscissa shows the sleppet motor position _u_ is labeled in
microns. The plotr,,d measurements span _vo 25 _ pixels. "r'ne n_siduadplo( of a
de,co|or wilh perfect posiuon sensi_vizy would be a borizontal line at I residual of zero.
Oscillations about this line ate caused by the convolution or' a _nim pixe] dlmcnslon
with the size o[ the i_put source. Th_se dillicization en_n can be modeled it"the source
size is known. The dashed line in Fi|. 9 shows the dillitization errors ca]c,,iated from a
model o/" _c pixel response function o1"_c delector and a [aussian profile or" the input
spot. The standard deviation of U_c measured residuals from the dashed line is 0.005
pixels. Tl",e cunen/ measurement is limited by the statistics of the fiat field and by
uncertainties in the movement of the stepper motors. We ate in the process of acquu'-
inll higher precision _'anslation Ub]es and longer fiat field integrat.ions in order to End
the in_'insic limitauons of the device. Measurements over larger _'eas an_ being made
to delern_ne ir this accuracy can be main{ained over srvera! pixels.
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Figure 7. A measurement or the position sensitivity of • IVU_A detector with 2_ IJ.m
square pixels is shown. A 3 1,_ spo_ot |mow position is n oved Ictoss the delector in i
increments. Cenu'oid positions are calcu_a|ed at each position. The ordinate residu_
is the cen_'oid position subuac_ed from the known spot position. The dashed line shows
the expected residuals from a mode! of a 3 _ spot convolved with an estimate ol" the
pixel n:spons_ function o_"_e detectcx.
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Very-large-format pulse-counting UV detectors
J. Gethyn Timothy
Center for Space Science and Astrophysics
Stanford University, ERL314
Stanford, CA 94305
ABSTRACT
Multi-anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector systems with formats of 2048 x 2048 pixels and pixel dimensions of
25 x 25 l.tm2 are being developed for use in the NASA Goddard Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS).
This paper describes the current state of development of these detector systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Multi-anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector systems are high-resolution pulse-counting imaging systems
designed specifically for use in space. The MAMA readout technique produces the highest dynamic range (-106 counts s-1
(random) with a 10% coincidence loss), spatial resolution (25 I.tm FWHM) and position sensitivity (<1 I_m) of any
currently available pulse-counting imaging detector system. 1 Very-large-format MAMA detector systems areeurrently under
development for use at ultraviolet wavelengths in the NASA Goddard Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS).2
This paper describes the current state of development of these detector systems.
2. MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The detailed evaluation of the MAMA detectors is being undertaken using the (256 x 1024)-pixel systems with
25 x 25 Ij.m2 pixels. Systems of this type with a coarse-fine and a balanced coarse-fine encoding electrode geometry are
currently under intense evaluation in the laboratory and at ground-based telescopes3,4 and (224 x 960)-pixel arrays with a
capacitively-balanced and inductively-decoupled fine-fine encoding electrode geometry have undergone a preliminary
evaluation5,6. A (256 x 1024)-pixel balanced coarse-f'me detector system is currendy being prepared for flight on a NASA
Goddard astronomy sounding rocket. This detector has an opaque CSI photocathode deposited on the front face of the MCP
and was fabricated by EMR Photeoelectric, Inc.7 Since the MAMA employs a step and repeat encoding-electrode geometry,
the size can be increased without degrading the spatial resolution or position sensitivity. The capacitance of the readout array
will increase with size, but even in the 1024 x 1024 pixel format remains small compared with the dynamic input
capacitance of the charge-sensitive amplifiers used in the current generation of electronics.
The critical requirement for a stable, long-life MAMA detector tube, used in the open-structure mode at extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) and soft x-ray wavelengths, and sealed for use with activated photocathodes at near ultraviolet and visible
wavelengths, is a properly conditioned high-gain Microchannel Plate (MCP). To date, all of the MCPs used in the MAMA
detector tube have been curved-channel MCPs,8 which produce a high gain and a narrow output pulse-height distribution
with a very low level of ion-feedback in a single plate. In order to evaluate these MCPs, in the 25-ram format for use with
the (256 x 1024)- and (224 x 960)-pixel arrays, and in the 40-ram format for use with the (1024 x 1024)-pixel arrays we
have fabricated the (1 x 100)-pixel and (1 x 76)-pixel discrete-anode arrays, shown in Figure 1.
The evaluation of the MCPs is carded out in a high.vacuum, hydrocarbon-free environment in a demountable MAMA
detector tube of the type shown in Figure 2. Only molecular absorption and ion pumps are used on these systems and the
evaluation is typically carded out at pressures below 10-7 Tort. Conditioning of a curved-channel MCP consists typically
of a bake at a temperature of 300"C or greater and a "scrub" With the MCP stimulated either by high energy (600 eV or
greater) electrons or by a ultraviolet photons from a mercury "Penray" lamp to a total signal level of not less than
0.4 C cm-2.
The (2048 x 2048)-pixel MAMA detector (75-mm-format) for STIS will have 25 x 25 ttm2 pixels and an active area of
52 x 52 mm 2. To increase the dynamic range and to provide redundancy for a five-year flight mission, the detector will be
constructed from four contiguous (1024 x 1024)-pixel arrays with a single-pixei dead space, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. (1 x 100)-pixel and (I x 76)-pixel discrete-anode arrays for the evaluation of the 25-mm and 40-mm-format
high-gain MCPs respectively.
As the first step in the fabrication of this detector, Ball Aerospace Systems Division (BASD)9 have fabricated and now have
under test the first (1024 x 1024)-pixel detector system. The readout array for this system (see Figure 4) is identical to one
quadrant of the STIS array. All of the encoding electrodes are on only two sides of the array, although some of the output
electrodes have been brought into the other two quadrants because of substrate area limitations inside the 40-ram-format
detector tube. This array employs a capacitively-balanced and inductively-decoupled fine-f'me encoding eleclrode structure.
The performance of the _st 40-ram-format curved channel MCP, fabricated by Galileo Electro-Optics Corp (GEOC)10 was
nominal.
3. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
We see no technological roadblocks to prevent the fabrication of the (2048 x 2048)-pixel MAMA detector systems. A
number of other papers in these proceedings underscore the power of this technology. With the improvements in high-gain
MCPs using the "long life" glass, recently introduced by GEOC, and with the BASD anode-array fabrication facility in
operation we see no problems in fabricating MAMA detectors in any format that can be accommodated on a
140-ram-diameter substrate. Spatial resolution and positive sensitivity will be independent of the size of the active area.
Work has now starlet on the design of the 75-ram-format ceramic header and tube body, and the first detector tube is expected
to be under test in the Fall of 1989 if the current rate of funding by NASA is not reduced. BASD is also sufficiently
confident of the accuracy of their lithography that we have initiated the fabrication of a set of MAMA detectors with 224 x
960 pixels and pixel dimensions of 14 x 14 lain2. Speed improvements in the electronics with pulse-pair resolutions of
better than 10 ns can also be foreseen, and improvements to the high-gain MCPs should allow a linear response to greater
than I03 counts pixel-! s-I (25 x 25 I.tm2 pixels).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Demountable MAMA detector tube for the evaluation of 40-ram-format high-gain MCPs.
a. Front view.
b. Rear view showing the 170-pin multi-layer ceramic header.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the (2048 x 2048)-pixel MAMA detector for the NASA Goddard Hubble Space Telescope
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS).
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Figure 4, (1024 x 1024)-pixel MAMA readout array with 25 x 25 I.tm2 pixels.
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Centroid position measurements and subpixel sensitivity
variations with the MAMA detector
Jeffrey S. Morgan, D. C. Slater, John G. Timothy, and E. B. Jenkins
Initial measurements of the position sensitivity of a vislble-light multi-anode microchsnnel array (MAMA)
detector show that centroid calculations for image spots are accurate to better than 0.04 pixels even with
sources that are essentially delta functions at the photocathode. Subpixel sensitivity variations of 10-15%
are typically found for pizels in the array. Variations as large as 30°70are possible in the worst conditions.
These variationslimitthe photometric accuracy of the detector when very small scalefeatures are observed.
The photometric accuracy and the position sensitivityof the detector appear to be limitedby cross-coupling
effectswithin the anode array. Initialmeasurements with more recentdesigns ofthe detector show that most
or allof this cross-couplinghas been eliminated. We will report on the position sensitivityof the newer
detectors when they become availablefor testing.
I. Introduction
The precision to which one is able to define the
spatial position of an object on the focal plane of an
imaging detector is important for many applications.
In astrometry one is interested in 'obtaining the rela-
tive positions of stars. In spectroscopy the precise
location of spectral lines is of interest for many rea-
sons. In image processing some commonly needed
image manipulations such as rotation and alignment
require a knowledge of the positions of common fea-
tures within images. In such applications it is com-
mon practice to compute the centroid positions of
image features in an effort to obtain positions to an
accuracy of a fraction of a pixel.
A detector's position sensitivity is intimately associ-
ated with its photometric accuracy. This point will
become evident throughout the course of this article.
In some important situations the photometric accura-
cy and the position sensitivity of a detector are deter-
mined by the subpixel response of the detector. It is
therefore highly appropriate to consider these detector
characteristics together.
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Some theoretical work and numerical simulations
have been published concerning the accuracy of posi-
tion measurements. Bobroff _ presents a maximum
likelihood analysis of position measurements errors
assuming a known point spread function (PSF) for the
detector. He evaluates the position errors by comput-
ing the x 2 fit of data to the PSF. His analysis includes
a treatment of detector noise. Bulau 2 reports on nu-
merical simulations of several centroid algorithms.
The purpose for his simulations is to choose a rapid
algorithm which may be computed in real time and
implemented cheaply in hardware. Gatewood et al. a.4
and KenKnight s discuss the positional accuracy ob-
tainable with photographic imaging and the use of
Ronchi rulings. The focus of this paper is to delineate
and to define the limitations of position sensitivity
inherent within a class of imaging detectors known as
the Multianode Microchannel Arrays (MAMAs).
In practical use the accuracy of computed centroid
positions can be limited by the performance of the
detector used rather than the statistics or spatial width
of the input signal. Two relevant parameters to con-
sider are detector noise and the detector's uniformity
of response across a single pixel. It is difficult to
estimate the effects of subpixel variations in the re-
sponse of the detector. In addition, users are often
lacking such detailed knowledge of the detector re-
sponse. For detectors which utilize microchannel
plates (MCPs) for the amplification of the input signal,
the issue of subpixel variations in the detector re-
sponse is important and nontrivial.
We show that, despite these practical difficulties,
highly accurate centroiding may be carried out with
MAMA detectors. Our results show that centroid po-
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Fig. I. (a) Schematic of a typical MAMA detector for use at EUV
and soft x-ray wavelengths. (b) Schematic of a visible-light MAMA
detector with a semitransparent, proximity focused photocathode.
sitions may be determined with visible-light MAMA
detectors to an accuracy of better than 0.04 pixels, with
modest signal levels and w_th features smaller than one
pixei. We also address here the issue ofsubpixel sensi-
tivity variations in the MAMA detector. We show
that for MAMA tubes utilizing proximity focused,
semitransparent photocathodes, these variations are
typically of the order of 10-15%. We consider changes
to the detector which should result in considerably
improved centroid detection and smaller subpixel sen-
sitivity variations.
it. The MAMA Detector
An understanding of the characteristics and operat-
ing principles of the MAMA detector is essential for
following the discussion in subsequent sections of this
article. Figure l(a) shows the basic configuration of a
MAMA detector. There are two basic types of MAMA
detector, those with opaque photocathodes deposited
on the front face of the MCP for use at extreme ultravi-
olet and soft x-ray wavelengths and those with semi-
transparent photocathodes deposited on a window
Fig. 2. Microphotograph of the pores in a microchannel plate. The
pore diameters are 12 )=m on 15-_m centers.
that is mounted in proximity focus with the front face
of the MCP [see Fig. l(b)] for use at near ultraviolet
and visible wavelengths. A potential difference of
,--500 V accelerates the electrons which emerge from
the photocathode and the smallness of the gap limits
their lateral spread. This configuration is usually
called a proximity focus. Visible-light detectors fabri-
cated to date utilize proximity focused photocathodes
to convert the incident photon flux to photoelectrons.
A potential of several hundred volts between the pho-
tocathode and the front face of the MCP is required so
that the photoelectrons can penetrate the ion-barrier
membrane covering the channels in the MCP. The
detector used in this study contains a blue sensitive,
bialkalai photocathode on a 7056 glass window with a
separation of -_300 _m between the window and the
front fact of the MCP.
A potential of a few thousand volts is applied be-
tween the front and rear surfaces of the MCP. As an
electron hits the semiconducting layer on the glass
surface, an average of about two secondary electrons is
emitted. An avalanche develops as the electrons are
accelerated down the channel and hit the channel
walls. The channels in the MCPs used in MAMA
detectors are curved to inhibit the feedback of ions
which are liberated by the electron cascade from mov-
ing toward the front of the channels where they can
cause after pulses by stimulating secondary cascades.
The amplification achieved is a function of the L/D
ratio of the plate where L and D are, respectively, the
length and diameter of the channels. A modal gain of
--.10 _ is achieved without significant ion f_edback in a
single curved channel MCP. The geometry and uni-
formity of the channel packing for a typical MCP is
shown in Fig. 2. The channels in this MCP have
diameters of 12 #m and are spaced on 15-/zm centers.
Two crossed anode grids are mounted in proximity
focus _50 _m behind the output face of the MCP at an
attractive potential of 80 V. Electron avalanches from
the MCP pores are collected by the crossed anode
grids, amplified, and then sent to coincidence decoding
circuitry which determines the spatial position of each
pulse, s The geometry of the anode array determines
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the pixelsizeand image format of the detector. The
detectorevaluated has 25 x 25-1zm2pixelsina (256x
1024)-pixelformat.
An assumption that isnormally made in centroid
detection is that the detector sensitivityisuniform
from pixelto pixel. Violation of thisassumption or
improper flat-fieldcorrectionsfor a nonuniform re-
sponse can resultinlargeerrorsinthederivedcentroid
positions. Figure 3 illustratesthat MAMA detectors
have good temporal stability.The figureshows the
resultsof dividing one flatfieldby another taken 58
days later.A 200-pointsectionfrom a singlerow inthe
ratioimage isplotted. The row and sectionshown
were chosen tocoincide with the regioninthe arrayin
which the position sensitivitymeasurements were
made. The intensityof the flat-fieldlamp was not
constant, as indicated by an average ratiolessthan
unity,but the image isuniform to withinthe photon
statistics of the flat-field exposures. This is indicated
bv the ratio of the expected statistical errors given by
_, where n is the average number of counts in each
pixel, with the standard deviation, % of points in the
ratio image. For the data in Fig. 3, n = 800 and _f2i=ffa,
= 1.05. At the 3% level there are no temporal varia-
tions in the fiat-field corrections. Several exposures
with n = 800 were coadded for the flat field used on the
centroid data. No statistically significant differences
were found between individual flat fields or between
coadded subsets of these flat fields.
In a subsequent section we show that our position
measurements are not currently limited by the statis-
tics of the flat field. However, we also show that,
despite the temporal stability of the detector's flat-
field response, problems were encountered in applying
these flat-field corrections to the position sensitivity
measurements. The cause of these problems is a topic
discussed at the conclusion of this paper.
Subpixel sensitivity variations can also create errors
in centroid positions. We define here the pixel re-
sponse as the relative probability of photon detection
as a function of position within a single pixel. Perfect
pixels have a uniform response. We will often loosely
refer to a nonuniform pixel response as a sensitivity
variation. The pixel response of MAMA detectors is a
function of the proximity focus on both sides of the
MCP and the performance of the anode arrays in de-
tecting the output charge cloud. Because MAMA de-
tectors come with directly deposited and proximity
focused photocathodes, it is desirable to define the
pixel response of the detector in terms of the interac-
tion of the anode array with the output pulses from the
MCP.
At some spatial scales the channel spacing of the
MCP should cause sensitivity variations. This is espe-
cially true if the input face of the MCP has a thin film
on its front surface to block ions which could bombard
and degrade the photocathode. Owing to the film,
photoelectrons impinging on the interstitial area be-
tween the channels are absorbed without producing
secondary emission. The detector used here em-
ployed a filmed MCP. For input beams with spatial
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Fig.3. Ratiooftwoflatfieldstaken58daysapart.The fiat-field
exposures are reproducible to within the stntisticol errors of the
exposures. For each flat field _ = 800 counts.
widths of the order of, or smaller than, the diameter of
a single channel, the channel spacing of the MCP will
induce significant subpixel sensitivity variations.
However, numeric_ll simuhltio,s slmw that these vari-
ations fall off rapidly with input heamwidth. For
Gaussian input beams with widths of 1 and 1.3 channel
diameters (FWHM) the channel spacing will induce
sensitivity variations of 50% and 15%, respectively.
The size of the smallest spot of electrons that can be
received by the MCP input face is limited by the wave-
length of the detected photon, photocathode type, and
the photocathode-to-MCP spacing. For monoener-
getic emission from a photocathode with a Lambertian
phase function (cos0), a point source on the photocath-
ode will be spread to a uniform disk of radius r on the
MCP given by
,= 2o,,/FJV-,, (z)
where D isthe distance between photocathode and
MCP, Vd is the gap voltage, and V, is the initial energy
of the emitted photoelectrons. For visible photocath-
odes V, is typically 1 eV. 7 V d and D for our detector
were 500 V and 305 + 25 _m, respectively. For these
conditions Eq. (i) gives r = 27.3 tam, corresponding to a
full spot width of 54.6 urn. This is far too large to be
consistent with the total point spread function (PSF)
of the detector. The detector pixels are 25 #m wide.
Pixels on either side of one whose center is illuminated
by a delta function source show a response <5% of the
total intensity. An approximation roughly consistent
with the photoelectron energy distributions measured
by retarding potential techniques is given by assuming
a Maxwellian dispersion of emission energies about a
most probable value of 1 eV. However, this only de-
creases the spot size to a Gaussian profile with 42-_m
FWHM. s Our measurements of the total detector
PSF require the spreading from the photocathode to
be <20-um FWHM. Later we present measurements
that show that there are no subpixel sensitivity varia-
tions attributable to the channel spacing with ampli-
tudes greater than .--2% of the peak pixel sensitivity.
From such measurements a lower limit of 16-_m
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FWHM can be derived for the width of the input spot.
Monte Carlo calculations of the beam spreading from
the proximity focus show that our constraints on the
input spot size imply an emission phase function that
is approximately proportional to cosh#. This is quite
consistent with Eberhardt's measurements of the
transfer properties of proximity focused tubes. 9 For
blue light (_4100/_) on an S-20 photocathode he mea-
sured beam spreading consistent with an average radi-
al emission energy of 0.3 eV. The filter used in our
measurements had a central wavelength of 4500/_. A
phase dependence of cosha and emission energies of 1
eV give an average radial emission energy of 0.34 eV.
Eberhardt points out that evidence indicates that the
multialkalai photocathodes (e.g., S-20) have smaller
average emission energies than bialkalai photocath-
odes. We adopt here 18-_m FWHM as an estimate of
the spot size on the input face of the MCP in the
proximity focused tube.
An understanding of the array layout and coinci-
dence logic is necessary to understand what shapes the
spatial response of a single pixel. What follows is a
description of the array layout in the MAMA detectors
and a discussion of some aspects of the current coinci-
dence logic. Interested readers are referred to an arti-
cle by Timothy I° for more detail on the array layouts
and coincidence logic used in MAMA detectors.
The anode array consists ot two sets of electrodes.
One axis of the pulse coordinates is encoded by each
level. Figure 1 shows how the orientation of the elec-
trodes in one level are crossed with respect to that of
the electrodes in the second level to simultaneously
encode both x and y coordinates of the detected charge
pulses. The method of position encoding is the same
for each level; only the number of electrodes in each
level differs according to the lengths of the x and y axes
of the image format. Figure 4 shows the layout for one
level of the anode array.
Each level consists of an alternating sequence of fine
and coarse electrodes. The center-to-center spacing
of the electrodes is 25 urn. Pixel centers lie halfway
between adjacent anodes. Twofold and threefold
events are photoevents which trigger pulses above a
predetermined threshold level on two and three adja-
cent anodes, respectively. Onefold events are disal-
lowed by properly configuring the gap and gap voltage
between the MCP and the anode array. Twofold and
threefold events have unique addresses in the current
array layout. Events triggering pulses on four or more
adjacent electrodes do not and are therefore rejected
by the coincidence logic.
The method in which twofold and threefold events
are coadded in current versions of the MAMA detec-
tors gives rise to an asymmetric pixel response curve.
Each anode lies at the edge of a 25-_m pixel. It is
therefore fairly obvious how to assign a pixeI location
for any twofold event. It is less obvious how this is
done with threefold events since these events appear to
be centered on the edge of two adjacent pixels. If all
the pulses from the MCP were uniform with an ampli-
tude such that each pulse was capable of generating a
Fig. 4. Simplified layout of one level of the anode array. The spots
denote the size of charge clouds from the MCP. Coarse electrodes
are at the top of the diagram and fine electrodes are at the bottom.
threefold event, one could safely assign all events into
12.5-#m rather than 25-urn pixels. In this case pixel
centers would lie both between adjacent anodes and on
the anodes themselves. Twofold events would include
all pulses that fell between adjacent anodes and three-
folds would include all pulses that fell on an anode.
This situation is perfectly symmetric and would not
lead to an asymmetric pixel response curve. However,
the pulse height distribution from the MCP includes a
spread of pulse amplitudes and a significant number of
twofold events come from small amplitude pulses inca-
pable of producing threefold events. The circuitry in
current MAMA detectors sums the twofold events in a
single 12.5-um bin with the threefold events in the next
highest I2.5-um bin to form a single 25-urn pixel. The
result is a more uniform pixel-to-pixel response which
is less sensitive to fluctuations of the bias voltages
applied to the anode arrays. This is done at the ex-
pense of the pixel response function which becomes
asymmetric owing to the unequal number of twofold
and threefold events. By carefully tuning the bias and
threshold voltages it is possible to equalize the number
of twofold and threefold events and to therefore re-
store the symmetry of the pixel respbnse curve, but
this can only be done at the expense of the overall
detective quantum efficiency.
IlL Poisson Stali_i_
Poisson statistics of the incoming photoevents rep-
resent the most fundamental limitation of centroiding
accuracy. Gatewood et al. 4 showed that for the Ron-
chi grating technique errors in stellar positions are
proportional to S -1/2, where S is the total number of
counts recorded. We derive here the positional errors
in eentroid calculations which arise from the shot noise
of the detected photons and show that the errors are
proportional to S -1/2 in this case also. In addition, the
errors are proportional to the width of the input spot
size. We also derive here error equations appropriate
for situations where either detector noise, a uniform
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background signal, or the flat-field statistics are signif-
icant contributors to the positional uncertainties.
A centroid position is given by the following expres-
sions for xc and yc:
N N
_Z_ Z ;£1tj ___ YiJ'ltl
tl
xc = "-:v and v c = '--_'_ , I'2-I
tI It
where x1, Yi, and n0 are the coordinates and counts
associated with the pixel in row i and column j of the
output array. The expressions for the errors in xc and
yc will be identical except that yi will substitute for x i in
the final equation. We will therefore focus only on the
expression for the errors in x.
For formulas of the form x = u/v, the generalized law
of error propagation may be used to derive that s_, the
errors in x, are given by
St S u
= -+ .... (3)
Z2 i,/2 U2 UU
wheres 2 and s_ are the variance in the measurements of
u and v, respectively, and suu is the covariance of these
quantities, tl The variance and covariance are defined
by the equations
s_2 = (u - _)_ = u2 - _, (4)
s.. = (u - _)(u - _} - uu - uu, (5)
where _ and _ are the average values ofu and v. t2
From Eq. (2) we make the following substitutions for
u and v:
N N
,, = _ _,,2i,andv = _ %. (6)
U i]
Using Eqs. {4)-(6) we have derived the following rela-
tions:
N N
il il_kl
N N
z (8)
IV N
Suu : _. $_rz; + _ $O'LXj , (9)
V i/_btl
where s_/is the variance of nij, the counts in the ijth
pixel and sijM is the covariance of the counts between
pixels at coordinates id and k,l. We show in Sec. V
that for MAMA detectors the covariance between pix-
eis is negligible compared to the other terms in Eqs.
(7)-{9) and we are therefore justified in setting sijkt = 0.
However, even if $ijM were comparable to s_j this would
remain a fair approximation since Eq. (3) shows that
2 andthe effects of the increase it causes in the terms s,
.2
su are approximately canceled by the increase in su_,.
We need to define the source and character of the
noise that causes s2- to be nonzero in Eqs. (7)-(9).
Data numbers in a flat-fielded image are given for each
pixel by the formula
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/'I_i _ tl I (nu)_
where (n,j),, and (n,l) ! are the data numbers in the
object and flat-field recordings, respectively, and the
normalization factor, hi, is the average data number in
the flat-field measurement. Using Eq. (3) we can de-
termine the variance of n, i if the variances of the object
and flat-field recordings are known. We assume that
detector read noise characterized by a variance a_ and
Poisson shot noise contribute to the variance of both
the flat-field and the object recordings. With the
approximations we use below, the variance a_ can also
represent noise present only in the object recording
which is presumably caused by a uniform background
signal. We investigate two special cases. First, when
either read noise or a uniform background signal is
present, we have
s,) = n,j + a,. (ll}
Second, when the flat-field statistics contribute signif-
icant noise we find
= 1 + , 112)
S U n U
where _/is the mean level of the flat field. In Eq. (12)
a] is assumed to be negligible, but its inclusion is a
straightforwardcombination ofEqs. (II)and (12).
We firstderivethe positionerrorsinthe presence of
detectornoiseora background signal,We assume Eq.
(ID and substituteEqs. (7)-(9)intoEq. (3)tofind
2 l 2
s, = _ (% + a;13, (13)
En_ i
q
where ax is the width of the spot given by
as = (x'2 - y2)t/7, (14)
N
= "_k____, (15)
N
_ tltl
u
N
Y",+;
z2 = ';__L_.__- , (16)
N
/_ tlij
t]
N N
f = " '/ (17)
N
Ifthe read noise _] isnegligible,Eq. (13)shows that
Poisson noise ah)ne causes positionerrorsthat are
proportionaltothe width of the objectand inversely
proportionaltothe square rootofthe totalnumber of
counts in the feature.
Equatmn (13) is consideral)ly simplified when each
pixel in the object has approximately the same intensi-
II
ty. This is a reasonable approximation to use when
trying to obtain a quick estimate of the position errors.
If we assume that for all pixels
N
E rl U
'J-----, (18)
n U -= a = N
we find Eq. (13) reduces to
2 a_ t + • (19J
Sz _ N
Read noise or a background signalisthereforeinsig-
nificant ifitsvariance issignificantlyless than the
average data number inthe object(i,e.,ifa_<< a).
An expressionsimilartoEq. (13)may be derived for
the case where the flat-fieldstatisticscontributesig-
nificantnoise. We startwith Eq. (12) and follow a
similar procedure to obtain
2 % + l (nx, + fi__ 2_,L_I, {20)
._rt d
u
where again the barred terms are weighted averages
similar to the expression
N
nl,x i
nx- = _ (21)N
E ni i
,I
It is again useful to simplify Eq. (20) by considering
the case where every pixel in the object has approxi-
mately the same data number. For this case we find
that Eq. (20) reduces to
s_ = _ I + , (22)
E ni i
U
where a is still defined by Eq. (18). From Eq. (22) it
becomes clear that the flat-field statistics become sig-
nificant only when the data level in the object becomes
comparable with that in the flat field {i.e., a > _/). For
Gaussian distributions Eq. (22) overestimates the er-
rors, but not badly. Simulations we have run show
this estimate to be within a factor of 2 of the errors
calculated by Eq. (20).
IV. Sampling Errors
The results from the preceding section show that it is
advantageous to work with the smallest spot sizes pos-
sible if high accuracy positional information is desired.
Unfortunately, the pixel dimensions of the detector
usually limit the size of usable spots. If the spot size is
of the order of a pixel, the positional errors are domi-
nated by errors induced by the discrete sampling of the
image rather than by the Poisson errors given by Eq.
(I9) or Eq. (22). In this section we show how the
sampling errors may be calculated and we indicate the
magnitude of these errors as a function of spot size for
the case of a Gaussian spot.
For simplicity of notation we consider here the 1-D
centroid. The extension to two dimensions is obvious.
For the I-D case the centroid position of the spot on
the photocathode is given by the equation
x/lx )d.z
x_= -- (231
j fl=)dx
where/(x) is the spot profile. This position is inde-
pendent of the detector response function. The inter-
val of integration is assumed to be over the whole spot
profile for integrals without expressly given limits.
The detector centroid, xa, is influenced by two addi-
tional factors, the discrete nature of the sampling and
nonuniformities in the sensitivity across a single pixel.
By necessity we assume that all pixels have the same
sensitivity variations given by the pixel response func-
tion g(x). To calculate z,t we first define the pixet
boundaries of the ith pixel t_, be x, and xi+l. We then
define the pixel center _i to be given by the expression
_; = • (24)
The digital centroid is then given by the equation
/i II*l
_? i_, g(xI/(x)dxJ
za (25)
E glx)/(xldz
J
We wish to compute the difference between the true
centroid position, x,., and that given by the detector.
We define
hx-_x_- xa. (26)
AX isthe deviationofthe detector centroid from the
true centroid position,however we often callAx the
residual becauseinpracticewe estimateL_xby assum-
ing that the truemotion ofthe spot on the detector is
linearand thensubtractinga linearfittothe data from
the data itself.The motion from our stepper motors
was not perfectlylinear,but we show correctionsthat
we have applied that make these errors negligible.
Under these circumstancesthe experimental residual
differs from Ax only in that the least-squares fitting
algorithm we used induces some systematic effects
which we point out below.
For the case of perfect pixels where g(x) = I, Eqs.
(23)-(26) may be combined to give
Ax = ' {27)
flxldx
In Fig. 5 we show the results of assuming Gaussians of
various widths for the input spot profile, flxt, and
calculating Ax from Eq. (27). The Gaussian widths
(FWHM) are given in unitsofa pixel width. The plots
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Fig.5. Theoretical calculationsof the sampling errorsas a function
of input spot width Gsus.qian spot.q are a_._umed. The FWH M ._p,t
widths are given in units of a pixel. A uniform pixel response is
assumed.
in Fig. 5 cover several pixel widths to emphasize the
cyclical nature of the errors. It can be seen that the
magnitude of the errors decreases sharply as a function
of input spot width. The systematic errors shown in
Fig. 5 become comparable with the Poisson errors at
even moderate signal levels. For example, the Poisson
error for a spot of 1-pixel width and a total signal of
1000 counts is 0.03-pixel widths. This error is similar
to the magnitude of the sampling errors given by the
curve in Fig. 5 for an input spot width of 0.75-pixels
(FWHM).
In Figs. 6(a) and (b) we show the effects of an imper-
fect pixel response curve on the calculation of Ax.
Numerical integrations of Eq. (25) were done for these
calculations. We assumed a Gaussian fix) with a
FWHM of 1 pixel. Changes in g(x) can induce changes
in both the amplitude and the phase of the sampling
errors. This emphasizes the fact that for measure-
ments of small spots it is imperative that the function
g(x) must be well known for every pixel. In the worst
case, complex pixel-to-pixel variations in g(x) could be
caused by variations in the sensitivity of the amplifiers
attached to each anode. Practically speaking, if g(x)
varies significantly between pixels, this variation be-
comes a fundamental limitation of the detector for the
task of measuring and cataloging g(x) for each pixel is
overwhelming for a raster size of reasonable propor-
tions.
The small slope imposed on the largest amplitude
residual curve shown in Fig. 6(b) is caused by using a
simple linear least-squares algorithm to fit the oscillat-
ing curve ofcentroid positions. This is not an intrinsic
feature of the sampling errors. This slope can be
reduced by doing the fit over a larger number of oscilla-
tions or by using a more sophisticatedfittingalgo-
rithm.
V. Measurements
Measurements ofthe positionsensitivityofa (256 x
1024)-pixelvisible-lightMAMA detector were made
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Fig, 6. Effects of a nonuniform pixel response on the sampling
errors. (a) Various profilesofg(:_ assumed. The peak sensitivity
of profiles2 and 3 have been decreased from i to more clearly
illustratetheirshapes. (b) Sampling errors calculated by assuming
the pixelresponse curves shown in _atand a Gaussian input _pot of | -
pixelFWHM.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the experimental setup.
with the apparatus shown in Fig. 7. A power-stabi-
lized incandescent lamp was placed behind a 50-urn
diam pinhole and a filter whh a 500-,_, bandpass cen-
tered at a wavelength of 4500 A.
The lamp and pinhole were mounted on an XYZ
stage whose position was controlled by stepper motors
with a step resolution of 20 urn. An inverted all re.
flecting objective with a working distance of 24 mm
was used to minify the image of the pinhole by a factor
of 20. With this demagnification, the gearing of the
stepper motors allows the pinhole image to be moved
in 1-_m increments on the photocathode. The accura-
cy and reproducibility of the image motion were
checked by the use of a micrometer on the XYZ stage.
Figure8 shows the resultsofthemicrometer measure-
ments inthe x directionaftera least-squaressolution
forthe lineartrend was removed from the data. An
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asymmetric oscillation with a peak-to-peak magnitude
of 11.5 _m was observed near the frequency of the
stepper motor gearing of 200 steps/revolution, With
the objective's minification this represents a peak-to-
peak position error of 0.6 t_m or 0.02 pixels on the
detector.
Measurements of the covariance of error fluctua-
tions between pixels were made by taking a series of
flat-field exposures and computing from these images
the covariance between pixels within the array. The
covariance between nearest neighbor pixels was c<>m-
puted and compared with the variance of the measure-
ments within a single pixel. Within the errors of the
measurements the covariance was found to be close to
zero and no larger than one-tenth the variance within a
pixel. A similar result was found between pixels which
were not nearest neighbors.
We have been able to produce a spot width of 3.1 um
on the detector photocathode in spite of the aberra-
tions produced in the detector window. This is quite
close to the diffraction limit of the telescope objective
which is limited in this configuration by the size of the
secondary rather than the primary. Figure 9 shows
the results from a knife-edge test for this setup. As
shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 9(a) the spot profile
is close to being Gaussian within a few hundred steps of
best focus. Near best focus the x and y axes profiles
are similar. Larger spot widths are made by either
defocusing the image or by increasing the size of the
pinhole. The second technique is preferable because
defocusing the beam produces an asymmetric profile.
Figure 9(b) shows the spot profile for an out-of-focus
image. For large, out-of-focus spots the x and y pro-
files have significant differences.
Focusing for subpixel spots may be done by three
methods with the MAMA detectors. The first method
is to find the best focus by use of a knife-edge in the
beam and then construct a focusing curve by moving
the beam out of focus and measuring the spot diameter
with the knife-edge at several positions until the spot
width is >1 pixel. Best focus is then achieved without
the knife-edge in the beam by interpolating between
points where the spot diameter can be measured di-
rectly on the array. It was necessary to place a spare
window identical to that used in the detector in the
beam before the knife-edge in order to make the opti-
cal paths equivalent for the knife-edge and small spot
measurements.
The second focusing method is to use the saturation
of the MCP to determine the best focus. As best focus
is approached the light intensity per unit area in-
creases on the detector. If the light source is bright
enough the smaller spot sizes will drive the illuminated
MCP channels into saturation and the count rate from
the detector will decrease. The minimum count rate
will indicate best focus. A third technique is to simply
plot the counts in the central or maximum pixel as a
function of focus position. This differs from the sec-
ond technique where the total number of counts across
the array was used. This technique is less sensitive to
the behavior of the wings of the spot distribution.
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Fig. ,8. Micrometer measurements of errors in the stepper motor
motions. The stepper motor is seared to ! -urn steps on the detector
with 200 steps revolution. The dashed line shows the corrections
for the gear motion errors that were applied to the position measure-
ments,
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Fig. 9. Results of a knife-edge test with a pinhole of 50-urn diame-
ter. (a) The x profile of a spot is shown tO0 steps from best focus.
The dashed line shows a Gsussian profile with 3.3-/_m FWHM. (b)
The asymmetric profile of an out-of-focus spot is shown. The
doughnut structure of the beam is clearly visible. Its FWHM is 29
_u rrl.
Owing to the minification of the objective, the focus
position was extremely sensitive to the distance be-
tween the objective and the detector. Focus was
therefore achieved by setting and locking the micro-
scope and detector positions with a crude focus and
then refining the focus by moving the light source
under stepper motor control. This required large too-
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tions of the light source and caused a significant 1/r _
fall-off of the light intensity as the focus changed. A I/
r 2 correction was therefore required for both the sec-
ond and third focusing techniques. In practice we
employed all three techniques and estimated the er-
rors in our spot diameter by the dispersion of the focus
positions so obtained. Figure 10 shows our focusing
curve derived from the knife-edge measurements.
The three techniques yielded best focus positions that
were within a 400-step interval. Figure 10 can be used
to estimate that this represents an error of <1 pm in
the width of the input beam. Traces of the spot across
a single pixel give a check on the spot diameter since
such traces consist of a convolution of the spot diame-
ter with the pixel response curve. Crude estimates of
the pixel response curves and the assumed spot diame-
ters are consistent with these measured traces. A final
check on the focus was made after our centroid mea-
surements were made. The focus was displaced 400
steps from the best focus position and a scan across a
single pixel was made. Any significant change in the
width of this scan compared with those taken at best
focus is an indication of errors in the best focus posi-
tion. No changes were observed.
Most of the results reported here come from mea-
surements made with a small aperture (50 pm) at best
focus. This produced a FWHM spot diameter of 3.5 +
1 _m on the detector. Figure ll(a) shows the results
obtained from a trace across the detector with this
small spot. In this figure we plot the known position of
the spot as measured by the stepper motor position vs
the derived centroid position. At each stepper motor
position a flat-field correction was applied to the spot
image before the centroid was calculated. The solid
line in the figure is a linear least-squares fit through
the data. Figure 11(b) shows the same data as Fig.
ll(a) with the linear trend subtracted. The crosses in
Fig. 11(b) show the locations of the pixel centers as
determined by the centroid calculations.
The Poisson errors were calculated by applying Eq.
(22), and the resulting 2a error bar is shown in the
corner of Fig. ll(b). MAMA detectors have no read
noise, but there was a background signal owing to
scattered light in the optics. The signal from the
scattered light was small ('-.,75 counts) and negligible if
the centroid calculations were truncated below a
threshold of 100 counts. By using this threshold level
we can effectively remove the background error terms
describable by Eq. (19). A large number of counts
(--,70,000) were recorded at each stepper motor posi-
tion. The average number of counts in the coadded
flat-field exposure was considerably less (,-,10,000).
Therefore the Poisson errors in this exposure are limit-
ed by the shot noise of the fiat field.
It is clear that the variations observed in Fig. 11 are
larger than can be attributed to the Poisson statistics
and furthermore, they are not random. The oscilla-
tions of the data about the line are caused in part by the
sampling errors discussed in Sec. IV. This is expected
for the spot size used and is evidenced by the fact that
the errors show a rough periodicity at the frequency of
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Fig. 10. Our focus curve. The plot shows the spot diameter
(FWHM) as determined from knife-edge measurements as a func-
tion of distance from best focus.
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Fig. 11. (a) Plot of known position vs derived centroid position for a
spot of 3.5-_m diameter. A linear least-squares fit is shown super-
impcmed on the data. (b) The data from (a) ere shown with the
linear trend subtracted. The bar in the corner indicates the magni-
tude of the Poisson errors for these data.
the pixel spacing. The effective spot width deter-
mines the magnitude of the peak-to-peak variations
caused by the sampling. Figure 5 shows that ampli-
tude variations as large as 0.03 pixels indicate an input
spot width of"--0.75 pixels or 18-_m FWHM.
The irregularities of the variations shown in Fig. 11
are of considerable interest. These irregularities cur-
rently limit the position sensitivity of the detector.
The nature of this positional noise is made clearer by a
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Fourier analysis of the residual data. The power spec-
trum of the data in Fig. I 1_b) is shown by the solid line
in Fig. 12 and the wavelength of the prominent peaks
in the residual power spectrum are labeled. The
dashed curves in Figure 12 show the power spectra of
synthetic residual curves constructed by adding Pois-
son noise with a standard deviation of 0.015 pixels to
sampling errors similar to those shown in Fig. 5. As
expected, 0.015 is approximately twice the observed
Poisson noise. The long and short dashed curves had
sampling errors with amplitudes of 0.04 and 0.02 pix-
els, respectively. The peaks in the synthetic curves
clearly mark the spatial frequency of the pixels. 1'he
peak amplitudes in the synthetic curves show that the
amplitude of the sampling errors is smaller than 0.03
pixels. An amplitude of 0.02 pixels is consistent with
an input spot size of--,20 gm and indicates that our 18-
gin estimate of the spot size may be slightly in error.
Substantial power exists at spatial frequencies lower
than the pixel frequency. The distribution of power at
the low frequencies is not random. The largest peak in
the residuals' power spectrum is at a wavelength of 76
_m cycle-t. The peak at 38 ,m cycle-t is a harmonic of
this peak. The decrease in power at high spatial fre-
quencies is caused by the finite size of the input spot.
The spot size limits the frequency response of the
measurements to frequencies below l/ts cycle tim -t,
which corresponds to a normalized frequency of 0.33 in
Fig. 12. This spatial structure is not present in the
ratio between two flats.
Flat-field corrections are normally used to eliminate
low spatial frequency variations, but Fig. 12 shows that
these corrections were not adequate to remove all the
low frequency noise. Simulations show that the entire
power spectrum in Fig. 12 can be reproduced quite well
if the flat-field corrections for every third pixel are off
by 10%. We show below that the photometry of the
small spot measurements in inaccurate, which also
implies that improper flat-field corrections have been
applied. Flat-field corrections use a single number to
describe the pixel-to-pixel variations ofg(x), the pixel
response function. For each pixel a number is as-
signed which represents the average sensitivity across
that pixel relative to other pixeis. If g(x) is not con-
stant across a pixel, errors in the photometry and posi-
tion sensitivity can result when objects of subpixel
extent are imaged. The results presented so far ap-
pear consistent with these expectations. However, if
the position and photometric errors are caused only by
a structure in g(x) across a pixel, these errors are ex-
tremely sensitive to the size of the object which is
imaged. We illustrate this point later in this section.
Next we show position measurements done with a large
spot which are inconsistent with this sensitivity to
image size. The large spot measurements have driven
us to the conclusion that the observed errors are not
primarily the result of subpixel variations in g(x) but
are instead caused by cross-coupling between pixels
which is clearly not a subpixei phenomenon and is less
sensitive to the input spot size. We discuss this topic
in greater detail in Sac. VI.
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Fig. 12. Solid line shows, the power spectrum of Fig. ll(b). The
spatial frequency scale is normalized to the Nyquist frequency of the
measurements(/N_,,,,,.t= ::;',cycle_m-').The dashedcurveshow
the powerspectra of synthetic residual curves which wereconstruct-
ed byadding Poisson noi_ I¢ = 0.015 pixels) to sampling errorswith
amplitudes of 0.04 pixels dong dashed curve) and 0.02 pixeis (short
dashed curve). The absolute spatial frequencies of the prominent
peaks in the spectra of the measured residuals are labeled.
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Fig. 13. (a) Centroid residuals are shown for a spot size of 40-_m
diameter. The format of the plot is identical to Fig. I1. (b) The
power spectrum of the residuals shown in (a) is plotted.
Figure 13 shows centroid measurements from a scan
of a large spot across the detector. Figure 13(a) shows
the centroid residuals and Fig. 13(b) shows the power
spectrum of (a), Both the small and large spot men-
surements were taken across the same region of the
detector. The large spot was formed by defocusing the
microscope objective and had a width of 40-urn
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FWHM. Knife-edge measurements show that this
spot consisted of an asymmetric doughnut with some
high frequency structure. One side of the large spot
profile was approximately twice the intensity of the
opposite side. It is immediately evident from the pow-
er spectrum that the 76-_m cycle -_ peak and its over-
tone are still present and that the sampling errors at
the pixel frequency are substantially reduced. The
magnitude of the peak at 76 um cycle -n is virtually
unaltered by the large change in the input spot. These
measurements support the conclusion that errors in
the centroid residuals are not caused by the optical
system nor by temporal variations in the detector and
confirm that the noise power at the pixel frequency is
caused primarily by sampling errors.
The largest peak in the power spectrum is at the
frequency of the moire pattern caused by the beating
between the 25-/am spacing between pixel anodes and
the 15-urn spacing between MCP pores. The pores
and the anodes line up every 75 _m. The difference
between this and a wavelength of 76 /am cycle -1 is
insignificant. Some of the fine structures present in
Figs. 11-13 may be the result of other beat patterns
within the detector, but we have done initial calcula-
tions which indicate that these are at most a minor
contribution to the observed position errors.
We have constructed a simplified model of the
MCP-anode interaction to estimate the variations in
g(x) that might be expected to arise from moire pat-
terns within the detector. We calculate simulated
position errors from this model to use as a common
reference to compare with the observations. A Gauss-
inn input spot of photoelectrons is assumed to illumi-
nate the front of the MCP. We then assume that the
intensity at the center of each pore is proportional to
the electron flux through the pore entrance. At the
back of the MCP we assume that each pore generates a
Gaussian pulse of electrons with an amplitude propor-
tional to its entrance flux of electrons. This simulates
the integrated signal generated by that pore for a large
number of events. Each pore then delivers a charge
cloud on the anode array which is distributed as a 2-D
Gaussian. The signal on a given anode is the integrat-
ed signal from each stimulated pore. The anode sig-
nals were then used to compute a perceived centroid.
This was subtracted from the original position of the
assumed photoelectron flux to derive a simulated re-
sidual curve. This model completely ignores the com-
plexity of thresholding and the coincidence logic with-
in the detector electronics, but we use it here primarily
to better understand the qualitative behavior of the
system. Since the size of the input spot is fairly well
determined, the major free parameter of the model is
the width of the output pulse from each MCP pore.
We varied the output pulse width over a wide range to
understand its role in the final results.
For the model parameters that we consider most
realistic (an input spot width of 18 /am and output
pulse width of'-.30/am) we find a fairly complex residu-
al curve with maximum errors as large as 0.008 pixels.
The major spectral components in these curves lie at
the pixel frequency, the pore frequency, and the sum
and difference of these terms, In addition, if the prin-
cipal axes of the pores are inclined to the direction of
the anodes, another component is present. If rows of
pores on the MCP are inclined to the anodes, pixeis in a
given row do not equally sample pores in a given row on
the MCP. In the detector used for these measure-
ments we have determined the orientation of the pores
with respect to the anodes by observing the diffracted
light of a laser shining on the detector. The angle
between the principal axes of the pores and the direc-
tion of the anodes was observed to be small (-_6°). In
the model, a small inclinaticm between the anodes and
rows of pores on the MCP results in a low frequency
('--125 _m cycle -I) modulation of the previously men-
tioned spectral components. The large output pulse
width is likely despite the close proximity of the an-
odes to the MCP (-'-50 urn) owing to the small MCP-
anode bias potential (80 V) and to the effects of space
charge repulsion in the saturated output pulse.
The spectral signature of the model does not closely
resemble that observed in Figs. 12 and 13. Nospectrai
component is found near a wavelength of 76 um cycle -I
and the amplitudes of the model residual errors are
smaller than those observed. For the unlikely case of
extremely small output pulses (15 urn), the amplitude
of the residual errors can reach as large as 0.04 pixels.
However, in all cases the residual errors decrease dra-
matically (<0.00005 pixels) as the input spot size is
increased to 40/am. These results illustrate how in-
consistent the large spot measurements are with the
hypothesis that the position errors are caused only by
subpixel variations in g(x), the pixel response function.
We now turn to the issue of photometry of small spot
measurements. We have used the spots to map small
scale variations in the relative detective quantum effi-
ciency (DQE) of the detector. The characterization of
such variations is important for an understanding of
the intrinsic limitations of centroid detection and of
the photometric accuracy of the detector.
Figure 14 shows a DQE map with subpixel resolution
of a 50-× 50-um region of our detector. This map is a
contour plot of the total counts recorded at each posi-
tion of a raster scan of our 3.5-urn spot. At each raster
position an image of the spot was taken, a flat-field
correction was applied, and the total counts recorded
in the flat-corrected image were stored in the appropri-
ate position of the DQE map. The map is therefore an
image of the detector's DQE after flat-field corrections
have been applied. The spot was stepped across the
array in 2-_m increments. This map is highly over-
sampled. Its resolution is set to ~18 _,m by the disper-
sion of the photoelectrons as they travel between the
photocathode and the front face of the MCP.
The heavy lines in Fig. 14 show contours of the spot's
centroid positions. The centroid position contours
are labeled on the x and y axes of the map. The x-axis
contours are jagged and appear noisy while the y-axis
contours are relatively smooth. The deviations from
straight lines in th_ x contours have a maximum ampli-
tude of---0.05 pixel which corresponds to approximate-
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Fig. 14. A 50- x 50-#m map of the subpixel variations in the
detector's detective quantum efficiency (DQE). Light lines show
contours of the detector DQE. Heavy lines show contours of the
pixe| centers and boundaries as determined by centroid measure-
menta. The DQE contours are labeled in percentage of the peak
efficiency seen near the pixel center. The co¢)rdinates of the pixel
boundaries are labeled at the sides of the figure.
ly one step of the stage motor. These deviations are
not random. A comparison of the x-axis contours
reveals a high correlation between the deviations ob-
served in one contour and those observed on another at
the same y position. The x-axis contour deviations are
attributable to slippage of the translation stage during
the backscan between raster rows. This occurred de-
spite our efforts to remove gear backlash by overscan-
ning during the raster backscans. The y axis was
never backscanned during the raster measurements
and was moving in the direction of gravity. We are in
the process of installing higher resolution translation
stages to eliminate these errors.
The accuracy of these DQE measurements depends
on the stability of our lamp over a period of several
days. The stability of the light source was tested by
taking many exposures with the spot at a fixed location
on the array. Five-minute exposures were taken over
a period of 2 h at count rates comparable with those
used for these measurements. These tests were suffi-
cient to show that the lamp variability was less than
--,1% during this time interval. The stability of the
light source and the repeatability of these measure-
ments were confirmed by rescanning a row in the raster
shown in Fig. 14. The rescan agreed to within 1% of
the original data.
Figure 14 shows that there are small scale sensitivity
variations within MAMA detectors. The maximum
and minimum count rates in Fig. 14 differ by ---30%.
The variations are smooth with a peak sensitivity cen-
tered between pixel anodes. These variations are
asymmetric with the width along the x axis being larger
than that along the y axis. The position of peak sensi-
tivity is offset from the pixel center determined by the
centroid calculations. The x-axis centroid contours
are slightly offset from the anode positions owing to
asymmetries caused by the addition of threefold
events to the pixel response. The lack of such an offset
in the y axis is an indication that very few threefold
events are detected on the y-axis anodes. A lack of
threefold events may be caused by obscuration by the
x-axis anodes which overlay those for the y axis. No
evidence for the existence of sensitivity variations ow-
ing to the hexagonal MCP pore structure is seen. The
count rates used for the raster scan measurements
were low (6 and 15 counts s -I for the small and large
spots, respectively). In Sec. VI we show that this is
significantly below the count rates at which evidence
for MCP saturation is seen. It is therefore unlikely
that the lack of pore structure in the DQE map can be
attributed to a decrease in contrast owing to satura-
tion.
We have used our small spot measurements to derive
a crude estimate of the detector's pixel response func-
tion. This estimate ignores the MCP channel separa-
tion and assumes a linear transformation between the
distribution of photoelectrons on the input face of the
MCP and the distribution of avalanche electrons at the
MCP output. This is probably a poor estimate of the
true transformation but it is simple and will serve as a
reference for future work. By assuming a Gaussian
shape with 18-tLm FWHM for the input spot from the
photocathode we can use Fig. 14 to estimate the pixel
response. Figure 15(a) shows the pixel response along
the x axis required to match the DQE variations ob-
served in Fig. 14. The pixel response curve was as-
sumed to consist of contributions from twofold and
threefold events. As shown in Fig. 15(a) the contribu-
tion from twofold events was assumed to peak near the
pixel center while that from threefolds peaked near the
pixel boundary. The relative ratio of these two com-
ponents was constrained by independent measure-
ments of their count rates during our small spot mea-
surements. Figure 15(b) shows a synthetic DQE map
constructed by assuming the pixel profile in Fig. 15(a}
and the 18-.m FWHM input spot size. The general
shape and magnitude of the sensitivity variations in
the synthetic DQE map match those seen in the data of
Fig. 14. The asymmetry of the synthetic sensitivity
variations was created by assuming that no threefold
events were detected on the y-axis anodes. The y-axis
pixel response was therefore assumed to be just the
twofold curve shown in Fig. 15(a). The asymmetry of
the pixel response curve along the x axis is responsible
for displacing the centroid contours slightly away from
the pixel center which is at the position of peak sensi-
tivity. Single row spot scans through the center of
several pixels confirms that this asymmetry is a consis-
tent feature of pixels throughout the detector array.
The single row scans appear to indicate that the
small scale sensitivity variations shown in Fig. 14 are
not highly reproducible across the array. They also
illustrate the typical magnitude of the photometric
errors when point sources are observed. Figure 16
shows the integrated intensity of the small and large
spot scans as a function of position across the array.
The general shapes of the curves are similar owing to
effects of vignetting as the spot is scanned across the
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Fig. 15. (a) Pixel response curve derived from Fig. 14. The dashed
curves show the assumed contributions of twofold and threefold
events to the totaJ response curve which is shown by the solid line.
(b) A synthetic DQE map derived from assuming an effective input
spot size of [8-_m FWHM and the response curve shown in (a).
telescope'sfieldof view. The small spot scan has
variationsthat are clearlyassociatedwith small scale
variationsinthe detector. As the sizeof the spot is
increased,thesevariationsdecrease as the averaging
approaches thatused forthe fiat-fieldmeasurements.
For point sourcesFig.16 shows that the small scale
variationscan cause photometric errors as large as
---15%. Figure14 shows thaterrorsaslargeas30% are
possibleintheworst conditions.The largesensitivity
decrease near the source positionof 25 pm inFig. 16
implies that the small scalevariationsmay vary con-
siderablyfrom pixeltopixel.
Like the positionmeasurements, the variationsof
the integratedcounts inFig.16 are also inconsistent
with the hypothesisthat they are caused only by sub-
pixelvariationsing(x). The observed variationsare
"-'10%and ~3% for the smalland largespot measure-
ments, respectively.The statisticalerrorsofthe inte-
grated counts are <0.3% forthe largespot measure-
ments. When the pixelprofileofFig. 15(a)isused to
compute the integratedcounts inthe detector,varia-
tionsof-,,10%are found when the input spot sizeis18
_m. However, with the same pixelprofilethe inte-
grated counts vary by <0.01% when the spot sizeis
increased to 40 pro. The observed variationsin Fig.
16(b) are over 2 orders ofmagnitude largerthan ex-
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Fig. 16. Photometric responseof the detector when spot_ are
movedacrossthedetector.The smallandlargespotswere3.5-and
40-_mFWHM. respectively.The decreasingcountstowardlarge
sourcepositionswereduetovignettinginthemicroscopicobjective.
pected and are 1 order of magnitude largerthan the
statisticalerrors. This calculationillustrateshow
photometric errorscaused by subpixel variationsin
g(x)arealsoextremely sensitivetothe input spot size.
Vl. Conclusions
We have shown thatcentroidmeasurements with an
accuracy of 0.04 pixelsare easilyobtainable with a
visible-lightMAMA detector. Owing tothe proximity
focusphotocathode, thiscan be done with featuresfar
smaller than a pixel dimension. This is an important
point for applications such as astrometry where it is
often desirable to have both high position sensitivity
and a large field of view. Typically these are conflict-
ing requirements because of the limited formats of
available detectors and the commonly perceived need
to oversample the point spread function of the imaging
system. Our measurements show that for MAMA de-
tectors oversampling may be unnecessary in many ap-
plications.
The position sensitivity of the detector is apparently
limited by the lack of an appropriate fiat field. The
position errors observed here are caused by ",10% er-
rors in the flat-field corrections. We have shown that
fiat fields are consistent with other flat fields. We
desire to understand why the sensitivity of the detec-
tor differs when uniformly illuminated as opposed to
illumination with a small spot. One difference be-
tween the small spot measurements and the flat-field
measurements is the per pixel count rate. The per
pixel count rates of the spot and fiat-field measure-
ments were _15 and 0.2 counts s -x, respectively. Plate
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saturation at a count rate as low as 15 counts s -_ pixel-i
is inconsistent with previous determinations of MCP
performance characteristics. For our MCP with an
operating resistanceof 80 MI2, an applied voltageof
1850 V, and a totalarea of 1.75 cm 2,we have wall
currentdensitiesof1.3× 10-sC crn-2s-l, For a plate
gain ofI0eand a count rateof15counts s-lpixel-tthe
avalanche currentdensitythrough a singlepixelis_4
× 10-7C cm -2 s-I. The avalanche currentdensityis
thereforeonly 3% ofthe wallcurrentdensity. Timo-
thy 13showed thatsaturationeffectsbegintotake place
in curved channel MCPs made of Coming 8161 glass
only when the avalanchecurrentdensityiscloseto20%
of the standing wallcurrentdensity.
Another indicationthat MCP saturationisnot the
cause of the anomalous position errors is that the
quantitativenatureofthe errorsisnot sensitivetothe
sizeofthe input spot. The small spot measurements
had an input width of_18 um on the MCP while the
width ofthe largespotwas _40 _m. The count rates
for the largeand the small spot measurements were
within a factorof2 ofeach other,but the area of the
platesampled differedby a factorof4. The largespot
measurements had a significantlylower input intensi-
ty and yet the power spectrum ofthe positionerrors
was virtuallyunchanged.
The occurrence ofthe positionerrorsat the moire
frequency between the MCP channels and the array
electrodessuggeststhat the errorsare derived from a
pixel-to-pixelvariationinthe ratiooftwofoldtothree-
foldevents. Itisclearthatthreefoldsare favoredby a
configuration where the MCP channels liedirectly
above an electrode. The simulationsshow that the
contributionofthreefoldsissufficientoshiftthe cen-
troidcontours by the requiredamount. This can be
seen inFig.15 where threefoldeventswere included in
the x anodes but not inthe y anodes. The resultwas
an x shiftfrom the pixelcenterinthe sensitivitycon-
tours of --4).Ipixels. A variationin the twofold to
threefoldratiowould thereforeappear to be a likely
explanation ifthe positionerrorswere sensitivetothe
sizeofthe input spot. Because thissensitivityisnot
observed we favor a second explanation. The moire
patternvariesthe ratioof twofoldto threefoldevents
ineach pixelwhich inturnmodulates the levelofcross-
coupling between pixelsinthe array. Cross-coupling
inthe arrayisresponsibleforascene dependent sensi-
tivityof each pixelwhich islessdependent on the
image size than subpixel variationsin the pixel re-
sponse function. The detailsofcross-couplinginthe
array arediscussedbelow.
Cross-coupling in the array causes a significant
number ofcounts generated inone pixeltobe improp-
erlyrecorded inan adjacentpixel.For smallspotsthis
significantlydistortsthe photoevent distribution.
This distortionisnot properlycorrectedby a fiatfield
because the relativesensitivityofa pixelas measured
by a fiatfieldincludescontributionsfrom adjacent
pixels. Cross-couplingthereforecauses the relative
sensitivityof pixelsin a detectorto be scene depen-
dent.
It is known that cross-coupling takes place between
adjacent pixels in the array. MAMA flat-field expo-
sures exhibit a pattern of alternating high and low
sensitivity pixels which is produced in the following
manner. We explained in Sec. II how a single pixel
consists of contributions from both twofold and three-
fold events. Half of the pixels have twofolds which are
received by a fine-coarse (fc) combination of anodes.
We call these fc pixels. Similar logic leads us to call
the other pixels cf pixels. Along a row or column cf
and fc pixels are in alternate order. The coadded
threefolds in fc pixels are received on a fine-coarse-
fine (fcf) anode combination while threefolds in cf
pixels are received by a coarse-fine-coarse (cfc) combi-
nation. Owing to their physical layout on the array,
adjacent coarse anodes experience some capacitive
cross-coupling and a high level of inductive cross-cou-
pling. Pulses received on one coarse anode are likely
to induce a pulse on an adjacent coarse anode. This
coupling causes many of the twofolds in fc pixels to
appear to the coincidence circuitry as a cfc threefold in
the adjacent lower cf pixel. For cf pixels this coupling
does not matter because the cfc threefolds that are
generated by the cross-coupling are coadded into the
same cf pixel.
The magnitude of the cross-coupling observed in
MAMA flat fields is that required to explain the im-
proper flat-field corrections in the small spot measure-
ments. Flat-field corrections were applied to both the
position and photometric sensitivity measurements.
The 20-30% pixel-to-pixel variation of counts ob-
served in a MAMA flat field implies that --,10-18% of
the counts in an fc pixel are improperly distributed to
the adjacent lower cf pixel. This coincides with the
magnitude of the photometric errors observed in the
small spot measurements. Errors of this magnitude
were also sufficient to reproduce the power spectrum
of the position errors.
The moire beating of anodes and pores can have a
direct impact on the strength of the cross-coupling.
The cross coupling between adjacent pixels is initiated
by twofold pulses in fc pixels. The position of the
MCP channels relative to a pixel's electrodes will influ-
ence the relative number of twofolds and threefolds
generated within that pixel. Pixels with channels di-
rectly over the electrodes will favor the generation of
threefolds and will therefore have a smaller amount of
cross-coupling. This argument also implies that the
cross-coupling between pixels can depend on very
small scale structure in the illumination. A pixel illu-
minated only at its edge will have few twofolds whereas
a pixel illuminated by a small central spot will favor
twofolds. It is therefore impossible for a single flat
field to properly correct for the relative sensitivities of
pixels for the small spot measurements. The relative
amount of cross-coupling varies as the spot moves
across the detector.
These results indicate that the position sensitivity of
current versions of the MAMA detector is superior to
that of any other currently available pulse-counting
MCP detector system. In addition to this, a recent
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the flat fields from MAMA detectors em-
ploying course-fine and fine-fine anode arrays. The pixel-to-pixel
variations in the coarse-fine detector are dominated by cross-cou-
pling effects while the data from the fine-fine detector are dominat-
ed by the photon shot noise.
change in the design of the MAMA anode array offers
significant hope that major improvements in both the
position sensitivity and the subpixel photometric ac-
curacy have already been accomplished. The tube
used in these experiments employed a first generation
anode array which we now designate as a coarse-fine
array. The anodes in the new fine-fine arrays have
been designed to decrease the cross-coupling between
pixels and to allow the coincidence circuitry to handle
events larger than threefolds. Figure 17 shows a com-
parison between flat fields taken with this tube and a
fiat field taken from a prototype fine-fine MAMA tube
which was assembled at Ball Aerospace by Richard
Bybee, Ed Culver, and Max Hedges. For the old,
coarse-fine array the pixel-to-pixel variations shown
are primarily due to cross-coupling between pixels. In
contrast, the variations in the fine-fine fiat field are
dominanted by the Poisson statistics of the exposure.
This encouraging result implies that the prime limita-
tion of the MAMA detector's position sensitivity has
been eliminated in more recent versions of the detec-
tar. We plan to conduct small spot measurements on
detectors utilizing the new arrays as soon as they be-
come available for testing.
These measurements were supported by NASA con-
tracts NASW-4093 and NASW-29389, NASA grant
NAGW-1140, and the Ames Consortium agreement
NCA2-93 at Stanford University. Additional funding
was provided by NASA grant NSG-7618 at Princeton
University. We wish to thank R. L. Bybee of Ball
Aerospace Systems Group (BASG) in Boulder, CO, for
providing us with the preliminary data on the fine-fine
arrays.
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ABSTRACT
A number of different MAMA detector systems
are now in use at both ultraviolet and visible
wavelengths. MAMA detectors with formats of
256 x 1024 pixels and with pixel dimensions of
25 x 25 microns 2 are being used in the
laboratory and at ground-based telescopes and an
ultraviolet version has recently been flown on a
Black Brant sounding rocket. Third-generation
(224 x 960)-pixel MAMA detectors with 25 x 25
microns 2 pixels are also being used in the
laboratory and at ground-based telescopes and a
(224 x 960)-pixel detector with 14 x 14 microns 2
pixels is currently under test in the laboratory.
Third-generation MAMA detectors with formats
of 360 x 1024 pixels are under development for
use at extreme ultraviolet (EUV) wavelengths on
the European Space Agency/NASA Solar and
'Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission and
detectors with 1024 x 1024 and 2048 x 2048
pixeis are under development for use at
ultraviolet and far ultraviolet (FUV) wavelengths
on the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's
Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS). Both of these detectors have pixel
dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2. This paper
describes the configurations, modes-of-operation
and some of the latest performance data for the
different detector systems.
I. Introduction
The Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA)
detector system has been designed from the outset
to provide the high spatial resolution, very large
number of image elements, geometric fidelity and
photometric dynamic range to satisfy the
demanding requirements of high-resolution
imaging and spectroscopy at ultraviolet, FUV
and EUV wavelengths for a number of
applications in modern space astronomy. Since
the MAMA employs a random readout technique,
the arrival time of a detected photon can be
determined with high accuracy. For this reason,
MAMA detectors are also being employed for
high-time-resolution applications such as speckle
imaging, astrometry, and image reconstruction at
both ultraviolet and visible wavelengths.
Further, since the FUV and EUV MAMA
detectors employ "solar blind" photocathodes and
the noise level with the MAMA readout system
is defined solely by the photon statistics and the
photocathode dark current, the MAMAs have a
significantly higher DQE than CCDs at this time
for many low signal level applications at FUV
and EUV wavelengths. In developing the
MAMA, special efforts were taken to ensure that
it will operate with maximum reliability in the
space environment. For this reason, the MAMA
detector system uses a minimum number of
components in the detector tube and employs
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conservatively-rated, low-power analog and
digital electronics.
The MAMA detector system is now becoming
highly developed as the result of its selection for
use in both the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center's Hubble Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph (STIS) 1 and in a number of
instruments on the European Space Agency
(ESA)/NASA Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) mission 2. In addition, the
MAMA has been baselined for use in the prime
spectrograph of the Lyman Far Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer (T-USE) mission and in
two instruments on the Space Station. The
recent successful flight of a (256 x 1024)-pixel
FUV MAMA detector on the NASA Goddard
astronomy sounding rocket payload is a further
step in the ongoing program of laboratory and
flight tests of the MAMA detectors in
preparation for these long-duration space
missions.
In this paper we describe the configurations and
modes-of-operation of the different MAMA
detector systems. We also present some recent
data which demonstrate the capabilities of the
dctector systems and outline the key tasks of the
MAMA detector development program for the
next few years, in particular the fabrication of the
very-large-format (2048 x 2048)-pixel detector
systems and the fabrication of compact high-
speed and low-power hybrid amplifier,
discriminator and event address-decoding circuits.
2. MAMA Detector Systems
The components of a MAMA detector consist of
the tube assembly, which can be sealed with a
window or used in the open-structure
configuration, containing a single, high-gain,
curved-channel microchannel plate (MCP)
electron multiplier with the photocathode
material deposited on, or mounted in proximity
focus with the front surface. To detect and
measure the positions of the electron clouds
generated by single photon events, the MAMA
detector employs two layers of precision
electrodes which are mounted in proximity focus
with the output surface of the MCP (see Figures
1 and 2).
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Figure I. Schematic of the imaging MAMA detector system.
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Figure2. Schematicshowingdetailsofthecurved-channelMCP and theimagingmulti-hyeranodearray
usedintheMAMA detectortubes.
Digital logic circuits respond m the simultaneous
arrivals of signals from several of these elecu'odes
in each axis, which are arranged in groups to
uniquely identify a x b pixels in one dimension
with only a + b amplifier and discriminator
circuits. For example, a total of 32 x 32, i.e.
1024, pixels in one dimension can be uniquely
identified with 32 + 32, i.e. 64, amplifier and
discriminator circuits. In the imaging MAMA
detector tube, the arrays are mounted in tandem
with orthogonal orientations, so that positions
can be sensed in two dimensions. In this
configuration (a x b)2 pixels can be uniquely
identified with only 2 x (a + b) amplifier and
discriminator circuits. The (1024 x 1024)-pixel
array thus requites a total of only 128 amplifier
and discriminator circuits. The two layers of
anode electrodes in the imaging arrays are
insulated from each other by a SiO2 dielectric
layer. This dielectric between the upper layer
electrodes is etched away to allow the low energy
(-30 eV) electrons in the charge cloud from the
MCP to be collected simultaneously on both
arrays.
The encoding-electrode geometry has been =Freed
as the MAMA technology has become more
mature. Three different encoding-electrode
geometries are currently under evaluation, as
shown in the schematics in Figure 3. These arc,
in order of development, the coarse-fine, balanced
coarse-tree and fine-fine configurations. All the
configurations encode the position of the detected
photon in a similar manner. A charge pulse
detected on a t-me-encoding elecnrode (e.g. output
FI in Figure 3a or b) could have originated on
one of a number of pixel electrodes connected to
this output electrode along one axis of the array.
This positional ambiguity is removed by the
detection of a simultaneous output pulse on one
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Figure 3. Configurations of the different MAMA anode array encoding geometries.
a. Coarse-t-me array, b. Balanced coarse-fine array, c. Fine-fine array.
of the coarse-encoding electrodes (e.g. output CI
in Figure 3a or b). There is only one position
along the array where a particular pair of fine- and
coarse-encoding electrodes are adjacent The free-
fine configuration (Figure 3c) operates in an
identical manner with the simultaneous detection
of pulses on the odd and even sets of electrodes.
In the imaging arrays, this position-encoding
technique is implemented simultaneously in the
two axes.
In practice, it is not possible to exactly align a
channel in the MCP with a particular pair of
pixel electrodes. Also, in order to obtain a
uniform response across the active area, the
dimensions of the channels are smaller than the
separation between the pixel electrodes.
Typically, 10- or 12-micron-diameter channels on
12- or 15-micron centers are used in the MAMA
detectors with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels.
Furthermore, the high-gain MCP produces a
space-charge saturated electron cloud which
expands rapidly when leaving the channel (see
Figure 4a.)
In order to maintain the inherent high spatial
resolution of the MAMA readout array, the
spreading of the charge cloud is controlled by
keeping the distance from the output surface of
the MCP to the anode array as small as possible
(typically of the order of 50 to 100 microns) and
by applying an accelerating potential of the order
of +50 to +150 V between the output surface of
the MCP and the anode electrodes. A small
differential voltage in the range 1 to 5 V is
applied between the upper and lower sets of
electrodes in order to ensure that the charge cloud
divides uniformly between the electrodes in the
two layers.
In the coarse-fine and balanced coarse-fine arrays,
the position of a charge cloud collected on two or
three adjacent electrodes in each axis is uniquely
encoded. The positions of adjacent two-fold and
three-fold events in each axis are determined by
the digital address-decode circuits. Since the
nominal pixel size in the MAMA is determined
by the center-to-center spacing of the anode
electrodes, the positions of adjacent two-fold and
three-fold events differ by about one half of a
pixel i.e. about 12.5 microns in the arrays with
25 x 25 microns2 pixels. In the present MAMA
systems adjacent two-fold and three-fold events
are co-added to produce the nominal pixel
resolution with a good uniformity of response.
However, in these two array configurations a
charge cloud collected on four or more electrodes
produces a positional ambiguity (see Figure 4b).
Furthermore, we have determined that the
imbalance in the inter-electrode capacitance
between the different groups of encoding
electrodes in the coarse-fine array produces a fixed
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pattern in the flat field response and slightly
degrades the point spread function3. These
effects are significantly reduced by interlacing the
coarse- and fine-encoding electrodes in the
balanced coarse-free array but inductive coupling
caused by the very fast (<500 ps) charge pulses
from the MCP still affects the pixel-to-pixel
uniformity of response. For _ese reasons the
fine-fine array, in which the electrodes are
¢apacitively balanced and inductively decoupled,
is now the configuration of choice. In addition,
as shown in Figure 4c, four-fold and higher-fold
events can be encoded without positional
ambiguity. The present systems of decode
electronics fabricated at Stanford University are
designed to accept up to six-fold events in each
axis. The key characteristics of the different
encoding-elect,ode geometries are summarized/n
Table 1.
Figure 4. Modes-of-operation of the different
MAMA encoding-electrode geometries.
a. Schematic showing the spreading of the
space-charge saturated electron cloud from the
high-gain MCP. b. Schematic showing the
positional ambiguity introduced when the
charge cloud is collected on four or more
electrodes in one axis of a coarse-fine or
balanced coarse-fine array, c. Schematic
showing the unique position encoding when
the charge cloud is collected on more than three
electrodes in one axis of the f'me-fine array.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the MAMA encoding.electrode geometries
Coarse-fine array -
• n + m outputs encode n x m pixels in one-dimensional array
• 2 (n + m) outputs encode (n x m) 2 pixels in two-dimensional array
• position ambiguity for four-fold and higher-fold events in each axis
• imbalance in capacitive coupling between coarse- and fine-encoding electrodes
• inductive coupling between different groups of electrodes
Balanced coarse-fine array -
• n + m outputs encode n x m pixels in onedimensional array
• 2 (n + m) outputs encode (n x m)2 pixels in two dimensional array
• position ambiguity for four-fold and higher fold events in each axis
• coarse- and fine encoding electrodes capacitively balanced
• inductive coupling between different groups of electrodes
Fine-fine array -
• 2(n + 1) outputs encode n x (n +2) pixels in onedimensional array
• 4(n +1) outputs encode In x (n +2)]2 pixels in twodimensional array
• no position ambiguity for up to (n - l)-fold events in each axis
• n must be even to avoid position ambiguities in last group of electrodes in each axis
• capacitively balanced
• inductively decoupled
It is of importance to note that the simultaneous
arrival of pulses on non-adjacent electrodes in
each axis is declared a non-valid event and rejected
by the address-decode circuits. The spatial
resolution and geometric fidelity of the MAMA
detector is accordingly independent of position on
0
$1
't
the array or of signal level, a unique characteristic
which has been verified in a number of laboratory
and ground-based telescope tests. A schematic of
one of the decode circuits is shown in Figure 5
and described in detail by David Kasle in a
separate paper in these proceedings
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Figure 5 Schematic of MAMA fine-fine address-decode circuit.
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A number of different pho¢ocathodes are currently
being utilized in the MAMA detector tubes. At
FUV and EUV wavelengths below about 1500 A
opaque alkali-halide photocathodes deposited
directly on the front surface of the MC'P provide
the best detective quantum efficiencies (DQEs).
In this configuration, photoelecu'ons produced in
the photocathode on the web area between the
channels can be collected by means of appropriate
focusing potentials, as shown in Figure 6a. The
pulse-counting DQE can accordingly be Voter
than 80% of the intrinsic photocathode quantum
efficiency. However, the lateral drift of the
photoelectrons will be energy dependent and the
focusing voltage required to maintain the desired
point spread function will depend on both the
I e-
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Figure 6. Schematics of MAMA photocathode configurations.
a. Opaque photocathode for use at FUV and EUV wavelengths.
b. Semi-transparent, proximity-focused photocathode for use at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths.
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photocathode material and on the wavelength 4
The best photocathode materials available at this
time are Csl, KBr and MgF25. All can be used
in the open-structure configuration at EUV
wavelengths, but Csl, and to a lesser extent, KBr
will degrade rapidly if exposed to humidity.
At ultraviolet and visible wavelengths, where
activated photocathodes such as Cs2Te, K2CsSb,
and (Cs)Na2KCsSb must be employed, the
MAMAs utilize the semi-transparent, proximity-
focused photocathode structure shown in Figure
6b. In this configuration, the input surface of
the MCP is typically covered with a thin (of the
order of 50 to 100/_ thick) SiO2 film which
inhibits photocathode degradation caused by back-
bombardment with positive ions produced within
the channels. Since the SiO2 film prevents
photoelectrons landing on the web area from
reaching the MCP channels the pulse-counting
DQE is reduced by a factor proportional to the
channel open-area ratio of the MCP (typically 50
to 65%). This reduction in the DQE is highly
undesirable and we are currendy investigating
techniques to eliminate the film while at the
same time ensuring the long-term stability of the
photocathode quantum efficiency.
3. Performance Characteristics
The configurations of representative imaging
MAMA detector systems now under evaluation
are shown in Figure 7. All of the imaging
MAMA anode arrays have been fabricated by Ball
Aerospace Systems Group (BASG), Boulder CO
and units of all arrays have been fabricated with
zero defects.
Figure 7. Configurations of representative imaging MAMA arrays.
Left: (256 x 1024)-pixel balanced coarse-fine array with 25 x 25 microns2 pixels.
Center: (224 x 960)-pixel fine-fine array with 14 x 14 microns2 pixels.
Right: (1024 x 1024)-pixel fine-fine array with 25 x 25 microns2 pixels.
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The (256 x 1024)-pixel balanced coarse-fine
detector system with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels
(left array in Figure 7) was flown successfully on
the NASA Goddard astronomy sounding rocket
on 26 June 1989. The detector was used in the
time-tag imaging mode and recorded ultraviolet
images of the galaxy NGC 6240. The time-
tagged data sueam is being used to correct the
image blurs caused by drifts in the rocket
pointing system. Analyses of these data are
currently being carried out by Dr. Andrew Smith
at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
The (224 x 960)-pixel fine-fine detector system
with 14 x 14 microns2 pixels (center array in
Figure 7) is being used in the laboratory to verify
the capability of the MAMA to provide the
spatial resolution required for the prime
spectrograph of the Lyman FUSE mission. This
detector utilizes a curved-channel MCP with 8-
micron-diameter channels fabricated by Galileo
Electro-Optics Corp., Sturbridge, MA (see
Figure 8).
In the initial imaging tests, the first (224 x 960)-
pixel detector, which is defect free, has
demonstrated the theoretical imaging performance
at 2537 A. The images of positive and negative
USAF test targets recorded at this wavelength are
shown in Figure 9. A cut through the image of
a 20-micron-diameter spot of light and a row
from a rectified flat-field image are shown in
Figure 10. The spot image has the expected
profile, and the deviations in the fiat field are in
perfect agreement with the Poisson statistics of
the original exposure.
The (1024 x 1024)-pixel fine-t'me array with 25 x
25 microns 2 pixels (right array in Figure 7) has
been configured with the encoding electrodes on
only two sides of the active area. This permits
four of these arrays to be fabricated on a single
substrate to produce a (2048 x 2048)-pixel array
with a dead space between the four quadrants of
three pixels or less. An array with this
configuration is currently being fabricated for
STIS. Imaging tests or" the (1024 x 102,*)-pixel
detector system (i.e. one quadrant of the STIS
detector) are currently being carried out at both
ultraviolet and visible wavelengths. The arrays
currently installed in both the 40-ram-format
ultraviolet demountable tube and the
4
Figure 8. (224 x 960)-pixel fine-f'me MAMA detector components.
Left: anode array mounted on the ceramic header.
Right: curved-chaunel MCP with 8-micron-diameter channels.
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Figure 9. Positive and negative images of a USAF test target taken at ultraviolet wavelengths with a (224
x 960)-pixel fine-fine array with 14 x 14 microns 2 pixels and a curved channel MCP with 8-micron-
diameter channels. The sequence of bars in these images starts with a resolution of 2.51 line-pairs mm-I
(Group 0, elemegt 3 on the right side of the images). The closest bars in the image have a resolution of
113.6 line-pairs mm "1 (Group 5, element 6 to the left of the image centers).
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Figure 10. Data recorded with the 14-micron-pixel MAMA detector, a) A cut through an ultraviolet image
of a 20-micron spot of light at 2537 ,_. b) A row from a rectified flat field image. Here one flat field
image has been rectified by another and then renormalized to its original count rate. The data illustrated
show deviations which are in perfect agreement with the Poisson statistics of the original exposures (7.6%.
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Figure 11. Images recorded with the (1024 x 1024)-pixel MAMA detector at 2537 A.
a. Test mask.
b. Rectified fiat field.
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40-mm-format sealedvisible-lighttubeare defect
free.As examples of thetypeofdatacurrendy
beingrecordedwiththesedetectors,an imageofa
test mask and a rectified flat field recorded at 2537
A are shown in Figure 11. We plan to fly the
ultraviolet version of this detector on the NASA
Goddard astronomy sounding rocket late in 1990.
Detailed studies of the performance characteristics
of all of the detector systems are now in
progress.
4. Future Developments
In addition to the laboratory evaluations, the
primary tasks of the MAMA program at this
time are the detailed design and fabrication of the
(360 x 1024)-pixel flight detectors for the SOHO
mission and the fabrication of the prototype
(2048 x 2048)-pixel detectors for STIS.
A number of breadboard units of the SOHO
detectors are now in fabrication. The detectors
will operate in different scientific instruments
over the wavelength range from about 400 to
1600 A. Open detector tubes, sealed detector
tubes and sealed detector tubes with openable
covers will be employed. All will be based on
the standard 25-mm-format demountable tube
body fabricated by EMR Photoelectric,
Princeton, NJ (see Figure 12).
Figure 12. (360 x 1024)-pixel MAMA detector for SOHO.
Left: anode array mounted in the 25-ram-format demountable tube.
Right: rear view of tube body showing electrical outputs from the multi-layer ceramic header.
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A major effort is underway at Stanford and at
BASG to miniaturize the MAMA electronics
through the development of custom chips for ,.he
amplifier and discriminator and address-decode
circuits. The hybrid MAMA electronics systems
will be used on both the SOHO and STIS
programs. The requirements for 5OHO are for a
detector head assembly incorporating the
amplifier, discriminator and address-decode
circuits, together with the detector high-voltage
power supplies, with dimensions no greater than
130 x 85 x 180 ram3 and a mass no greater than
4.0 kg. This low volume and mass must be
achieved without compromising the requirements
of high system speed (-175 ns pulse-pair
resolution) and low power (<7 W), coupled with
the ability to operate for several years in the
radiation environment in low earth orbit and at
the LI libration point. Details of the
technologies being employed for the custom
chips are given in the papers by David Kasle and
Ed Cole in these proceedings.
The principal task on the STIS program is the
fabrication of the prototype (2048 x 2048)-pixel
detector system with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels.
The first batch of anode arrays (see Figure 13) are
currently being fabricated at BASG. Because of
the need for redundancy in a detector to be used
for over five years in space, we have chosen to
configure the array as four independent (1024rx
1024)-pixel arrays separated by a three-pixel dead
space. The size of this dead space permits a total
failure in the anode-electrode bias voltages in any
one quadrant without affecting the performance
characteristics of the remaining three quadrants.
Four totally independent electronics systems are
employed.
Figure 13. (2048 x 2048)-pixei fine-fine MAMA array with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels for STIS.
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Because of the size of this array, we are
fabricating a new 75-ram-format MAMA detector
tube. The key component of this tube, the 540-
pin multi-layer ceramic header, is currently being
fabricated by Advanced Packaging Systems, San
Diego, CA. 75-mm-format curved-cha_nel
MCPs are being fabricated by Galileo Electro-
Optics and 75-ram-format "chevron" MCP stacks
have been received from Amperex Inc.,
Smithfield, RI. First turn-on of this detector is
expected to take place in l_.cember 1989.
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Performance characteristics of a curved.channel microchannei plate
with a curved input face and a plane output face
David C. Slater, Jeffrey S. Morgan, and J. Gethyn Timothy
Center for Space Science and Astrophysics
Stanford University, ERL 327, Stanford, CA 94305-4055
ABSTRACT
Tim performance of a high-gain curved-ch:umel microch_uulel plate (C2MCP) with a spherical concave input
face and a plane output face has been evalualed in the laboratory. This format allows the input face of the MCP to
match a curved focal surface, such as in a Rowland cbcle spectrometer mounting, and, at the same time, permits the
use of a high-resolution plane readout array in proximity focus with the output face. The MCP was evaluated in a
discrete-anode Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector system. The MCP tested had channel diameters of
12 pin, a rectangular active area of 9 x 27 mm2, and a front face radius-of-curvature of 250 ram. The length-to-
diameter (L/D) ratio of the channels varied from 136:1 at the edges of the active area to 106:1 at the center. The vari-
ation of the L/D ratio across the active area of the MCP allowed the relationship between the saturated modal gain of
the pulse-height distribution and the L/D ratio to be examined from mod,'d gain measurements. The saturated modal
gain was found to be inversely proportional to the UD ratio and directly proportions to the appSed MCP voltage.
The measured performance characteristics are described and compared with gain models based upon the geometric
parameters of the MCP.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of imaging EUV spectrometers that utilize reflective concave diffraction gratings, 1'2
there has been a need to further develop the imaging capability of detectors commonly used with these spectrometers.
Most detectors have planar focal surfaces, however, the surface of best focus for imaging spectrometers using
reflective concave gratings lies on the Rowland circle". Therefore for optimum focus, the focal surface of the detector
must conform to the curvature of the Rowland circle. The imaging capability of pulse-counting detectors that use
microchannels plates (MCPs) would thus be improved if the input surface of the MCP matched the radius of curva-
rare ._f the reflective diffraction grating. This paper describes the performance of such a high-gain curved-channel
MCP with a spherically curved input face and a plane output face. This MCP, called the curved-front-face MCP,
employed channels with diameters of 12 _un and a rectangular active area of 9 x 27 ram 2. The MCP was made of
Coming 8161 glass with a plate resistance of -200 MfL The radius of curvature of the input face was 250 turn. The
MCP was manufactured by Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation.
The MCP was tested in a ceramic/stainless steel demountable Multi-Anode Mic_ochannel Array (MAMA)
detector tube with a linear 1 x 100 discrete anode array in proximity focus to the MCP . Each anode in the array
represented a pixel with dimensions of 270 l.un in width by 8 men in length. The demountable tube allowed the MCP
to operate under ultra-high vacuum conditions necessary for minimal ion-feedback (< 104 ton). Inside the MAMA
tube the MCP was mounted directly above the linear anode array with a gap between the anode array and the output
face of the MCP of 100 pm. The top and bottom surfaces of the MCP were electrically connected to an external
power supply necessary to bias the MCP for operation. The input face of the MCP was biased negative with respect
to the output face which was held at ground. In addition, a positive bias of 50 volts was applied to the anodes them-
selves to am'act the output electrons from the MCF to the array and to keep the electron clouds from radially dispers-
ing due to coulomb repulsion.
The curvature of the input face of the curved-front-face MCP enabled the effects of channel length on output
gain to be studied. The gain is defined as the number of electrons in each output pulse emitted from a single channel
in the MCP for every input photon that enters the top of the channel. Not all output pulses from the MCP are of the
same size. This is due to the random distribution of energies and colSsion parameters of the electrons inside the chan-
nels. The statisticai distribution in the size of the output pulses can be characterized by creating a histogram of their
magnitudes. The resultant histogram is called the pulse-height distribution (PHI)) which is important in characterizing
the performance of an MCP.
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The shape and mean gain of the PHD depend on the geometry of the channels and the applied voltage across
the MCP. Curved-channel plates that operate under low gain conditions (< 104 electrons/pulse) have PHDs that are
negative exponential in shape. As the applied _oltage is increased, the site of the output clh'u'ge pulses become nearly
constant in size due to space-charge saturation . When this occurs, the PHD becomes quasi-Gaussian in shape with a
peak in the distribution occurring at an output gain corresponding to the size of the majority of the pulses. The gain
at the position of this peak is called the modal gain. The modal gain is a function of the diameter of the channels, D,
and the ratio of the length of the channels L to its diameter - an expression kn_vn as the length-to-diameter ratio
(L/D). The modal gain also depends on the applied voltage across the MCP. Loty has derived an expression for the
maximum modal gain of an MCP operating under space-charge saturated conditions. His expression for the maximum
modal gain G, in units of the number of electrons is given by
G = D, (1)
4e (L/D)
where V is the applied MCP voltage in volts; ¢ is the dielectric constant of the MCP glass in farads meter-t; D is the
diameter of a single channel in meters; and e is the charge on the electron (1.6 x 10-t9 coulomb). The most impor-
tant feature of equation (1) is not the absolute value of G, but rather the dependence of G with respect to V and/.,/D.
Figure 1 is a schematic of the geometry of the curved-front-face MCP showing a cross cut of the MCP along
the length of the active area. Since the input face of the MCP is a spherical concave surface, the thickness, or length
of the channels is a function of the position on the input surface. If x is the position along the length of the active
area measured frbm the origin at the center of the active area, and y is the orthogonal position along the width of the
active area, the thickness L of the plate at the position (x, y) is given by
L(x, y) = Lo + R(I - cos 0_, (2)
where
r" %
0(x, y) = sin -t l----_- 1. (2a)
The angle 0 is measured from the center of the plate with respect to the plate's normal direction. R is the radius of
curvature of the MCP and Lo is the thickness of the MCP at the center of the plate. Equation (2) can be used with
equation (1) to derive how the output gain should vary as a function of position on the MCP. The values for Lo and R
for the curved-front-face MCP was 1.272 mm and 250 ram, respectively. The ratios of measured modal gain values
taken at various spatial locations on this MCP were compared to the expected ratios using equations (1) and (2), and
will be discussed in detail below.
Curved-Front-Face MCP Geometry
L(,. y)
I
Lo
Figure 1. Schematic showing the geometry of the curved-front-face MCP. The input face of the MCP has a spherical
surface of radius R. The thickness of the MCP at the center of the plate is Lo, and the thickness measured at a posi-
tion (x, y), where x is the distance measured along the length of the active area from the center of the plate, and y is
the orthogonal distance measured along the width of the active area from the center of the plate, is given by L(x, y).
The angle O is measured from the plate normal. This figure only shows the cross cut of the plate along y = 0.
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2, BAKE AND UV SCRUB PROCEDURES
High-gain MCPs must operate under high vacuum conditions to minimize ion-feedback. To ensure a high
vacuum environment, the MCP must first be subjected to a high temperature bake while installed in the MAMA tube
assembly. The bake allows comtunin:uilS thai ave conunolily found adsolbed onto die inlenial surfaces of the MCP
after manufacture (e.g. moisture), to outgas from these surfaces. The MAMA tube assembly is typically baked to a
maximum temperature of 300 ° C for a minimum of 6 hours. During the bake, the MAMA tube is attached to a
vacuum chamber which is equipped with a 30 5ter/second ion pump for continuous removal of the outg_sed pro-
ducts. A residual gas analyzer is also attached to the chamber and is used to monitor the quantity and species of the
outgassed products.
Not all of the adsorbed contaminants are removed during the bake. To further clean the channels of the MCP,
the MAMA tube assembly is subjected to a "UV scrub" session which immediately follows the bake. The MAMA
tube assembly is isolated and removed from the vacuum chamber and attached to its supporting electronics to begin
the UV scrub procedure. During this procedure, high voltage is gradually applied to the MCP while exposed It ultra-
violet light that is directed onto its front surface from a mercury (Hg) pentay lamp. The strong emission line at 2537
,_ from the Hg lamp provides the necessary stimulus for the MCP to start the secondary electron c_cade process
through the channels. The high number of electrons released in each output avalanche effectively "scrubs" away any
adsorbed substances which the bake did not eliminate. During the LrV scrub, the voltage applied to the MCP is gradu-
ally raised at an average rate of 50 volts per day until the maximum operational voltage is reached. The pulse-height
distribution, spatial uniformity, dark noise, and total number of output events are all c,'u'efully monitored during die
entire UV scrub session.
The curved-front-face MCP was first installed into a 1 x 100 discrete anode MAMA tube and then baked to
300 ° C for a period of 6 hours. FoUowing the bake, the MCP was subjected to a UV scrub session which lasted a
period of 45 days at which time 1.0 x 10 I° counts mm -2 were accumulated. Tim scrub beg,'m at an applied voltage
across the MCP of 1200 volts, and ended at 2100 volts. The pulse-height distributions were monitored for two pixels
- pixel 12, located 10.25 mm from the center of the array, and pixel 49 located at ihe center.
The channels in the center of the active area first began to show a peak in the PHI) at ,an applied MCP voltage
of 1300 volts. The peak, which was just above the threshold set in the electronics (1.5 x 10 "selectrons/pulse), indi-
cated that the center channels were in sp_e-charge saturation at this voltage. The peak for the channels above pixel
12, however, did not appear above threshold until the MCP voltage reached 1400 volts.
The center channels possessed the smallest UD ratios in the plate and hence were the first to show space.charge
saturation. In this region the magnitude of the electric field across the channels was stronger than in the surrounding
channels causing the electrons to sUike the channel walls with greater force. Consequently the output gain was higher
for the center channels, high enough to become space-charge saturated. As the voltage across the MCP was further
increased, space-charge saturation began to progressively occur in the channels further and further from the center.
Figure 2 is a plot showing the modal gain of pixel 12 (G_2) shown with circles and 49 (_9) shown with trian-
gles as a function of the accumulated output counts per square mi]limeter during the UV scrub. Also shown in this
figure are the values of the applied MCP voltage during the scrub. The first point evident in the figure is that the
modal gain of pixel 49 is always greater than that for pixel 12. This is a consequence of the inverse relationship of
the modal gain to the length of the channels. The second point is that in the intervals of constant applied MCP vol-
tage where the number of accumulated counts increased the modal gain for both pixels dropped as the elecu'ons, col-
liding against the channel walls, scrubbed away heavier adsorbed ions. The heavier ions created output pulses which,
on average, were of higher gain than those pulses created by the electrons. Thus as the number of ions decreased dur-
ing the scrub, the gain dropped.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of the modal gain of pixel 49 to that of pixei 12 (G4jGIz) as a function of the accu-
mulated output counts per square millimeter during the UV scrub. The figure also shows the magnitude of the applied
MCP voltage during the scrub. The modal gain_values are those plotted in Figure 2. The basic shape of the curve
plotted in this figure indicates that the ratio G49/G12 drops with increasing values of the appfied MCP voltage. As the
voltage approached 2000 volts, the ratio approached the value predicted by equation (1) - namely the inverse ratio of
the lengths of the channels over pixel 12 to those over pixel 49 (LIz/L49) which is 1.17 for this plate and is shown by
the dashed horizontal line in the figure. This result demonstrates that the modal gain across the MCP is inversely
proportional to the lengths of the channels as equation (1) predicts, but only over a range of applied MCP voltages
above -2000 volts. Below this, the ratio is somewhat larger than predicted indicating a more complex relationship of
modal gain to the L/D and applied MCP voltage V. The figure also shows that in the intervals h,here the plate was
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iaccumulating counts (at constant MCP voltage), the ratio G44GI2 most often increased_ and atthe applied MCP vol-
tages of 1800 volts and 2100 volts it appears to approach an asymptotic value. Since G49 and Gi2 were both decreas-
ing in these intervals, G12 must have dropped faster than G49. This could have occurred in either of two ways: 1) the
channels over pixel 12 with the larger L/D ratios were cleaning up faster than those over pixel 49; or 2) the shorter
channels over pixel 49 did not require as much cleanup as the longer channels over pixel 12, making GI2 drop a
greater amount than _9. The second explanation seems more plausible since it is hard to imagine shorter channel
lengths taking longer to clean up. When the channels over pixel 12 finally became as clean Ihe MCP voltage allowed,
the drop in gain slowed down and stopped so that the ratio approached a conslant value.
3. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
After completion of the UV scrub, the PHD and spatial uniformity as a function of the applied MCP voltage
were measured. Figures 4a and b show the modal gain and PHD resolution, respectively, for pixels 12 and 49 as a
function of the applied MCP voltage. Both pixels 12 and 49 showed modal gains that increased linearly with MCP
voltage. The PHI) resolution for both pixels, however, was found to decrease with increasing MCP vdtage. Pixel 49
showed an upward trend in the PHI) resolution as the vollage was increased beyond 1950 volts. This is a result of the
onset of ion-feedback which started in the center of the MCP where the/.JD ratio was smallest. The PHI) resolution
of pixel 12,. o, the other hand, stayed relatively constant as the MCP voltage increased beyond 1950 volts. This is
consistent with the fact that larger L/D ratios generally provide belier ion-feedback suppression due to the longer
lengths of the channels and the lower effective electric field magnitude which reduces the impact energy of the ions
against the channel walls. Because of this, longer L/D ratio plates are generally preferred since they can maintain
higher gain output at higher applied MCP voltages with much less ion-feedback than smaller L/D plates. Pixel 12
and 49 reached a maximum modal gain of 6.09 x 105 elecuons/pulse, and 7.10 x 105 electrons/pulse, respectively, at
the maximum applied MCP voltage of 2100 volts. The PH.D resolution measured at this voltage wa.q 29.2% for pixel
12 and 42.8% for pixel 49.
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Figure 4. (a) The modal gain versus the applied MCP voltage for pixeis 12 (circles) and 49 (triangles). The data
shows the linear relationship of the modal gain with applied MCP voltage. (b) The PHI) resolution versus appfied
MCP voltage for pixels 12 (circles) and 49 (triangles).
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Figures 5a - c show a sequence of PHDs of pixel 49 at applied MCP voltages of 1700, 1900, and 2100 volts,
respectively. At 1700 volts (Figure 5a) the PHD is peaked indicating that the channels in the center of the plate are in
space-charge saturation. The modal g,'dn at this voltage was 2.34 x l0 _ electrons/pulse, a value just above rite thres-
hold set in tile electronics at 1.5 x 105 electrons/pulse (the solid vertical line at the lelt edge of the ligure is located at
the electronic threshold level). At 1900 volts (Figure 5b) the peak of the distribution has moved towards the right to
higher levels of gain. At this voltage the modal gain was 4.66 x 105 electrons/pulse. The distribution is quasi-
Gaussian in shape except for the high level shoulder to the left of the peak. This high level shoulder indicates the
presence of an excessive number of lower gain output pulses. These lower gain pulses are caused by the presence of
ion-feedback. Figure 5c shows the PHD at 2100 volts. Here again the peak of the distribution has moved out to a still
higher level of gain (7.1 x 10 _ electrons/pulse), but there is an increase in ion-feedback with the low gain taft to the
left of the peak rising above the peak itself. This regime is clearly beyond the level at which one would want to
operate. Figure 6 shows the PHI) of pixel 12 at 2100 volts for comparison. Pixel 12 exhibited a much lower level of
ion-feedback than pixel 49. For this reason, larger L/D ratios in MCPs are more desirable because of the greater
amount of ion-feedback suppression provided by these plates.
v,_fc/, = 17oo volts v,_cp -- 1900 volts VMO" = 2100 volts
G-= 2.34 x 105 electrons/pulse G-= 4.66 x 10S electrons/pulse G= 7.10 x 105 electrons/pulse
R = 55.6% (a) R = 37.6"70 (b) R = 42.8-70 (c)
Ftgure 5. A sequence of photos showing the PHDs of pixel 49 with increasing applied MCP voltage: (a) 1700 volts -
G49 = 2.34x10' electrons/pulse, R = 55.6%; (b) 1900 volts'- _9 = 4.66x10_ elections/pulse, R = 37.6%; (c) 2100
volts - G49 = 7.10x10 s electrons/pulse, R = 42.8%. The vertical line on the left side of the photos is the position of
the electronic threshold set at t.5xl05 electrom. MCP illuminated with 2537 ,_ photons.
Figure 6. The PHD of pixel 12 at an applied MCP voltage of 2100 volts. The modal gain G't2 = 6 .09x105
electrons/pulse, R - 29.2%. MCP illuminated with 2537 _ photons.
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Figures 7a-d show the spatial output count rate as a function of position along the length of the MCP for
applied MCP voltages of 1600, 1700, 1800, and 1900 volts, respectively. At low applied voltages, only the channels
in the center portion of the plate responded as is evident in Figure 7a. As the voltage was increased, the channels at
the edges of the plate began to respond. This again is a result of the dependence of the modal gain to the UD ratio
and the applied MCP voltage described by equation (1). Equation (1) predicts thai channels with smaller UD ratios
should begin to saturate at lower applied MCP voltages compared to channels with larger UD ratios. This is exactly
what was observed - the channels in the center of the plate with the smaller L/D ratios were the first to respond. As
the MCP voltage was increased, the response moved outwards from the center to those channels witl_ increasing LID
ratios as is evident in Figures 7b, c, and d.
Figure g shows the output count rate of four representative pixels in the array as a function of the applied MCP
voltage. Pixel 2 lepresents the output from channels on the extreme left side of the MCP. Pixels 25 and 75 represent
the output from channels about 1/4 and 3/4 of the distance across the length of the plate, respectively. Finally, pixel
50 represents {he output from the center of the MCP. Figure 8 shows that pixel 50 was the first to detect output
pulses as the MCP voltage was increased. Pixels 25 and 75 were not far behind as they began to rise rapidly at an
applied MCP voltage of -1600 volts. Finally, pixel 2 began to respond at 1700 volts.
Again, this shows the inverse relationship of the modal gain to the UD ratio at constant applied MCP voltages.
Each curve in Figure 8 shows a steep rise followed by a region where the output count rate began to level off. The
steep rise is due to the rise in output gain as the voltage was increased. With increased gain, the number of pulses
that exceeded the electronic threshold level increased until the majority of the pulses were well above threshold.
When this occurred, the output count rate leveled out to a constant value. This is the ideal region in which to operate
because the output is rather insensitive to changes in the supply voltage to the MCP and to variations in the threshold
setdng. Beyond this region, the output count rate again began to increase due to the onset of ion-feedback at the
higher MCP voltages. At these higher voltages additional scrubbing action in the channels cau_d the release of addi.
tional adsorbed substances. These substances became ionized by collisions with the output electron clouds and wan-
dered back up the channels to hit the walls releasing additional elecu'ons which were then detected. Because of the
large mass of these ions compared to the electron's mass, the ions do not make it very far up the channel before
striking the channel wall. Hence, the output pulses from these events are generally of low gain.
a. COHCLU:_IONS
The continuously varying channel lengths from the center of the curved-front-face MCP to its edge has allowed
a look at how the shape and modal gain of the PI-[D depend on the channel length. The performance data shows a
definite inverse relationship of modal gain with the UD ratio, as equation (1) predicts. This was born out of the meas-
urements of the PHDs as well as the spatial uniformity of the output counts across the active area of the MCP. In
addition, the amount of ion-feedback suppression was found It be a function of the length of the channels. Greater
ion-feedback suppression was found for channels of longer length. I! was also found thai the UV scrub is more
effective in cleaning Ihe walls of channels that are of shorter length, since these channels have smaller surface area,
and the effective electric field across these channels is greater for a constant applied MCP voltage across the plate.
The spatial response of the cu_ed-front face MCP was found to be quite uniform as the applied MCP voltage
was raised to a level of 1900 volts. In addition, at an applied MCP voltage of -1950 volts all the channels in the
plate were in space-charge saturation without excessive ion-feedback. This, the relatively high output gain of -4 x
It s electrons/pulse, and the PI-ID resolution of -35% indicate that the curved-front-face MCP is more than adequate
for its intended use in a spectrometer that utilizes a Rowhmd circle type mounting.
Future plans in the evaluation of curved-front-face MCPs are to measure the modal gain as a continuous func-
tion of position across the entire active area of the MCP. This would provide a more accurate way to measure the
(LID) -l dependence of the modal gain. In addition, we hope to make use of such an MCP in a MAMA imaging
detector attached to an EU'V spectrometer that utilizes a Rowland circle mounting to allow detailed measurements of
the imaging performance.
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Figure 7. The output count rate as a function of spatial position along the lxl00 linear pixel array. The applied MCP
voltages are (a) 1600 volts, (b) 1700 volts, (c) 1800 volts, and (d) 1900 volts. As the voltage is raised, the center of
the plate is first to respond, followed by the edges of the plate as the voltage is further increased. Pixels 12 and ,19
have zero counts because they are connected to different output circuitry for pulse-height distribution analyses.
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High resolution decoding techniques and single-chip decoders for multi-anode microchannel arrays
David B. Kasle
NASA Goddard Space Hight Center
ERL Room 327, Stanford University
Stanford. California 94305
ABSTRACT
The multi-anode microchannel array (MAMA) is a photon counting detector which decodes the position of an
event through coincidence discrimination. The decoding algorithm which associates a given event with the appropriate pixel
is determined by the geometry of the array. In a standard MAMA detector, the pixel size is determined by the spacing of the
anode array; however, the actual limiting factor to the pixel resolution is the spacing of the channels in the microchannel
plate. The analog amplitude of charge amplifier pulses can be converted to digital quantifies and employed for increasing the
resolution of the detector by calculating the centroid position of each event in real time. This centroiding procedure can be
implemented as an independent module of the decoder, operating in parallel with the standard digital decoding circuitry and
providing the least significant bit(s) of the pixel address. Decoding hardware and techniques for enhanced pixel resolution are
discussed in light of speed and complexity issues. A space-based realization of the MAMA detector requires that the
decoding circuit be a single-chip monolithic or hybrid integrated circuit because of power, size and weight constraints. A
single-chip CMOS gate array version of the decoder is discussed and contrasted with existing multi-chip decoders in terms of
size, speed and power.
1, INTRODUCTION
The multi-anode microchannei array (MAMA) employs a photocathode for photon/electron conversion, a
microchannel plate (MCP) for electron multiplication and an anode array combined with charge amplifiers for event
detection. Decode electronics interpret the charge amplifier outputs to determine the pixel position of an event. The
integration over time of a number of events results in a two-dimensional image which is stored in memory. The block
diagram of a MAMA detector is shown in figure 1.
The current generation of MAMA detectors employ fine.fine anode arrays, each of which consists of two sets of
interleaved fine discrimination anodes in a repeating series. The f'ast set consists of n anodes (which repeats for n+2 cycle.s)
and the second set consists of n+2 anodes (which repeats for n cycles), resulting in a total of n,(n+2) pixels, where n must
be even to insure unique decoding over the entire array. The interleaving of the two sets of anodes is analogous to two
waves of slightly different frequency beating against each other for one complete cycle.
The spread of the electron cloud due to a single photon event varies according to bias voltages applied to the
photocathode, MCP and anode array, as well as to MCP characteristics. The size of an electron cloud is quantized by the
number of anodes illuminated, also referred to as the order of the fold, i.e., a three-fold designates the situation in which three
contiguous anodes are struck by sufficient numbers of electrons to have voltages greater than some user-specified threshold.
A scaled-down version of a fine-fine anode array (n=4) with one-, two-, three-, and four-folds is shown in figure 2. The
¢lectron cloud spread must be sufficient to illuminate at least two anodes, i.e. a two-fold, in order to allow for the unique
decoding of the position of the event; however, the decoding algorithm must be capable of coping with higher order folds.
Determining the pixel position of a two-fold is relatively straight forward, but this is not the case for higher order folds.
Thus event decoding is divided into anode encoding, which is the process of converting an m-fold into the equivalent two-
fold for arbitrary m, and pixel decoding, which is the process of translating the resultant two-fold into the correct pixel
position.
The anode encoding process is demonstrated for three- and four-folds in figure 2. The equivalent two-folds are
indicated by the smaller black circle outlines contained within the shaded areas of the three-fold and four-fold. Note that the
three-fold has two possible equivalent two-folds, a property of all odd-ordered folds. For odd-ordered folds, the decoder has
three options: always choose the left equivalent two-fold, always choose the right or dither between the two. Dithering
between left and right makes the pixel sensitivity profiles more symmetric, but introduces a small amount of noise in the
image.
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The pixel decoding process involves the t_anslation of the two encoded anode numbers which make up the current
equivalent two-fold into the corresponding pixel number. Pixel decoding admits either look-up table or arithmetic algorithm
solutions.
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Figure 1. MAMA block diagram Figure Z. fine-fine array with multi-folds
_-,HIGH RESOLUTION DECODING
In a standard MAMA detector pixel size is equal to the spacing of the anodes; however the ultimate limiting factor
in the resolution of the detector is the spacing of the pores in the microchannel plate. The resolution of the MCP is
generally about twice that of the anode array. This leads to tlie question : Is it possible to increase the resolution of the
detector without changing the detector itself but only by altering the readout electronics.'? The answer is yes, and there are
several ways to do this. The simplest technique is called even-odd discrimination and involves discriminating between even
and odd folds to generate a single least significant bit (LSB). The LSB is then concatenated at the end of the most
significant bits (MSB's), thereby doubling the detector resolution. This operation can be performed in parallel with the
standard decoding procedure and necessitates the addition of minimal hardware to the standard decoding circuitry (although the
memory size must be quadrupled). Figure 3 illustrates normal resolution (top) versus even-odd discrimination (bottom).
Standard pixels are twice the size and span from the center of one anode to the next, whereas the even-fold pixels are centered
betweeen the anodes and the odd-fold pixels are centered on the anodes themselves. The value of the least significant bit
depends on whether the throw left or the throw right option is used for handling odd-ordered folds. In the case of throw left,
the LSB is high if the event is an odd-fold, whereas in the case of throw right, the LSB is high if the event is an even-fold
and is low otherwise. Notice that the dither option for odd-ordered folds cannot be used when performing even-odd
discrimination. The performance of this algorithm depends in part on the number of even-folds being comparable to the
number of odd-folds. The additional hardware required to perform even-odd discrmination in parallel _vith the standard
decoding circuitry incurs no loss of decoder speed.
Greater accuracy can be obtained at the expense of increased circuitry if the analog voltage values of the anodes are
made available as digital quantities through the addition of analog-to-digital (A/D) converters to the charge amplifier outputs.
There are several ways to use this addditional data to generate the LSB(s) in parallel with tic standard decoding of the MSB's.
The sunplest of these is called the anode voting algorithm and involves subdividing each standard size pixel in half. then
generating the LSB which selects in which half of the pixel to bin the event by "voting" between the two anodes which
make up the equivalent two-fold: i.e., if the right hand anode has a greater magnitude signal than the left hand anode, then
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the LSB is one and the event is binned in the right half. Otherwise the LSB is zero and the event is binned in the left half.
A slightly more complex version of this algorithm uses all anodes of the multi-fold, not just the equivalent two-fold. For
example, in the case of a five-fold, the central anode would be ignored while the two left side anodes would be summed and
compared to the sum of the two right side anodes to generate the LSB and determine in which side the event should be
binned. Very fast flash A/D converters of eight bits or less would be ideal for this purIx_e. Either of the two high
resolution voting schemes requires a minimal penalty in the speed of the decoder. Figure 4 compares even-odd
discrimination (top) with the voting algorithm (bottom). Both have double the resolution of standard decoding, but they are
skewed with respect to each other by one half of a pixel, and m each case the voting algorithm must choose between two
adjacent pixels. Figure 5 illustrates the hardware required for equivalent two-fold voting in block diagram form.
N
TWO.FOLD
Figure 3. high resolution : even-odd discrimination Figure 4. even-odd discrimination vs. voting algorithm
A considerably more complex utilization of A/D conveners is anode cen_oiding. This technique can be employed
with either the equivalent two-fold or the full multi-fold and can be used to generate an arbitrary number of LSBs to any
desired accuracy, although it is probably only useful to centroid to .the resolution of the MCP. The centroid is described by
the equation :
X
Xi.A i
:I
_A i (l)
where X i is the position of anode i with respect to the standard pixel posidon and A i is the digital value of the analog
voltage of anode i. The pixel position is then given by
(2)
where n is the number bits included in the LSBs. This algorithm suffers a significant penalty in terms of speed because it
requires addition, multiplication and division. While adders are quite fast and Booth algorithm multipliers are relatively fast,
division is a slow process involving reciprocal approximation followed by multiplication. Because these operations must be
performed in serial fashion, the speed penalty can be quite significant.
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All of the high resolution decoding algorithms described above produce data which can be flat fielded for purposes of
normalizing pixel responsivity. In addition, all of the algorithms can be implemented in parallel to the standard decoding
circuitry to produce the LSB(s).
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Figure 5. equivalent two-fold voting hardware block diagram
3. SINGLE CHIP DECODERS
To date, all MAMA detector systems have had circuitry composed of discrete parts, suitable for ground-based
astronomy or use on sounding rockets. However, in the near future MAMA detectors will be employed in satellite systems
such as the Solar Heliospheric Observatory and the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph. Space-based MAMA detectors
require (relatively) radiation hard decoding circuitry with lower power, weight, and size and higher reliability than their
ground-based counterparts, preferably in the form of a single chip. The obvious solution to this problem is an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). ASICs are single chips which can contain massive amounts of combinational and
sequential logic, a feature which allows for designs with significant parallelism and therefore significant speed advantages.
ASIC's can be easily upgraded or modified without any weight 'or size penalty, and a design composed of ASIC parts will
have fewer components and therefore higher reliability than the the same circuitry constructed with discrete parts. Power
constraints dictate that the ASIC be of the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) variety.
The simplest ASIC's are Field Programmable Logic Devices (FPLDs), which can be programmed by the user by
either burning fusable links or storing static charges within the device. While this capability of instant turn-around is useful
in the design phase, FPLDs have a much smaller device capacity and tend to be slower than other forms of ASIC. FPLDs
are inexpensive in terms of the cost per package basis, but more expensive in terms of the cost per gate. In addition, no
radiation hard FPLDs are currently available, making them undesirable for space-based applications.
Gate arrays offer an ASIC texhnoiogy with considerably greater speed and dramatically greater functional capacity.
A gate array usually consists of numerous unconnected CMOS gates (although BiCMOS and ECL technology arrays are
also available). The design process consists of deciding how to interconnect the gates and fabrication consists of applying
two layers of metal according to the design masks. Gate arrays are less expensive on a per gate basis, being able to
accommodate designs of over 50,000 gates. Fabrication time depends on the vendor, but is generally around a month after
final design submission. Circuit speed depends largely on layout efficiency and fan-out, but is approaching that of full
custom designs thanks to channel-free compacted arrays and shrinking device sizes. Radiation hard gate arrays are available
which are hardened to 500 Krads and can tolerate over 108 fads/see without upset and up to 1012 fads/see without latch up.
The current generation of high performance CMOS gate arrays are as fast as standard Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL)
discrete parts but use much less power, and they have a high rate of first time success without requiring repeated design
iterations.
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Standard ccUsarc prc-dcsigned and optimized combinational and sequenu_lcircuit blocks which make up a library of
functions available to the designer. The standard cell ASIC design process consists of selecting the appropriate functions and
determining their interconnections. Thanks in part to variable transistor sizes, cell-based designs tend to be somewhat denser
and faster than array-based designs. Cell-based designs also tend to be more expensive than array-based designs and typically
require a month and a half to two months to fabricate after final design submission. Read Only Memories and Random
Access Memories (ROMs and RAMs) are two to four times denser in cell-based technologies than in array-based
technologies, and the smaller die sizes required by cell.based ASICs generally lead to greater flexibility in packaging. Cell-
based designs typically require longer times for tesdng, production and design iteration. Radiation hardness and functional
capacity of cell-based technology are comparable to those of array-based technology.
Full custom ASIC designs provide the ultimate in small size, low power and high speed performance.
Unfortunately, since they must be laid out by hand, one transistor at a time, they are also the most expensive and require
typically a year or more to produce. A variety of technologies are available, including CMOS, Bipolar and Gallium
Arsenide (GaAs). Functional capacity is limited only by die size and density is limited only by minimum device size and
designer ingenuity. Radiation hard technology is readily available, but the high cost and slow turn around time of radiation
hard full custom ASIC's makes them undesirable for all but the most demanding of applications.
Because of their relatively low cost, massive functional capacity and fast production time, CMOS gate arrays were
selected as the target technology for space-based MAMA decoders, and LSI Logic was selected as the vendor by virtue of
their high performance and high capacity radiation hard gate arrays. The decoder has been designed and is currently being
simulated at Stanford University.
The design process was unique because Olympus, the Stanford University Logic Synthesis System was employed
for generating the entire circuit. Olympus actually consists of a number of independent software packages which pass data
via standard file formats, as shown in figure 6. Typically a gate array is designed by using a schematic editor to lay out the
circuit, gate by gate; this is a rather tedious process for any substantial circuitry. However, Olympus allows the user to
describe the behavior of a circuit with a hardware description language called Hardware C (which resembles the C
programming language). This is very much like writing a functional simulation of the circuit, a much easier task than
using a schematic editor to lay out each gate. Olympus then performs all the tasks necessary to convert the high level
description into an actual circuit design.
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Figure 6. Stanford University Logic Synthesis System and LSI Design and Simulation tools
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Hercules, the high level synthesis package of Olympus, performs behavioral, structural and control synthesis to
convert the Hardware C description into a register transfer level ('RTL) description consisting of combinational and sequential
equations. The RTL description is then written out in Structure and Logic Intermediate Format (SLIT) form. If the user
wishes to perform functional simulation at this juncture, the SLIT file is translated into C Structured Language (CSL)
format and the THOR simulator performs functional (but not electrical) simulation. Next the Janus translation interface
program translates the SLIF description into Equation (EQN) format. The EQN format file is then logically optimized and
mapped into the LSI technology by the MIS II program. Janus translates the output of MIS I1 into a standard nedist in the
LSI Logic format. At this point the design process is complete. Finally the L31 Logic Design and Simulation tools (LDS)
are used for gate level simulation and electrical evaluation of the circuit. LDS also performs placement and routing of the
gates and handles chip finishing tasks such as placing bond wires from the die to the pad frame. The design is now ready for
fabrication.
A block diagram of the gate array rea/izadon of the MAMA decoder is shown in figure 7. Input latches are required
to store transient inputs which are not always precisely coincident in time due to timing jitter in the charge amplifiers.
Massively parallel combinational logic encodes the inputs into an equivalent two-fold. So called "glue logic" adjusts the
equivalent two-fold for degenerate cases, such as wrap-around, when an event spans the transition from one cycle of the
anodes to the next. The equivalent two-fold is then simultaneously decoded in parallel into the pixel location for array sizes
of 224,360, 960 and 1024 pixels. All four pixel outputs are multiplexed into the correct pixel address according to the
actual MAMA detector anode array size in use. A pipelined output latch maintains a valid pixel output while new inputs are
propagating through the circuit, thereby improving pulse pair resolution. The equivalent t'_o-fold to pixel address decoding
can be performed with either ROM Look-Up Tables (LUTs) or arithmetic algorithm logic blocks, and the gate array contains
both. ROM LUT's require four to six times the number of gates required by arithmetic algorithm pixel decoders, but they
have the advantage of operating more than twice as fast.
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Figure 7. MAMA decoder gate array block diagram
The gate array design can accommodate active high or active low charge amplifier inputs, and decodes any user
selected combination of two-, three-, four-, five- or six-folds. High resolution even-odd discrimination is provided as an
option, and under normal resolution odd-ordered folds can be handled by throwing left, throwing right or dithering between
the two. Inputs and outputs are latched and the timing jitter window which defines whether charge amplifier outputs are
coincident in time is user controllable. The gate array can decode a single axis of 224, 360, 960 or 1024 pixels; for
example, two gate arrays would be required to decode the output of a 360 by 1024 pixel MAMA detector. Normal
commercial fabrication will be used for initial evaluation of the gate array, but the design will eventually be fabricated in
radiation hardened technology. The gate array chip can be put in a variety of packages, including pin grid arrays and surface
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mount packages; however, leadless chip carriers are not suitable for this application, because of the high number of inputs
and outputs exceeds the current hmits of leadless chip carriers.
A ceramic pin grid array (CPGA) package which will house the gate array is shown in figure 8. By way of conu'ast
a pair of fine-fine decoders constructed from discrete parts for a ground-based MAMA detector are shown in figure 9. The
more densely populated circuit board decodes 960 pixels and the other board decodes 224 pixels. The CPGA has an area of
17 cm 2, while each discrete part decoder circuit board occupies 331 cm 2. The gate arra), is projected to require less than 0.25
watts to perform decodes in less than 175 nanoseconds (including input and output latching time), as opposed to the discrete
part decoders which require 12 watts to decode events in 75 nanoseconds (without any latching).
Figure 8. Ceramic pin grid array package for housing gate array MAMA decoder
Figure 9. MAMA discrete part decoder circuit boards : 224 and 960 pixels
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The resolution of a MAMA detector can be increased without changing the detector itself, simply by altering the
readout electronics. Resolution can be doubled by even-odd discrimination, and the addition of A/D converters to the charge
amplifiers allows more complex high resolution decoding techniques such as anode voting and anode centroiding. Space-
based MAMA applications require decoders of low power, small size, high reliability and radiation hardness. These
requirements are satisfied by a CMOS technology gate array ASIC currently under developement at Stanford University. The
circuit was designed using Olympus, the Stanford University Logic Synthesis System. The gate array handles active high or
active low inputs, has latched inputs and outputs, performs even odd discrimination for high resolution, interprets two-
through six-folds and decodes 224, 360, 960 or 1024 pixels. The gate array can be fabricated in standard commercial
technology or radiation hardened technology.
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ABSTRACT
ImagingMAMA dctectorsystcmswithformatsaslargcas1024x 1024 pixclsarcnow bcingu_d atuluaviolctand
visiblewavelengths.In addition,MAMA dctcctorswith2048 x 2048 pixclsarc underconstructionforuse on NASA
Goddard SpaceFlightCenter'sllubbleSpace TelescopeImagingSpcctrograph(STIS).Thesedetectorsystemsoperatewith
zeroreadoutnoiseand areoptimizedforlow signallevelstudicson thegroundand inspace.The ultraviolctversionsofthe
MAMAs utilize"solarblind"photocathodcsand have significantlyhighcrdclcctivequ,'mtumcfficicncJcsthancurrently
availableCCDs formany applicationsatfarultraviolet(FUV) and cxtrcmculuaviolct(EUV) wavelengths.
Inthispaper,we describetheconfigurationsand performancecharactcristicsofthclatestvcrsionsof thcMAMA
detectorsand discussthedevelopmentofthchybridclc_uonicircuitsneededforforthcomingspaccmissions.Wc alsobricfly
IXcscntdatarecordedwiththeMAMA detectorson a reccntsoundingrockctflight.Inaddition,wc rcpon on thepcrformancc
characteristicsofseveraldifferenttypesof high-gainmicrochannclplate(MCP) configurationscurrentlyundcrevaluation
with the MAMA dccctor systems:specifically curved-channel, "chevron", "Z-plate', and helical-channel MCPs. The gain,
uniformily, dark noiseand dynamic range charactcdsticsof these platcs arc comparedand contrasted with particular cmphasis
given to thck effect on MAMA detector systemperformance,
L INTRODUCTION
Tim Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector systems are state-of-the-an photon counting imaging
detectors currendy under development in the laboratory for use in a number of spaceasuophysics missions. These detectors
are designed to provide high spatial and temporal resolution for applications in low-light level imaging and spectroscopyat
ultraviolet. FUV and EUV wavelengths. Large-format versions of these devices (2048 x 2048 pixels) arc currently under
development as the prime detectors for the Itubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (ST1S). and high-spatial-
rcsoludon versions of the dcteclorshave been baselinedfor the prime spectrograph on board the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic
Explorer (FUSE)/Lyman. In addition to these astronomy missions. (360 x 1024)- pixel MAMA detectors have bccn selcctcd
for use in several instruments on board [be European Space Agency (ESA)/NASA Solar and Hcliosphcric Observatory
(SOHO) mission and in the Ultra-high-resolution XUV Spectrohcliograph (UIIRXS) to bc built for the Space Station
Freedo_
As part of the development of the MAMA detectors we are gathcring astronomical data from both ground based
observations and sounding rocket flights, Because of therandom readoutcapability of the MAMA system, it lends ikself to
imaging applications which require high time resolution, such as speckle intcrfcromctry, spccklc imaging, astrometry, and
image motion compensation at both visible and ultraviolet wavelengths. In addition, the thrcsholding techniques employed
in the system elccuonics result in zero readout noise sothat the residuaJnoise in the output signal is just thc Poisson noise
from the incoming light signal and the dark noise from the MCP.
Inthispaperwe describetheconfigurationsand performancecharactcristicsofthelatestvcrsionsoftheMAMA
detectorsystems.We alsopresentrecentsoundingrocketdatarecordedwith a MAMA dctcctorshowing the galaxy
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NGC 6240 imaged in the ultraviolet at wavelengths around 1450 ,&,.In addition to these imaging rc._uhs,wc present some
performance dam recorded with a MAMA detector utilizing a number of different high-gain MCP configurations. In
particular, we compare and contrast thegain characteristics,dark noise, spatialuniformity, and dynamic range.
2. MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The MAMA detcctor system is composcd of the tube assembly, thc charge'amplifiers, discriminators, and the
decode elecuonics followed by the memory, liming, and control circuitry. Figure ! shows a schcmatic block diagram of the
MA_L_. detector system. The tube assembly contains a single high-gain curved-channel microchannel plate (MCP) in
proximity focus with a two dimensional anode array. The MAMA can operate with cither a scmi-vansparcnt photocathodc
deposited on the back surface of an input window in proximity focus with the front face of the MCP or in the open tube
configuration with an opaque photocathode deposited directly on the input face of the MCP. Figure 2 shows a
three-dimensional cutaway of the MCP and anode array in an open tube configuration. The anode array is a two-dimensional
array of gold eleca'odcs deposited in two on.hogonal layers separated by a thin layer of silicon dioxide. The top layer encodes
one axis of the two dimensional array and the bottom layer encodes the orthogonal axis. The output charge clouds from the
MCP must strike two or more anodes simultaneously in each direction to allow the position of the event to be encoded
correcdy. The anode center-to-center spacing determines the pixel size. Anode arrays with both 25 x 25 I.u'n2 pixels and
14 x 14 I.un2 pixels have been fabricated and tested to date I.
The charge pulses from the anodes are first amplified with the charge-sensitive amplifiers and arc then sent to a
discriminator which creates a digital pulse only if the input pulse is above a set threshold level. The thrcshold is set above
the system electronic noise yet rcmains well below the level of the output signal pulses from the MCP. Thc digital output
pulses are then fed into the decode logic circuitry which determines, from the particular group of anodes that have been
simultaneously hit with signal charge, the location of thc cvcnt. This mcthod of encoding allows a x b pixcls in each
dimension a) be decoded with a + b amplifier and discriminator circuits. The orthogonal axis encodes pixcl locations in the
same way. Hence, to encode an array of 1024 x 1024 pixels, only 2 x 64, or 128 amplifier and discriminator circuits are
r_uired. Alter the address of each photo-event is decoded, it can either be tagged with the time of arrival and stored to tape
_NpHoTOCATHODE
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DECOOEIELECTROMCS
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Figure 1. Schematic of the imaging MAMA detector system.
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(re/erred to as the time-tag mode), or the events can be integrated in memory over a period of time and read out as an
integrated image. The time-tag mode is used if temporal resolution is required, such as in applications involving speckle
imaging and motion compensation. More detailed information on the time-tag mode of operation is given by Timothy,
et al. 2,3
Three different anode array geometries have been designed, built, and tested using the above method of pixcl
encoding. The f_st generation of these arrays were called the coarse-fine arrays. The output pixel-to-pixel uniformity o1"these
arrays suffered fi'om capacitive imbalances between _he coarse and fine anodes which introduced a fixed pattern in the fiat fold
response. This was somewhat remedied in the second generation design, which rearranged the anode geometry to reduce the
capacitive coupling. These anays, called balanced coarse-fine arrays, still suffered oulput nonuniformities from the inductive
coupling between anodes resulting from the fast risetime of the output pulses from the MCP (< 500 ps).
A third generation of anode arrays have now been fabricated and tested which utilize a slightly different encoding
gcomeu'),. This new array geometry, called the fine-fine array, was designed to capncitively balance and inductively de.couple
the anodes to provide improved pixel-to-pixel output uniformity. These arrays allow the encoding of In x (n + 2)] 2 pixels
in a two dimensional array with 4 x(n+ 1) amplifier and discriminator circuits. (224 x 960)-pixel,
(360 x 1024) - pixel and (1024 x 1024) - pixel fine-fine arrays have already been fabricated and tested. Figure 3 shows the
(2048 x2048)- pixel fine-fine array, which is comprised of four contiguous (1024 x 1024)'-pixel arrays butted up
against each other with less than a 3 pixel dead space between arrays. The (2048 x 2048) - pixel arrays have been fabricated
but not yet tested in a complete MAMA system. We are currendy waiting the delivery of the 75-mm-formot MCPs required
for this size array. We plan to start testing these arrays in April, 1990. More detailed information on the configurations and
performance characteristics of these arrays is given by Timothy, et al, 1,4 and by Morgan, el al. 5
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Figure 3. (2048 x 2048) - pixel free-free array with 25 x 25 _m 2 pixels.
3. MAMA HYBRID ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT STATUS
To date, all MAMA detector systems have had circuiuy composed of discrete parts, suitable for ground-based
aszxonomy or use on sounding rockcts. However, in tic ncar future MAMA detectorswill Ix: cmploycd in satellite systems
such as the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory and the Space Telescope Imaging Spccuograph. Spacc-base..dMAMA
detectors require relatively radiation.hard decoding circuitry with lower power, weight, andsize and higher reliability than
their ground-based counterparts, preferably in the form of a single chip. The obvious solution to this problem is an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). ASICs arc single chips which can contain massive amounts of
combinational and scqucntial logic, a feature which allows for designswith significant par_lclism and thcrcforc significant
speed advantages. ASICs can bc easily upgraded or modified without any weight or size penalty, and a design composed oC
ASIC parts will have fewer components and therefore higher reliability than the the same circuitry constructed with discr_e
pans.
Because of their relatively low cost, massive functional capacity and fast production time, CMOS gate arrays were
sc|cctcd as the target technology for space.based MAMA decoders, and LSI Logic was scloclcd as the vendor by virtue of d_ir
high performance and high capacity radiation hard gate arrays. The decoder has been designed and is currently being simulated
at Stanford University. The decoder can interpret the outputs of 224,360, 960 or 1024 pixcl arrays. Fabrication of the
decoder chip in commercial technology is scheduled for June of 1990. After testing, the dccodcr chip can also bc fabricated in
radiation resistant tcchaology able to mlcrate over 108 rads/scc without upset and up to 1012 mds/scc without latch up.
Ball Aerospace currcntly has plans to submit a dcsign to Tcktronics for an integrated version of the
amplifier/discriminator clecuonics. Test versions of the integrated amplificr chips arc scheduled for dclivcry by thc end of this
summer. By using boLh the integrated decode and amplifier chips, the SOHO tube, amplifiers, and decode circuitry wiU be
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able to fit within a box of approximately 25 x 15x 10cm3 dimensions. This representsa miniaturization by about a factor
of 14 over current implementations of the detector.
4. GODDARD ROCKET FLIGHT RESULTS
In June 1989, under the direction of Dr. Andrew Smith at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, a
(256 x 1024) - pixel balanced coarse-fine MAMA detector with an opaque Csl photocathode was flown aboard a Boosted
Terrier Black Brant Sounding Rocket to record ultraviolet imaging dam of the irregular galaxy NGC 6240. This galactic
object is thought to be two gas-rich galaxies in collision. The purpose of this flight was to collect imaging data necessary to
study the spatial morphology of the UV emissions in this objccL
The MAMA tube assembly and supporting electronics flown on this rocket flight are shown in Figure 4. Figure 5a
shows 220 seconds of raw data taken in the time-tag mode. The data were taken at a central wavelength of 1450 A with a
passband ofA_. = 500 A. The field-of-view of this image is 6.4 x 25.6 arc rain "2. The raw image is smeared due to pointing
drifts during the flight (note the 3 star trails on the left side of the image). The galaxy itself is smeared beyond recognition.
Figure 5b shows the reconstructed image with the smear motion removed. This was obtained by using the time-tagged
photo-events in the star trails to determine the time history of the pointing drifts. These corrections were then applied to the
entire set of time.tagged data. The widths of the reconstructed star images are approximately two pixel.q (3 arcsec). NGC
6240 now shows up clearly in the reconstructed image. Further information on the results of this experiment is given by
Morgan. et al. 3
Figure 4. (256 x 1024) - pixel MAMA imaging system flown on the rocket flight to collect UV data of NGC 6240.
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Fi_urc 5. Raw (a) and rc¢onsu'uctcd (b) UV imagcs o1"NGC 6240.
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5. MCP DEVELOPMENT TESTIN G
5,1 Hi_h-Gain MCP Configurations
The MCP used in the MAMA dctcctor is a thin scmiconducLingglass platc composed of ]05 to 107 small pores or
channels which provide ampliScation of incoming radiation or particles by means of secondary ¢lccuon emission. MCPs
have been made with channel diameters as small as4 wn 6, however, most of the high.gain MCPs that wc have tested to
date have channel diameu_rsof ]2 I.un on 15 I.Uncenters.Amplification is accomplished when a negative high vollage (a few
KV) is applied to the input face of the MCP with the output face at ground. When a photo-generated elccu'on from a
photocathode strikes the top inside surface of a channel, two or more elccu'ons arc emitted from the channel surface. The
applied voltage across the MCP pulls each of these elecu'onsfurther into the channel where they again strike the channel
wall liberating two or more additional electrons Per impacLThis multiplication process continues until thc cloud of iiberai_l
electrons, which generally contains 105 to 106 elccuons, exits the output end of the channel. Thc number of clccU'onsin I_
output electron cloud is called the gain. The gain is determined by the physical size of the channels, the physical
characteristicsof the MCP glass, and the magnitude of the applied MCP voltage.
The output clccLronclouds are not all uniform in size becauseof the random nature of d_celcctron collisions inside
the channels.The size of the output clouds are thcrcforc sl,_LiSlicallydistributed. Such a distribution, gcucrally rcfcrrcd to as
the pulse-height distribution ('PHD), is import.ant in characterizing the performance of the MCP in an imaging detector.
When an MCP is operated under low gain conditions, the PHD is negative exponential in shape"/. As thegain is increased
by increasing the applied MCP voltage, the sizesof theelccvon clouds become more uniform due to sp,'ce-ch_rge Saluration
effects andchangcs in the clccLrOSLaIicfield at the output end of thechanncls. These cffccLscausethe PHD to become quasi-
Gaussian in shape7, The peak in the distribution is called the modal gain, and the F'WHM divided by the modal gain is called
the PHD resolution. Amplifiers with discriminator thresholdsset to the low gain "valley" of a spacc.-chargesaturated PHD
are less sensitive to changesin MCP gain Ixrformance and therefore arc more photometrically stable whcn operating in the
"pulse-counting" regime.
We, at Stanford, are currendy conducting an investigation of the p<rformancc characteristics of four types ofhigh-
gain MCP configurations with the MAMA detector system. These four configurations include the curved-channel
('C-plate'), the "chevron', the "Z-plate', and the helical-channel MCP. The curved-channel MCPs were made by Galileo
Elcctro-OpLics Corporation, the "chevron" by Hamamatsu Corporation, the "Z-platc" by Ampcrcx Corporation, and the
helicaJ-channelplates by Dctcctor Technology Inc. The gain, output uniformity, and dark count rate wcrc mcasured for each
of [he above configurations using a dcmoun[able MAMA detector systcm. The purpose of this investigation was to
determine which of the four high-gain MCP configurationsarc best suited to allow thc MAMA detector system to mcct the
dcsign goalsof the ST]$ and the SOHO space programs.
h_ lhu h_
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Figurc 6. High-gain MCP configurations. (a) curved-channel, (b) "cl',cvron', and (c) "Z-platc'.
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The MCP in the MAMA dctcctor system must _ capable of high.gain output in thc "pulse-counting" rcgimc for
proW operation. This requires that the MCP operate underhigh applied voltage conditions sufficient to provide space-charge
saP.zrale.dpulse-height disuibutions with high modal gain and low ion-feedback. Ion-feedback is an undcsirable condition in
which residual gas molecules in the path of the output elcclxoncloud arepositively ionized by the impact with the cloud and
are then pulled back up the channcl by the applied MCP voltage. Thc_ ions strike the clmnncl wall liberating additional
elecl_ons which then cascadedown IJ¢ channel creating noise pulses(allowing the mmn signaJpulse.
Figure 6 is a schematicshowing the cross.sectionalview of three of the four high.gain MCP conligurations that arc
under evaluation. These ate the curved-channel ('Figure 6a), the "chevron" (Figurc 6b), and the "Z-plate" conl'igurauons
(Figure 6c). The curved-channel configuration is composed of a single plate with the channels curvcd in a "C" shape to
suppression.fe.edback.The other two configurations utilize two ('chevron') or three ('Z-plate') MCPs stacked together, each
sct with their angled straightchannels opposing each other Io provide ion-feedback suppression.
Figure '7 shows the channel configuration for the fourth high.gain MCP under evaluation -- the helical-channel
MCP. This figure shows an early version o( a hclical fiber configuration with four channels twisted together 8. The
helical-channel MCP is buLltup by fusing as many of these twised elements togethcr as necessary to make the dcsircd plate
size. Since no shearing is rcquircd 1oconsLrUcl thesc plates (unlike the curvcd-channcl MCP which requires shcaring to
construct the C-shape of the channels), thc yield o( good u_hlc plates is thc()rctically much grcalcr lh;m fureurved-chm|ncl
MCPs. With only four channels per twislx:d element, the open-area-ratio (OAR), deignedas IJle ratio of the total open area of
all the channels to the total active area of the plate, was only about 12% with channel diameters of 50 _m. Later versions
that we have tested contain up to 91 channels per twisted element with 25 I.[rndiameter channels. These MCPs have
improved OARs of approximately 45%.
The chazacterization of the four MCP configurations was conducted utilizing a MAMA demountablc tube with a
linear output array of 100 anodes. A photograph of the (] x !(30) -anodc tube assembly is shown in Figure g. The tube
consistsof a ceramic and stainlesssteel re.atbody which houses the anode array, the MCP, and a relx:licr plate used to focus
cleclrons emitted from the MCP's incrachannel web regions down into the MCP channels for improved detection efficiency.
The anode array output pulsesarc conducted through a ceramic headerat the rear of the MA/vlA tube to the output pins at the
back of the tube. The anodesare mcmllized gold on a ceramic substratewith a separationdistance between anodes of 270 pm
and a length of 8 ram. The MCP is held in proximity focus above the anode array with a gap of approximately ]00 Urn.
Two high voltage feedd_ough nngs make contact widl the input surface of the MCP and the repeller plate above the MCP.
A negadve voltage is applied to the input surface of the MCP with the output side resting on three gold pads at ground
p(xentia] spaced %20de_'ees from each other. The anodes are typically biased50 to 150 V positively with respect to ground
Io atn-actthe elecb'onchargeclouds from the MCP and to reduce thou"radial dispersion.
Before the MCP is characterized it undergoes a bakeout followed by a UV "scrub" procedure to eliminate as much
residuaJgas and adsorbedcontaminants as possible on the MCP and on the surrounding tube surfaces. Thc bakcout of the
MCP and mbc assemblyis conduced under high-vacuum condiLionsat a tcmpcralurc of 3(.10degrees C for a period of at least
8 hours. Following the bakeout, the tube is then turned on electrically with high voltage gradually applied to the MCP
while being illuminated with 2537 ,_ photons from a mercury perray lamp. This UV "scrub"procedure is designed to further
clean up the internal Surfaces of the channels by elccuon impact, The scrubbing acdon takes place as the voltage on the
MCP is gradually raised and the avalanche elecuon clouds which impact the output end or the channels "scrub" away
adsorbedmaterial from the channel surfaces. This scrubbing action also lowers the secondaryelccuon yield which in turn
causesthe modal gain to slowly decrease as the accumulated number of pulseevents increase. During this "scrub" phase the
MCP voltage is raised on average 50 volts per day until the fuU operaLionalvoltage is reached.The "scrub" continues at full
voltage until the modal gain plateausat a constant vaJue.After rcaching this plateau,the MCP is ready for clmractcrization.
To dale we have tesled over 20 curved-channel MCPs with activc-area diameterso1"25 mrn and channel diameters of
12 pm with 15 tzm pitch. Of this large group, the best results have come from a set of plates with channel length-to-
diam_er rauos (L/D) at 120: ] and with input channel bias angles grcatcr than 12 degrees.Thc_ plalcs have dcmonstrated
well saturatedpul._.height distribuLionsat applied MCP voltagesaround 2000 volts with modal gains ranging from 3 x 105
io 5 x 105 electrons pulse"! and with P[-]'DresoluLionsof 35 1o45%. The gain uniformity measured across the MCPs was
gereraJly beucr LI_ +- ]0% I_-zo-peaJc. Figure 9 shows the PHD of one curved-channel MCP in this group at 2000 volts
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Figure 7, Helical-channel fiber configuration showing four fibers per twisted elcmcnt.
Figurc 8. I x 100 - anode array uscd to cvaluatc 25 mm diameter MCPs.
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applied MCP vohagc. The modal gain was measuredat 4.] x 105 clccuons pulse"1 with .', PHD rcsolulion of 36%. The
pcak.to-vallcy ratio (dcfincd as the ratio of the output count rate at Ihc peak in the PHD to lhc ouJput coum rate in the vallcy
at the low gain sideof thePH.D) wasgrcatcr than 10.Thcre Lscvidcncc of some ion-fccdb'ackwhich shows up in the PHD as
a broad laJ!ex_nding beyond the "knee" on the highgain sideof the l'¢ak. The ratio of Ihis ion-feedback tail at ! .5 times the
modal gain to the peak in the PHD is greater than 10 indicating excellent fccdback supprcssion.
1.2
1
0,8
0.6
. 0.4
0.2
0
1.0e+05
I ! 1 1
G = 4,1 x 105 e/pulse
R = 36% -
3.0e+05 5.0e+05 7.0e+05 9.0e+0S 1.1e+06
Gain (electrons/pulse)
Figure9.Pulse-heightdistributionofcurve.d-channelMCP at2000 volts.Modal gainwas 4.Ix 105clcctronspulse"Iand
thcPHD resolutionwas 36%.
Figure 10. Pulse-height disuibution of "chcvron" MCP at 3200 volts. Modal gain was 1.2 x 107 clccuons pulse"I and de
PHD resolution was 38%.
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We have also tcsw..dtwo 40-ram-diameter curved-channel MCPs with 12-/_m-diarnetcrchannels. 'The modal g,"unsof
these two plates wcrc 4 x 105 electrons pulse "i and 5 x 105 electrons pulse "1, respectively, with one plate exhibiting 30%
PHI) resolution and the other 50% at 2000 volts of applied MCP voltage. Thcsc plates have since been placed into imaging
(1024 x 1024) - pixel MAMA detector tubes, one with an S-20 photocathodc for further image testing and for ground-based
astronomical observations I. and the second with an opaque CsI photocathodc for future use on the Goddard Astronomy
sounding tockeL
We have tested to date one pair of 2S-ram-diameter Hamamatsu "chevron" plates (two MCPs stacked against each
other with no gap between) with 10-[_n-diameler ch,'umcls and a combined L/D ratio of 2(X): I. This set of plates showed
excellent space-charge saturation wilh a peak modal gain of 1.2 x l07 elccttons pulse "l and a PHD resolution of 38% at
3200 volts of applied MCP voltage (see Figure 10). Again, the peak-to-valley ratio was better than 10 and the ion feedback
tail at 1.5 times the modal gain was a factor of 10 lower than the peak of the PHD.
We have also tested one fused "Z-plate" stack from Ampcrex Corporation. This plate was a 36 mm diameter format
plat_ with 12 I.undiameter channels and an overall L/D ratio of 120:1. Figurc 11 shows the PHD at an applied MCP voltage
of 2600 volts. At this voltage the plate exhibited a modal gain of 2 x l06 clccvons pulse "l with a PHD resolution of 63%,
and a peak-to-valley ratio of 3. The ratio of the peak count rate to the high-gain feedback tail count rate at 1.5 times the
modal gain was better than 25 suggesting that die supprcssion of ion-I*ccdback win; greater for dlis plate th;lll dLatmc_lsurcd
for both the curved-channel and "chewon" configurations.
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Figure 11. Pulse-height distribution of "Z-plate" at 2600 volts. Modal gain was 2.0 x 106 ciccu'ons pulse -1 and the PHD
resolution was 63%.
Finally, we have tested a number of helical-channel MCPs from Detector Technology, Inc with plate diameters of
25 mm. The be,st results to date were from a plate with 25 I.tmdiameter channels (91 channels per twisted clement) and an
L/D ratio of 125:1. Figure 12 shows the recorded PHD of this plate at an applied MCP voltage of 3000 volts. At this
voltage, the modal gain was 1.I x 106 eZcclzonspulsed with a PHD resolution of 79%. The peak-to-valley ratio was 2.3
but the ion.feedback high-gain tail was well suppressedwith a smooth decrease in the oulput count talc from the peak out to
the high-gain end of the disu'ibution. The ion-feedback tail was lower than the peak in the distribution by a factor of 55 at a
gain value 2.25 times the modal gain. Future tests with these MCPs will include imaging tests in a (224 x 960) - pixcl
f'mc-fine MAMA systcm,
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Figure 12. Pulse-height distribution of a helical-channcl MCP at 3(.X)Ovolts. MtrL, I g:fi, w;is I.Ix 106
elecuons pulse"l and thePHD resolution was "/9%.
The dark count rate for the above MCPs were also measured during the characterization procedurc. The
curved-channel MCPs were generally quiet with dark count levels of around 0.01 to 0.1 counts set:"! mm2. The "chevron"
and helical-channel plales also exhibi=cd fairly low dark counl rates in the range of 0.03 1o0.08 counts scc1 mm 2. Tic
"Z-pine" showed the highestdark count rate of 0..7countssec"1mm "2. The higher dark count rateswere gencraUy associated
with plates which contained a number of isolated "hot spots"caused by field emission from sharp points on the MCP
surface. This was evident from the shapeof"the PHD, which wasqua._i-Gaussian, indicating that thc darkevcnts originated
from the top surface. The low dark count plates exhibited ncgadvc exponcnfial shaped PHDs indicating the dark was most
probably due to internal radioactive dccay in the MCP glass9.
Figure 13 is a plot of the modal gain as a function of the applied MCP voltage for each of the four MCP
configurations. The curved-channel MCPs have demonstrated the tightest (lowest PHD rc,_)lution) distributions of any of d=e
four tested MCP configurations. In addition, they have the further advantage of being able to operate at the lowest applied
MCP voltages of an), of the four configurations. The modal gain values, however, are the lowest of the four configurations.
For Ib¢ MAMA imaging system, the curved-channel MCPs arc still a good choice, especially for systemswhich utilize 25
mm diameter format MCPs. The gain uniformity, however, may begin to degrade with larger format MCPs due to the
increased difficulty in maintaining good uniform shearacrossthe cnt/rc active area of the MCP. The choiceof MCP for the
larger diameter formats remains to bc seen. It will b¢ determined by which configuration provides the bestgain uniformity
over the large aclJve area with the best pulse-height distributioncharacteristics.
The "chcvron" and "Z-platc" MCPs both showed high modal g:dns with cxccllcqt spatial u.ifon.ity. Largcr format
MCPs of these configurations (i.e. 75 mm diameter plates) will b¢ testedin the near future and comlxved to tiN: wformance
of Ihe .75mm diameter curvcd-channcl plates which havealso not yet been tested in an imaging MAMA system.
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Figure13.Modal gainversusappliedMCP voltageforthecurvcd-channcl(circles),"Z-plate"(squarcs),hclical-channcl
(diamonds),and"chevron"(crosses)MCPs.
In additionto measuringthegain and darkcountcharacteristicsof theabove MCPs, we arcalsoconducting
measurements todeterminethemaximum countratean MCP can sustainbcforcitbcginstosaturate.The channelsofan
MC--'Prequirea certainfinitcamount oftimc,calledthedcad time,torcchargcafterpas.sagcofan outputpulse.The dead
time,'_d,isa functionor"boththechannelresistanceand thechannclcapacitance-/.Typically,thedead timeison theorderof
a few millisecondstotensofmilliscgonds.Therefore,astheinputcountrateperchannelapproachesI/'_d,thechanneloutput
gainbeginstodrop.Not onlydoesthemodal gaindrop,but theshapeofthepulse-heightdisuibutionchangesas well.
Figure 14 shows [hePI.-IDof a curvcd-channclMCP with a channclrcsis_nccof 4 x 1013ft.At an inputcountrateof
0.3countsscc"Ichannel-IthePHD has a modal gainof3.9x 105clccuonspulsc-tand a PHD resolutionof37%. ,At24
countssec"lchannel"Ithemodal gzinhas dropped10% toa valueof3.5x 10s electronspulse-land thePHD resolution
has increased to 57%. At 42 counts sec "1channel "1 the modal gain has droppcd 25% to a value of 3 x 105 elecuons
pulse "l, and the PHD rcsolul.ion has risen to 115%. As the count talc further incrcascs, the pulsc-hcight distribution
eventually becomes negative exponential in shapeas the amount of outpu!charge is no longer enough to causespace-charge
saturation It is also evident from the figure that the relative number of countsat d_c peak in the disvibulion decreaseswith
increasing input count rate. In addition, the rcladvc number of coun[s at low gain values below lhe peak and at high gain
values above the peak increase with input count rate. The relative numberof low gain counts increasesbecausethe output
cnd of the channels are no longer able to contribute electrons to the pulsecloud and therefore a larger majority of the pulses
are of lower gain. The high gain tail also increases with input count rate relative to the peak indicating that a greater
percentage of output counts are due to ion-feedback at the higher count rates, The higher count rates arc effcctivcly causing
additional scrubbing of the channels which dcsorbs additional contaminants from the channel walls.
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Figure ]4. Pulsc-hcight disuibutions at dilTcrcnt input count ratcs per channel for a curved-channel MCP.
The effective drop in the output gain of the MCP at increasedinput count rates will cause a corrcsponding drop in
the detective quantum efficiency ('[X_E) of the MAMA imagLng dctcclor system. The amount of DQE lossis both rclaed to
how the pulse.height dislzibution function changes with input count rate and at what level the elccLronic discriminator
Itu'esholdis set. The highest input count rates measured for curved-channelMCPs show a drop in the modal gain of 10% at
count razes of 30 to 50 counts sec"l channel "i. This correspondsto a ]0% drop in DQE al an inpui count talc of 30 to
50 counts scc"1 channel"1 with a threshold set in the MAMA eleclzonics at a value that is half the effective unsaturated
modal gain of the MCP per anode. For imaging MAMA dccctor arrays with 25 I.zm square pixels, the 10% loss in DQE
occursat input count ratesof I20 to 200 countssee"! pixel "1.Thcs¢ rcsulLs have bccn measured with an imaging MAMA
detectorarray by Vic AJ'gabrightat BaH Aerospace SystemsDivision.
6. FUTURE TASK_
The principal Utskat this ume is the testing of d¢ 75 mm diameter format MCPs which will be utilized in the
S'[']S (2048 x 2048) - pix¢! MAMA system. We have received two 75 mm curved-channel MCPs from Galileo Elccvo-
Opdcs Corporation and two sets of 75 mm "chcvron" MCPs from Ampcrcx Inc. These plates will fir._zbc tc.qcd in a ! x
100 anode MAMA lobe to evaluate gain characteristics,dark noise,and dynamic range.They will Lien be furd,cr evaluated
for inzaging performance in a demounlable (2048 x 2048) - pixei fine-fine MAMA imaging array. We plan to start testing
these MCPs when the first 75-mm-format tube is available in Much 1990.
In addJLionto the large 75-ram-format MCPs, we will also continue to evaluate 25-ram-format curved.channel
MCPs requucd for the SOHO program. In particular, w¢ will be testing the imaging quality of thcsc plates using the
(360 x ]024) - pixel fine-fine SOHO MAMA detectorbreadboardsystem that is scheduled for delivery to SL_nfordin March
1990.
We will also continue to cvaJuatc the helical-channel MCPs. To date wc have not yet conductcd imaging tcsts with
these plates, but we now have one installed in a (224 x 960) - pixel fine-fine MAMA tube that wc will begin tesdng in
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March, 1990. At this ume the helical-channel MCPs arc being successfullyconstructed with 25 pm diameter channels and
with open-area-ratios of 45%. The goal is to construct such an MCP with I0 to 12 lain diamctcr channeb; with an OAR
approaching 60%. Further work to reach this goal is currently underway at 1:)erectorTechnology in collaboration with our
group at Stanford University.
Work continues to miniaturize tile charge amplifier/di_criminat(_r circuiiry and the logic dec(xle circuiuy with
custom built intcgraled circuits. The FLtstengineering uflits o_r the chips will bc :zv:nil;d_lcIor lest irl July I_XL
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Imaging pulse-countlng detector systems for space ultraviolet astrophysics missions
J. Gethyn Timothy
Center for Space Science and Astrophysics
Stanford University, ERL 314
Stanford, California 9430.f,-4055
ABSTRACT
A family of imaging, pulse-counting, photoeleclric detector systems, the Multi-Anode Microchannel
Arrays (MAMAs), are now under active development for use on a number of space ultraviolet astrophysics
missions at far-ultraviolet ffUV) and exueme-ultraviolet (EUV) wavelengths between about 300 and 28
rim. Specifically, MAMA detectors are being fabricated and tested for use in two instruments on the
ESA/NASA Solar and Heliosph_c Observatory (SOHO) mission, for the NASA Goddaxd Space Flight
Center's Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Speclxograph (ST]S), and for the prime FUV spectrograph of
the Far Ultraviolet Speclroscopic Explorer FUSE/Lym_ mission. The conslxuction and performance
characteristics of the different MAMA detector syslems ate descn'bed, and techniques for improving the
spatial resolution of each of the detector systems by the use of custom Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs) in the electronics are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
A family of imaging, pulse-counting, photoelectric
detector systems, the Multi-Anode Microchannel Arrays
(MAMAs), are now under active development for use on a
number of space ultraviolet astrophysics missions at far-
ultraviolet (FUV) and extreme-ultraviolet (EUV)
wavelengths between about 300 and 28 rim. Open, open
with openable cover, and sealed (360 x 1024)-pixel MAMA
detector systems, with pixel dimensions of 25 x 25
miczx_ and MgF 2, KBr, and Csl _, axe now
under construction for.use in the Solar Ultraviolet
Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) 1 and the
Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) 2
instruments on the ESA/NASA Solar and Heliosphetic
Observatory (SOHO) mission. 3 Very-large-format (2048 x
2048)-pixel MAMA detector systems, with pixel
dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2 and Csl and Cs2Te
photocathodes, are currently under test for the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center's Hubble Space Telescope
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS). 4 Proof-of-concept sealed
and open (224 x 960)-pixel MAMA detector systems,with
pix¢l dimensions of 14 x 14 microns2, are also under test as
part of the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer
OFUSE)/Lyman Phase B study. 5 An open (728 x,,2024)-
pixel MAMA detector system with 22 x 16 micrm_ pixels,
which is one quadrant of the pmposaJ (728 x 8096)-pixel
MAMA detector for the FUSF.JLymaaprime spectmgxaph,
will be fabricated and tested in 1991 as part of the
continuing Phase B study. Ymally, an open ('/28 x 2808)-
ptxel MAMA detector system, with pixel dimensions of 14
x 14 microns 2, will be fabricated in 1991 for use in our
sounding rocket High-Resolution EUV Spectroheliometer
(HE_S). 6 An overview of the status of the development
program and descriptions of the different MAMA detector
systems arc given in the following sections of this paper.
MULTI-ANODE MICROCHANNEL ARRAY
BLOCK DIAGRAM
_ Photon
___ _ Photocathode
Fig. 1. Schematic of the imaging MAMA detector system.
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Fig.2. Schematicshowingdetailsofthecurved-channelMCP and theimagingmulti-layerazn<xiearrayusedin
theMAMA detectortubes.
2. MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The consmtction and mocle-o_-operadon of the MAMA
detector system has recendy been described in some detail
in the literature. 7 The components of a MAMA detector
consist of the tube assembly, which can be sealed with a
window or used in the open-structure configuration,
containing a single, high-gain, curved-channel
microchannel plate (MCP) electron multiplier with the
photocathode material deposited on, or mounted in
proximity focus with the front surface. To detect and
measure the positicms of the electron clouds generaled by
single photon events, the MAMA detector employs two
layers of precision electrodes which are mounted in
_oximity focus with the output surface of the MCP (see
Figs.Iand 2).
Digital logic circuits respond to the simultaneous
arrivals of signals from several of these electrodes in each
axis, which are arranged in groups to uniquely identify a x h
pixels in one dimension with only a + b amplifier and
discriminator circuits. For example, a total of 32 x 32, i.e.
1024, pixels in one dimension can be uniquely identified
with 32 + 32, i.e. 64, amplifier and discriminator circuits.
In the imaging MAMA detector tube, the arrays are
mounted in tandem with orthogonal oriemations, so that
positions can be sensed in two dimensions. In this
configuration (a x b)2 pixels can be uniquely identified with
only 2 x (a + b) amplifier circuits. The (1024 x 1024)-pixel
array thus requires a total of only 128 amplifier and
discriminator c_uits. The two layers of anode electrodes
in the imaging arrays are insulated from each other by a
SiC)2 dielectric layer. This dielectric between the upper
layer electrodes is etched away to allow the low energy
(-30 eV) electrons in the charge cloud f_m the MCP to be
collected simultaneously on both arrays.
The arrangements of the electrodes in one axisof the
original "coarse-fine" configuration array and in one axis of
d_e latesz "fine.fine" configuration array are shown inFig.
3. The "fine-fine" configuration provides a structure in
which the electrodes are capacitively balanced and
inductively dec.onpled in order to maximize the uniformity
the flat-field response.
In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, the "fine-fine"
configuration permits the location of large charge clouds
from MCP "chevron" or "Z-plate" stacks to be encoded
without ambiguity. $ The electronic decode circuits
designed at Stanford University and fabricated by LSI
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Fig. 3. Configurations of MAMA "cmrse-fine" and "fine-fine" anode arrays.
a. "Coarse-fine" configuration. A positional b. "Free-fine" confil_ration. Pos/tion encoding
ambib, uity is introduced whe_ the charge doud is is unique, even when the charge cloud is
collected on four m more electnxies in one axis of collected on four or more ebx'trodes in one axis
the army. of the an'_y.
Logic Lqc.,San Jose, CA, ha_ beea configured m accept uP
to six simulumeous events in each axis? _ digital data
frora_ MAMA dewaorsyszem_ eitherin|egnuedina
Random Access Memory (RAM) or, for high-time-
resolution studies, the x-y _ and the arrival time
of each _ _ a_reston_! on a m:ofding medinm
suchas_ _We. The cxm'entMAMA time-rag dam
sys_.,m has an absolute aecm'ac7 of 10 U_ 10
3. FLIGHT MAMA DETECTOR sYSrE34S
The lwy pr_mcu_s oftheMAMA de_'u_ fm SOHO,
STIS sndFUSE/Lyman arelisWdinTable I.
The SOHO formal of 3450x 1024 pixels (see Fig.
4) is designed for use in the SUMER and UVCS imaging
spectrometers. Spatial information along the length of the
spectrometer entrance slit is recorded in the 360-pixel
direction while, simultaneously, spectral information is
recorded along the 1024-pixel direction. The pixel
dimensions are 25 x 25 microns 2. The $OHO array
mounted in the 25-ram-format demountable breadboard
de.tecux u_¢ is shown in F'q_.5. The STIS (204g x 20_)-
pixel array is designed for mulli-mode operation,
specifically, echelle spectroscopy, long-slit spectroscopy,
slifless spectroscopy, photon time-tagging and direct
imaging. The array is fabricated from four contiguous
TABLE I
K_ Parameters of the MAMA DetectorsforSOHO, STIS, and FUSEILynmn
SOHO STIS FUSE
Fhud Fornmt:
Plxd Dtmenstons:
Anode Stray S_,e Area:
MCP .qcth_ Are_
MCP Pore81a_:
_of_p_c
_ outpu0
Photocat.5odel_tter_L_
_ad _ptt0_ and
oat__Tay Decode_n*
Opmtbk
360x 100A
25 x 251tm a
9.0 x _S.e mma
I0x27 _ 2
IO mlcrom
1o6 {1o4+1}
_-_, _[k& t_t" a
Yes
Yes
Yea
2048 x 2048 [4 • 1024 • tO_.4)
25 x 2Slun 2
51.2 • 51.2 mm2
52x52 mm_1
10 ndcrorm
529 g4 • 321 + 1)
Cal and Cs2Te
Yes
Yea
No
728 x SO_ (4x 728 x2024
OOx 161tin_
16.0 x 32.4 ram2 {x41
tTx_ mm_t_4}
8 mlcmns
577 a4. • 144l + I}
KBr
Yes
Yes
Yes
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R 8. 7. STIS MAMA "fine-fine" (2048 x 2048)-pixel array
with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels. The array is constructed
from four contiguous (1024 x 1024)-pixel arrays with a
3-pixel dead space.
Two versionsof theSTIS arrayhave been fabricated.
A (1024 x 10"24)-pixelarray,i.e.one quadrantof thefull
array,has been fabricatedina 40-mm-format tube,as
shown in Fig. 6, and is now under testin both the
demountableultravioletand thesealedvisible-tightdetector
tubes.
The first units of the complete STI5 (2048 x 2048)-
pixei array (see Fig. 7) have been completed in the
dedicated anode array fabrication facility at BaH Electro.
optics and Cryogenics Division (BECD). Boulder. CO, and
fabrication of the first 75-ram-format evaluation tube is
nearing completion. A 75-mm-format demountable tube
with a (1 x 100)-pixel discrete-anode evaluation array has
been completed and tests of the first 75-ram-format high-
gain MCP's are about to start. The 25.ram-. 40-mm-, and
75-ram-format demountable MAMA detector tubes are
shown inFig.8. The multi-layerceramic_ inthe25-
mm. and 40-mm-format tubeseach containa totalof 170
elec_calfeedthroughs,whilethe75-mm-format tubehasa
totalof640 electricalfeedthroughs,plusadditionalhigh-
voltagefeedthroughs.
As partof theFUSE/Lyman Phase A study,an array
witha formatof 224 x 960 pixelsand pixeldimensionsof
14 x 14 microns2 (seeFig.9) was fabricatedand testedin
both demountable ultravioletand sealed visible-light
detectortubes.The high-gainMCP usedwiththisarrayisa
C-plat_MCP fabricatedby GalileoElectro-OpticsCorp.,
Sturbridge, MA with a channel diameter of 8 _s.
...._:ii_i_ii_! !!i!ill:/i:i_:¸ !;!_!ii:i_¸:_i_:ii'ii:ii:_i_
a. b.
R 8. 8.Demountable MAMA detector tubes.From leftoright--2.S-mm-for11_t,7S-ram-format,and 40-ram-formatubes.
a. Front view. b. Rearview showing electrka]feedthroughsinthe multi-
layeromamic headers.
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F_s. 4. SC)HO MAMA "fine-_e" array with a Format of
360 x 1024 pixels and pixel dimensions of 25 x 25
microns2.
(1024 x 1024)-pixel arrays with a 3-pixel dead space. This
configurat/on provides redundancy; tota] elecw0nics failure
in one quadrant will not affect the performance of the
RS. 6. _I'I$ MAMA'6ne-6ne" (1024 x 1024)-pixel array
with 25 x 25 microns2 pixels.
_dning three quadrants. In addition, 0_e total arraycount
tale is increased, each quadrantcan deliver -2 x 10° counts
s"l with a loss of detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of
less than 30q[,.
Rig. S, SOHO MAMA breadboan:l demountable detector tube.
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_8. 9. FUSE/Lyman Phase A "fine-fine" evaluation array
with a format of 224 x 960 pixels and pixel dimensions of
14 x 14 mic_'ons2.
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detector wig have a format of 728 x 8096 pixels and pixed
dimensions of 22 x 16 microns 2. Spatial infot'mafion will
be obtained along the _ slit of the _eter in the
728-pixel direction and, simultaneously, spectral
information will be _ along the Rowland circle of
the spectromet_ in the 8tY36-pixel direction. The array will
be fabricated from four contiguous (728 x 2024)-pixel
arrays each with an independent MCP for maximum
reliability on the long-duration space mission (see Fig. 10).
De;alk.d design and fabrication of one quadrant of this
array will be started later this year as part of the
FUSE/Lyman Phase B program.
The last array that is currently being designed and
fabricated is the (728 x 2808)-pixel array with 14 x 14
microns 2 pixels for the high-resolution stigmatic EUV
spectroheliomet_ on rig HIRES sounding rocket payload.
This arraywinbe usedfor very-highspatial,spectraand
tempora] resolution studies of the solar outeratmos dgre.
I1111' 111
ARRAIr_N_ STUD SCREW(G]CD.)t2 Pt
PAD .0CSX .IS0.0iS C..C.
t
j _" ua, pos.rR,ue _.
_'MCP Ac'rwE ARF_A 16 g 32.4 MM
Fig. 10. Proposed configuration of the (728 x 8096)-pixel MAMA detector with 22 x 16 microns 2 _ for
the FUSE/Lyman prime FUV spectrometer. The array consists of four contiguous (728 x 2024)-pixel arrays,
each with an independent MCP.
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4. SUMMARY OF'DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
STATUS
As a result of the impetus of the SOHO, STIS and
FUSEILyman flight programs, a number of key
development milestones have been achieved:
.
,
4.
.
6.
.
°
.
Unitsof allof thereadoutarrayformatshavebeen
fabricatedfreeofdefectsandwitha highyieldinthe
dedicatedfacilityatBECD.
The development of the "fine-fine" anode array
geometry permits the MAMA to utilize any of the high-
gain MCP configurations currently available, including
"chevron" and "Z-stack"MCPs.
The useof MC]_ with channeldiameterseignificandy
smaller San the pixei dimensionseliminatesMoir6
palms in the flat field responseof the MAMA.
The custom gate-array decode ASIC chip (see Fig. i 1)
has recently been used for imaging tests with a
demonstrated pulse-pair resolution of better than 160
ns. The ASIC is significantly more compact than the
discre_ componentckcodc circuitsand requiresa tom]
powerofonly0.5W, asopposedtothediscreted cedet
powerof2.3W.
The SOHO breadboard detector systems have
demonstrated a single pixel count rate (25 x 25
microns2 pixels) of >400 counts pixd "1 s"! with a 10%
loss of DQE (see Fig. 12) and the theoretical fall off of
DQE of 30% at 9 x 105 counts s-t (random) total array
count rate with a system pulse-pair resolution oC350 us
(Fig. Z3).
Both the 25 micron-pixel and 14-micron-pixel arrays
have demonstrated their theoretical spatial resolutions.
A first-generation MAMA detector with the'coarse.
fine" anode geometry has demonstrated a position
sensitivity of better than 0.04 pixels (<Z micron). 11
Significantly better performance 0imited only by the
signal4o-noise ratio) is expectedfor the arrayswith Ibe
"fme-fme" anode geomeuy,
Quantum efficiencies ofbetter than 32% have so far
been achieved at FUV wavelengths near 1200,1, with
both Csl and KBr photocathodes. Photocathode
optimizationis still in progress.
The firs_ units of the Teku'onixamplit'_.r/discriminamr
ASIC have been fabricated and ate now under tesz at
¢
_I, . ,_ o o . , . . , I l l
Fig. 11. Custom MAMA gate-erraydecode ASIC.
Le_: 299-pin laboratoryevaluation chip.
eigs:: zS_n eisht chip.
10.
11.
BECD. All indications are that the design
characteristics of speed and pow_"will be met.
12.
The 256 x 1024-pixel "coarse-fine" FUV MAMA
detector flown on the NASA Goddard Astronomy
Sounding Rocket payload (ASRP), successfully
recorded an image of the galaxy NGC 6240, probably
thefaintestextended ulUavioletimagerecordedI_iorto
lIST observations. The time-tag imaging capabilityof
the MAMA was successfully used to correct for drifts
inthesoundingrocketanitudecontrol syst_n_,l0 A
secondsuccessfulflightrecordedan imageofthe
galaxyNGC 4449on22March1991.
We have successfully opermed a curved-channel MCP
with a curved front face and a planar output face. 12
Imaging _ of this MCP in a MAMA detector tube
are now in progres_
The MAMA position-encoding scheme intrinsically
provides spatial information at a higher resolutionthan
the nominal "pixei'. 13 Inifiai laboratory tests have
shown dm the 25-micron.pixel detectors can providea
spatial resolution of 12.5 microns and the 14-micron-
pixel detectors can provide a spatial resolution of 7
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microns, provided that an MCP with appropriate
channel dimen_ons is utilized.
13. A custom imaging MAMA detector tube has been
fabricated and is now being used for the evaluation of
two-stagc MCP strucUtrcs.
14. The first SOHO flight-configuration engineering model
MAMA detector system is in fabrication and will be
defivered from BECD in July of this year.
.
,
In summary, at this time the MAMA anode array
fabrication is a proven technology and the development of 5.
the advanced analog and digital electronics circuits is
essentially complete. Furlher significant improvements in
the MAMA performance characteristics are possible with
the current technology through improvements to the high- 6.
gain MCP structur_ and the MCP/photocathode interface.
These will be pursued with NASA support over the next
two years.
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High-dynamic-range MCP structures
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ABSTRACT
We report on the development of a new high-dynamic-range two-stage Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) imaging
tube designed for improved high count rate performance at FUV and EUV wavelengths. The new two-stage ,MAMA tube
employs two 25-ram-diameter format MCPs placed in tandem with a small gap between the plates. The front (input) MCP is
designed to be a low-gain convener plate that supports an opaque photocathode and converts the detected photons to electrons,
while the second (output) MCP is of higher conductivity and thus maintains the overall gain of the multiplier at high count
rates. The second MCP is mounted in proximity focus with a (224 x 960) - pixel fine-fine coincidence MAMA array for
high-spatial-resolution imaging studies. The applied voltage across each MCP can be controlled independently, We report on
the gain and dynamic range performance characteristics of the two-stage MAMA tube in two different configurations: first,
with the output MCP having moderate conductivity (~100 M__); and second, with the output MCP having very high
conductivity (~2 M_). These results are compared and contrasted with those of the more conventional MAMA tube
configuration which employs a single high-gain cutwed-channel MCP.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The MAMA Detector
The Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector systems ate state-of-the-art photon counting imaging detectors
currently under development in the laboratory for use in a number of space astrophysics missions, t's MAMA detectors axe
designed to provide high spatial and temporal resolution for applications in low-light-level imaging and spectroscopy in the
visible (4000 - 7000 A), ultraviolet (2000 - 4000 A), far ultraviolet (FUV) (I000 - 2000 A) and extreme ultraviolet (ELrV)
(100 - 1000 A) wavelengths. Large-format versions of these devices (2048 x 2048 pixeis) are currently under development
as the prime detectors for the Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Speclrograph (STIS)P" High-spatial-resolution versions of the
detectors have also been baselined for the prime spectrograph on board the Far Ultxaviolet Spectroscopic Explorer
(b'USE)lLymatl .'t In addition to these astronomy missions, (360 x 1024) - pixel MAMA detectors have been selected for
use in several instruments on board the European Space Agency _SA)/NASA Solar and Heliospi'm-ic Observatory (SOHO)
mission s and in the Ultra-high-resolution XUV Spectrobeliograph (UI-1RXS) to be built for the Space Station Freedom.
Furthermore, a sounding rocket High.Resolution EUV Speclroheliorneu_" ('HIRES), designed to obtain very high spatial,
specu'al and temporal resolution images of the outer stint asmosphere, is slated to employ a (728 x 2808)-pixel MAMA
imaging detector system. 9
A schematic block diagram showing the principal components of the MAMA imaging detector system is shown in
Figure 1. Individual photons focussed onto the front surface of the detector are first converted to single elcclxons by the
photo-emissive material which makes up the photocathode. The photocathode can either be deposited onto a window in
proximity focus with the microchannel plate (MCP) as depicted in Figure 1 (a semi-_t photocathode), or deposited
directly onto the input surface of the MCP (an opaque photocathode). The electrons that are emitted by the photocathode
impinge on the input surface of a single high-gain curved-channel (C2) MCP. l0 The MCP is a semiconducting glass plate
composed of millions of tiny hollow pcces or channels with diameters of 10 to 12 _m and center-to-centex spacings of
15 p.m. These channels provide the necessary ampLification to allow for the detection of single photon events by the
electronics. The MCP accomplishes this amplification through Ihe process of secondary electron emission within each of the
channels. Each electron that enters a channel at the input stimulates the creation of an output pulse of 105 to 106 electrons. _
The channels are curved to limit ion-feedl_ck.
PHOTON
PHOTOCATHODE
e"
MICROCHANNEL PLATE (MCP)
e" CLOUD
ARFIAY
DECOOE _O
ELECTRONICS
DEC DE RY
CI_RGE
AMPLIFIERS
Figure 1. Schematic block diagram of the imaging MAMA detector system. [Courtesy of D. B. KasleJ.
In proximity focus with the output of the MCP is a two-dimensional array of anodes that intercept each of the
output pulses, and which generate current pulses that are fed to amplification and decoding circuitry. The decoding circuitD,
computes the (x, y) position, or pixel location, of each detected event and increments the unique address for the given location
in memory by one count.
1.2 Dynamic Range Limitations of the MAMA Detector
The dynamic range of a photon detector is defined to be the ratio of the maximum to minimum detectable light intensity
levels over which the output of the detector remains linear with input. The maximum detectable light intensity is typically
definedtobethatwhichcausesa deviationinoutputlinearityb more,than10%. Thislevelcan eitherbe definedintermsof
the fight flux at a given wavelength (for a given photocathode), or in terms of the input count rate to the MCP---referred to as
the maximum upper level count rate. The minimum detectable light intensity is def'med to be the detector dark noise level.
The MAMA system has two sources of dadc noise: 1) the inherent dark noise of the MCP resulting from radioactive
beta decay, emission points, cosmic rays, etc. ! I. t2; and 2) that due to thermionic emission from the _ode. Cooling
the photocathode can lower the thermionic emission level below the dark noise of the MCP thus malting the MCP the
limiting noise contributor. Typical dark noise levels of well conditioned MCPs are on the order of 0.1 - 1 counts cm 2
sec-l.$, 13.
The maximum upper level count rate of the MAMA system is governed by the MCP for image fields composed of
discrete point sources. For small spots imaged onto the array, conventional MCPs composed of channels with resistances
• 10 t4 _ begin to show signs of temporal saturation at input count _t_s of less than 107 counts cat -_' sec -t, which
correspondstoa countrateper MCP channelof< 20 countschannel-sec". At thesecountratesthereis-10% lossinthe
overalldetectivequantum efficiency(DQE) oftheMAMA due totemporalsaturationoftheMCP. With largerfieldsof
illumination(greaterthan~I0% ofanarraycomposed of I06pixels),thedynamic rangeislimited,notby thesaturationlevel
of the MCP. but by thepulse-pairesolutionof the analogamplifier/discriminatorelectronicsand thedigitaldecoding
circuitry. The speed of the fastest MAMA elecu'onics allows resolution between two input pulses that are separated by a
minimum of-100 ns. This sets the upper total array count rate for a 30% loss in DQE at -3.6 x 106 counts sec -t (random).
Because the size of the imaged object determines whether the MCP or the electronics limits the dynamic range, one must
specify two dynamic ranges -- the pixel dynamic range for small discrete imaged objects, and the global dynamic range for
-2-
spatially extended imaged objects. For the MAMA detector, the pixel dynamic range ts on the order of 108, and the global
dynamic range is on the order of 106. In this paper, we shall focus on the pixel dynamic range performance.
Currently, the MAMA detector can easily achieve the dark count rate levels that have been specified for each of the
space programs mentioned above using conventional high-gain C 2 MCPs. The maximum count rate capability of the
MAMA utilizing conventional MCPs with channel resistances of ~1014 f2, however, is well shy of the desired count rate
goals for the above mentioned space missions. Most of these missions require an upper level count rate capability at least 5
times the rate currently obtainable with conventional MCP resistances (> 100 counts channel -1 see't). HIRES is the most
stringent, with a desired upper count rate goal nearly 2 orders of magrtiuade greater than currently achievable.
The upper level count rate capability of the MCP is limited by the finite time it takes to replenish charge that has
been extracted from each MCP channel that is stimulated by an input event. 15 The time it takes to recharge a previously
stimulated channel is governed by the channel recharge time constant, teA, which is, to zeroth order, proportional to the
product of the channel resistance, RcA, and capacitance, Cch. A finite %h implies a dependance of the output gain of the
MCP to the input count rate level. At low input count rates, there is enough time between input events to allow each of the
stimulated channels to fully recharge before the next event occurs. At higher count rates, however, the channels have not had
enough time to fully recharge before the next event; hence, the output gain from the following events are decreased. The drop
in gain with increasing input flux is called gain sag. t4
Since the MCP is normally operated in the high-gain mode, it displays a quasi-Gaussian slmped pulse-height
distribution (PHD). The gain value at the peak of this distribution, called the modal gain, is a quantity that can be easily
measured as a function of the average input count rate per MCP channel, A. Monte Carlo simulations of how the PHD
changes with A were performed to determine how the modal gain varies with A: assuming a pure Gaussian PHD at very low
count rates (Area << I). The modal gain, _, was found to vary with A in the following mannerZ_
1 + k(Ro)A fch (1)
G, is the modal gain measured at very low input count rates (Area << 1); and k(Ro) is a constant that depends on the, PI-ID
resolution, Ro, measured again at very low count rates. The PHD resolution is defined to be the full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the PHI) divided by the modal gain, G',, and is commonly expressed as a percentage. For values of Ro between 0
and 100%, k(Ro)isa linearfunctionofRo of theform k(Ro),,0.01IRa. The drop inmodal gainvaluesasa functionof
increasinginputfluxiscalledmodal gainsag.
Gain sagmeasurementsmade witha varietyofsinglehigh-gainC2 MCPs withchannelresistancesbetween 1012
to 1014 _ show a stronglinearcorrelationbetweenrchand RcA asone wouldexpectwitheach MCP channelbehavingasan
RC circuit,4 For channelswith resistancesof 1014G, thetea is-15 msec. High conductivityMCPs with channel
resistancesof1012fldemonstrate%h valuesintherangeof0.1-0.2msec. The main problemwithusinglow conductivity
MCPs istheirhighoperationaltemperanu_esresultingfromjouleheating.The jouleheatingiscausedby theveryhighstrip
currentsthroughtheMCP resultingfrom thehighvoltagesrequiredtoachieveadequateoutputgainperformance.MCI_ with
RcA < I013fl,and thatrequite~2000 voltsforproperhigh-gainoperation,willreachoperatingtempm'aturesinexcessof
100" C. .4 At these elevated temperatures, the MCP is essentially under a continual bake. MCPs operating at temperatures
exceeding 200 ° C have shown drops in Reh over time resulting from continual H2 reduction occurring inside the tube. This
can lead to eventual thermal nmaway if olzamed for an extended period of time.
For improved signal-to-noise performance, the MAMA's detection circuitry includes a discriminator so that only
output pulses fi'om the MCP that exceed a threshold gain level are counted. Pulses with gains below threshold are discarded.
Thus, when the output gain of the MCP begins to drop with increasing input flux, the ratio of detected counts that exceed the
threshold to the total number of output counts begins to drop. This quantity, termed the saturation detection efficiency
(SDE), is def'med ast4
(2)
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wherefs(g; AtcD represents the functional dependance of the PHI) with gain, g, for a given product Arch; th is the threshold
level set in the discriminator electronics; and _ is a dummy integration variable. The rate at which the SDE drops with A
depends on "rch as well as on how the shape of the PHI) changes for a given modal gain-to-threshold ratio, Gdth. The
predicted behavior of the SDE was simulated with the Monte Carlo model described above and was found to be exponentially
dependant on A in the following wayt4:
SDE (Ar_) = C, exp (--aAt,,) (3)
w
The constant a is inversely proportional to Gdth; Co is approximately unity for Gdth > 2 and Re < 60%.
1.3 The 2-Stage Configuration
The upper count rate performance of the MAMA detector system depends critically on how the PHD is affected by increasing
input count rates. One way to improve the upper count rate performance is to employ MCPs with lower channel resistances.
Another way is to seek a detector configuration that minimizes the broadening of the PHD that occurs at high count rates, so
that a proportionally fewer number of output counts fall below threshold. To maximize the improvement, a combination of
both of these improvement factors should be incorporated into a detector design.
In this paper we describe out attempt to improve the upper count rate performance of the MAMA detector by
employing a newly designed MAMA detector tube that utilizes two MCPs in a cascaded configuration similar to a "chevron"
configuration. This tube, called the 2-Stage MAMA tube, employs two MCPs stacked together with a 150-1am thick ceramic
spacer placed in between the two plates. Each MCP can be independently biased with separate high-voltage D.C. power
supplies.
The dynamic range performance of the 2-Stage MAMA tube was found to exceed the performance of the single MCP
MAMA design. The improved performance resulted primarily from the improved PI-ID characteristics associated with the
operation of this tube under certain conditions that are spelled out in further detail below. The PHD characteristics were
optimized when the top MCP was operating as a low-gain plate converting incoming photons to electrons, with the bottom
MCP operating as a high-gain plate.
Ainbund and Maslenkov t_ carried out an investigation involving the performance characterization of a "chevron"
stack of MCPs and found that the PI-ID performance improved with the application of a retarding field within the interplate
gap between the two MCPs. They tested a variety of "chevron" stack configurations with interplate gap distances ranging
from 0.1 mm up to 1 mm. All of these configurations showed a drop in the PI-[D resolution, RpHD, asVgap droppedbelow 0
volts, with a minimum in RpHD occurring for all the tested configurations within -50 to -100 volts. Rpllo also showed
improvement with the application of a positive Vg,p ebut the minimum in RpttD with VsaP > 0 was always substantially
higher than the minimum in RpltD with Vgap < 0. They also reported that the modal gains were lower with Vgjp < 0
(comparable to a single high-gain MCP).
Fraser et al.17.carried out a similar investigation involving a "chevron" stack with a gap distance of 160 I.tm and
found the same behavior---improved PHI) resolutionsand modal gain values comparable with single high-gain cutved-channel
MCPs with VIi, p < 0. Both Fraser et al. and Ainbund and Maslenkov atlribute the improved PHD resolution pedformance to
the smaller and more tighdy packed electron clouds emanating from the top MCP. The repulsive field allows only those
electrons that have sufficient energy to reach the bottom MCP. These higher energy electrons generally come from regions
within the top MCP channels that are further from the output than those of lesser energy, since they have had more lime to
gain energy from the applied elecnSc field. Consequendy, the higher energy electrons that do arrive at the bottom MCP
emerge from the top MCP within a smaller solid angle compared with those electrons of lower energy that emerge from the
channel output with rather large angles with respect to the channel normal. The lower modal gain values with Vop < 0
results from the smaller number of electrons that are able to reach the bottom MCP.
Figure 2 is a schematic showing a cross cut view of the rear body of the 2-Stage MAMA imaging detector tube.
This tube was designed to test the gain, dye,antic range, and imaging performance characteristics of a cascaded two-stage high-
gain MCP configuration utilizing two 25-mm-diametet format MCPs. The 2-Stage _ body assembly was constructed out
of Kovar and ceramic and was designed to operate under high vacuum conditions (< 10" torr). The back surface of the tube is
made up of a ceramic header which contains feedthrough pins that are used to electrically connect the anode array within the
tube body to the external MAMA electronics. The anode array, which is itself constructed on a glass substrate and epoxyed to
the inside surface of the header, is connected electrically to the header with gold ribbon. The bottom MCP rests above the
anode stray, supported by three gold pads spaced 120 ° apart. On top of the bottom MCP lies a specially designed ceramic
washer that electrically isolates the bottom MCP from the top MCP. The top MCP is mounted on the upper surface of the
-4-
Figure 2. Cross sectional view of the 2-Stage MAMA imaging detector.
washer. The interplate gap distance is set by the thickness of the washer, wMch for the measurements reported here was
150 _m.
A total of four high-voltage feedthrough elecu-odes made of Kovar are sandwiched between ceramic rings that are
bondedtothetopsurfaceoftheheader'sKovar flange.The firsthigh-voltagef edthroughelectrodefromthebottomisusedto
biasthetopsurfaceof thebottomMCP. Threegoldribbonsattachedtothebottomsurfaceoftheceramicwasher,and spaced
120°apart,areusedtomake theelectricalconnectionfrom thewashertothefirstfeedthrough.The threegoldpadson which
thebottomMCP restsserveas thehigh-voltageoutput.The secondhigh.voltagefeedthroughelectrodeisthehigh-voltage
outputforthetopMCP. Itisconnectedtothetopsurfaceoftheceramicwasherwithgoldribbonsspaced120°apartinthe
same manner asthe f'trstelectrodeistothebottom surfaceof thewasher. The inputsurfaceof thetopMCP is,inram,
connectedtothe thirdfeedthroughelectrode.The threeelectrodesallowindependentbiasingof boththebottomand top
MCPs. The fourthfeedOu_ugh electrodeprovidesbiasingtotherepellerapertureplatemounted abovethetopMCP. This
plateisusedtoimprovethedetectionefficiencyby repellingthoseelectronsthatarephoto-generatedwithinthemterchannel
regionsofthetopMCP back down intotheMCI' channels.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROCEDURE
The 2-Stage tube was operated and tested using two separate MCP configurations---designated configuration I and II. Table I
lists the MCP characteristics of both the top and bottom MCPs for both configurations. In configuration I, both top and
bottom MCPs were high-gain C2 plates with channel diameters, D, of 12.5 pm on 15-v.m centers. Both MCPs had
rectangular active areas measuring 7.5 nun by 27 nun. The channel length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) for the top and bottom
MCPs were, respectively. 140 and 130. The average channel resistance for the bottom MCP was 1.1 x 1014 fi at an applied
MCP voltage of 2300 volts. In configuration II, the top MCP was composed of 10-p.m diameter straight channels, with an
L/D ratioof 40 anda circularactiveareawitha d/ameterof-27 nun. Thebottom MCP was again a high-gain C2 plate with
a rectangular active area of 7.5 mm by 27 mm, 12.5-pro diameter channels, and an L/D ratio of 136, but with a very low
. plate resistance of only 10 M_ at room temperature (20 ° C). The average channel resistance of this high-conductivity MCP
was -2 x 101212 at an applied MCP voltage of 2100 volts.
The MCPs of configuration I were chosen to test whether or not the $DE performance of the MAMA would
improve using MCPs of conventional resistance (Rch ~1014 fl) with the 2-Stage tube. Configuration II was chosen to
determine the maximum SDE performance improvement possible with the 2-Stage tube operating with an MCP which had
alreadydemonstrateda eek valuethatwas abouttwo ordersof magnitudesmallerthanthatof MCPs withconventional
resistance.
Figure 3 shows, schematically, the equipment and its setup used to conduct the modal gain sag and SDE
measurementsperformed with the2-StagetubeoperatinginbothconfigurationsIand H. The setupconsistedprimarilyof
two combined systems--the MAMA detector system and its associated supporting electronics, and the optical system used to
direct ultraviolet photons to the front surface of the top MCP.
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The optical system was designed to provide a uniformly illuminated circular spot of light onto the input surface of
the top MCP, which could be varied in relative intensity by the use of calibrated neutral density (ND) filters. Two light
sources were used in these measurements_a BHK Analamp Model 81-1057-01 mercury (Hg) "penray" lamp, which provided
ultraviolet photons from its strong 2537A emission line, and a Hamamatsu Model L1636 high intensity deuterium (D2) lamp
that output a continuum ultraviolet emission spectrum between 2000 ,_ and 3000 ,_. The Hg "penray" lamp was used to
characterize the gain performance of both tested configurations; the D2 lamp was used to measure the dynamic range
performance in terms of modal gain sag and SDE measurements. A UV diffuser was placed in front of the lamp source to
create a more uniform "lambertian" exitance across the aperture mask containing the circular area, which was focussed onto
the MCP. The lens used to focus the aperture mask was an 85-ram focal length, f/4.5 - 22 achromatic camera lens with high
transmission in the UV, manufactured by Asahi Optical Company. A special fixture was built to hold the camera lens,
aperture mask, diffuser, and lamp source together with a fixed distance between the lens and mask of 300 ram, giving a
demagnification factor of 2.53 to the imaged object. This optical assembly was mounted onto a wanslational stage which
itself was attached to an optical rail. The translational stage allowed lateral movement of the optical assembly perpendicular
to the optical axis.
The MAMA eloctronics used for these tests only supported analog output for PHD analysis. Imaging performance
data has not yet been acquired with the 2-Stage tube. The (224 x 960)-pixel array at the back end of the 2-Stage tube was
configured as one large anode by tying all the anodes together. The pulses collected by this one large anode was output to a
single analog channel consisting of a charge amplifier, whose output was sent direcdy to the pulse-height analyzer (PHA) for
PHD data acquisition. The PHA used was a Tracor Northern TN-7200 Multichannel Analyzer. An HP-85 computer was used
to extract PHD data from the PHA for further data manipulation and storage. The pulse-pair resolution of the analog
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Figure 3. Schematic showing experimental setup for high input count rate measurements.
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channel/PHA was measured to be -550 ns, giving a maximum input count rate capability of the electronics of -2 x 103
counts sec "l with a 10% coincident loss. Also shown in Figure 3 is a digital data path that is used to acquire imaging data.
This path was not operational for the set of measurements discussed in this paper.
The dynamic range data was measured in the form of modal gain sag and SDE data. The modal gain sag data was
acquired by measuring the peak position of the PHD as a function of the a'ue input count rate, A. A was varied by assuming
that the true input count rate was that measured at very low input light flux, so that the MCPs were not in temporal
saturation (A_ch << 1). This low count rate was measured by integrating the total number of accumulated counts within the
acquired PHD from the threshold gain value set with the PHA. This low rate became the baseline rate which was used to
calculate the succeeding higher input count rates based on the changes in the caLibrated optical density values of the various
ND fd_rs used.
3. GAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 2-STAGE TUBE
The 2-Stage MAMA tube was operated and characterized for both configurations I and II. 8efore operation, the tube with both
MCPs installed was baked under vacuum to a temperature of 180 ° C. Following the bake, the tube was attached to the
MAMA electronics to begin the UV "scrub" procedure. This procedure entailed exposing the tube to UV radiation (253"IA)
from a Hg "pem'ay" lamp while slowly increasing the applied MCP voltages until the desired operational voltages were
reached. In so doing, the channel surfaces were cleaned from any adsorbed condensates by the "scrubbing" action of the
electron cascades within the channels. This material was then pumped out of the tube with the attached ion pump. The UV
"scrub" procedure has proved effective in lowering both dark noise and ion feedback. Following the UV scrub, each
configuration was characterized and tested for gain and output behavior as a function of the applied voltages to both top and
bottom MCPs.
Figures 4a, b show the PHI) recorded with the 2-Stage tube operating in configuration I with Vtop at 1200 volts
(Figure 4a), and at 1400 volts (Figure 4b), with with the bottom MCP held at 2300 volts. These PKDs have an excellent
quasi-Ganssian shaped peak with a modal gain value of -5 x 105 electrons pulse "l, a low PHI) resolution of -.41%, and a
peak-to-valley ratio? (PVR) greater than 10. The PHD with Vtop = 1400 volts shows a secondary peak at -9.5 x 105
electronspulse"Iwhich isbelievedtoresultfrom lateralspreadingof thechargecloudwithinthe interplategap ca_ing a
number ofoutputpulsesfrom thetopMCP tohittwo channelsinthebottomMCP.
The modal gainand PRD resolutionasa functionofVbot,withVtopheldfred at1200 volts,isshown inFigure5
forconfigurationI. The behaviorofboth thesequantitieswithMCP voltageisqualitativelyidenticaltothatof a single
MCP. The minimum PHD resolutionwas foundtooccurwith Vbotat2300 voltsand was thuschosen as theoptimum
voltage.Beyond 2300 volts,thePHD resolutionisshown toriseresultingfromincreasedion-feedback.
Figures6a and b show how theoutputcountratevariedwithVbot(Figure6a)and Vtop(Figure6b). As Figure6a
demonstrates,thebehaviorof theoutputcountratewithVbo_(Vtopwas heldfixedat 1200 volts)isqualitativelyidenticalto
thatforasinglehigh-gainMCP--that is,theoutputshows thecharacteristicrolloverwithincreasingVbo_followedby arise
incountrateabove2300 voltsresultingfrom increasedion-feedback.
The behavioroftheoutputcountrateasa functionof Vto¢(withVb_ heldfixed),however, was quitedifferentas
evidentinFigure6b. The outputcountratewas found torisenearlyexponentiallywith Vtop,startingoffslowlyforVtop
below 1200volts,and steadilyrisingasVtopwas increased.Sincethemodal gainwas notchanginga_ably asVtop was
increased,theriseintheoutputcountratewas a resultofanincreaseinthedetectivequannan efficiency(DQE). As V_ was
increased,theexitenergyand theoutputgainfrom thetopMCP rose.This,inturn,increasedtheprobabilitythatelectrons
reachedthebou_m MCP foreventualdetection.The exponentialriseintheoutputcountratewithincreasLngvoltagetothe
top MCP isa consequenceof the Maxwellian shape of theenergydistributionf the exitingelectrons.The repelling
interplategap actstoeliminate lectronswithenergiesbelow a fixedthresholdenergylocatedfarout inthewingsof the
Maxwelliandistributionwhere thenumber ofelectronsofincreasingenergyfalloffexponentially.As Vtop increased,the
distributionmoved towards higherenergy allowingthe number of electronsexceeding the energy thresholdto rise
exponentially.
? The peak-to-valley ratio is def'med to be the ratio of the amplitude of the PHI) at the modal gain or peak of the distribution to the
amplitude of the "valley" on the low-gain side of the peak.
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Figure 4. PHD recorded with configuration I with the bottom MCP at 2300 volts, and the top MCP at 1200 volts (a), and
1400 volts Co). Data taken with 2537 A photons.
The gain and outputcountrateperformanceof the2-StagetubeoperatinginconfigurationIIwas qualitativelythe
same as that measured for configuration L The optimum voltages for this configuration with a Vs.p of .100 volts was a Vt,_
of 500 volts and a Vbot of 2100 volts. The PI-ID displayed a nice quasi-Gaussian shape with a modal gain of 2.4 x 10_
eleca'ons pulsel; a PHD resolution of 35%; and a PVR of 8. Because of the very low resistance of the bottom MCP (1.7
M.O at 2100 volts), the excessively high strip current (>600 gA cm "2) led to a rather high operating temperature as a result of
joule heating. The operating temperatme was in excess of 200 ° C. This so called "Hot Plate" was found to remain in stable
operation over many hours after turn-on; however, over a sustained period of operation exceeding more than a day, the strip
current began to slowly increase indicating a further drop in plate resistance. This drop in resistance may be the result of the
process used to lower the MCP glass resistance during manufacture----4he process known as hydrogen reduction. Is During this
step, which occurs after the MCP channels have been etched out, the MCP is placed in a furnace at an elevated temperature
(> 350* C) in the presence of hydrogen gas. The hydrogen diffuses into the glass matrix reducing the lead oxide in the glass
to metallic lead. The newly altered glass matrix now allows for electronic conduction to occur with much lower resistivity.
Hence, if the "Hot Plate" were allowed to continue to operate, there is the chance that eventually the resistance will begin a
precipitous drop leading to a thermal "runaway" condition which would destroy the plate and most probably the anode array
directly behind iL
i i i
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Figure 5. Modal gain (solid curve) and PHD resolution (dashed fine) as a function of the applied bottom
MCP voltage for the 2-Stage MAMA tube operating in configuration I. The top MCP voltage for these
measurements was 1200 volts. Data taken with 2537 ,t, photons.
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Figure 6. (a) Normalized output count rate of the 2-Stage MAMA tube operating in configuration I as a function of the
applied voltage to the bottom MCP with 1200 volts applied to the top MCP. Co)The output count rate as a function of the
applied voltage across the top MCP, with the bottom MCP held at 2300 volts. Data taken with 2537 ,_,photons.
4. HIGH COUNT RATE PERFORMANCE OF THE 2-STAGE TUBE
The high count rate performance of the 2-Stage MAMA tube was evaluated for both configurations [ and H by measuringthe
modal gain sag and $DE as a function of the true input count rate, A. The experimental setup for these measurements is
shown in Figure 3. The apera.tre mask was a circular pinhole 600 I.tm in diameter. The spot was demagnlfied to a diameter
of 237 I_m by the 85-ram focal length lens. The channel recharge time cohstant, ech, was in/erred through least-sciuares
fitting of the modal gain versus A data with Equation 1. In addition, the PHDs at each A value were recorded for PHD
resolution, PVR, and modal gain analyses. Table [I summarizes the results of these measurements in terms of rch and the
measured value of A for which the SDE = 0.9 (10% loss in DQE). In addition, Table II also lists the gain performance at the
optimum operating voltages used for these measurements.
4.1 Gain Sag Data
The operational conditions that were chosenfor these measurements were based on those that gave the best PHI) performance.
For MCP configuration I, Vt_ and Vbot were set at 1200 volts and 2300 volts, respectively, with the interplate gap at .100
volts. Figure 7a shows the measured modal gain as a function of the true input count rate, A. The modal gain was found to
drop 10% at -30 counts channel "t sec t. The dashed curve through the data points is the least-squares fit of the data with
Equation 1. The resulting data fit gave a k(Ro)%_, value of 5.4:1:03 reset. With a PHI) resolution, Ro, of 37%, the value
of k(Ro) was 0.40, for a lreh of 13.5 :t: 0.2 msec. This measured value for 't'chis about what is expected for the given
channel resistance of the bottom MCP (-10 t4 t"l), based on previously measured 1re, versus Rch values of single high-gain
MCPs.
Figure 7b shows how the PHD changed with A for the three representative A values of 5, 65 and 193 counts
channel "1 sec -1 with configuration I. Each displayed PI-ID has been normalized in amplitude to that for A ,= 5 counts
channel -t sec -1. What is most remarkable about the behavior of these PHDs with A is how little the PHD shape degraded as
A increased. At 5 counts channel -1 sec "!. the PVR was -18 with a PHD resolution of 37%. At 65 counts channel 1 sen-t,
the PVR actually increased to the value of 27, with a PHD resolution of 55%. At 193 counts channel "1 sec -1, the PHD
resolution had only increased to 78%. Increased ion feedback at the higher input count rates was present with the rise in the
high-gain tail evident at both 65 an 193 counts channel "_sec -l.
The gain sag dam taken with configuration ff was qualitatively similar to that of configuration I except for the rate at
which the modal gain dropped with A. Figure 8a shows the measured modal gain as a function of A with configuration lI.
Figure 8b shows how the PHD changed with A for the three representative A values of 14, 555 and 1100 counts channel t
sec q with configuration I1. The gain sag measurements were performed with the top MCP at an applied voltage of 500 volts
and the bottom at 2100 volts. The modal gain and PHD resolution at these voltages were, respectively, 2.4 x 105 electrons
pulse q, and 35%. The modal gain dropped 10% at -625 counts channel "t sec "t. The extracted value of rot, based on the
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curve fit of the modal gain sag data with Equation 1 was 0.5 _ 0.1 msec. Again, this value of tck is within a factor of two
of that expected for the channel resistance of the bottom MC"P of -l.g x 1012 _. The PHD resolution at low count rates
was lower for this MCP operating in the 2-Stage tube compared with its measured value as a single MCP (-65%).
Figure 9 shows how the PHD resolution, RpHD, grew with the product Arch for both configurations I (squares) and
II (triangles); and, for comparison, that measured for an MCP operating in a single plate configuration, using I conventional
MAMA detector. Also shown in the figure are the predicted changes in RPttD versus Arch based on the Monte Carlo model
simulating the output gain as a function of A for a single MCP channel. Measurements of RpItD as a function of A for the
single high-gain MCP shows a rather close agreement with the Monte Carlo model. The 2-Stage tube operating in
configuration I, however, shows that the RpIID changed much more slowly with A. This rather slow increase in RpH D with
A means that the SDE will not fail off as rapidly with A, thus leading to a higher input count rate capability.
The smaller growth of the PHD's resolution with A is probably due to the better detection efficiency of MCPs to
input electrons than to photons. For the single MCP configuration, many of the input photons make multiple reflections
within the channels before being converted to electrons (especially for bare MCPs with no input photocathode). Hence, the
upper regions of the channels are not involved with the multiplication process. This leads to a PHD of lower modal gain,
lower PVR, and a higher PHI) resolution. The top MCP of the 2-Stage tube, however, acts as a "photocathode" which feeds
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the bottom MCP with "event" electrons.These "event"electronsarc convcrled atthe very topof the channels comprising the
bottom MCP so thatthe entirechannel length is utilizedfor electron multiplication.This leads to higher modal gains,
higher PVRs, and lower PHD resolutions.The channels can also sustainthe PI{D's low resolutionat higher count rates
because there ismore effectivechannel length to work with before temporal saturationbegins degrading the PHD's shape.
The modal gain stilldrops at the same ratewith A as expected for the given channel resistance,but the PHD maintains a
fairlyconstant width.
The PHD resolution measured with configuration II grew more quickly with A, almost at the same ram as that
predicted by the Monte Carlo model, than that of configuration I. The PVR, however, was higher compared with that
measured with the bottom MCP operating as a single MCP, and therefore an improvement m the SDE is expected.
4.2 SDE Data
The SDE was computed for both configurations I and II using the acquired PHDs taken at various values of A, and Equation
2. Figure 10a shows the SDE, corrected for the finite pulse-pair resolution of the electronics, as a function of A with
configuration I. These data were recorded with the threshold set at a gain value of 1.3 x 105 electrons pulse "l, giving a modal
gain-to-threshold ratio, Golth, of 3.7. The dashed line throngh the data points is the least-squares fit of the SDE model, given
by Equation 3, with alrch = 0.8 + 0.1 msec. The vertical error bars represent the computed l-sigma error of ltm SDE values.
The flue input count rate at which the detection efficiency dropped by 10% (A@ 10%.loss) was -157 counts channel -1 sec t.
In order to make a proper comparison of the A@ 10%-loss value between the 2-Stage configuration [ and the single
MCP configuration_utilizing only the bottom MCP, requires that the values of A@ 10%-loss be calculated for a constant
G-Jib ratio. For a GJth = 3.0, the value of A@10%-Ioss for the 2-Stage tube operating in configuration I was 117 counts
charmer t set: "1. With the bottom MCP operating as a single MC'P, the prcdicled A@10%-loss value is -19 counts channel -!
see "1. This predicted value is based on the measured value of %h using Equation 3. The 2-Stage robe results thus represents
an improvement in the upper count rate performance over the single MCP configuration by a factor of.-6. This improvement
is clearly the result of a PHI) that stays relatively constant in width and maintains its high PVR with increasing A.
Figure 10b shows the SDE, corrected for the finite pulse-pair resolution of the eleclronics, as a function of A with
configuration II. These data were recorded with the threshold set at a gain value of 0.95 x 105 electrons pulse -I, giving a
G'_/th of 2.5. The dashed line through the data points is again the least-squares fit to the SDE model given by Equation 3,
with arch = 0.045 + 0.026 msec. Note that the fall-off in the SDE values did not occm' with any statistical significance until
the last dam point at A = 1107 counts channel -t sec "t. The A@10%-loss value for this con..figumtion, taking into account the
large uncertainty in the measured value of arch, was -1480 counts channel" t sec -i. For a G,Jth = 3.0, the value of A@ 10%-
loss was -19(]0 counts channel -t sec "1.
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Table lI. Gain/D_,namic Range Results
Configuration
I1
('Volts)
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500/2 I00
-I00
-I00
G,
(e- pulse "l)
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2.4x 105
Ro(%)
r I ,_r
37
35
_ch (msec)
0.5 -+0.I
A @ O.9SDE
Gdth = 3
letsch"Isec-n_
117
1900
The SDE of the high conductivity bottom MCP was measured in the single MCP configuration to allow
comparison with the 2-Stage results. The modal gain, PHD resolution and PVR performance of this plate operating in this
configuration was, respectively, 1.3 x 105 electrons pulse "t, 65%, and 1.6. The measured A@ 10%-loss value for this MCP
was -440 counts channel !sec 4 (Go/th = 3.0). Hence, the 2-Stage configuration with this high conductivity MCP represents
an improvement in SDE performance by a factor of -.4.3 compared with the performance of this high conductivity MCP
operating as a single high-gain MCP. Again, this improvement is primarily due to the better PHD performance of this MCP
when operated in the 2-Stage configuration.
_. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE TASKS
The 2-Stage tube, operating with Ve_ p < 0, was found to achieve superior PHD performance characteristics ove_ the single
high-gain MCP configuration in both higher values for the PVR, and lower values of R_'ItD, that did not change appreciably
with increasing A. Both of these improvements resulted in better upper level count rate performance; Le., higher values of A
for a given drop in the SDE by a factor of 4 to 6 over the single MCP MAMA configuration. In addition, it was found this
improvement augmented the improvement already achievable with lower resistive MCPs. With the low-resistance bottom
MCP in configuration II (the "Hot Plate'), the overall improvement in upper count rate performance over the single MCP
version of the MAMA operating with a moderate conductive plate (~10 x4 fl channel "t) was nearly two orders of magnitude.
Hence, maximum achievable upper level count rates are improved with the 2-Stage design.
The drawback discovered with the operation of this tube, however, was the low apparent DQE associated with
operating with a repelling interplate gap voltage. Working at higher top MCP voltages improves the DQE, but because the
output count rate depends exponentially upon the top voltage, there is lower count rate stability with changes in Vtop.
Reducing the repelling interplate gap voltage from -100 volts to say -20 to -30 volts should raise the DQE and
hopefully maintain the improved PHI) performance with increasing input count rate. Further testing of the 2-Stage tube to
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find the best combination of Vtor,, Vb_, and Vg=p which gives the optimum operation in terms of PH.D, dynamic range, and
DQE performance is therefore necessary. In addition, further testing to determine its imaging characteristics with Vgap < Fj
must be examined.
In addition, other MCPs possessing mid-to-high conductivities at operational MCP voltages (-1013 f2) should be
measured for dynamic range performance with the 2-Stage tube. The optimum setup may be that of a mid-m-high
conductivity MCP with curved-channels and an L/D ratio greater than 100 for the bottom MCP, and a low conductiv_t)
MCP, again with curved-channels and an L/D ratio greater than 100, for the top MCP. This range of conductivities would
not suffer from the operational instabilities resulting from the high operational temperatures characteristic of the very high
conductivity MCPs such as that demonstrated by the "Hot Plate". This setup running with the top MCP at low gain, and the
bottom at high gain, and with a repelling inter'plate gap voltage should provide high count rate capability exceeding 500
counts channel "1 second "t (for 10% loss in SDE) with stable operation.
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ABSTRACT
Imaging Exueme Ultraviolet (EUV) Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) detector systems with
formats of 360 x 1024 pixels and pixel dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2 are being fabricated and tested for
flight in two instruments on the ESA/NASA Solar and Heliosphetic Observatory (SOHO). In addition, very.
large-format (1024 x 1024)- and (2048 x 2048)-pixel Fat Ultraviolet (FUV) and EUV MAMA detectors with
pixei dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2 ate being fabricated and tested for use in the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center's Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS), a second-generation instrument
schoduled for in-orbit installation in 1997. Finally, FUV MAMA detectors with formals of 224 x 960 pixels
and pixel dimensions of 14 x 14 microns 2 ate being evaluated as prototypes of the detector for the prime FUV
spectrograph of the Far Ultraviolet Specwoscopic Explorer (FUSE/Lyman) mission. The configurations and
performance characteristics of the different detector systems are described and the plans for further
development of the Advanced Technology MAMA detector system discussed.
2. MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION
We are currently fabricating and characterizing Multi-
Anode Microchann¢l Array (MAMA) detector systems for
use on a number of space ultraviolet astrophysics missions at
far-ultraviolet (FUV) and extreme.ultraviolet (EUV)
wavelengths between about 300 and 28 ran. Open, open with
openable cover, and sealed, (360 x 1024)-pixel MAMA
detector systems, with pixel dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2
and MgF 2, KBr. and CsI photocathodcs will be used ia the
Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation
(SUMER) t and the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer
(UVCS) 2 instruments on the ESA/NASA Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) 3, scheduled for launch in
1995. Prototype very-large-format (1024 x 1024)- and (2048
x 2048)-pixel MAMA detector systems, with pixel
dimensions of 25 x 25 microns 2 and CsI and Cs2Te
photocathodes, are currently under test and in fabrication for
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Hubble Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS), 4 a second-
generation instrument scheduled for in-orbit installation in
1997. Proof-of-concept sealed and open (224 x 960)-pixel
MAMA detector systems, with pixe! dimensions of 14 x 14
microns 2, are also under lest as part of the Far Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE/Lyrnan) Phase B study, s
Thc performance characteristics of these different
detector systems are described in the following sections of
this paper in the context of the scientific objectives of each of
the instruments.
Details of the construction and mode-of-operation of the
MAMA detector system have recendy been presented in the
literature. 6.7 The components of a MAMA detector consist
of, first, the tube assembly and, second, the associated analog
and digital electronic circuits. The MAMA detector tube,
which can be sealed with a window or used in an open-
structure configuration, contains a single, high-gain, craved-
channel microchannel plate (MCP) electron multiplier with
the photocathode material deposited on, or mounted in
proximity focus with the front surface. Electrodes are
mounted in proximity focus with the output surface of the
MCP to detect and measure the positions of the electron
clouds generated by single photon events (see Figs. 1 and 2).
MULTI-ANODE MICROCllkN'NEI, AIIItAY
BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the imaging MAMA detector system.
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Fig. 2. Schematic showing details of the curved-channel MCP and the imaging multi-layer anode array usedinthe MAMA
detector tubes.
The charge collected on the anode electrodes is amplified
and shaped by high-speed amplifier and discriminator
ckcuits.
Digital logic circuits respond to the simultaneous arrival
of the shaped signals from several of these electrodes in each
axis, which axe arranged in groups to uniquely identify a x b
pixels in one dimension with only a + b amplifier and
discriminator ciJ'cuits. For example, a total of 32 x 32, i.e.
1024, pixels in one dimension can be uniquely identified
with 32 + 32, i.e. 64, amplifier and discriminator circuits. In
the imaging MAMA detector tube, two arrays are mounted in
tandem with orthogonal orientations, so that the positions of
the detected photons can be sensed in two dimensions. In
this configuration (a x b) 2 pixeis can be uniquely identified
with only 2 x (a + b) amplifier and discriminator circuits.
Thus, a (1024 x 1024)-pixel array, for example, requires a
total of only 128 amplifier and discriminator circuits. The
two layers of anode electrodes in the imaging arrays are
insulated from each other by a SiO 2 dielectric layer. The
dielectric between the upper layer electrodes is etched away
to allow the low energy (-30 eV) electrons in the charge
cloud from the MCP to be collected simultaneously on both
arrays. Details of the latest MAMA anode-array geometries
and position-encoding algorithms can be found in the
literature, sl°
3. SOHO MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The MAMA detectors for the SUMER and UVCS
instruments on the SOHO mission have a high degree of
commonality, but also significant differences dictated by the
scientific needs of the two instruments. The definition of the
detector systems has accordingly required a great deal of
interaction between the MAMA detector development group,
the SUMER instrument team at the Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir
Aeronomie 0VIPAe), Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany, and the
UVCS instrument team at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory (SAO), Cambridge, MA. All of the detectors
have formats of 360 x 1024 pixels and pixel dimensions of
25 x 25 microns 2. The other key parameters axe listed in
Table 1. The S_ inslrument is designed for spatially.
resolved line-profile studies at wavelengths between about
40 and 160 nm. This instrument employs two MAMA
detectors for redundancy. The prime detector is designed to
be used in an open configuration and has a cover which can
be opened on command after the instrument is under high
vacuum in a test chamber or in the space environment. The
purpose of the cover is to protect the photocathode materials
and the high-gain MCP from contamination during the years
of the instrument and spacecraft integration and test
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Table 1. Key Parameters of the MAMA Detectors for the SUMER and UVCS Instruments
on the SOHO Mission.
Pixel Format
Pixel Dimensions
Anode Array Active Area
MCP Active Area
MCP Pore Size
Number of Amplifiers
(Including analog output)
Phot_athode Material
Hybrid Amplifier and Discriminator
Gate Array Decode Circuits
Configuration
SUMER
Detector A
360x 1024
25x25l.un2
9.0x25.6nun2
I0x27mm2
12 microm
105(104+1)
MgF2and K.Br
Yes
Yes
Openable cover
UVCS
Detector B
360 x 1024
25 x 25 p_ 2
9.0 x 25.6 mm2
10 x 27 nun 2
12 microns
105 (104+1)
MgF 2 and KBr
Yes
Yes
Detector 1 Detector 2
360 x I024 360x 1024
25 x25_ 2 25 x 25 pra2
9.0 x 25.6 mm2 9.0 x 25.6 mm 2
10 x 27 mm2 10 x 27 nun2
12 microns 12 microns
105 (104+1) 105 (104+1)
Cd KBr
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Sealed Openable cover
programs. The different subassemblies which make up the
openable-cover detector system are shown in Fig. 3 and the
detector system block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The
SOHO detector systems are being fabricated at out prime
industrial contractor, Ball Electro-Optics and Cryogenics
Division (BECD), Boulder, CO. The configuration of the
photocathodes on the SUMER detector is shown in Fig. 5.
Two photocathode materials aredeposited on the front face
of the curved-channel MCP: KBr for a high-quantum
efficiency at wavelengths between 80 and 160 nm; and MgF 2
for both a high-quantum efficiency at wavelengths between
40 and 80 nm. and also to provide rejection of the strong H
Ly ct 121.6 nm radiation, since in SUMER the spectral lines
at wavelengths below 80 nm are observed in second order.
In addition, the detector has two 10% transparency nickel
meshes mounted over a 30-pixel area at either .end of the
array to act as attenuators for the H Ly ¢t 121.6 nm line,
permittingthisextremely strongemissionlinetobe observed
inactiveregions on the solardisk withoutsaturatingthe
detectorsystem.
The back.up detector in the SUMER instrument
(detector B) is open and does not have the openable covet in
ACTUATOR ELECTRONICS
ASSE_ DETECT
CONVERTER ASSEMBLY_
ss_ _ to. pu._ ELEC_O.ICS
MONITOR A ASSEMBLY
Fig. 3. Openable-cover SOHO MAMA detector system subassemblies.
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Fig. 4. Openable-cover SOHO MAMA detector system block diagram.
order to eliminate the effects of any systematic design
problem in the openable-cover mechanism. The dual
photocathode is again used on the back-up detector, even
though some degradation of the KBr photocathode is
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SUMER MAMA detector system photocathode
configuration.
expected during the several years that the detector must be
stored under a dry N 2 purge during instrument and spacecraft
integration and test. We originally planned to use solely the
MgF 2 photocathocle for the open detector, since this material
has proved to be highly stable on exposure to dry N 2.
However, a loss of sensitivity of even a factor of two in the
KBr photocathode prior to bunch will still yield significantly
higher quantum efficiencies than MgF 2 at wavelengths longer
than 80 nm, and will, accordingly, increase the scientific
return in the event that the back-up detector has to be
employed during the mission.
The Lrvcs detectors are designed primarily to observe
radiation at wavelengths between 103 and 135 nm from the
solar corona above the disk, and also to observe radiation at
wavelengths between 61 and 135 nm on the solar disk. The
sealed detector, designed to observe scauered H Ly ct 121.6
nm radiation from the corona, has a MgF z window and a Cs[
photocathode deposited on the front face of the MCP. The
sealed detector is sensitive to radiation in the wavelength
band from 113 to >135 rim. Because of the optical
configuration of the UVCS spectrometer, the UVCS tube
must have a thin "wafer" configuration, with the distance
from the front surface of the MgF2 window to the Csl
photocathode being no more than 7 mm.
The second detector, which is open with an openable
cover and is identical in configuration to the SUMER prime
detector, is used to observe radiation at shorter wavelengths.
This detector has a KBr photocathode for maximum
sensitivity at wavelengths between 93 and 107 nm. The
detector is also used to observe radiation at wavelengths
between 46 and 63 nm in second order.
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Breadboard (360 x [024)-pixc[MAMA dctcctorsystems
have so far been deliveredto the Astronomisches lnstitut
Tilbingcn(AIT) inGermany and totheUniversityof Padua
in Italyto support the SUMER and UVCS development
programs, re.spccdvcly.The SUMER breadboardsystemhas
a Csl photocathodc depositedon the frontfaceof the MCP,
and the Padua breadboard system has a KBr photocathode
deposited on the front face of the MCP. A sealed breadboard
UVCS detector system with a "wafer" tube having a MgF 2
window and a Csl photocathodc deposited on the front face
of the MCP will shortly be delivered to $AO. The
configuration of the (360 x 1024)-pixel SOHO anode array is
shown in Fig. 6a, and the configuration of the breadboard
detector system, which employs discrete electronics
components and is significantly larger than the flight units, is
.shown in Fig. 6b.
(a)
Fig. 6. SOHO MAMA Breadboard
Detector System.
(a) (360 x 1024)-pixel anode array
with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels.
Co) Assembled breadboard
detector system with laboratory
evaluation tube attached.
(b)
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Fig. 7. Configuration of the SOHO Curved-channel MCP.
A prime consideration for the SOHO mission is that the
detectors must have a very high dynamic range, both per
pixel and from the total array. The optimized MCP
configuration (see Fig. 7), which permits the use of a high-
conductivity plate, and the new application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) decode chip will be used in the
flight detector systems and will significantly increase the
maximum count rate capability from each pixel and from the
total array. A 10% loss of detective quantum efficiency
(DQE) at a single pixei rate in excess of 100 counts s"1and a
total array rate in excess of 6 x 105 counts s -I are predicted
on the basis of measurements to date with the breadboard
detector systems. Some of the key performance
characteristics for the SOHO flight detector systems are
listed in Table 2. Since both instruments will employ the
detectors in imaging spectrometers for high-accuracy line
profile and fine-shift measurements, the geometric fidelity of
the detectors is of paramount importance. An image of a US
Air Force test target recorded with the SUMER breadboard
detector system is shown in Fig. 8. These imaging tests have
Fig. S. Image of a test target recorded with (360 x t024)-pixel SOHO MAMA breadboard detector system.
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shown that the theoretical spatial resolution of 25 microns
has been achieved and that the position sensitivity and spatial
resolution are independent of both signal level and time.
Small geometric nonuni/ormides are observed in the detector
systems because of nonuniformities in the locations of the
channels of the MCP. New techmqu_ for manufacturing the
curved-channel MCPs for the flight detector systems are
expected to improve the geomeuic fidelity; however, the
calibration of these spatial nonuniformities will be a major
task in the detector characterization program.
4. STIS MANIA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Hubble Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) is a multi-mode
instrument designed for echelle spectroscopy, long-slit
spectroscopy, slidess spectroscopy, photon time-tagging, and
direct imaging. The instrument, as originally conceived,
contains four detectors, each with formats of 2048 x 2048
pixels. Two Tektronix CCD's are used to cover the
wavelength rangc from 300 to 1100 nm, and two MAMA
detectors are used to cover the wavelength range from 300
nm down to the short wavelength limit of the MgF 2 window
at 115 nm. The D-I MAMA detector employs a Csl
photocathodc deposited on [he front face of the MCP for
optimum sensitivity in the range from 115 to 170 rim, and the
D-2 MAMA detector employs a Cs2Te photocathode which
will either be deposited on the MgF 2 window of [he detector
tube, or on the front face of the MCP. to cover efficiently the
wavelength range from 115 to 300 nm. Thc format of the
STIS detector is 2048 x 2048 pixels, with pixel dimensions of
25 x 25 microns 2. fabricated from four contiguous (1024 x
1024)-pixel arrays v, ith a 3-pixel dead space, as shown in
Fig, 9. This arrangement provides redundancy, because an
electronics failure in one quadrant will not affect the
performance of the remaining three quadrants, and also
increases the dynamic range of the detector by a factor of 4,
since each quadrant v,orks as an independent detector system.
The characteristics of the STIS detector are listed in Table 3.
The "bake and scrub" of the first 75-ram-format
"chevron" MCP stack received from Philips Components,
Inc. is now in progress in preparation for the first imaging
tests with this detector system.
As a precursor to the work with the (20,.*8 x 2048)-pixel
detector, we have constructed a number of (1024 x 1024)-
pixel detectors in the 40-ram-format MAMA detector tubes,
with [he anode ana.v configuration shown in Fig. 10. A
rectified image recorded with one of these detector systems is
shown in Fig. 11.
Recently, the STIS instrument has been forced to
descope, and the (1024 x 1024)-pixel MAMA detector
system is now baselmed for this instrument. As shown in
J
!
Fig. 9. STIS MAMA (2048 x 2048)-pixel anode array mountetl on the 75-mm-format ceramic header. Pixel dimensions are 25
x 25 microns 2 and [he dead space between the four (1024 x 1024)-pixel arrays is 3 pixels wide.
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Table 3. Key Characteristics of the MAMA Detectors for STIS gad FUSE/L),maR.
STIS FUSE
72gx 8096(4x 728x 2024)Pixel Format:
Pixei Dimensions:
Anode Anay Active Ate.t:
MCP Active Area:
MCP Pore Size:
Num.!:_"of Am,p]iF_rs: ..
incluomganaJogoutpuij
Photocathode Material:
Hybrid Amplifier _d Discriminator
Gate Array Decode Circuits."
Openable Cover:.
2048 x 2048 (4 x 1024 x 1024)
25 x 25 microns 2
51.2 x 51.2 nun2
52 x 52 nun2
10 microns
529([4x 132]+ I)
Csl and Cs2Te
Yes
Yes
No
22x 16microns 2
16.0x 32.4nun2(x4)
17x 33mm 2(x4)
8 microns
577([4x 1441 + 1)
KBr
Yes
Yes
Yes
Fig. 10, the encoding electrode structures in the present
(1024 x 1024)-pixei array have been located on only two
sides of the active area to provide the capability for butting
the four arrays together to form the (2048 x 2048)-pixel
array. For the demonstration (1024 x 1024)-pixel MAMA
detector now being fabricated for STIS, the encoding
electrodes will be located on all four sides of the array, as for
the SOHO array, in order to provide an optimized (1024 x
1024)-pixei structure for a very-long.duration flight mission.
5. FUSE/LYMAN MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEM
The prime EUV spectrograph of the FUSE instrument
employs an aspheric concave diffraction grating in a
Rowland circle mounting. Accordingly, the detector for this
spectrograph must have a long rectangular format to cover
the spectral range from 90 to 120 nm, with a spectral
resolution (_) of 30,0(30. In addition, the pixel size must
Fig. 10. STIS MAMA (1024 x 1024)-pixel anode array with 25 x 25 microns 2 pixels.
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Fig. 11. Image recorded with STIS MAMA (1024 x 1024)-
pixel detector system.
be smaller than 25 microns in order to obtain the requited
spectral re.solution in a spectrograph with a size compatible
with the limitations of the Explorer-class FUSE payload.
The Phase A concept for the MAMA detector system is a
(728 x 8096)-pixel detector composed of four contiguous
(728 x 2024)-pixel arrays, each with 22 x 16 microns 2 pixels.
The proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 12, and thc key
characteristics of the detector ate listed in Table 3.
In order to validate the smaller pixel siz_ in the MAMA
detector system, as part of the FUSE Phase A study two (224
x 960)-pixel MAMA detector tubes with array pixel
dimensions of 14 x 14 microns 2 were fabricated (see Fig.
13). One is a sealed tube with a bialkali visible light
photocathode, and the other is an open. demountable tube
which will be used for high-resolution studies at EUV
wavelengths. The high-gain curved-channel MCP used wiLh
this array employs g-micron-diameter channels on 10-micron
centers, as shown in Fig. 13. Images of test targets taken
with this detector system are shown in Fig. 14. and as shown
in Fig. 15, it can be seen that the theoretical resolution of 14
microns is being achieved. Further evaluations of these
detector systems in the open-structure mode at wavelengths
below 120 nm will be undertaken later this year, using out
toroidal grating imaging EUV spectrograph. High-resolution
images will also be recorded using the new decode ASIC
chip in order to determine if the resolution can be further
improved to the theoretical limit of lO microns set by the
channel spacing of the MCP.
ILlll,IIL[L
AJq_AYSTUO SCREW {GNO.} s_PL
• lO PAD .008 X .tM .015 ¢-.¢.
1QX so 4 MM
Fig. 12. Schematic of proposed FUSE MAMA detector composed of four contiguous (728 x 2024)-pixei arrays
with 22 x 16 microns 2 pixels.
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Fig. 13. Proof-of-concept FUSE MAMA (224 x 960)-pixel array with pixel dimensions of 14 x 14 microns 2. The
curved-channel MCP has 8-micron-diameter channels on 10-micron centers.
6. THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MAMA
DETECTOR SYSTEM
The large amount of data being recorded with the
MAMA detector systems, including those in the high-
resolution imaging mode, have shown that the imaging
characteristics of the detector system are being limited by the
performance of the high-gain, curved-channel MCPs. In
particular, nonuniformities of curvature and spatial
distortions at the multi-fiber boundaries (see Fig. 16) are
degrading the geometric fidelity of the MAMA anode array.
In addition, the maximum single.pixel count rate of the
MAMA is limited by the properties of the MCP. In order to
III 3
4
Fig. 14. Positive and negative
images of a USAF test target
taken at ultraviolet wavelengths
with a (224 x 960)-pixel fine-
fine array with 14 x 14 microns 2
pixels, and a curved-channel
MCP with 8-micron-diameter
channels. The sequence of bars
in these images start with a
resolution of 2.51 line pairs mm "!
(Group 0, element 3 on the right
side of the images). The closest
bars in the image have a
resolution of 113.6 line pairs
mm "1 (Group 5, element 6 to the
left of the image centers).
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Fig. 15. A cut through an image of a 20-micron-diameter
spot of ultraviolet light recorded with the 14 x 14 microns 2
pixel MAMA detector tube.
overcome these limitations, we have started investigations of
improved MCPs fabricated from reduced lead silicate glass
(RLSG) and, also, are conducting ixeliminary investigations
into the possibility of fabricating advanced technology (AT)
MCPs using silicon lithographic techniques.
For the RLSG MCPs, we plan to continue investigations
of very small pore devices, and as part of the SOHO
program, we are .undertaking a series of developments at both
Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation (GEOC) and Detector
T_chnolog),, Inc., (Detech) in order to improve the degree of
curvature and the uniformity of curvature in the present
generation of MCPs. The potential advantages of the AT-
MCPs are, first, the complete elimination of geometric
distortions because of the precision of the lithographic
fabrication process, and second, the possibility of producing
a very-high-dynamic-range structure by fabrication of an
optimized dynode structure. At this point in time, we have
just started initial etch-tests with our first wafers in
preparation for attempts to fabricate single-element and one-
dimensional structures.
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Fig. 16. Distortions of the interfaces of the multi-fibers in a curved-channel MCP.
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Abstract
The multi-anode microchannel array (MAMA) is
a photon counting detector with primarily astzonomical
applications which decodes the position of an event
through coincidence discrimination. The decoding
algorithm which associates a given event with the
appropriate pixel is determined by the gee*neW of the
anode array. A space-based realization of the MAMA
detector requires that the decoding circuit be an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit becauseof power,
size and weight constraints. A 1.5 micron CMOS gate
array version of the docoder has been fabricatedand tested.
The chip's development and characteristics are presented.
and the ASIC decoder is contrasted with existing discrete
component decoders in terms of size, speed, power,
reliability, and operational flexibility. A no, algorithm
incorporated into the ASIC decoder which doubles the
pixel spatial resolution is also described.
1. Introduction
The multi-anode microchannel array (MAMA)
detector employs a photocathode for photon/electron
conversion, a microchannel plate (MCP) for electron
multiplication and an anode array combined with charge
amplifiers for' event detection. Digital decoding
electronics interpret the charge amplifier outputs to
determine the pixel position of an event. The block
diagram of a MAMA detector is shown in F/gurc 1,
The current generation of MANIA detectors
employ arrays which consist of two sets of interleaved
anodes in a repeating series (scc Figure 2), For historical
reasons these are called "fine-free"anode arrays. The first
set of anodes consists of n anodes (which rtpcats for n+2
cycles) and the second set consists of n+2 anodes (which
repeats forn cycles), resulting in a total of n,(n+2)
pixcls, where n must be even to insure unique decoding
over the entire array. The interleavingof the two sets of
anodes is analogous to two waves of slightly different
frequency beating against each other for or_ complete
cycle. Another pair of anode sets (not shown in Figure
2)of m andm+2 anodesrununderneathandperpendicular
to the first pair of anode sets, resulting in a total of
m*(m+2) pixels in the perpendicular axis.
PHOTON
PHOTOCATHOOE
MICROCHANNEL
{Me.p}
e" CLOUO
Figure 1. MAMA block diagram
The spread of the electron cloud due to a single
photon event varies depending on the MCP's
characteristics as well as bias voltages applied to the
photocathode, MCP and anode array. The size of an
c|¢ctron cloud is quamized by the total number of anodes
illuminated in a given axis, also referredto as the order of
the fold. For cxarnple, a three-fold designates the
situation in which three contiguous anodes are struck by
sufficient numbers of electrons to have voltages greater
than some user-specifiod threshold. A subsection of a
scaled.down version of one axis of a fine-Freeanode array
(0=4) with one-, two-, three-, andfour-folds is shown in
Figure 2, The electron cloudspreadmust be sufficiently
large to illuminate at least two anodes (a two-fold) in
order to allow for the unique decoding of the position of
the event. However. owing to size variations in the
electron cloud from the MCP, the decoding algorithm
must be capable of coping, with higher-order folds. As
Figure 2 illustrates, every higher-ordered fold can be
reduced to an equivalent two-fold (that two-fold which
occupies the same pixel as the higher-orderedfold); in the
case of an odd-fold there are two possible equivalent two-
folds, A decoder's function is to take an arbitrarily
ordered fold and infer the correct pixel position of the
TH0367-3/9110000/0086501.00 © 1991 IEEE
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Figure 2. Fine-fine array single axis with multi-folds
event in the anode array. Since there is one decoder input
for each anode, a single axis requires 2n+2 inputs. A
typical value for n is 32, in which case the decoder must
accommodate 66 inputs for a single axis of the detector.
Because of the large number of inputs and complicated
requirements for legal events, event decoding cannot
easily be reduced to a single step process. The algorithm
for event decoding is therefore divided into two stages:
anode encoding, which is the process of converting a k-
fold into the equivalent two-fold for arbitrary k (see
Figure 2); and pixel decoding, which is the process of
translating the equivalent two-fold into the correct pixel
position. Typicallythe anode encoding operation reduces
the datapath width from 66 bits to l ! bits, thereby
simplifying the pixel decoding operation.
To date, all MAMA detector systems have had
circuitry composed of discrete parts, suitable for ground-
based astronomy or use on sounding rockets. However,
in the near futureMAMA detectors willbe employed in
satellite systems such as the Solar Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) and the Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph (STIS). Space-based MAMA detectors
require (relatively) radiation-harddecoding circuitry with
lower power, weight, and size as well as higher reliability
than their ground-based counterparts, preferably in the
form of a single chip or a pair of chips. The obvious
solution to this problem is an Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC). An ASIC-based design has
fewer componentsand thereforehigherreliabilitythanthe
the same circuitryconstructed with discrete parts.Power
constraints dictate that the ASIC be of the CMOS type,
2. Design Methodology
Because of their relatively low cost, massive
functional capacity and fast production time. CMOS gate
arrayswere selected as the target technologyforspace-
based MAMA decoders, and LSI Logic was selected as the
vendor by virtue of their high performance and high-
capacity commercial and radiation-hard gate arrays. A
prototype decoder has been designed and fabricated in
commercial technology and has been succesfully
evaluated in end-to-end system tests at Stanford
University.
Major portions of the MAMA decoder chip were
designed with computer-aided synthesis tools which are
part of the Olympus system developed at Stanford
University. The circuit was modeled in a high level
language, called HardwareC, which was compiled into a
logic netlist, then optimized and mapped into an
interconnection of cells of the chosen target library.
Specific blocks like ROMs were explicitly declared in the
HardwareC description so that their functionality and
modulm'izy were preserved through the synthesisprocess.
The gate level netlist was generated in a format
compatible with the LSI Logic Design and Simulation
(LDS) tools which were used for gate level simulation
and electrical evaluation of the circuit. The LDS tools
allowed critical areas of the circuitry to be identified and
fine-tuned to optimize performance. In addition, the LDS
tools performed the simulation of all legal anode input
combinations for two-, three., foot-, five- and six-folds
over a wide range of temperature and supply voltage
conditions. Finally chip-finishing tasks such as
floorplanning and assignment of bonding pads were
performed with the LDS tools. The design was then
fabricated in 155 pin and 299 pin PGA packages; the
larger package incoq3orates a large number of diagnostic
test points for testing and characterization purposes and
the smaller package is targeted for satellite flight
systems.
3. Circuit Description
A simplified block diagrmn of the gate array
realization of the MAMA decoder is shown inFigure3.
Transient inputs (which ate not always precisely
coincident in time or of uniform length due to sensitivity
and speed variations in the individual charge amplifters)
are stored in edge-triggered flip-flops. Because the
decoderinputs are connecteddirectly to the clockpinsof
tic ffipflops, the flip-flops act as edge-triggered latches.
The occurrence of an event in any one of the input lines
initiates a sequence of acdons within the timing and
controlstatemachine. The maximum allowed delay
between the earliest and latest charge amplifier outputs
from a single event is called the amplifier skew, After a
user-controlled period corresponding to the amplifier
skew, the state machine connectstheQ outputs with the
D inputs of the input flip-flops, thereby freezing the state
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Figure 3. MAMA decoder gate array simplified block diagram
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of the flip-flops. Multiple blocks of parallel
combinational logic perform the anode encoding
(mentioned earlier in Section 1) of the inputs into the
equivalent two-fold. After another user-specified period
(corresponding to the time required for anode encoding),
the state machine then stores the equivalent two-fold in a
midpoint pipeline data register, at which time pixel
decoding begins and a new event may start the anode
encoding process. The pipelined architecture improves
puLse-pair resolution, which measures the minimum time
between separate detectable events. The pixel decoding
process is performed by ROM Look-Up Tables (LUTs)
which convert the equivalent two-fold output of the
midpoint register into the corresponding pixel location.
The equivalent two-fold is simultaneously decoded in
parallel for array sizes of 224, 360, 960 and 1024 pixels.
All four pixel outputs are multiplexed into the correct
pixel address according to the actual MAMA detector
anode array size in use. A pipclined output register
maintains a valid pixei output while new inputs are
propagating through the circuiL
Numerous op6ons and features are incorporated
into the MAMA decoder ASIC. The gate array designcan
accommodate active high or active low charge amplifier
outputs, and decodes any user selected combination of
two-, three-, four-, five- and/or six-folds. The ability of
the user to examine any order of fold individually is
important in characterizing detector performance; an
example of this is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows
the measured _equency of occtu'rea_e of the various orders
of folds as a percentage of the total event frequency.
Since odd-ordered folds have two possible equivalent two-
fol_ and therefore correspond to two possible pixels, they
can be handled by choosing the left pixel, d_oosing the
right pixel, or alternating between the two. Inpt,_ and
outputs are latched and the amplifier skew window as won
as the number of clock cycles to allow for anode encoding
are both user controllable; this allows the decoder ASIC
to accommodate a variety of amplifier skews and to
tolerate speed degradation due to high temperature, low
supply voltage or radiation exposure. The state machine
automatically recovers from illegal states. The chip can
accommodate clock speeds as high as 50 MHz. The four
on-chip ROMs are independent and could be made
redundant in a space-qualified system, thereby providing
backup ROMs in the eveat of radiation damage to pan of
the circuiL The gate array can decode a single axis of
224, 360, 960 or 1024 pixels; the decoder ASIC thus
serves as a universal decoder, capable of interpreting the
41%
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Figure 4. Distribution of multi-folds
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outputofany ofthecurrendyexistingMAMA detectors
which utilizethe fine-fineanode arrays.For example, a
3450by 1024 pixelMAMA detectorwould requireone
decoder chip forthe 360 pixelaxisand anotherforthe
1024 pixel axis. Although both of these decoder ASICs
are identical, one chip would act as the timing master and
the other chip would serve as the timing slave, with
communication between the two carried out by dedicated
handshake lines. In the event that the slave detects an
event input when the master does not. the slave can send a
handshake signal to the master causing the master to reset
itself as well as the slave, leaving both chips ready to
accept new event inputs.
There areseveralerror preventionfeaturesbuDt
into the decoder ASIC. One-folds and simulta_eo_t_
eventsarebothrejectMautomaticallybecauset_cycannot
be associatedwith any givenpixelthroughcoincidence
discrimination.Similarly,folds_hos_ orderisgreater
than sixand occurrencesof c;'e:ttscontainingany non-
contiguousanodesJte-:d,.,orejected,l_cause the inputs
are edge.trigger,'(f, m._Ifuncticm|ng charge amplifier
outputs whk._, zrc stuck 2t zero or one are ignored.
Metastabil(w protectioa is designed into both the data
path a_ the st_e machine; the expected mean time
between meznstability failures is two billion years given a
worst case scenario of a 50 MHz clock and a 6.25 MHz
event rate at 125 "C combined with a 4.5 volt supply.
Schmitt trigger input buffers are employed wherever
possible for improved noise immunity, and control inputs
have built-in pull-up or pull-down resistors to force them
to a default operational configuration should they
somehow be disconnected.
The 155 pin and 299 pin ceramic F'GA packages
which house the gate arrays are shown in Figure 5. Both
of the PGA's are constructed in the cavity downwards
configuration to improve heat handlingcharacteristics. A
pair of gate arrays requires less than 0.4 watts to perform
decodes with a pulse-pair resolution of 160 nanoseconds
when clocked at 50 MHz. Each gate array is composed of
approximately 23,000 gates, of which 18,000 are ROM
LUTs. Normal commercial fabrication was used for
initial e_,aluatioa of th_ ga_e _ara_, and it is not yet clear
w_er _abncation of the chips in radiation-hardened
technology wiJI be necessary. The expected lifetime
rad/a',iorm dose for the STIS and SOHO systems is less
than 30 kRad. The spacecraft electronics will be exposed
to a wide variety of energetic particles, including a
significant number of massive particles such as protons.
A 299 pin decoder ASIC was subjected to proton
bombardment for a total dose of 30 kRad and survived in
good working order. The chip was tested both during and
after the proton exposure, and a sample combinational
logic path was monitored for variations in propogation
delay. After exposure to 30 kRad, the pro_gation delay
had increased by 8%, well within tolerable limits.
In contrast to the ASIC version of the MAMA
decoder, an example of the latest generation of decoder
constructed at the Ball Aerospace Systems Group from
discrete components is shown in Figure 6. The discrete
component decoder is more than two times slower and
uses more than six times the power of its ASIC
counterpart. The discre_ component decoder occupies 8.4
, , ;l,i : - '_ ++Jr,,+ :,,+
Figure 5. MAMA ASIC decoderPGA packages Figure 6. Discrete component MAMA decoder
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times the area of the ASIC, thereby presenting a larger
cross section to radiation and making it less reliable for
simce-based applications, as well as less desirable firom the
standpoint of size and weight. In addition the ASIC has
greater flexibility in that it can decode any size array and
can accommodate either active high (used in older
systems) or active low (used in next generation systems)
charge amplifier outputs. The discrete component decoder
is limited to a single array size and cart only be used with
active high charge amplifier outputs. Table 1 summarizes
the major differences between the ASIC and discrete
component decoders.
A S I C DISCRETE
DECODER DECODER
POWER 0.4W 2.5 W
PULSE-PAIR 160 nS 350 nS
RESOLUTION adjustable fixed
SIZE 35 cm2 295 cm2
DECODES 224 x 960 360 x 1024
360 x 1024
1024 x 1024
FOLDS SELECTABLE? YES NO
METASTABILITY YES NO
PROTECTION?
CHARGE AMP active high or active high
OUTPUTS active low only
Table 1. ASIC decoder vs. discrete component decoder
4. High Resolution Decoding
A special feature incorporated into the MAMA
decoder ASIC is high resolution decoding. In a standard
MAMA detector pixel size is equal to the spacing of the
anodes, but the spatial resolution of the MCP is generally
about twice that of the anode array. This implies that the
detector is capable of spatialresolution twice as high as
that achieved with the original f'me-fine decoding scheme.
It is possible to increase the resolution of the detector
' without changing the detector itself, but only by altering
the readout electronics. One technique for doubling the
spatial resolution is called even-odd discrimination and
this algorithm is incorporated into the decoder ASIC; this
is the first time it has ever been employed in any decoding
circuit. Even-odd discrimination involves discriminating
between even-folds and odd-folds to generate a single least
significant bit (LSB), thereby doubling the detector's
spatial resolution. The value of the least significant bit
depends on whether the throw left or the throw right
option is used for handling odd-ordered folds. In the case
of throw left, the LSB is high only if the event is an odd-
fold, whereas in the case of throw right, the LSB is high
only if the event is an even-fold and is low otherwise.
This operation can be performed in parallel with the
standard decoding pn:r.edure with no loss of decoder speed
and necessitates the addition of minimal hardware to the
standard decoding circuitry (although the memory size
must be quadrupled). Figure 7 illustrates normal
resolution (top) versus high resolution achieved with
even-odd discrimination (bottom). Standard pixels are
twice the size, and span from the center of one anode to
the next, whereas the even-fold pixels are centered
betweeen the anodes and the odd-fold pixels are centered on
the anodes themselves. The performance of this
algorithm depends in part on the number of even-folds
being comparable to the number of odd-folds. MAMA
detectors can usually be configured to satisfy this
condition, as was illustrated in Figure ,l in which 52% of
the events detected were even-folds and 48% were odd.
folds. The even.odd discrimination algorithm has been
succesfully tested in preliminary imaging experiments at
Stanford University. Figure 8 shows two spots, created
by placing a mask with two holes in front of an
ultraviolet light source, imaged by the decoder AS1C.
The smaller pair of spots on the left were imaged in
normal resolution mode; the pair of larger spots on the
right are the same two spots imaged in high resolution
mode with even-odd discrimination. Thus far, higher
spatial resolution has clearly been achieved, and more
precise tests are being carried out to measure the exact
degree of resolution.
I
Figure 7.High resolution:even-odddiscrimination
Figure & Normal resolution image of two spots combined with high resolution image of the same two spots
5. Summary References
An ASIC version of a MAMA digital decoder,
suitable for space-based applications, has been designed,
fabricated and tested successfully. The design was
fabricated in commercial 1.5 micron CMOS gate array
technology, and the chip is smaller, faster, incorporates
more features and uses less power than previous discrete
component decoders. The chip has performed well in
preliminary radiation exposure tests and incorporates a
new algorithm which doubles the detector spatial
resolution,
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ABSTRACT: The multi-anode micmcham_l arrays (MAMAs) are now under _'Uvc development
for use on a number of space ultraviolet astrophysics missions at far ulua_iolet and extreme
ultraviolet wavelengdxs.V_slbte.lightversionsof dgse detectorsysu:ms agealso beingused for high-
time-resolution studies, including speckle interferometry, at ground-based telescopes. The
configurations of the different MAMA detector systems are described, und the use of custom
application-specific inteip'ated circuits (AS]Cs) in the elecu'onics to improve the performance
characteristicsisdiscussed.
I. LNTRODUCTION
9,'eatecurrendy fabricating andcharacterizing a number of different MAMA detector _ sxemsfewuse on
spaceasu'ophysicsmissionsatfaruluaviolet(FU_ and exueme ultnviole¢ (EUV) wavelengthsbetween
about300 and 28 rim.We ateutilizingvisible-lightversionsof thesedetectorsystemsforscientific
studies at ground.based telescopes at wavelengths between about gCOand 300 rim.
Open,openwithopenablecover,and sealed(360x 1024).pixelMAMA detectorsystems,withpixel
dimensionsof 25 x 25 micronsz and MgF z,KBr. and Cs! photocathodeswillbe used intheSolm"
Ultraviolet Measurements of Emined Radiazion(SUME.R) (Wilhelm tt aJ 1988) and the UItnviolet
C_onagTaph Spectrometer(UVCS) (]CoElet a/1988) insu'mnentson the ESA_'AgA SOHO mission
(Domingo and Poland 1988), sche..duled for launch m 1995. Prototype very-lm'ge.form_ (1004 x 1024)-
and(2048x 2048)-pixelMAMA detecttxsystemswi_ pixeldimensionsof25x 25 micronszandCsland
Cs2Te photocathodes are currendy under test and m fabr_:a6on for the IVASA _d Space Flight
Center's Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) (Woodgate et a/1986), a second-
generationinsu'umentscheduledfeein-orbit instMladon in 1997.Underthispmgrmn s (256x 1024)-
pixelMAMA detectorsysxemhasrecendybeenflown rvv_ on soundingrocketsforFUV imagingof
galaxies at wavekngths between about 125 and 170 am. A (1004 x 1004)-pixel p_u_,pe FUV deu_or
systemwill be flown on a soundingrocketinthecomingyeaz.Finally,I_0of-of-coecep¢sealedandopen
(224 x 960)-pixel MAMA detects' systems, with pixel dimensmesof 14 x 14 microns- ate undez test as
pmxof t]_ FUSE/Lyman Phase B Study (NASA From gepert 1999). V'tsible.iight ve_ions oGthe (224 x
9GO)-pixel detector systemand the (1024 x 1004)-pixel detectorsystemate being utilized at ground.
basedtelescopesin a numbero_high-tin_.resoludon sx_dies, including speckle interferometry.
2. MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEM
Detailsof theconstructionznd mode.of-opemiomoftheMAMA detectorsystemhave nx'e_dy been
presentedin the literature (T'unothy 1989 and 1991a). Brkfly, dg componentsof a NLAMA detector
consistof,f'ust, the tubeassemblyand,secoul,theassociatedmaloganddig/talelecurun/c_u/u. The
MAMA detec_r tube, which can be sca}ed wkh z window of used in an open-sm_emre configurazion,
,- |gq_. fOP PublishlngLxd
50 Ph.,:,,.t,., tr,,,.. I,.,l_. D.'l ._ , I_1
containsa smile, h/gh-lPlm,curved-chamsel
m_l [_lle (MC'P)eleclronmukJp6¢_'
withmei_xocad_le ma_maJdepositedon.
or mom_ mproximityfocuswith the from
surface._ _ mouatedin proximity
focus withthe output mrfar.eof the _ m
detect and measurethe positions of the
elecu'oocloudsgentled by single photon
evenL5(s_cFiguresi and2). The charge
coOec_!ontheanodeelectrodesisamplified
and shapedby high-speedamplifier and
discriminatorcircuits.
Digital logic circuits respond to the
simultaneousarrivalof theshapedsignals
from several of I_eseelecu'odesin eachaxis.
which are arranged in groups to uniquely
_ pne**m
4,*" _mo, wmm
.. A¢ _
Figure I. Schematic of the imaging MAMA
detectm syslem.
identifyt s bpixels inonedimension withonly a + h amplifieranddi._iminaum"circuits. In the imaging
MAMA detectortube,twoarraysaremountedintandemwithonhogonalorientations,sothathe
positionsd thedetectedp_xonscanbesensedintwodimensions.Inthisconfiguration(ax b)zpixels
canbeumquelyidentifiedwithonly2 x(a+ b)amplifieranddiscriminatorc_uits.Thus,a(1024x
1024)-puelarray,forexample,r_qu_sauxa]ofonly128ampliSeranddiscrunmatorci cuits.Thetwo
layerso(anodeelectrodesm theimagingarraysateinsulatedfromeachotherbya SiOzd/_lectriclayer.
The dielecu'icbetweentheupperlayerelectrodesisetchedawaytoallowthelowenergy{~30eV)
elecu_sinthechargecloudfromtheMCP tobecollectedsimultaneouslyonbotharrays.De.Isofthe
latestMAMA anode.arraygeometriesandposition-encodingalgorithmscanbefoundintheliterature
(Kasle1988and1999;KaslcandDeMiche51991).
3. SOHOMAMA DETECTORSYSTEMS
..m.,_* ._,¢,_ v _ -:.ts_ e,_,,x,
"_ ; _"-.C, _,Y',; ,- ..,-
..... _'_,lllll _J,, "////,'1 i II',,
"
....... i,
Cll_ i.I _'amAl[I , _ I"
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Figu_ Z Schematic sJu)wing details o( the curved-dmnnel
MCP and the imaging muJti-layer anode array used in the
MLAIVIA detector mtx_
The MAMA detectors for the SUM_.R
and UVCS inm'umentson the SOHO
mission have a high degree of
commonality, but also significant
differencesdictated by the scientific
needsofthetwoinsu'umentsCl',mothy
1991b).Allofthedetectorshave
formatsof360x 1024pixelsandpixel
dimensionsof 25 x 25 micn_sa. The
other key parameters are listed in
TableI.
The opendetectc_with theopenable
cove_is u_qizedfurbothSUM£_ and
U'VCS.Thepu:poseofchecoveristo
prtxc__e photocat_e matmMs_1
the high-gain MCP from
comm,ninationduringthe yem'sof the
insu'umemand spacecraft inmgradon
tnd test programs. The different
subassemblies which make up the
openable-cover SOHO MAMA
J _Ir_sllqllHl( U/ _Jp[tJl¢ _lllJ_,ll
TdS4 I. Ke/P_ of _ MAMA D_,NT_S f_ Uw SUMER ,ml UVC$ I_
d_ SOHO M,_wa.
SUMER UVCS
, Demctor A Deux'_r p .. Dtx.c_ ! Detecux 2
l_cet Foemm 360 • 1024 360 x 1024 360 z 1024 360 x 1024
I_d Du_m_ _ t _blm z 25 t 25 i_m 2 2_ x _ jmsJ Z5 l_Wm z
Anode Array Acdve Aa_, 9.0 • _6 mm _ 9.0 • 2_.6 mm z 9.0 • _.6 mm 2 9.0 x _6 mm _
MCP Active .*,nL* tO x 27 mm 2" tO • 27 mm 2 IOl 2? mm z IO1 27 mm z
MCP Pore Size 12n 12 nucmm 12 nx_,om 12 nucrom
Numbmr o( Am pl_s . 105 (I_÷1) 105 (10d-*,t) 10_ (104.I) t0_ (10d+l)
(mctudm_l ,nasol ouq_ut_
Phmocmhode Mad_iad MIF z and K.Br MIF z md K3r Csl K.Br
Co.l_l_num Openll_e_,e Open 5exled Ope.ibl__o_e
detecu_rsysma arcshownm Fibre 3a, and thedetectorblockdmg_mis shown in Figure3b.
Theback-updcu'ctormu_cSUM:ERm.so'umcntisolxn.anddoesnothavetheopcnablcoverin order to
eliminate the effects of anysysmnauc desi_ proGlemin tie openablecover mechm_n. Greatcare w_ll
need to be taken, however, to ensure that the photocathodesand the MCP in this detector ate not
Actuator Electron.s [_tecu_r Head A.ssm_ly
Assembly
Co_nven.a A._bly lo_ Trap
Momux _Idy
(a)
Io_ Pump _ecu_'ucs
_y
CO)
Figure3. Openable.coverSOHO MAMA detector
system.(a) Systemsubassemblies.Co)Sys_n Idock
dmm_m
contaminatedduringd_ prelaunchint%n'auon
andtes_programs.
Both of theSUMER detectorsemploya dual
photocathodestructure. Two photocathede
nulen=lsm'e_posited onthe frontfaceof d_c
curved-channel MCP: KBr for a high
quantumefficiency atwavelengO_sbetween80
and 160 nm, and MgFz for both a high
quantumefficiency atwaveleng_s ber_vecn40
and 80 nm and also to Ixovide rejectionof
radiationat, and around,_hewavelenglhof d_
su'ongH Lymana 121.6nmemissionline.
The UVCS MAMA sealed &rector,de,signed
m observe scattered H Lyman (x 121.6 nm
radiationfrom the solar corona,hasa MgFz
window and a Csl phone.miracledeposied on
d_ front face of d_ MCP. T_ _ dcm:_x
issms_dve m radiauonm the wavelengu**band
from 113m • 135 tun. B¢cau.sc,ofd'_optical
configumion of the UVCS _eter,
sealed UVCS MAMA tube m_ have • thin
"waft" configuradon,wi_ thedisunc_from
d_efront surfaceof d_ MgFz windowm d_
Cs[I_ being.o mored_a 7 ram.
The second UVCS MAMAdetecux, which is
open with an opeuble cover msdis identical
in configuration to the SUMER MAMA
dewc_or,is usedm obses'veradbd_ it shorter
wavelengths. This detector has a KBr
5 __ Plt,,t,,c't,'_ tr,,m, Im,,'.'_ Ih r lt, , I_''l
l_:_oca[hodefoemaxunuumsensitivlyatwavelengthsbe_veen93 and 107nm.
A primecons,dera;mefoeLh¢SOHO missmn is[hat heMAMA d_ectorsmusthavea veryh,l:hd.,,".'_,:
ranL_e.Ix_ perptxeland fromtheuxaJarray,The acuveareaof[hecurved-channelMCP tsrec_u-;._
m much theacuveareaoftheanodearray*hichpenniutheuseofa high-conduclivityp_e m oe.:c":o
me,teasethemax unum countratel_itof_h pixel.The dynamicrangeasfurtherenhancedby the..:of
thenew amplir_r/discrunmatoeappaica.on-specil'Kintc!p'atedcu'cuit(ASIC)whichcan operate_,--a
dLsmunmatoed_resholdas low as2 x l04¢lecuronspulse"Inaddmon.[henew ASIC decodechip_ _e
usedm theflightdetectorsystemstoincreased_ totalarraycountritecapability.A 10% lossofde¢:-'.c
quantumefficiency (DQE) zz a singlepixel _te me_cessof I_ counu s"j,anda total array rate in e:-:_
of 6 x 10_ counts s'*arc now prediczcd on the basisof measurementsto date with dlc breadboa_ de"-_r
systems. Imaging testswiththe breadboarddetectorsystemshave shown thattheoreticalsT-:;al
resoluuonof 25 micronsfulI-wld_h-at-half-maxunum(T'WHM) hasbeenachleved,and uSat;hepc:.--,._
s_nsitivilyand spatialresolutionareindependentof b(xhsignaleveland time. New techniqu.-:._._r
manufacturingthecurved-ch_nel.MCPsfoethefli_,htdetec_ systemsareexpectedtofurtherur:-..e
geomemc fidel,y,
4. STIS MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
The STIS is a multi-mode instrumentdesignedfor echelle specu'oscopy,long-slit spectroscopy,s. ::ss
spccu'oscopy,photontime4agging,anddirectimaging.The insu'ument,asoriginallyconceived,co,:.:',.s
fourdetectors,eachwithformatsof 2048 x 2048 pixels.Two TektronixCCDs are usedto co_:":_e
wa,.elengthrangef,"om300 toII00rim,and t',_oMAMA clec-'ctorsazeusedtocoverthewavelen_ :'..'.'e
from 300 run down m [he short wavelength limit of the MgF 2window az 115fun. The shon.wa,,e_;,h
_L._MA detectoremploys a Cs! photocathodedepositedon [hefrontfaceof the MCP foropt.-;.'n
sens_rivip/in the rangefrom I15to 170 rim.and thelong-wavelengthMAMA detectoremploysa C_.Te
phoeocathode which will either be deposited on the MgF z window of the detector lube, or on the fror.: "_'e
ofth_ MCP to cover efficiendy the wavelength range from 115 to 300 rim.
The formatof theSTIS detectoris2048 x 2048 pixelswithpixeldimensionsof 25 x 25 mic.':-.s:,
fabricated from ":ur
comiguous(1024x 21":)-
pixelarrays with a .'_:__:I
dead space,as sho'_-_,n
Figure4. This arr_-ie-
merit provides redu: :.an.
cy because an elec-L-':.;cs
failureinone quads..::of
•d_ arraywillmx aITe.'::he
performance of the
remaining _c quac._ts,
Figure 4. MAMA ac_xle
arrays. Clockwise ::ore
lop left: two I::_b-
dynamic-ramie_e_ a_-.u.vs:
the SOHO (360 • I::_-
pixel array; the F-.SE
(224 x 960)-;:_e1
evaluation array; at:
STIS (1024x 1024- am:l
(2048 x 2045)-_.xe!
an'ays.
and also increasesthedyn_ic range of _ _mc_r by a fac_r of fo.r. since each _uadrant works u
m,,'klXndenl dct_lo¢ sys_m.
k_ chancleristics o4the 5"1"IScleu_-mrarelisL,d m Tabk 2.
Recently *he STIS instrumenl has
tx_n forced to descopcand the (1024
x 1024).pixel MAMA delector
s._stcm(see Figure 4), which we
have fabricatedas a precm'_ to the
fabrication of *he (2048 x 2048)-
pixel syslem, is now bas_linedfor
this insm,mtnt. Imagin| _sts with
F_xor_ versionsof t_ detectors
an: now un&rway, and prepm'ations
are being made for the flight of a
_1024 x |0"2.4)-pixel c_tec_" _s_em
on a sounding rocket m November 1991.
T-hk 2, Ke7 CIBractwbtla o¢ Ck MAMA D_tectors fo¢ b'TIS.
PL_el Formal: _ I 20d.# i.'l Jt 10'24 x 10"2Aj
I_el Dzmeemcm: 2_ • _ nucrons:
Anode Amay Acuve Axe,," _l: 1 31 2 nun "_
k4_P AcLw¢ At_a: $2 • $2 m.'v',z
MCP Pm'e Size.: 10
Number o(Ampt/6_l: 529 ((.I t I)21 * t)
(inctudml mJJo t ouq_)
_ Mmeruds: Csl _4 CszT¢
5. FUSULYMAN MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEM
primeEUV s_graph of *he FUSE instrumentemploysamasphericconcavediffi'acuong'r'atmgm a
Rowland cixclc mounting. A_ocdmgly, the dezector f_x tl_s spectrograph must have a long rectangutm'
format Io COVtTthe S'I:_I_'Mrange fTom90 tO 120 rim, with a required specu"Mresolution (_,'AJ.) of 30,000.
In addition. *he pixel size must be smaller than 2._ microns in order to obtain the required sp_cn'al
resolution in a sp_:trograph with a size compatible with *he limitations of the Explorer.class FUSE
payload. The Pha._ A conceptfor the _ c_lec_ systemis a (728 x 80%)-pixel de_:lor composed
of four contiguous (928 x 2024)-pixel arrays, each w_th 22 x 16 microns z pixels. The proposed
configurationis shownmFigure _, andd_ekey charactuis_ics of _e detectorarclis_edm Table3.
ordc_ m vMidatc d_e smaller pi_el siz_ m i_ MAMA detector sys_*m as pan of the F'USE Pha._ A
study, two (224 x 960)-pixel ,MAMA detector tubes with pixel dimensions of 14 x I4 microns z .ere
fabricated (see Figure 4). T'_ Idgh-gain curved-channel MC_ used with this array employs 8-micron-
diameter channels_ [0-micron cenlcr_. _ages oftest largets taken with *his detector system _vc
F_gure _f. Schcmal_k: of pn:_e.d FUSE MAMA dlst_i:;torcom_ o( four cemtiguou, s ('728 x 2024)-ptxel
m-rayswith 2:2x 16 micem_ pzxels.
._4 i'lt,,h,t'h', t,,.,., I,,I.'.'_ I)_ t n , , IWl
demonstrated Ih¢ theofle_cal spaual
resolu,on of 14 microns. Further
cvalu'_eons of this deircltor sys;emm
the open-slruclure mode at
w1_elengths below 120 nm will Ix
unden=ken later dfis year. usingour
toroidal grating imaging EUV
spectrograph High-resolution
una_.¢swill also Ix recordedwith the
visible-light detector tube in the
laboratory and at ground-based
telescopes using the new decode
ASIC chip in order to determine if
Tabk 3. i_y CkarBcl_r_slk$of tlktMAMA I_._c_ fm*FLSE.L.,_.
Pix¢l_ 72111 _ (4x 7211m.sO2,:
Put,elDusP._u,o_: 22 I 16 m_:rons:
AnodeArrayAcuveAre.t: 160 z 324 nun_(x .Ij
MCPAc'.,e Are,' 17• 33ram;cx_
MCPPoreS_,-: | m,.'rons
Numl_. ofA_.pld'_en:. 57"7([4 x L_I * I)
mclu_mI_ OulpuK]
Photocat_dt M-,aiil: K_r
the resolutioncan be furthernmpcovedto ther_¢_ limit of 10 microns setby the channel spac_.zof
the .VICP.
6. IMAGING TESTS WITH THE MAMA DETECTOR SYSTEMS
Th_ _,isible-lightversionsofthe_L_,_tAdeu'ctor_sxemsarebeingusedinconjunctmnwithourspe;,.::
camera inan ongoingprogramof5_:kleinterferomcu7and speckleimagingatground-basedteles_c-es.
The MAM.A has a uniquecapabilityto identifythetuneofam_-aJofeachdetecledphotontoan acc:.-_?
si_ificant|ybetterthana microsecond.The pulse-pa/rresolutionfthecuszom ASIC decode ch..: :s
_ll_rth_ 160 ns, andthe temporal_soluuon of ou_ume4ag system usod for ground-based obser_a::as
LScun'endy setat 10 _. The resultsof _convolvmg the inuges of untesol,,edbinary slits are sho_:; m
Figure 6. The advantage of Talcingthis type ofdau with the MAMA detectorsystemis thai the inte_n::._n
limecan be op_Jmizedforthemaxunum signaJ-m-nois_ratioduringthedau-feductionphaseo( :he
program,rathere_n dunng _ observingtime_ _ _lescope.A plotofthedependenceofthesight-:a-
noiseration themlegr'-._k_nume LSsho_ninFigun_7.
An ultraviolet ima._eof the galaxy NGC 4449 recordedon the last flight of the NASA GoddardAs_'onc_
Figure 6. DeconvoivedunagesotrunresolvedI_naryslan recordedwith the MAMA detectorinthe urea-
tagmode.
-I_lr..,..r_cd |pp//_ _j/i,,ll,
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Figure 7. Dependenceor"the signaJ-g)-notscrat.zoo(
tl_ speclr._data on d_eint_grauontune usedto bm
[he ume4agdata _c_un.
Sounding Rocket Payload (ASP.P). is ds,o_:
in FiguR 8. Again. LEe,me-tag mode
recording data *as used to produce t,k_s
_mage and to correct for r_ effects of
drtl'ts of the sounding rocket polnttn t
sy,_em.
As descnbed recently b+ Kasle (L989) a.'_
Kaslc and De Micheli (1991). the he1
customdecode ASIC chipenables us to
more sophisticaledalgon_ms for decod_
the positionsof the detected photons, in tim
way, it is possible to doublethe resolut)ono/
the ex_mg 25-micron puel and IgmJcrm
pi_tel MAMA detector systems, prov_de_
that the cenrer-to-cen_er spacing of '.Jse
channels in the curvecl-,:hannel MCP _s
small enough, The first tests of t.'_:_
technique have been recently underr_.
using one of the (360 x I02_,_)-pixd SOHO breadboard detector systems .ith 25 x 25 raisons' pixels. T'_
unprovementinresoluoonusingthenew high-resoluuondecodealgorithmc_ be seenm theu_ages_ a
US AirForcetestin'getshowninFigure9. The measuredspatialresolutionfLE_s ystemincreasedfrom
micronsto16micronsFWHM, whichisclosetothelheoreucalfruitof }.5micronsexpectedfrom
spacingofLE¢channelsinthecurved-channelMCP. Furtherdetailed_stsof thishigh-resolutions'ys_m
artnow continuing,withpamcul_ emphas/son thestabilityofthehigh-resoluoonimagingpoint-spread.
function as functions of both time and signal level. On the basis of these measurements, we can no_
foresee the use of MANTAdetector systems with spanal resolutionsas high as 7 to g microns, provided U'_
cur_ed-channel MCPs _,ith channel diameters of 6 microns or lesscan be successfully bbncated.
Rgwe 8. ln_e Of Og st_b_t irregularIgalaxyNC-C4449 in the wavelength range from 125 Io 170nm
rec(x'd_ with a ('256 x 1024).pixelMAMA demcm¢ m/Slemon the NASA Goddard Astmtgxny Sounding
Rocket Payload. The image has been co¢_le.xl fordriftsin the rocket anltude control _/slem using the
MAMA time-tsg data me.am.
Low Re,toluuon(2_ Mal_i/'lcati_) I.b|h Re_
Fi_lure9. Normzl-resoluUonimage of groups 2 Ihroulh 7 of I US ._r Force _st r,'_gel and a high-
resolutionimagecA'd_esameuu'_l recorcir,d wiLha SOHO MAMA Ix_a(flx_-d_ sys_m.
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Photon-counting detector systems: Current status and future prospects
JGc_yn Timcxhy
Centerfor SpaceScience and Astrophysics,Stanford University, ERL 314, Stanford,
CA 94305,USA
ABSTRACT: Imaging photon-countingdetectorsystemsan:under active developmentfor
a wide range of ground-based and space applications. In particular, the use of imaging
photon-countingdetector systemsat Far Ultraviolet (FUV) and Extreme Ulo'aviolet (EL'V)
wavelen_hs is now of great importance in view of the current availability of very-high-
efficiency solar-blind photocathode materials. A critical component of many of these
imaging photon-countingdetector systemsis thehigh.gain Microchannel Plate (MCP). In
this paper,the current development sr,atus of eachof the different imaging photon-counting
detec,,msystemsis described,and the prospectsfor futuredevelopments aurediscussed.The
presentdevelopment statusof the high-gain MCP and the prospectsfor future developments
ofthisirnagmgelectronmultipliersysteman:alsodiscussedinsomedetail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imagingpho[on-countingdetectorsystemsareunderactivedevelopmentfora widerangeof
ground-basedand space applications.These typesof detectorsystemshave important
capabilitieswhicharenotavailableintheinteg_azingsolid-sureimag.mgdetectorsystemssuch
astheC'narg¢CoupledDevices(CCDs). Inparticular,photon-counungdetectorswithrandom
read-outsystemsoperatewithzeroreadnoiseand havea very-fastevent-timingcapability
whichcanbeusedformany typesofimagereconsu"uctionand imagestabilization.Further.
unliketheCCDs which aresensitivetoa verybroadrangeofenergies,theresponseofthe
imagingphoton-counnngdetectorsystemscanbezailo_dtoa specificwavelengthorenergy
rangebytheuseofa suitablephou>cathodemartial.Forthisreason,imagingphoton-counting
detectorsystemsarecurrendythebestdetecuxsforuseatFarUltraviolet(FUV) andExaeme
Ultraviolet (EUV) wavelengths since the use of solar-blind phorocathodesallows a highly
effective level of discrimination against longer wavelength radiations, which for many
investigations, particularly in the field of astrophysics,have intensitiesordersof magnitude
higherthanthoseintheshortwavelengthregion.The effcientuseofbareCCDs atFUV and
EUV wavelengthswillrequirethedevelopmentofhigh-effciencyshort-passullravioletf'dters,
whichartcurrendynotavailable.
in this paper, the curt'era state of development of the different types of imaging photon-
counting detector systems are reviewed, and the prospeczsfor furore developments of the
different systemsdiscussed.
2. IMAGING PHOTON-COUNTING DETECTOR SYSTEMS
Three principaltypes of imaging photon-countingdetectorsystemsare underdevelopmentfor
useat ullraviolet andvisible-light wavelengths. Theseare the elecnron-bombarded solid-state
arrays,theMCP-intensif'w,dsolid-statearrays,andthe_ elecn'onicread-outMCP imaging
arrays{seeFigureI).At higherenergiesinthesoftx.rayregion,thebaresiliconCCD can
alsobeusedasanimagingphoton-countingdetector,sincesufficienr.elec_on-holepaL'sare
producedbytheabsorptionofahigh-energypho/ontopermitsinglephou>ndetecoon.
_;0 Ph,,l,,_ I, _tr,,.. I.I.W' D_*,. ('_ /vg /
Electron-0omlNr4ed _tens_f'NKIPhoto¢o_luClive MCPMuqI-An04o
Sili¢_ _y Array Array
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Figure I. Schema_cs of the three principal types of photon-counting detector systems.
In the electron-bomb_ded solid-state arrays (see the schematic in Figure la), such as the
Digicons currendy being used in the FaJnt Object Spectrograph (FOS) and the GoddaN High-
Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) on the I-lubble Space Telescope (lIST) (Branclt et,_.. 1979).
the phoceelecmc)n fn)m a semi-ransparent photocathode is accelerated to a pcxengaJof the order
of 25 kV, impacting a solid-state diode array or CCD and producing sufficient elecu'on-hole
pairs for single photon detection. A number of problems associated principally *ith the
survival of the solid-state diode array or the silicon CCD during the high temperatures requi.-ed
to condition the detector tube prior to pho(ocathcxk processing have hampered the development
of the visible-light and ultraviolet versions of these detectors, in adcSuon, the magnetic
focusing system of the Digicon. which permits the image m be scanned over the diode array, is
a bulky and rather complex system for space applications (see Figu.-e 2), NevcnJ_less, the
FOS and GHRS Digicons have excellent performance characteristics (see, for example. Eck,
Beaver and Shannon, 1985) and aurcperforming omstandingly well in orbit Crroeltzsch et oL,
199l, Harms and Fitch, 1991). Open-structure electron-bombarded CCDs with rugged
opaque oblique-focus photocathodes are also now being utilized for space applications at FUV
and EUV wavetengths (Carruthers eta/, 1988, Lawrence and Joseph, 1988).
Figure 2. Schematic of the Nubble Space Telescope Digicon detector (from Brandt et _., 1979).
Becau_ of the c_'nplexities o4"the eleca'on-hombanJed_rays, themajor dicvelopmentthrust af
this ume is. accordingly, on the MCP-intensified solid-statearray or CCD array (ICCD).
shown in the schematicin Figure I b. This typeof deucwr is modular in conseruczionand is
provingzobe highly versatile since a numberof differentCCD configurations are currently
commerciallyavailable and proximity-fecused MCP imagc-inlensifier tubes(se¢Figure 3) aR
readily available from the military night-vision indusm/(see, for example, Van Geeseand
S;oop, 1985). A number of groups are also developingspecial large-format MCP image-
intensifier tubes specifically for use with photon-counungICCD detector systems(see. for
example, Norton et aL. 1988).
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Figure3. Schematicof a Generation 1Ipmximigy-focusedMCP image intensifier tuhe
(courtesyof LittonCorp.)
in zhcICCD the primary, photoelectron is amplified by the MCP and the output cloud of
¢lccla'onsre-converted to visible-light photonsby meansof a phosphor. These photons arc
then coupled to the CCD pixels by meansof a fiber-optic light guide or by a lens. The
principal limitation of this type of detector system as a phe_on-countmg imaging detector is the
low dynamic _nge (< 10 counts pixel "! s"l) caused by tht phosphor d_ay _rnc and the CCD
cycle rime. together with the need for cenn'oiding and priorframe sulxz'action to produce a _'ue,
high-n_solutionphoton-countingdetector system. Nevertheless,this type of imaging photon-
counting detector system is currendy being widely usedat all wavelengths Irmm the near
infraredto the exu_me ulu'aviolet and proposalshavebeenmade for the fabrication of very-
large-formatdetectors of this type using mosaicsof filx'r-opfcs andCCDs, asshown in Figure
4 (Williams and Weistrop 1983, Robens, TuohyandDopim,1988).
The most actively developed imaging photon-counting_m.ctor systemstoday, particularly for
spaceastrophysics missions, arc the dixcct elecu'onic readoutuna_ng MCP detecz_r systems of
zl_ type shown in the schematic in Figure 1c. A number o/"high-spatial-resolution elecu'onic
readout systems are currendy under development, with the characteristics listed in Table 1.
These fall into two major categories: analog readout sysmms, in which the position of the
deuced photon is determined by charge-rzdo or elecm_c-dming uchn_ues, and the discrete-
pixel detector systems, in which the output charge from the MCP is collects! on a precision
arrayof discrete elecu'odes. The principal analog readout systems are the Resistive Anode
Encoder (RAE), the Wedge-and-Strip Amy (WS). the Spiral Anode Array (SPAN) and the
Delay Line Away (D/CDA). These arrays are shownin Figure 5. In the Resistive Anode
Encoder (Wiza, 1979, Bzrstow et al., 1985) (see Figure 5a), the'chaxge from d_ MCP is
collecu_clon a resistive sheet and the posidon of the deux'ted photon den_rmined either by the
ratio of charges collected on four elecerodesat the edgesof the sheet, or by rise.time
discriminationflora the coincident detecred pulses.
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Figure4. Schemadcot'amosg_ MCP-imensified CCD detectorsystem(from WilLiamsand
Weist_op. 1983).
Table I. Chamac_ensucsof Electronic MCP Readout Systems.
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resolution ofthistypeofreadoutsystemislimitedby shotnoise intheresistiveanode,and
_txsnow being replacedbythe Wedge-m_d-StripAn'ay (Martin et _,, 1981, Siegmundet _.,
1988) (see Figure 5b) which operates by dividing charge between conducting elecmxles and
produces a higher spatiaJresolution. The Spiral Anode Array (Lapington tt a/., 1990) is an
enhanced derivauve of the Wedge-and.Scrip Array. The most advanced of aJlof the analog
adout systems unde_r _velopmen.t at this rime are single and double Delay-Line Arrays
egmuna et al., 1989) shown in figures 5c and d. in the single delay line (Figure 5c) the x
position is determined by the difference in the arrival t_rnes of the pulses at each end of the
delay line while the y position is determined by charge division from the Wedge-and-Strip
elecu'ode patmm. The double delay line ('Figure 5d) operates in an identicalmanner but the use
oftwo interleaved delay lines_ows the useof alltheavailable charge forboththex and y
posifiooidentifications.
(c) (d)
Figu_ 5. $¢hcmalics of analog MCP electronic _tadout systems.
a. Resistive Anode Encodr.r (RAE) (from Wiza, 1979).
b. Wedge-and-Serip Array (W$) (bum Mardn eta/., 1951).
c. Single Delay Lir,e Array (DADA) (horn Siegmund etat., 1989).
d. Double Delay IAn¢ Array (DADA) (from Siegmund et aL, 1989).
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Figure 6. Schemalicsof dJscre_e-pixelMCP elecn'onu:readouzsysu_ms.
a. The Coded Anode Convert_ (CODACON) amy shown in one
dimension (from McClintock et al., 1982).
b. C.oar_-fine, balanced coarse-fine and fine-f'me MulGAnode
MJcrochanncl Arrays (MAMAs) shown in c_c dimension (from
Timothy eta/.,1989).
Two types of ctiscrcte-pixel readoulsystems are under development at this dine: the Coded
Anode Convertor (CODACON), under development at the University of Colorado (see Figure
6a), and the Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (.MA_.) delector sysm.munc_r,development at
Stanfo_lUniversity(seeFigure6b).Both one-d/mens:onalandtwo-dimenslonalCODACON
detectorshave been utilized az FUV and EUV wavelengths(see, for example,McClLnlocket
aL, 1982).IntheCODACON array, chargecollectedon a pixelelecmxJeiscapacitively
coupledinto output clccmxlcs arrangedin a Gray code pattern. _ simulumeousdeuteronof
coincidentpulses on the coded anodescoupled to the amplifiers define_ a bit paucrn which
idenW'_'sthespatial location of the dececu_d.charlecloud in onedimeasioe. Two c_. gonal
a_Taysareutilizedina two.directional imagu_.gCOI3AOON de._cu_'., ine _ _.vclopmem
of this pmlicular readoutsystemIs at presentumtu_,Mm,menceclsot me I:u v specuometeron
r_ Cassinimissionto Saturn and Titan I_wrence, _tj.
The im•ging MAMA debtor system is currently under active development •t this Ume for a
number of" flight missiom Crimothy et uL, 1989, Tuno_y, ]991). In the MAMA de_cmr two
sets of interle•ved anodes coupled in groups to e_ch amplif_r are used to uniquely idenufy the
posinon of the charge cloud in one c_nension. As for tl_ CODACON, two orthogona] an-ays
are used in the two-dimensiona] imqpng MAMA detector sys_ms. As shown in Figuu_ 6b, a
number of different MAMA anode configutahons are in use', the fine-fine configuration
providing at this time the o_num performance _ns_s.
A hybrid electronic readout detector system which combines the •nalog •rid discrete pixel
techniques is the High-Resoludon _ager (HRI) which was flown on the Eirutein Observatory
(Kellogg et _., 1976) and is now under development in an advanced version for the Advanced
X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) (Murray and Chappell, 198S). This system uses two
orthogonalarraysof d/scretewireslinkedby resistors _th everyeighthwireconnected toan
amplifier,and employs mmrpoladon algorithmstodetermine the exact location of the dctecmxl
charge cloud to a precision of a f'racdo_ of the w_ spacing (see the schem•nc in Figure 7).
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Rgure 7. Schematic of the position-encoding technique of the Einstein High Resolu_on
Lmager. Every eighth wire is _ted to an amplifier.
in the soft x-ray region, dcep-dcpktion CCDs which can provide simultaneous position and
energy inforrnanon an_ currently under acnve development (see, for example, Ianesick et aL,
198g. Garmire _t al., 1998, Lumb •rid Holland, 19gg). The prolFess towa.,ds the goal of
simultaneous high energy resolution and high Detective Quantum _ncy (DQE) with x.ray
CCDs has been reviewed recently by Fraser (1989). The spat/a] and energ7 resolutions of the
CCDs are potentially significantly superior to those of gas detecton, such as the Imaging
Propordona] Counter (IF(:), _ thesegas detecm_ can now be expected to be superseded by
the CCDs for future x-rayphoton-counting imaging applic_l_ms.
One ingemous photowcountingdetectorthatfallsoutofthenudnmwtm ofcurrentdevelopment
ograms is the PrecisionAnalog Photon Address (PAPA) detector(see the schematic in
gun= 8). This detectoruolizes• setof 9 + 9 photomulupliertubesmounted behind coded
masks to provide the spatialinformationfor• format of 512 x 512 pixels(Gonsiorowski,
1986). A conventional image-intensifier tube is used m amplify the signa] from the detected
photon in order to provide an adequate signal for each of the photomultiplier tubes.
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Figure 8, Schematic of the PAPA detector system (from Gonsiorowski, 1986).
3. HIGH-GAIN MICROCHANNEL PLATES (MCPS)
The high-gain microchannei MCP forms the basis of most of the imaging photon-counting
detector systems cumntly under development for use at wavelengths from the neat-infrared to
the softx-rayregion.Three typesof high-ga/nMCP su'ucmresare currentlybeing utilized.
These atethechevron MCP stack,theZ-plateMCP stack,and thecurved-channel,or C-plate,
MCP, as shown in Figun: 9. The MCPs in the chevron and Z-stacks arc fabricatedfrom
conventiomd straightchannelsand ion-feedbackinhibitiontakesplaceattheIx)undazy.between
theplau:s.
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Figure 9. Schematics of high-gain MCP su'uct_s.
Both of these MCP configurations produce gains in excess of 107 elecu_ons pulse "i. and
resolu_ons of the output pulse.height distributions of Ix:net than 40%. (the resolution is
defined as the FWHM of the disu'ibution divided by the modal gain of the distribution).
Performance characteristics of this quality have been obtained with both fiat (Siegmund etat.,
1985. Fraser et al, 1988) and curved plates (Sicgmund et _., 1990). MCPs of lhese
configm'ations ant av_able with activeareas_ up to I00 x IO0 mm 2,and in_rnalkr sizeswith
channel diametersassmall as 8 microns.
A single C-plate MCP is more difficult to fabricate, but produces a more opumum performance
for very.high spatial resolution imaging detector systems since the charge spreading at the
interfaces of the different plates in the chevron and Z-plate stacks is eSmmated. C.plate MCPs
with channel diameters of 12 and I0 microns produce gains of the order of 5 x IO 5 electrons
pulse "1and resolutions of the output pulse-height dismbution of bener than 40% (see Figure
I0)._ performance charactens.cs have also been obtained withboth flat (Timothy. 1981 )
and curved (Slater eta/.. 1989) plates, C-plate MCPs with pore sizes as small as 8' microns art
currendy under evaluation and the fabncauon of C.plate MCPs with diamemrs of 40 mm and
75 mm is currently in progress.
Of pan|cular interest for studies at FUV and EUV wavelengths are the very-high DQEs
obtained with MCPs with opaque alkali-halide photouathodes deposited on the input faces
(Siegmund and Gaines. 1990).
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channels.
4. PROSPECTS FOR FUTUR£ DEVELOPMENTS
A number of developments of the imaging photon-counting array technolo_'es an: curre_dy, in
progress. Very-large-format CCDs ar_ under development t_ a numoer or space asu'op ysncs
missions. As examples of the current state-of-the-an, the Tekuonix CCD being developed for
the NASA Goddard Hubble Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph has a format of 2048 x
2048 pixels and pixei dimensions of 21 x 21 microns 2 (Woodgate, 1989), while the largest
Ford Aerospace (now Lond) CCD has a format of 4096 x 4096 pixels and pixel dimensions of
7.5 x 7.5 microns 2 (Janesick et oL., 1989). The potential for very-low (< l e" rms) read noise
CCDs means that these detectors will probably ultimately replace the current generation of the
pho{on-counting detectors at visible wavelengths for applications not requiring a fast-timing
capability.
The development of the high-gain MCPs is also being actively pursued at this time. Curved-
channel MCPs fabricated by new lX_l_eta_ techniques arc achieving uniformities of smJctu_
of a quality never before achieved. The development of small-pore MCPs with channel
diameters as small as 6 microns is curnenily in progress and exotic fabrication techniques such
as fractal geometries for the reduced lead silicate class (RLSG) MCPs, and the use of
lithographic solid-state techniques for the fabrication of MCPs in silicon and other materials a:e
94 Ph,,I,,clc( Ir... h.._c' Dc_ /_('_ IVv /
under intensive investigatioe by a number of groups. MCPs with square channels are also
being fabricated and tested.
Locking further into the future, the development of ezotic tlueeMimensional imaging photon-
counting detector systems which can provide, simultaneously, a two-dimensionaJ imaging
capability and a high de_eree of enerlLV resolution is being actively pursued for use at soft x-ray
wavelengths and studied conceptually for use at EUV and FUV wavelengths.
The needs for the development of ultraviolet and visible-light detector systems have momtly
Ix--en reviewed as part of the Astrotech 21 workshop organized by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) (Timothy er at.. 1991 ). The present capabilities and future needs for the
high.gain MCPs and MCP readout systems are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
It is clear that the complimentary technologies of the solid-state integrating detectors and the
very. fast-timing imaging photon-counting detectors now have the potential for revolutionizing
scientific investigations in many fields on the ground and in space. The one caveat is that the
scientific programs cannot, at present, support the financial requu'ements of the semi-conductor
and night.vision indusmes. Without a source of significant and consistent financial support,
the availability of large.format scientific CCDs and MCPs cannot be guaranteed and the
scientafic programs will continue to be subject to the vagaries of the semi-conductor and night-
vision indusmes, particularly during the present period of budget cutbacks and turmoil in the
defense indusmes.
Table 2. Capabilities and rrquirements for scientific CCDs (from Timothy ez a/.. 1991).
De_elo_'nent FIowrt in Eh:_clt.,f_ud Dt:monsu'atoJ De.trod t'tx
Status Sl_ce for Space mL.al:x_:a_,, Future.Mission
Sample _,t_ssloe HST WF/PC t HST WF,PC 2 N,'A NGST
V_lble blin_ss < 10 .4 < IO 9 < 10 `9 with I_ltcr < 10 .9 for ima_mf
,Surray szz_ 800 x I_0 8_ t 8UQ 4k_4k '_> 1SEx I_tk
QE for O.t -0.4 tun • I_,_ > 25% _ • _(_
QE for 0.4 - I 0 I.Un • I_% > 25=c • 60% • 80%
_,cll capacity(e') 30.000 aO.000 40.OJO 1C_,_O
_. pctelsLZe(Jam) _ 15 _ 7 _ 7 @ 5
Readr,o,se_e"rms) tO Z 0.4 0. !
!R_I m,," (lz_elss"I ) 50,000 S0.O30 _0,O00 I_O,OO0
@ ,tad nora (e"rim) @ tO @2 @O.,t @o.1
Opt_l _mt_rature .95 'C - 60 "C .20 "C" 20 "C
MOm_Ccaplbil_ty No ,No Buttal_lefor But,,blcI'cx
linearray 2-Dmosac
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Table 3. Capabilities and rcqmmncnts for high-gain MCPs (from Timothy et al, 1991 ),
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Table 4. Capabilities and requ_Ls for MCP read-out systems (from Timothy et al, 1991).
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ABSTRACT
We have obtained an image of the luminous infrared galaxy NGC 6240 at 1480 A using a multianode
microchannd array (MAMA) detector with a rocket-borne telescope. At distances greater than 12" from
the nucleus the measured ultraviolet luminosity implies intensive star formation activity equal to 2-3 times
that of a spiral galaxy such as M83. Optical images in the HB and [O ml :.5007 emission lines reveal a
region of lugh excitation east of the nucleus between the centers of disks 1 and 2 as described by Bland-
Hawthorn et al.
Subject headings: galaxies: interactions -- galaxies: peculiar -- galaxies: photometry -- stars: formation
1. INTRODUCTION
The morphologically peculiar galaxy NGC 6240, a possible
collision of at least two galaxies, has attracted much study in
recent years, primarily because of the high far-IR luminosity
revealed by the IRAS survey (Wright, Joseph, & Meikle 1984)
and the development of ground-based infrared (IR) spectro-
scopic techniques. This object exhibits two pointlike nuclei
separated by 1.'8 (Fried & Schulz 1983) located approximately
in the center of a chaotic array of plumes, loops, and dust lanes.
Most of the spectroscopic work carried out on NGC 6240 to
date has been confined to a region within 5" of the double
nucleus, which shows strong near-lR emission, strong H2
quadrupole emission (see I.ester, Harvey, & Cart 1988 and
references therein), and from which the very strong far.iR emis-
sion is presumed to emanate. Imagery of NGC 6240 extending
out to several arcrninutes from the double nucleus has been
obtained in visual and IR bandpasses (Fosbury & Wall 1979;
Fried & Schulz 1983; Thronson et al. 1990; Keel 1990). Images
in Ha + ['N n] have been obtained by Heckman, Armus, &
Miley (1987) and Keel (1990). We distinguish three morpho-
logical components of the central system (Fig. 1): (!) a
butterfly-shaped filamentary complex surrounding the double
nucleus to a distance of -,. 10"; (2) a double Io0p -40" long to
the west of the nucleus, aligned roughly north and south: and
(3} fairly bright spiral arm fragments or tidal tails extending to
,,30" from the nucleus, also in a north-south direction.
Recently, Bland-Hawthorn` Wilson, & Tully (1991) have delin-
eated two disk systems in NGC 6240, centered at the double
nucleus and at a point ,,- 12"to the northeast, respectively. The
center of the second disk is not prominent in IR or CO 2.6 mm
emission (Wang Scoville, & Sanders 1991).
in this/xtter, we report imaging observations made in the
far-ultraviolet (FUV), B, and V bandpasses, and in the Ha, Ha,
and [O m] 45007 emission lines. The FUV image is discussed
in relation to components 2 and 3. In particular, we show that
these components have an FUV luminosity at least as great as
that of a normal giant spiral. Our ground-based visual
emission-line images are discussed in relation to component 1,
within which we find a region of high excitation. Throughout
we assume Ho - 67 km s- t Mix- t (Rowan-Robinson 1985),
which locates NGC 6240 at a distance of 112 Mix:.
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2. OBSERVATIONS
Sounding rocket 36.043GG, a Terrier/BlackBrant,was
flown 1989 June 27 6:00:01 GMT from White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico. The instrument was a 39 cm Rhchey-
Chretian telescope (Bohlin ¢t aL 1982) refitted with, a
256 x 1024 pixel Multianode Microchannel Array (MAMA) a
detector with cesium iodide photocathode. The MAMA time-
tags and centroids the electron cloud emitted from the back of
a microchannel plate in response to each detected photon.
Because flux is not integrated on the detector itself, the flight
observation can be reconstructed photon by photon in time
order. Image blurring in this observation had two com-
ponents: a jitter of _+8" removed by applying an attitude offset
returned in telemetry; and a smooth drift of 0"7 s: _ removed
by following the motion of a point source (HD 152497) in the
dejittered data. NGC 6240 was observed for a total of 210 s
through C.aF2 and SrF2 filters (.identical for thepurposes of
this paper) yielding _,m = 1480 A and AR = 410 A. The plate
scale is 1.'5 pixel- t for a field of 6:4 x 25:6. IUE spectra of liD
152497, together with laboratory-measured filter curves and
flat fields, were used for absolute calibration. From the 2200,1
feature in the HD 152497 spectrum, foreground reddening was
estimated to be E(B- V) _- 0.15 [the estimate from the map of
Burstein & Heiles (1982)is E(B- tO £ 0.09].
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Fg;. I.--CCD image of NGC 6240 in H" + _N U] + continuum. North is
up, and east to the left. Axis labeled in arcminutes. Numerals distinguish thr¢_
morphological components (r,ce text).
Two new UV point sources were serendipitously discovered
at =zgso = 16_51=6:37 619_o = +2°31"40.'0 and =19s0 =
16_51"1:40 blgso = + 2°26'5077. The second source was con-
fumed as a white dwarf using a visual spectrum kindly
obtained by Craig Foltz at Kitt Peak National Observatory
(Hintzen 1989).
Ground-based images of NGC 6240 were obtained by FJV
on 1989 June 27, 1989 June 29, and 1990 ,Iune 28 with the 40
inch (1.016 m) telescope at the United States Naval Observa-
tory Flagstaff Station using a UV-flooded Texas Instruments
816 x g16 CCD. The plate scale is _4 pixel-t [or a field of
5:7 x 5.'7. Thc'se images were reduced by bias subtraction and
fiat-fielding using standard site procedures.
The visual images were co-aligned to less than 1 pixel (using
centroided coordinates of field stars) and smoothed by 3 pixels.
The bandpass response functions of the emission-line filters
(A,_ = 30 A) were such that intercalibrated monochromatic
images could be computed in instrumental units, provided that
a way was found of interpolating continuum from B and V
band data. The internal reddening of NGC 6240 varies on
several spatial scales (Keel 1990), making a simple scaling of B
or V inappropriate. Our method is based on the assumption
that the northern arm (in our component 3) represents
"normal spiral arm" material dominated by continuum, and
with minimal line emission compared to the more energetic
parts of the galaxy; the features of interest in our component 1
are then regarded as showing a line-emission excess above that
norm. From the northern-arm data, we derived empirically (by
matching histograms of certain instrumental flux ratios) a
function relating continuum at the wavelengths of [O In] and
H# to the instrumental broad-band fluxes b and v. The
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TABLE I
[O m]/H,B RAI"_S oF NGC 6240 Fta, l"Ulu_
Vol. 391
A VV.AGE" CE_'T_ b
fp,'t',J_ [0 III]/HJ lelati,,e Error' [0 ill],'HB Relative Error'
(I) (2i (3i (4i 15)
a ......... 2.i 0.5 ......
b ......... 3,3 0.6
c ......... 4.3 0.3 512 Oig
d ......... 3.3 O1 3.2 0.4
e ......... _5 01 2.5 _3
f ......... 1.0 0.I 0.9 02
s......... 2.7 o.,i ......... l._ o.i ili olJ
j.........Lo _2 Lo o6
.........27 o.s ......
• Square aperture 1.'2 on a side. oentered on position marked in Fig. 2,
' Single pixel marked in Fig. 2.
¢ l _/r.where r Sscenter or average line ratio
resulting monochromatic [O m] and H/_ images are shown in
Figures 2a and 2b. An image of the ratio, [O ttt]/H_, is shown
in Figure 2c.
Specific values of the [O m]/H_ ratio corresponding to fea-
tures marked in Figure 2 are given in Table 1. The values in
column (2) correspond to a 3 x 3 pixel square aperture, for
which the formal random errors are listed in column _3). The
ratio CO m]/H_ at the central pixe[ of each aperture is listed in
column (4), with the random error in column (5), in those cases
where the relative error is less than 1.0 (i.e, the result is signifi-
cant at the 1 _ level).
3. DISCUSSION
Figure 3a (Plate L7) shows the 1480 A image with B contin-
uum contours superposed. Shown as well are the centers of
disks ! and 2 and the line of nodes of each disk (Bland-Haw-
thot:n et al. 1991). The inner parts of the galaxy are too
obscured to be seen in the short FUV exposure. However, the
spiral armlike structures are obvious. Although they appear
smooth at visual wavelengths, the FUV image indicates that
they contain distinct star-forming regions or clusters. This
effect may be produced in the FUV by uneven distribution of
dust within the arms. In the northern arm, star formation
seems to be occurring or has recently occurred as far as 30" (16
kpc) from the nucleus, in Figure 3b we show a differentially
masked visual picture overlaid with the contours of the FUV
image. The visual picture shows a nearly verticalfeature,
usually interpreted to be a dust lane, which does not seem to
correlate with either the presence or the absence of FUV emis.
sion.
The FUV emission is not correlated with any optical emis-
sion within 12" (6.3 kpc) of the nucleus, or with the line of
nodes of either disk ! or 2. On the other hand, the FUV is well
correlated with optical emission in the armlike or tidal-tail
regions outside that radius, particularly to the north and the
southwest. However, such structures cannot be excluded from
interior parts of the galaxy, where they could be blocked from
view by extinction. It is likely that these regions are Population
! structures similar to the arms of normal spirals (but given the
disrupted appearance of the galaxy, it is plausible that they are
material arms rather than density waves).
We have measured the FUV luminosity at 1480 A of seven of
the cluster-like objects in Figure 3, and the results are listed in
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Table 2. They have been corrected for Galactic extinction, but
not for extinction in NGC 6240. A typical source measurement
comprises -,. 25 counts, of which ~10 are background. We
note that UV 5 and UV 6 are about twice as bright as the
fainter clusters and that the average cluster FUV luminosity
uncorrected for internal extinction is ,-,29 times that of a
typical bright H n region in M83 (Bohlin et al. 1990).
Assuming that the FUV image is evidence for bursts of star
formation, we can estimate the initial mass of the clusters UV
I-UV 7 using the analysis of Lequeux et al. (1981) as developed
by Landsman (1990; see Bohlin et al. 1990). in this scheme a set
of evolutionary tracks in the log L, log Tm plane is selected for
a discrete set of initial masses. Model atmospheres are then
used to convert each log L, log T,r r value into an FUV flux. At
a given age, fluxes from stars of different masses are added
together, weighted by an assumed initial mass function (IMF).
In our calculations the IMF took the form _I'(M)= tin(M) 
dOnM)ocM -2 for !.8 Mo<M.<I20 M o and M -°* for
0.007 M o < M < 1.8 M o (Lequeux et al. 1981). We have
assumed Solar abundances. For a working model we follow
TABLE 2
Ctus'n_ Lum_ou'n_ AND INrn_L MA.SS_
UV
Cluster
Identification
Number Luminosity* SFR' Mm,'
I ................. 6.4 034 6.8
2 ................. 7.0 0.36 7.3
3 ................. !.9 010 1.9
4 ................. 7.7 0-40 8.1
5 ................. tl.6 0.61 12.1
6 ................ 12.1 0.66 12.6
7 ................. 9.2 0.49 9.6
' I0"is erBss"_ A-',corrccledonlyk)rGalactic
extinction E.{B-I.')= 0.15.
" Star formation rate in Mo yr" *.
• 106 Mo, lower limit (seetext).
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Tanaka, Hasegawa, & Gatley (1991) and asume that star for-
mation has taken place at a constant rate over a period of 20
Myr, and thatwe observedtheFUV emissionI0Myr afterthe
starformationhas stopped.Inspectionofour H,,image and
thatofHeckman etal.(1987}shows nocorrelationbetweenH-
and FUV emission,from which we concludethaitheclusters
haveaged sufficientlytono longerproducesignificantionizing
flux.Thisisconsistentwithourworkingmodel,whichshows a
decreaseinionizingfluxby two ordersofmagnitude ina I0
Myr span following the cessation of star formation. Our calcu-
lation yields a luminosity per unit star formation rate in (ergs
s -l A-l)/(Mo Myr-i), from which we derive the star forma-
tion rates and integrated cluster masses listed in Table 2. The
results imply moderate star formation rates and total cluster
masses of 0.5-1 x 107 M o. Reasonable variations of the model
parameters can change the numerical values by up to a factor
of 3, but the results are likely to be minimum values since we
have not corrected for extinction internal to NGC 6240. These
cluster masses are about a factor of 30 less than the mass of
stars produced at the center of NGC 6240 in a starburst as
described recently by Tanaka et al. (1991). The total cluster
mass derived from FUV data, i.e., from regions located more
than 12" from the center, is about a factor of 2 less than the
central starburst mass.
About 45% of the total observed FUV comes from the listed
clusters (the rest, probably, being from fainter clusters and
from diffuse reflection off dust). In Table 3 the total FUV flux
of NGC 6240, representing ,,-270 net counts, is compared with
the FUV fluxes for several spirals obtained with other sound-
ing rocket observations. NGC 6240 emits FUV flux ---2 times
that of M83, roughly equal to that of M51 or MI01, and _,,4
times that of M33. In other words, in its outlying arms alone,
NGC 6240 exhibits an FUV luminosity comparable to that of
a giant spiral with very active star formation and much greater
than that of a relatively quiescent spiral. (All these results are
uncorrected for extinction internal to the target galaxies.) This
is consistent with the finding of Thronson et al. (1990) and
Lester, Harvey, & Cart (1988) that the bolometric stellar lumi-
nosity of NGC 6240 is -,-2 times that of a giant spiral (see
especially Fig. 10 ofThronson et al.).
The most noteworthy feature found in our visual imagery is
a bar-like structure,resolved into two loca]izedsubregions,
appearing between points a and f in Figure 3a, our [O m]
image. (For conciseness, we simply call this feature the "bar,"
without implying any similarity to barred spirals,) Broad-band
imagery also shows the bar, as indicated by the B bandpass
contours superposed on the same figure. The east-west extent
of the bar is _4" (2.1 kpc). It appears to be closely aligned with
the dynamic center of disk 2 and reasonably well aligned with
the southern nucleus of the galactic core. It is exhibited, faintly,
by the H/_ image (Fig. 2b) and is definitely present in the Hat
pictures of Heckman, Armu.s, & Miley ([987) and Keel (1990).
The [O Itx]/H_ ratio image shows varying degrees of excitation
within the bar. For example,, at point c the average value in a
!.'2 square aperture is 4.3 4- 0.3. At points d and e the average
TABLE 3
COMV_L_ON Or UV LumNo_rrv oF NGC 6240
wrr8THOSEO¢O'nai GA_
OlmmvIED Ar 112 Mpc
G_,_x_ A,_" A,oo" f,,oo" A,oo'
6240 ............... 9.1(- I$) ... 9.1( - 15) 4.21 - 15)'
M31¢ .............. _ - 1l) 0.Tq- 15)
M33' .............. Z_2ll) 1.4(-It) t._-_ 15_ 0.$4- 15}
MSt'.............. 5._-13) _.J_-15t
M83 ¢ • ............. 3._' 12) 1.8{ - 12) 4.4(" 151 2.0{ - 151
MIOI' . .............. t,l(- 12) ... 46(- 15)
• In ergs s -_ ¢m "a J,-t, corrected for foreground extinction only:
F2B-V)_0,15 for NGC 6240, values from Burstein & Heiles 1982 for
o_ers.
bExtrapolated fromft so0using/=3oo//tsooof M$3.
*Hill 1990.
• Landsman 1990.
values are 3.3 ± 0.1 and 2.5 + 0.1, respectively. The shape of
the bar in the ratio image differs from that in the [O nil image,
very likely due to the nonuniform morphology of Hp emission
arising in other gas along the line of sight. In any case, an
extensive region of high ionization does appear to be present
between the center of disk 2 and the double nucleus.
At points corresponding to the centers of disks ! and 2 and
in the extended features of our component l, the [O nn]/Hp
ratio is characteristically low. However, at point b, ~2" away
from the center of disk 1, the [O m]/H/_ ratio appears to be
significantly elevated (3.3 +_2.1). Point h shows high excitation
([O m]/I-I_ = 3.6), but this value is not statistically significant.
The derived [O m]/]-l_ ratios are likely to be minimum values,
since we cannot separate the H_ emission contributed by the
[O m] emitting gas from other H_ emission along the line of
sight.
The [O m]/H,8 ratios can easily be produced by shocks or
through photoionization by thermal or nonthermal sources.
Clearly, it. would be useful to obtain spectra of the high-
excitation regions in a diverse selection of emission lines in
order to distinguish between these energizing mechanisms.
Until more data are forthcoming we simply note that the loca-
tion of the high [O m] emission, seen clearly against a lower
emission background, is suggestive of an association with the
double nucleus or the center of disk 2.
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ABSTRACT. We have developed a new system for making speckle observations with the multianode
microchannel array (MAMA) detector. This system is a true photon-counting imaging device which
records the arrival time of every detected photon and allows for reconstruction of image features near
the diffraction limit of the telescope. We present a description of the system and summary of observa-
tional results obtained at the Lick Observatory 1-m reflector in 1991 September, The diffraction limit of
the l-m telescope at 5029 A. is about 0.125 arcsec and we have successfully resolved the catalogued
interferometric binai'y HD 202582 with a separation of 0.157 4"0.031 arcsec. A pair of stars in the open
cluster £ Persei separated by 2.65"4-0.22 arcsec with approximate V magnitudes 8.6 and 11.5 has also
been successfully analyzed with the speckle technique.
1. INTRODUCTION
In conventional astronomy, the limit of angular resolu-
tion is not set by the size of the telescope aperture as dif-
fraction theory predicts but instead by the size of the "see-
ing disk" of a point source, which is typically 1-2 arcsec at
full width half-maximum (FWHM). The broad character
of the seeing disk is due to inhomogeneities in the refrac-
tive index in the air above the telescope aperture. These
inhomogeneities have the effect of breaking the aperture up
into cells that have a typical length scale of l0 cm and
evolve on a typical time scale of 10 ms. Within a cell, the
refractive index is roughly uniform, but different cells have
different values of the refractive index. It is the size of these
cells which ultimately determines the width of the seeing
disk.
One technique for obtaining angular resolution consid-
erably better than the seeing is speckle interferometry.
Speckle interferometry consists of taking many short inte-
gration images (frames) of a particular object of interest.
In each frame, the turbulent effects of the atmosphere are
approximately frozen and the frame image may be de-
scribed as the interference pattern obtained by considering
different pairs of subregions in the telescope aperture de-
fined by the cells arising from nonuniformities in the re-
fractive index. Each pair of subapertures considered inde-
pendently would produce fringes in the image plane whose
spacing is determined by the distance between the two sub-
apertures. Taken together, the various fringes form a com-
plicated interference pattern known as a speckle pattern.
The speckles (or regions of constructive interference) fill a
region in the image plane defined by the seeing disk, but
have a characteristic width similar to that of the
diffraction-limited point spread function of the telescope.
To the extent that individual speckles can be resolved by
the detector at the image plane, a frame contains high
angular resolution information about the object.
For example, if the object of interest .is a binary star,
then the speckle patterns will exhibit speckle pairs at the
vector separation of the two companions. Of course, these
speckle pairs will occur at various places on the image
plane, but they may be collected together by considering
the autocorrelation function of a frame, wh/ch, up to a
normalization factor, is equivalent to the histogram of the
distance vectors between photon pairs. The Fourier trans-
form of the image autocorre]ation is the image power spec-
trum (the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the
frame image). The frame image l(x) is the convolution of
the point spread function S(x) with the actual object in-
tensity distribution O(x):
I(x) =S(x),O(x), ( 1)
where "*" denotes convolution. In the Fourier domain, a
convolution becomes an ordinary product so that
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l'(u) =_(u)- _(u), (:))
where .... denotes Fourier transform and the spatial fre-
quency variable conjugate to x is u. Taking the modulus
square of this express,on and averaging over many frames,
we obtain the result that the average image power spec-
trum isthe product of the true object power spectrum and
the average point-spread function power spectrum:
<17(,) l >=(igcu) l'>. l&u) l , (3)
where ( ) denotes the average over many frames. If a
slx_kJe experiment is performed on the binary star,
(If(u)] 2) can be obtained by Fourier transforming the
average autocorrelation of many frames of data. The same
process performed on a point source yields (IS(u) [2). As
Eq. (3) shows, the true binary power spectrum can then be
obtained by division, where such a division is valid in the
region where (]S(u)]2) is nonzero. In fact the average
point.spread function power spectrum is nonzero out to
the diffraction limit of the telescope and the method works
not only for binary stars but also for general objects (La.
beyrie 1970). The true object autocorrelation is then ob-
tained by Fourier inversion. In the case of a binary system,
reconstructing the object autocorreJation is sufficient to re-
trieve the separation, position angle Cup to a lg0" ambigu-
ity), and the relative magnitudes of the two companions.
To have a successful speckle experiment, the image de-
tector must have several special characteristics. First it
must be capable of reading frames out at the rate of the
evolution of the speckles; a minimum requirement is about
10 ms. The detector must have relatively high quantum
efficiency so that speckles in a single frame will have suf-
ficient contrast. Low read noise is important because the
number of detected photons per frame is usually small
(typically I to a few hundred). Since the goal is to obtain
very-high-resolution information inside a comparatively
large seeing disk, excellent geometric fidelity and fairly
large formats are necessary.
While other detectors have been very successfully used
in speckle interferometry, there are several motivations for
building a system based on a MAMA detector. Unlike
intensified-CCD speckle systems, the MAMA records the
amval time of every detected photon with a timing reso-
lution of 400 us. This allows for maximum flexibility in the
analysis phase of a speckle experiment since the frame in-
tegration time that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio may
be identified and set in software after the observations have
been completed. The flat-field response of current MAMA
detectors has improved significantly over the past six years
so that now it is possible to obtain 10% rms variations over
the entire field of view. This is in contrast to earlier
MAMA and PAPA detectors which commonly had 30%
rms sensitivity variations across the field of view (Papali-
olios et al. 1985). Resistive anode microchannel plate
( MCP ) readouts typically use stacks of MCPs to produce
large charge clouds on the anodes, but this arrangement
results in poorer position sensitivity than with the MAMA
detector. The Caltech system, e.g., has a spatial resolution
of 60 t.t FWHM (Nakajima et al. 1989) compared with
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about 14/z for the system described in this paper, which
uses a single curved-channel MCP. In addition, stacked
MCP detectors are susceptible to MCP saturation at lower
count rates than curved-plate MAMA detectors. This is a
phenomenon which increases the dead time of the detector.
MAMA detectors are available in large formats (1024
× 1024 pixels), usually have a dark current under 20 Hz,
and have excellent geometric fidelity (Morgan et al. 1989).
Based on these characteristics, a MAMA-based speckle-
interferometry system is a powerful instrument for high
angular resolution astronomy.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Starting from the telescope, the main components of the
Stanford speckle system are (see Fig. I): (1) a mounting
flange which holds the detector and the speckle camera to
the telescope so that the optical axes of the detector and
telescope are matched; (2) the speckle camera which con-
rains optical elements necessary for a speckle experiment;
(3) the MAMA detector tube; (4) the charge amplifier
box; (5) decode circuitry for assigning pixel addresses to
output from the MAMA; (6) the fiber-optic link which
allows for transmission of decoded data to a remote site;
(7) the microcomputer, which operates the speckle camera
and stores data; and (g) the CAMAC interface, which
allows the microcomputer to issue commands to the
speckle camera.
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2.1 The Speckle Camera
The speckle camera sits between the telescope and the
MAMA detector. A detail of this instrument is shown in
Fig. 2. The optical and mechanical layouts of the camera
were designed by Nate Hazen and Costas PapaJiolios at
Harvard University; this portion of our system is essen-
tially a copy of the camera used at Harvard. The camera
contains two Risley prisms to correct for atmospheric dis-
persion each of which may be rotated to an absolute posi-
tion by its own 10-bit shaft encoder. It also contains four
large wheels that hold filters and microscope objective
lenses. The wheels and prisms are moved by issuing com-
mands from the microcomputer, thus bringing the desired
optical element into the optical axis. There are eight posi-
tions on each wheel. The two wheels closest to the MAMA
detector are used for narrow-bandpass filters and neutral
density filters while the second wheel from the telescope is
used for microscope objectives. The wheel closest to the
telescope can hold filters, but also has two prisms which
can be used to illuminate the detector with light from a
small LED, allowing for intensity calibration of the detec-
tor. The LED brightness can be controlled remotely. A
reticle is etched on one of the prisms to give absolute spa-
tial calibration. The camera has a 2.5 cm Uniblitz shutter
which can be opened and closed by issuing a command
from the microcomputer.
The microcomputer communicates to the camera via a
CAMAC interface. This interface consists of a GPIB in-
terface unit. a relay register, and an input/pulsed output
(b)
FIG. 3---(a) Block diagramof the MAMA detectoroperation;(b) an
illuslrattoaof twoseu_of interleavedanodeswithdtfferemsized electron
clouds.
(I/PO) port. Commands issued from the microcomputer
are addressed to individual registers in the relay and I/PO
units. The output is then fed into a small driver board on
the speckle camera. Status bits can be read out from the
driver board so that the current positions of the wheels and
prisms can be polled from the microcomputer.
2.2 The MAMA Detector and Event Decoding
The MAMA detector and decoding MAMA output
have been discussed at length in the literature (Timothy et
al. 1989; Kasle 1988), so we will give only a brief descrip-
tion here. There are two parts to the active surface of the
detector, the microchannel plate (MCP) and the photo.
cathode (PC). Photons which strike the photocathode
may liberate one or more electrons which then cascade
down through a microchannel in the MCP, freeing elec-
trons at each contact made with the channel wall until a
cloud of 10s-106 electrons exits the channel and strikes an
anode array beneath the MCP. Each anode is connected to
a charge amplifier which takes this small deposit of charge
942 l-tUt<_tt LI A_.
and outputs a signal level appropriate for the digital de-
coding electronics. Figure 3(a) illustrates how the MAMA
works.
The current generation of MAMA detectors employs an
anode array which consists of two sets of interleaved an-
odes in a repeating series [see Fig. 3(b)]. For historical
reasons these are called "fine-fine" anode arrays. The first
set of anodes consists of n anodes (which repeats for n -4-2
cycles) and the second set consists of n + 2 anodes (which
repeats for n cycles), resulting in a total of n,(n + 2)
pixels, where n must be even to ensure unique decoding
over the entire array. The interleaving of the two sets of
anodes is analogous to two waves of slightly different fre-
quency beating against each other over many cycles for one
complete beat cycle. Another pair of anode sets [not shown
in Fig. 3(b)] ofm and m+2 anodes run underneath and
perpendicular to the first pair of anode sets, resulting in a
total of m.(m + 2) pixels in the perpendicular axis. A
pixel is defined as spanning from one anode's center line to
the next.
The configuration of a fine-fine array requires a com-
plex algorithm involving coincidence discrimination for de-
termining the position of a given photon event. Coinci-
dence discrimination is the process of taking two or more
anodes which experience electron pulses which are coinci-
dent in time and inferring the pixel location of the event in
the anode array from the combination of anodes. While
coincidence discrimination requires a more complex posi-
tion decoding algorithm than would be needed for a con-
figuration of discrete anodes, it requires far fewer charge
amplifiers.
Recently, a technique has been developed which im-
proves the resolution of MAMA images by utilizing a dif-
ferent encoding algorithm. The number of adjacent anodes
hit is known as the order of the fold of the event. In the
previous algorithm, an odd-fold event could be assigned to
one of two pixels as illustrated in Fig. 3( b); however in the
new algorithm, the event is assigned to a new pixel whose
center lies directly on an anode center, as shown in Fig. 4.
Thus, in high-resolution mode, the number of pixels in
each direction is doubled. The improvement in resolution
is determined by several factors including the distribution
of folds, the voltage difference between anode layers, and
the spacing of microchannels in the MCP, but has been
shown to be as high as 55% with some MAMAs (Kasle
and Morgan 1991). Our speckle observing system uses a
decoder with the option for high resolution. The decoder is
capable of processing raw data from the MAMA at a rate
of 6.25 MHz in both normal and high-resolution modes.
2.3 Data Transfer and Storage
The detection and decoding functions are accomplished
at the telescope while the accumulation of data and real-
time display are carried out by the microcomputer, which
in most observing situations is a large distance from the
detector. The need to transfer the data from the detector to
the computer requires a long-range (!00 m), fast, reliable
means to transmit the data. These requirements have been
FIG. _-.-An illustration of the high-resolution decodingalgorithm which
incorporates centroidlngof the electron cloud strikingthe anodean'ay to
add an e.ttra leasl-s_gr_ificantbit to the pixel addrem Even-foldhigh-
resolution pixels are centered between anodes and odd-fold high-
resolutionpixelsare centered on anodes,
met by a fiber optic link that is currently able to transmit at
a data rate of 3.3 Mevent/s for a total of 120 Mbits/s.
(Each event is 32 bits long.) A very simple error detection
system that rejects events with a double bit error has also
been implemented. The detection efficiency of these errors
is 50%.
The events arriving through the fiber optic link are pro-
cessed by a custom computer interface designed at Stan-
ford and shown in Fig. 5. The interface has five different
modes of operation: calibrate, speckle, integrate, read, and
clear. The calibrate mode is for setting the proper axis
proportions in the real-time data display which is most
often just an oscilloscope in X- Y mode. The read and
clear modes are for clearing and transferring data to the
computer. In integration mode, pixei addresses in the
memory are incremented as each event arrives, so that a
direct image is built up over time. The memory allocated
for each pixel is 16 bits allowing a maximum of 65,535
events to be accumulated in each pixel.
In the speckle mode, the pixel address and time of ar-
rival ate recorded in memory for each incoming event. To
reduce the amount of data stored, the time of arrival is
divided into two parts: a coarse time and a line time tag
which represent upper and lower parts of a 26-bit clock
register. The line time tag is attached to the address of
every event while the coarse time is added only when an
event arrives after the upper bits of the clock have been
incremented by one or more. The clock frequency can be
set in software at several different speeds ranging from tick
intervals of 25-208 ins. For the observations we will de-
scribe, it was incremented every 208 _s. This mode of op-
eration maximizes the data bandwidth by minimizing the
amount of time spent writing coarse time tags. At this
frequency, events had a time resolution of 3,25 /is. The
storage format of speckle data in memory follows the
structure shown in Fig. 6. The two top bits in each word
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FIG. 5---Block diagram of the MAMA speckle interf_e.
(calledthe word type) have been added toallow forde-
tectionoferrorsinthedatastream.The prescalerportion
of the coarsetime tag encodesthe frequencyselectedfor
the clock.
Inthe currentsystem,dataisdumped tonine-tracktape
every megabyte,and so thereisno dead time inthe data
between dumps. The TS05 tapedrivecan writedataatthe
rate of 24 kHz, and the interface can be reset and restarted
while data is being dumped to tape. For bright objects
(count rates >24 kHz), the interface fills with data faster
than it can be written to tape, and the observation time for
a given number of events is controlled by the tape drive.
For dim objects (count rates <24 kHz), data is written to
tape faster than the next data buffer is filled in the inter-
face, and the integration time is controlled by the count
rate of the object. With fewer counts per second, more
events will have absolute time tags written with them, so
that a file of 2 Mevent will be larger in terms of bytes for a
dim object than for a bright object.
bH;lbl4 bl31bl2tbl! bIo b9 jb0 b'/ Ib6 Ibm, II_ Jb3 Jb2 lUl I_o
I ' OO ,J YC_ r XCoord,m_.
] O! Fm¢ Tune Tag I Y _z
{ lO Coan¢ Tune Tall
t I I _ t Coane Time Tall
FIG. 6--The bit structure of MAMA time-tagged evems. Each event is 2
words of 16 bits each containing the word type (bits 14 and 15), the x and
y coordinates of the event.s, and • fine time tag. If the event occurs just
after • tick on the coarse clock, • coar_ time ta B of two words it written
after the event.
3. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
The first observations with this system were made on
the 16th, 17th, and lath of 1991 September, at the Lick
Observatory l-m reflector. The skies were clear and the
seeing was between 1" and 1:7 all three nights. All of the
data that we will discuss in this section was taken in low-
resolution mode.
We used a sealed MAMA detector tube with a thermo-
electrically cooled bialkali photocathode and 14 p pixels.
The average gain from a photoevent was measured in the
lab to be'3.2X i0 s electrons/pulse which means that the
distribution of muhifolds was dominated by twofold
events. We estimate that the quantum efficiency of the
telescope/detector combination was on the order of 0.5%-
1.0%. The low-gain MCP caused a substantially structured
flat-field response. The detector also had a high dark cur-
rent, roughly 100-300 Hz over the entire area of the anode
array. This introduces a noise component into the speckle
signal which is especially noticeable for dim objects.
Despite these detector deficiencies, it was an adequate
tube to test the speckle system. We obtained speckle data
of two point sources and three binary stars which illustrate
the capabilities of our system in recovering high angular
resolution information, substantially higher than the seeing
limit. In Fig. 7, we have plotted the radially averaged spa-
tial frequency power spectrum for two point sources. These
graphs have the expected form of a narrow peak at low
spatial frequency due to the seeing disk, and then a broad
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FIG. 7--Radially averagedpower spectrafor two pointsourcesand Fried
models for the I-m aperture.
shoulder out to the diffraction limit. The power in this
shoulder is generated by individual speckles (which are
roughly the size of the diffraction-limited point-spread
function of the telescope) so the detection of this speckle
shoulder indicates that diffraction-limited information is
contained in the data. Power beyond the diffraction limit is
generated by the dark current and Poisson noise. Also plot-
ted in these figures is a two-component Fried model for the
power spectrum of a point source where we have matched
the low-frequency peak widths.
It is important to characterize the signal-to-noise ratio
in the power spectra in order to understand the limits of
the detector system. We define the signal-to-noise ratio at a
spatial frequency u as being the value of the power spec-
trum at u divided by the standard deviation of the values
outside the diffraction limit, where little signal is expected.
Since we will be working with the power spectra of point
sources, which are radially symmetric, it is convenient to
consider the average value inside a thin annulus of average
radius Iu [ centered at 0 frequency as the signal at a spatial
frequency l ul. Figure g illustrates how the signal-to-noise
measurement is made.
Using this method, we developed curves of S/N as a
function of frame time at a fixed spatial frequency for two
FrequencyPlane
(b)
FIG. g--To make the signal-to-noise measurement in the power specu'a of
point sources, we considered the aver:,ge inside a thin annulus of avc_lge
radius lut as the signalat lu[ cycles/arcsecas shownin (a). The
measurement was obtained by taking the standard deviation of vllues in
all pixels lying outside the diffraction limit as shown in (b). Since the
power spectrum b symmetric about the line up= - ue only points above
this line are considered.
point sources, HR 7734 and X Per. Since the MAMA de-
tector time tags photocvents, it is possible to analyze the
same data at various frame times. The expected character
of the S/N curve as a function of frame time is for the S/N
to be low at small frame times, where Poisson noise dom-
inates, to peak at the frame time corresponding to the lame
scale of fluctuations in the atmosphere, and then to return
to lower values for longer frame times due to the loss of
contrast in individual speckles on the image plane. Figure
9 shows the curves we obtained for our two point sources.
These graphs indicate that S/N is maximized at a frame
time of about I0 ms for HR 7734 and 30 ms for X Per,
which is consistent with the seeing estimate for those ob-
servations, about 1.6 arcsec in the case of HR 7734 and 1.0
arcsec in the case of X Per.
At the telescope we measured the plate scale by mo_mg
a stellar image from one side of the active area of the
detector to the other and recording the change in direction
that the telescope was pointing. By moving the telescope
direction only in declination, we were able to define a
north-south vector on the detector field of view, and then
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FIG. 9-..Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of frame integration ume for
two point sources.
by repeating the measurement in R.A, to obtain an east-
west vector. This was converted into a detector pitch angle
relative to the north-south orientation. The plate scale ob-
tained from this method was 0.03918-v0.00327 arcsec/
pixei and the pitch angle was +2.4±0.84 deg.
One object in our data set is a visually resolved pair of
stars, shown in Fig. 10. This object lies in the field of the
open cluster X Per and the two stars have a magnitude
difference of approximately 3. V magnitudes were esti-
mated from a conversion curve derived from five standard
stars observed with the same filter as the speckle observa-
tiara. By using a two-dimensional Gau_ian fit routine, we
found the separation of the stars to be 2.65±0.22 arcsec
and the position angle to be 319.23±0.86 deg. The object
was then analyzed via the speckle-autocorrelation method
where the separation was found to be 2.60±0.22 arcsec
and the position angle was 319.42±0.94 deg. The main
source of error in these measurements is the uncertainty in
the plate factor, which is limited by the small number of
FIG. IO---A direct integration of a visually resolved star paur in the fieM
of the open clu.c,L-'rX Persei.
arcseconds on the detector fieldof view. We were alsoable
to estimate the V magnitudes of the two starsfrom the
reconstructed autocorrelation.Based on the amplitude of
the central peak and the side lobes,the magnitudes of the
two stars are approximately 8.6 and 1 1.4, very similar to
the visual result of 8.6 and 11.5. The speckle analysis of
this object gave a position angle, separation, and relative
magnitude of the two stars in excellent agreement with the
more conventional 2D fitting technique. This test case was
chosen to verify the accuracy of the speckle astrometry and
photometry when there is a significant difference in the
brightness of the primary and companion. As shown in
Table 1, only ten events per frame were recorded for the
faint star. The power spectrum and a Wiener {optimal)
filtered reconstructed autocorrelation for this object are
shown in Fig. 11; observing parameters are shown in Table
1. Observational results are summarized in Table 2. We
used a Wiener-filtering scheme as a first attempt at recon-
structing autocorrelations of this object and the others de-
scribed below. Though this method can produce oscilla-
tions in the reconstructions, we felt that this was an
adequate technique for demonstrating the capabilities of
the system. In the future, we will investigate the use of
more sophisticated techniques.
We also observed two objects in the CH,4R,4 Second
Catalog of Interferometrie Measurements of Binary Stars,
HD 199839 and HD 202582. Relevant data for these ob-
jects are shown in Table 3. A speckle-autocorrelation anal-
ysis was performed on the data at a frame time of 10 ms for
TAaLE i
Observing Parameters for a Visually Resolved Star Pair in _f Persei
Parameter Briskt Star Faint Star
Approx. V Magnitude 86 1i.5
Seeing Estimate 1.0" t.0"
Count Rate 3.8 kHz 0.2 kHz
Events Recorded I.I0Mcvent 0.05 Mevem
Photon#Frame 190 10
FdterWavelength 5029 A 5029 A
Fd_ Width 397 ._, 397
TABLE J
Obs_rvin| Parametersfor Two Interferometnc Bnnanes
Paran_ter HDI99839 HD202382
V Magnitude 78 6 4
Spectral Class A3 G0
Seeing Estimate 16" I O"
Count Rate 8.'/kHz 35 kHz
Events R_cortled 1.56 Mevcnt 2.15 Mcvent
Photons/Frame 87 1400
Filter Wavelength 5029 A 5029
Fdter Width 397 A 397 A
Derived Separatitm 0.360 ± 0.041" O157_+0.031"
Derived Position Angle 320.0 ± 3.4* 271.0 :t 7.2 °
Derived V Mag. Star 1 80 6.5
Derived V Mag. Star 2 9.3 8.I
for HD 202582. These observational results are shown in
Table 3.
(b)
FIG. 1l--(a) Power spectrum of a visually resolved star pair in the field
of ,v Persei obtained from 1.15 Mevent of MAMA speckle data; (b)
Wiener-filtered reconstructed autocorrelation obtained from (a).
HD 199839 and 40 ms for HD 202582. Figures 12 and 13
show the result of the analysis, which is a Wiener-filtered
reconstructed autocorrelation for each binary. Both bina-
ries were successfully resolved.
Based on the plate scale and pitch angle discussed
above, a separation of 0.360±0.041 arcsee and position
angle of 320.0±3.4 deg was derived for HD 199839, and
0.157±0.031 arcsec with a position angle of 271.0±7.2
deg for HD 202582. This is very close to the diffraction
limit of the l-m telescope which is 0,125 arcsec at 5029 ]k.
In Fig. 14, we have plotted these results along with the
earlier observations of each object given in the CHARA
catalog. V magnitudes for the stars in each binary were
estimated from the amplitudes of the central peaks and the
side lobes of the reconstructed autocorrelation and we ob-
tained-values of 8.0 and 9.3 for HD 199839 and 6.5 and 8.1
TABLE 2
Observational Results for the Visually Resolved Pair
Para_ter Visual Result S_eclde Result
Separation 265 ± 0.22" 2.60 + 022"
Position Angle 319.23 ± 0.85" 319.42 :t: 0.94*
Primary V Mag 8,6 8,6
Compamon V Mag I 1.5 I! .4
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have built a new system for taking speckle data with
the MAMA detector. This system can transfer data to a
remote site via a tiber optic link at the rate of 3 MHz, and
i
I
(b)
FIG. 12_(a) Power spe_:trum of HD 199839 obtained from 1.56 Mevem
of MAMA speckle data; (b) Wiener-filtered reconstructed autocorrela-
tion obtmned from (a),
(a)
(b)
FiG. 13--(a) Power spectrum of HD 202582 obtained from 2.15 Mevent
of MAMA speckle data; (b) Wiener-filtered reconstructed autocorreh-
lion obuuned from (a) shown at 2)< magnification.
can dump data to tape at the rate of 24 kHz. Continuous
sections of data are dumped to tape every megabyte. We
have tested this system at the l-m reflector at Lick Obser-
vatory and successfully resolved two catalogued interfero-
metric binary stars, one with a separation of 0.157 ±0.031
arcsec. Since the diffraction limit of the telescope is -0.125
arcsec, we have demonstrated that this system can recover
image features near the diffraction limit. The system also
recorded speckle data on a visually separated star pair
where the companions had approximate visual magnitude
of 8.6 and I 1.5 and the speckle analysis of this object gave
a position angle, separation, and approximate V magni-
tudes very similar to the visual analysis. This result dem-
onstrates the accuracy of the speckle analysis of MAMA
data at low light levels.
We are currently working on an identical computer in-
terface to the one discussed here for the Macintosh, as well
as building the next generation of visible light MAMAs,
one of which will be a 1000 × I(XX) (low-resolution) format
detector with a trialkali (red-sensitive) photocathode.
State-of-the-art charge amplifiers will be used to reduce the
noise threshold and thereby increase the detective quantum
e$ciency of the MAMA systems. Once these advances are
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FIG. 14----Separation time histories for the two reconstructed binaries
horn the CHAR.& second catalog and our 1991 .'/results.
in place, this should provide for an excellent speckle-
intefferometry system with no read noise, high quantum
efficiency, low dark current, and outstanding geometric fi-
delity.
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The Multi-Anode Microchannel Array (MAMA) is a microchannel plate based photon counting detector with
applications in ground-based and space.based astronomy. The detector elecu'onics decode the position of each pbcxon event, and
the decoding algorithm that associates a given event with the appropriate pixel is determined by the geometry of the anode army.
The standard MAMA detector has a spatial resolution set by the anode array of 25 micrcms, but the MCP pore resolution exceeds
this. The performance of a new algorithm that halves the pixel spacing and improves the pixel spatial resolunon is described.
The new aJgorithmdoes notdegradethepulse-pairresolutionofthedetectorand doesnotrequireany modificationsto the
detectortube.Measurementsofthedetector'sresponsedemonstratethathighresolutiondecodingyieldsa60% enhancementm
spatialresolution.Measurementsoftheperformanceofthehighresolutionalgorithmwitha 14 micronMAMA detectorare
also described. The parameters that control high reso|ution pea'foffnance are d/scus,secL Results of the application of h/_
resolution decoding to speckle interferomen'y are presented.
1, INTRODUCTION
The MAMA detector employs a photocathode for photon/electron conversion, a microchannel plate OoICP) for elecu'on
multiplication and an anode array combined with charge amplifiers for event detection. Digital decoding eleclJwfics interpret the
charge amplifier outputs to determine the pixel position of an event. The block diagram of a MAMA detector is shown in
Figure !.
The currentgenerationofMAMA detectorsemployarraysthatconsistoftwo setsofinterleavedanodesinarepeating
series(seeFigure2).Forhis_'icaJreasonsthesearecalled"fined'me"anodearrays.The firstsetof anodescon._tsofn anodes
(whichrepeatsforn+2 cycles)and thesecondsetconsistsofn+2 anodes(whichrepeatsforn cycles),resultingina totalof
n*(n+2)pixels.The interleavingofthetwo setsofanodesisanalogoustotwo waves ofslightlydifferentfrequencybeating
againsteach otherforone completecycle.Anotherpairofanodesets(notshown inFigure2)of m and m+2 anodesrun
underneathand perpendiculartothefirstpairofanodesets,resultingina totalofm*(m+2) piselsinthe_cular axis.A
pixelisdefinedasspanningfromone anode'scenterlinetothenext.
The configurationfa free-finearrayrequiresa complexalgorithminvolvingcoincidencediscriminationfordecoding
the position of a given photon event. Coincidence discrimination is the process of taking two or more anodesthat experience
electron pulses that are coincident in time and inferring the pixel location of the event in the anode array. While coincidence
discrimination requires a mote complex position decodingalgorithm thanwould be needed for a configuration of discreteanodes
(as opposed to the fine.free-configuration), it requires far fewer anodes and therefore far fewer charge amplifiers.
The size of the electron cloud due to a single photon event varies depending on the MCP's characteristics as well as bias
voltages applied to the photocathode, MCP and anode array. The electron cloud diameter is quantized by the total number of
anodes illuminated in a given axis, also referred to as the order of the fold. For example, a three-fold designates the situation in
which three contiguous anodes are struck by sufficient numbers of elecmms to have voltages greater than some user-specLt'_xl
threshold. A subsection of a sculed-down version of one axis of a fine-fine anode array (n=4) with one-, two-, euee-, and four-
folds is shown in Figure 2. The electron cloud diameter must be sufficient to illuminate at least two anodes (a two-fold) in orda
to allow for the unique decoding of the position of the event. A saturated MCP pulse height distribution (PHI)) is critical in
this application because it allows the effective elimination of ambiguous one-fold events when the proper bias voltage is set on'
the anode array. Because of size variations in the electron cloud emanating from the MCP, the decoding algorithm must be
capable of coping with higher-order folds. As Figure 2 illustrates, every higher-ordered fold can be reduced to m equivalent two-
fold (that two-fold which occupies the same pixel as the higher-ordered fold). Notice that a three-fold (or any odd.fold) is
ambiguous because it spans two equivademtwo-folds. A decoder'sfunaion is to take an as'oi_arily ordered fold and infer (he
corresponding pixel position of the event. Since there is onedecoderinput for eachanode, a singleaxis requires2n+2 inputs.
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Figure 1. MAMA block diagram Figure 2. Fine-fine array single axis with mulLi-folds
2. HIGH RESOLUTION DECODING
In a standard MAMA detector pixel size is equal to the spacing of the anodes, but the spatial resolution of the MCP is
generally greater than that of the anode array. This implies that the detector is capable of spatial resolution greater than that
achieved with the original fine-free decoding scheme. It is possible to increase the resolution of the detector without changing
the detector itself, bu! only by altering the readou! electronics. One technique for improving resolution is called even-odd
discrimination. This algorithm is incorporated into a new MAMA decoder as a user-selectable mode, which enabled testing of
this technique as described below. Even-odd discrimination differentiates between even-folds and odd-folds to generate a single
least significant bit (LSB). thereby halving the pixel spacing and doubling the number of pixels in each axis. Each pixel is
characterized by 1) its separation from its nearest neighbors and 2) a gaussian shaped pixel response function, which is
characterized by its width. In high resOluLion decoding, the pixel response width is determined primarily by the spatial
resolution of the MCP. The detector spatial resolution is equal to whichever is greater, the pixel spacing or the pixel resIx_ns¢
width. In this case the pixel response width (which is the same as the MCP spatial resolution) is greatex.
Even-odd discrimination can be performed in parallel with the standard decoding procedme with no loss of decodex speed
and requires the addition of minimal hardware to the standard decoding circuitry (although the memory size masz be quadrupled).
Figure 3 illustrates normal resolution (top) versus high resolution achieved with even-odd discrimination (bottom). Standard
pixels ate twice the size of high resolution pLxels, and span fi'om the ce.aztetof one anode ID the neXL By conn-asL, the even-fold
pixels are centered between the anodes and the odd-fold pixels are centered on the anodes themselves, thereby resolving the
ambiguous nature of odd-folds in normal resolution decoding. Figure 4 illustrates how each standard pixel is converted into four
high resolution pixels in a two dimensional array. There are two possibilities: if odd-folds arc always binned in the left hand
szandard-size pixel (Ihe "throw left" option), then odd-fold pixels have an LSB of one and even-fold pixels have an LSB of zero,
Conversely. i[ odd-folds are always binned in the right hand standard-size pixel (the "throw right" option), then odd-fold pixcls
have an LSB of zero and even-fold pixeis have an LSB of one.
2.1 Ext)erimental Procedure
The first imaging tests of high resolution decoding were performed with the experimental setup shown in Figure 5. The detector
employed was an ultraviolet 25 micron 360x1024 pixel system with an opaque Cs[ photocathode. This detector has a
microchannei plate with 12 micron diameter pores packed together as tighdy as possible in a hexagonal lattice with 15 micron
center-to-center spacing between the pores. There are 3.24 pores per low resolution pixel and 0,81 pores per high resolution
pixei. The optical system employed an ultraviolet mercury pen ray lamp whose light was diffused by a diffusing lens placed m
close proximity to the lamp. Neutral density f'dters were employed to decrease and control the photon flux, and the diminished
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Figure S. Opdcal arrangementfor USA,': test target imaging experiments.
photon flux illuminated an aluminized USAF lest target. The light Iransmitted through the Iransparent portions of the USAF
test target was collimated and focused by a UV coll_nadng lens. which projected the focused larget image on_ the focal plane of
the MAMA detector. Images were taken with the USAF test target in both low and high resolution mode. The images were
then divided on a pixcl-by-pixel basis by flat field exposures to normalize the pixel response. The low and high resolution
images wcxc taken undex identical conditions.
It is important to note that there are two factors that complicate atteml_ to determine the upper limit to the resolution
achieved wilh even-odd discrimination. Firstly. ther_ is sampling error, which occurs whenever the edge of a feature in the
image does not coincide with a pisel boundary. Secondly, all of the results shown here include the effects of aberrations in the
input image caused by imperfections in the imaging optics. These aberrations tend to blur the smallest features in the image.
Therefore the results shown he_ should be co_deted a lower limit to the performance of high resolution decoding.
2.2 25 Micron MAMA Detector Results
The USAF test target images shown in Figure 6 were taken with the photocathode voltage set at -2500 V and the MCP
set at -2200V. In this case the demagnification factor of the optical system was .2.78. The low resolution expostge
J
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Figure 6. Normal resolution 25 micron MAMA image (2X magnification) of a portion of an USAF w.st target vs. high
resolution image of the same target. The collimating lens aperture stop was set at f'22 for the test target image.
consists of a 450 second f22 integration divided by a 6300 second flat f_ld without the collimating lens. The high resolution
exposure consists of a 1800 second f'22 integration divided by a 25200 second flat field without the collimating lens.
Elements 2 through 6 of group 2 are clearly visible on the left side of both images, but the high resolution image
obviously displays greater clarity. In addition, the low resolution image of elements 2 through 6 of group 3 are not resolved,
whereas _ high resolution image resolves individual bars down to group 3, element 6 for both horizontal and vertical elements.
The digits in the high resolution image are again obviously clearer. And while neither image resolves the individual bars in the
elements of group 4, high resolution is able to resolve each block of three horizonud bars from the adjacent block of three
vertical bars. The images were recorded with a 16 bit depth, b_t they are displayed in Figure 6 in 8 bit mode. Therefore the
brightest areas of the images, such as the inner portions of the largest r_ctangles, experience "roll-over" in the displayed image
in Figure 6.
The quality of the USAF test target imag_s can be displayed graphically by measuring the modulation of the image, i.e. the
contrastbetween dark and light sections of the image as a function of the feature size. The desired data can be obtained by laldng
a swath of columns as wide as the smallest element (i.e. the smallest trio of bars) in the horizontal elements for a givea group,
usually the trio of bars that comprise element 6. The columns can then be added together and the data can be displayed as a
modulation trace through the rows of pixels. Just such modulation maces are illustrated in Figure 7, which shows low
resolution and high resolution traces through group 2 horizontal elements in the rust graph and through group 3 horizontal
eicmencs in the second graph. In lh¢ case of the low resolution group 2 and group 3 elements, the swaths are six colunms wide
and threecolumnswiderespectively.Inthe_ ofthehighresolutiongroup2 and group3 elements,theswathsaretwelve
columnswideand sixcolumnswiderespectively.A widerswathofcolumnsgenerallyleadstoa greater"signal.to-noiseratioin
thedata.
Each individualbar ofthegroup 2 elementsisclearlyvisibleinthefirstgraphofFigure7 forbothhighand low
resolution,althoughthepeak-to-valleyratioisobviouslygreaterinthehighresolutiondata.The secondgraphofFigure7
againdemonsmalesthesuperioresolvingpower oftheeven-odddiscriminationhighresolutionalgorithm.Low resolutionis
onlyabletore.solvetheverticalelementIofgroup3 whereashighresolutionresolvesdown toelement6. The low resolution
r8and f22imageswere bothlimitedby theresolutionofthepixelsize.However,thesmallerhigh resolutionpixelsmade the
inputimage quali_ythe limitingfactorIodetectableresolutionintheimage. The highresolutionh-aceinFigure7 still
demonstratesexcellentmodulationforelement6 ofgroup3. Itispossiblethata superioropticalsystemcouldproduceeven
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Figure 7, High and low resolution modulation maces through the Group 2 and Group 3 vertical elements shown in the USAF
test targets from Figure 6. Feature size is shown in microns. Resoluvion of individual elements in units of line-pain/mm is as
follows: group 2 element 2:11.94, element 3: 13.41, element 4: 15.06, element 5: 16.89, and element 6:18.97 line-pairs/nun.
Group 3 elements: element 1: 21.28, element 2: 23.89, element 3: 26.87, element 4: 30.06, element 5: 33.78, and element 6:
38.04 line-pairs/nun.
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bonerresults.Spatialsamplingerrorandmulti-folddisplacementarethemost likelycausesofthedifferencebetweenthehigh
resoluuongroup3 verticale ements5and 6 andgroup3 horizon_elements5and 6.
2.3 Modulation Transfer Funclion
The modulationbetweendarkandlight that a detectorcanrecoverfroman inputsc#_ isprimax_ycon_:_ledby threefactors.
The fastfactoristhequalityoftheinputimage,whichdependson thequalityoftheopticalarrangement.The secondisthe
resoluuonofthedetector'spixels.And thethirdfactoristheamountofspat/alsamplingerror,i.e.theerrorincurredwhen the
edge ofa featureinthescene isnotalignedwiththeedge ofpixel.Spatialsamplingerrorconvealswhat,mightbe sharp
Uansitionsbetweenblackand whiteintoshadesofgray.
The modulation is often measured by the modulatwn traraferfuaction (MTF), which is a function of the peaks, valleys
andaveragebackgroundinthemodulationtracesinHgu_ 7.The M'rF isdefinedby theequation:
PEAK. vAt_-v (I)
PEAK . VALLEY - (2 • BACKGROUND)
The valueoftheMTF variesbetweenzeroand one,withhighervaluesbeingmostdesirable.Figure5-.6displaystheaverage
modulationwansferfunctionsas a functionof featuresizeforthelow resolutiongroup 2 and thehigh resolutiongroup3
horizontale ements.Inbothcases,thegroupwiththesmallestresolvableelementswas usedforcomputingtheMTF inorde_
toinsurethatthepixelsizewas thedominantfactor.The tracethrougheachelementconsistsof 0u'eepeaksand two valleys.
The "PEAK" inequationIisdef'm_astheaverageofthethreepeaksand the"VALLEY" inequationIisdefinedastheaverage
ofthetwo valleys.The "BACKGROUND" isdefinedasthevalleybetweentheelementinquestionand theadjacentelement
The trianglesand sqttarcsinFigure8 aretheactualaverageMTFs forthelow and highresolutionimagesofFigure6. The
straightlinesarelJne.,_leas!squaresfitstotheMTF data.The averagedifferencebetweenthelow resolutionand highresolution
M'I'Fleastsquaresfitshows thathighresolutionhasa 60% resolutione hancementoverlow resolution(i.e.,a factorof1.6).
2.4 14 Micron MAMA Deleclor Results
Similar tests m those described in the previous section were performed with a visible 14 micron MAMA detector. This
detector has a bialkalai photocathode and a microchannel plate with 8 micron diameter pores packed together as tightly as
possible in a hexagonal lattice with 10 micron center-u>-center spacing between the pores. The anode array consists of 224x960
pixels with 14 micron spacing between the anodes. On average there are 2.27 pores for each pixel: therefore the spatial
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resolution of the MCP is greater than that of the anode array, but not by as great a margin as is the _ for the 25 micron
MAMA detectorpreviot_ydescr/bed.Inth/s_ thereareonly0.57poresforeach highresolutionpixel.Thus thepotential
improvementofhighresolutiondecodingislesswiththe14micronMAMA deteclor.
The USA/: test target imaging experiment was repeated with the 14 micron MAMA detect_r. The differences betwee_
the 14 micron MAMA detector low resolution and high resolution images are not quite so obvious as was the case with the 25
micron MAMA detector. This is demonstrated more clearly in the group 3 low resolution versus high resolution moduLatx_
trace shown in Figure 9. The low resolution image resolves down to group 3, element 4 whereas ,he high resolution image
resolves down to group 3 eleme_t 6. The high resolution trace clearly has superior resolution and high resolution modulation
transfer functions in Figure 10 graphically show the resolution gain. The average difference between the MTF least squares fas
reveals the resolution gain to be about 14% (i.e. a factor of 1.14).
It is somewhat surprising that high resolution decoding could result in any resolution enhancement for the 14 mi(ao_
MAMA detector. Firstly, there are only 2.27 MCP pores for each low resolution pixel, which slrictiy limits the possible
resolution gain. Secondly, the pixel size so small that any blur in the optical input image could dominate the results. And
thirdly, the multi-fold distribution (MFD) is strongly skewed towards even-folds in the horizontal axis. The vertical axis has an
even-fold to odd-fold ratio of 60% to 40%, but the hori2ontal axis has an even-fold to odd-fold ratio of 8 ] % to ] 9%. Despite
this circumstance, the vertical axis and the horizontal axis seem u3 have equal resolution. This result indicates that the high
resolution decoding algorithm is robust in its ability to work over a range of conditions.
2:5 Faetr_rs Controlling Hi__h Resolution
Aside from external factors such as input image quality and spatial sampling error, the most critical factor in high
resolution decoding performance is the re,solution of the microchannel plate. This is true for any MAMA detector whose MCP
pore resolution is less than twice that of its anode resolution, i.e. when the pores under sample the high resolution pixels.
Under these circumstances, LheMCP pore resolution is the limiting factor, and other paramemrs have only second order effec_
Most second order parametersaffectthe high resolutionperformanceind/rectlyby modulatingthe multi-fold
dism_ution.The multi-folddisu'ibutionfora singleporecannotbe measureddirectly,butitdetermineswhich highresolution
pixelsthepore contributescountsto.A singleporecan connibutecountstomore thanone pixel,and thisinitselfisa source
ofblurringintheimage. Inanidea]MAMA detector,eachhighresolutionpixelwould haveatleastone MCP poredelivering
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Figure 9. 14 micron high and low resolution modulation traces through the Group 3 vertical elements shown in the USAF
test targets from Figure 5-13. Feature size is shown in microns. Resolution of individual elements in units of line-pairs/ram is
as follows: group 3 element 1: 21.28, element 2: 23.89, element 3: 26.87, element 4: 30.06, element 5: 33.78, and element 6:
38.04 line-pairs/ram.
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Figure 10. High and low resolution modulation iransfer functions for the 14 micron MAMA detector. The high resolution
MTF forthehorizontalgroup 3 elementsison theleftand thelow resolutionMTF forthehorizontalgroup3 elementsison
the righL The straight lines are least squares fits to the MTF data.
_ts toitalone.The high_ theresolutionoftheMCP pores,thecloserthedetectorcomes tothisidealsituationi which
the achieved resolution is insensitive to the MFD and high resolution decoding actually doubles the resolution of the detector.
The MFD is controlled by several parameters. Increasing microchanncl plate gain tends to increase the mean of the
multi-fold diswibution. In this context, increasing the mean of the MFD means changing the MFD so that it is weighted
towards higher order multi-folds. The local MCP gain may vary, resulting in local variations in the MFD. Similarly the mean
of the MFD increases with decreasing anode bias voltage or _..creasing charge amplifle_ threshold.
The phenomenon in which a single MCP channel contributes counts to one high resolution pixel most of the time but
then occasionally contributes counts to an adjacent pixel because the size of the multi-fold changes is called multi-fold
displacement. The MFD for a given pore determines how frequently multi-fold displacement occurs. The position of the pore
with respect to the anodes combines with the size of the output electron cloud to determine whether an even-fold or an odd-fold is
produced. For example, a pore may produce predominandy three-fold events, thereby contributing counts to an odd-fold pixel.
However, if the electron cloud size shrinks or grows, the pore will produce a two-fold or a four-fold, either of which would
contribute a count to an adjacent even-fold pixel. Every time this happens, a slight amount of blur is introduced to the
integr'a_dimage.
In an effort to explore the effect of varying the multi-fold distribution on high resolution image quality, imaging tests
were performed while varying parameters of MCP v.oltage and charge amplifier threshold. Figure 11 illustrates the
generated by the 25 micron 360x10'24 pixel UV MAMA detector for MCP voltages of 2150 volts (high gain) and 2000 volts
0ow gain) while imaging the USAF test target. Both images were integrated with a charge amplifier threshold of 0.2.07 volts.
The multi-fold distribution for 2150 volts is clearly biased towards higher ordered folds, peaking betwee_ three-folds and four-
folds in the vertical axis. The MFD for 2000 volts peaks at two.folds in the vertical axis. At 2(g_ volts, the ratio of even-folds
to odd-folds is 1.7 in the vertical axis, and at 2150 volts the ratio of even-folds to odd-folds is 1.06 in the vertical axis.
Despite the more optimal MFD at the higher voltage, the performance of high resolution as measured by the
modulation nansfer function was nearly the same for both MCP voltages. Modulation traces and the resulting modulation
uansfer functions were computed for the horizontal group 3 elements at both voltages, as shown in Figure 12. The modulation
traces were performed in the vertical axis. Note that in the vertical axis, the high gain and low gain images have twin peaks of
three- and four-folds and two- and three-folds respectively. The least squares linear fits for the two MTF functions ate nearly
equal, indicating that the high resolution performance is relatively insensitive to MCP gain in this operational regime.
f
Anothe:" s_ of USA]: test target images wc_ mac_ with the same MAMA _tector holding the MCP voltage constant
and varying thecharge amplifi_ du'cshold voltage. Images were integrated at IJu_e vaJuasof the threshold: 0.20/voles (regular
threshold), 0.283 volts (midway threshold), and 0.322 volts (high threshold), The multi.fold dis_ibudons for these du-,.shold
casesare shown in Figure 13. The vcrucaJ axis _ for the middle threshold of 0.283 volts is strongly peaked at Om_-foids,
whereas the rcgu/ar 0u'cshold and high r3u-csholdimages have twin peaks of three- and four-folds and two- and IJu-ce.foids
respectively. The midway threshold MID is narrow¢_ than either the regular threshold or the high threshold MFDs, therefore it
is less likely to encounter multi-fold displaccmenL The result (illustrated in F_gure 14) is that the least squares fits for the
regular and high resolution t,TTFs are nearly equal but the leastsquares fit to the midway thresholdMTF indicates 6% helm"
resolution than the regu]ar du'esholdor the high du_shold images. The pedormancc of high resolution has some sensitivity IO
the multi-fold dis_budon in this operational regime, but thedominant factor in determining high rcsolutaon I_rforrnancc is sSH
the resolution of the pore spacing in the microchannel plate.
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Figure 12. High resolution average modulation transfer functions for high MCP gain and low MCP gain. The _ was
computed froma highresolutionmodulationtracethroughtheUSAF testtarge_horizontalgroup3elements.The straightlines
aue least squaresfits to the MTF data. The least squares fits are nearly equal. The collimating lens aperture stop was at f22
the demagnification factor was .2.78.
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Figure 14. High resolution average modulation u'ansfer fuJ'lctions for three different charge amplifier thresholds. The MTF
was computed from a high resolution modulation trace through the USAF leSt target horizontal group 3 elements. The StaaJght
fines are least squat_ fits to the MTF data. The least squares fits are nearly equal for the regular threshold and the high
threshold, but the midway threshold has 6% better resolution. The collimating lens aperture stop was set at f22 and the
_.magnificaUonfactorwas -2.44.The photocathodeandtheMCP were setto2450 and 2150 volts,respectively.
2.6 Hieh Re_olu/ion Temporal Stability
Low resolution decoding is relatively insensitive to the multi-fold distribution, whereas high resolution is more
sensitive to temporal variations in the MFD, since such variations will alternately increase or decrease the number of events in
even-fold or odd-fold pixeis. This can be,come a problem in the flat fielding process. If the original image and the fiat field ase_
to normalize the pixel response have significantly d//'ferent MFDs, then the normalization will be imperfect, resulting in noise
in the fiat fielded image. The high resolution mode is therefore achieved at the expense of an increased sensitivity to LheMFD.
Both low re,solutionand h/ghresolution have less Icmporalstability if the microchannel plazepulse height dism_utJon (PHD) is
no( saturated or if the charge amplifier threshold is not located in the valley to the left of the PHD modal gaJn peak.
J
In order to test detector temporal stability, several high resolution flat field exposures were taken with the 360x1024
pixel Lrv MAMA detector. The flat field exposures were integrated long enough to average 10,000 counts per pixel m order =o
achieve 1% statistical noise. Given that in high resolution mode there are 1,474,560 pixels (720x2048), approximately 1.5 x
1010 photons were integrated in each exposure. Low resolution flat fields were consu'ucted from the high resolution exposu_s
by ignoring the least significant bit of the high resolution pixel addresses.
The firstsetsof_ fieldintegrationswere performedwitha photocathodevoltageof2400 voltsand an MCP voltage
of2100 volts.The initialf atfieldexposureswere dividedby subsequentflatfieldintegrauonsm ordertotestthetempora]
stabilityof thedetectoa"response.The resultinghistogramsareshown forboth low and highresolutioninFigure15. The
narrowpeakinbothhistogramsindicatesthatbothlow and highresolutionhavegood temporalstability.A secondsetofflax
fieldintegrationswere performedwitha phomcathode voltageof2450 voltsand an MCP voltageof2150 volts.These flat
fieldsprovidedalmostidenticalresults,indicatingthathighresolutionand low resolutiondecodingboth providetemporal
stabilityover a rangeofoperationalconditions.Intheory,due toitsgreatersensitivityoMFD variations,highresolution
decodingmighthave lowertemporalstabilityhanlow resolution.Inpractice,theMFD can be keptsufficientlyconstant
negaraany sucheffects.The conclusionof theseresultsisthatbothhighand low resolutiondecodingof MAMA detectors
providetemporalstabilityofdetect_responsewhen thedetector'soperatingconditionsand voltagesareheldconstant.
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Figure lS. Histograms of low and high resolution ratios of two flat field integration. The photocathode and MCP voltages
were 2400 and 2100. respectively. Both low and high resolution show good temporal stability.
3. SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY WITH THE HIGH RESOLUTION ALGORITHM
3.1 The Method
In conventional ground-based visible light astronomy, the resolution of images is limited by the presence of tmbulew, e
in the air above the telescope aperture that blurs the image of a point source out into a patch of light roughly 1-2 arc.sex: at lug
width half maximum (FWHM). This point spread function, known as the "seeing disk," is some 50 times broader than the
diffraction limit of the largest optical telescopes.
in speckle interferometry, it is possible to recover diffraction-limited resolution. If there were no atmospheric
turbulence, light from an astrophysical point source would arrive at the telescope as a plane wave, and therefore have uniform
phase and magnitude across the telescope aperture. It is well-known from optics that the point spread function is given by the
modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the aperture function. Therefore, in the absence of turbulence, the uniform apertare
function gives rise to an Airy pattern as the point spread function. In the real case of ground based observing, the tmbuience ia
the telescope aperture disturbs the uniform phase of the aperture function. The effect of this is to produce an instantaneous point
spread function that fd]s the area of the seeing disk but has a fine su'ucture of bright regions which have a characteristic width
similar to the diffJaction-limited point spread function of the telescope. Such an instantaneous point spread function is known
as a speckle pauern. Speckle patterns evolve on a typical time scale of 10ms, so that on an integration of significantly longer
than this, the speckle nature of the image washes out and only the overall shape of the seeing disk remains. Because the
individual speckles in a speckle pattern are the same size as Lhediffraction.limited point spread function, speckle palterns contain
J
high re._lugon mtonna_on _bout _uophy$_.aJ objects. One can hope w recov_ this mfor_on if _ de_cwr Jt the image
plane can read out images at the rate of the lime evolution of the speckles. The MAMA delector is capable of Ume-lagging
photon events to a resolution of 400ns. so it is a good detecwr for this application.
Consider taking time-tagged dala of a binary slat. In a speckle experiment, phowns can be binned into short
integrationscalled"frames"where theintegrationtimeisshon enough thattheinstantaneouspointspreadfunctiondoesncx
changeverymuch overtheintegrat/on.Iftheobjectofinterestisa binarystar,frameimageswillexhibitspecklepabs atthe
vectorseparationofthecompanions,asillustratedinFigure16. These speckledoubletswilloccuratvariousplaceson the
image plane but may be collected together by considering the autocorrelation funct/on of a flame, which is equivalent to the
histogram of the dist,_:e vectors between photon pairs. Each frame image I(x) may be described as a convolution of the true
object intensity distribution O(x) with the frame point spread function $(x):
/(x) = SCx)* O(x). (2)
where "*"denotes convolution. In the Fourier domain, a convolution becomes an ordinary product so d_[
](u)=_(u).6(u). O)
where "^"denotesFouriernansformand thespatialfrequencyvariableconjugatetox isu. Takingthemodulussquaredofthis
and averagingovermany frames,we obtaintheresulthattheaverage/magepower spectrumistheproductoftheaveragepoint
spreadfunctionpowerspecu'umand thetrueobjectpower spectrum:
obtainedby Fouriertransformingtheaverageautocorreladonofmany framesofdata.The same processperformedon a point
source yields (U) . The true binary powex sl_mun can then be obtained by division, where such a division is valid in the
re,on where (U is non-zero. In fact the average point spread function power speccum is non-zero out to the diffractio_
limitofthetelescopeand themethod wor_ notonlyforbinaryscarsbut alsoforgenera/objects(Labeyrie,1970).The true
objectautocorrelationisobtainedbyFourierinversion.Inthecaseofa binarysystem,reconstructingtheobjectautocorrelaLion
issufficienttoretrievethe separation,positionangle(up toa 180° ambiguity),and therelativemagnitudesof the two
companions.Inpractice,afterformingthereconsu'uctedpowe_ spectrumby division,theresultismaskedby a low passFalter
beforeFourierinvertingtoobtainaresultuncontaminatedby highfrequencynoise.
a) b) c)
II
Figure 16. a) A binary star object function O(x). b) illustration of a speckle pattern for a binary star where speckle doublets
occur at the binary separation, c) the autocorrelation function of (a).
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].2 Ob_ervatinn¢ with the Hieh Re_nlutinn Decodine Aleorilhm
On May 22, 1992, the authors o_ two binary starsand two point sourceswith the Lick Observatory ! -m reflec_
and a visible light MAMA detectoroperating in time tag mode. Dam wasrecordedon each object usingboth thehigh re.soluuon
decoding algorithm and the old (low resolution) aJgor/d_n. The seeing estimate for these observations was about ]'.5. We
binned the data into lSms framesand carried out the autocorrela_onanal)sis describedin the previoussecdon.
Three separateautocorreladon reoonslxucdonswere completed for each binary. The Fast is Lined on the low rcsol_on
data, the second is also basedon the low resolution data, but the rcconsb'uctedpower spectrum was placed inside an array that
was double the size of the low resolution arrays in both dimensionsbefore Fourier inverting. Thus, it is the same data as the
low resolution case, but oversampled by • factor of two in order to have the same pixel size in image space as the high
resolution data. The third reconstruction is based on the high resolution data. In all cases, the same low pass filter was used to
eliminate high frequency noise before Fourier inverting. The resulting autocorrelation reconsmJcfions are shown in _gure 17.
a)
b)
c)
lid 118889 HD 127726
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Figure 17. Low and high resolution autocorrelafion reconstructions for the interfcrome_c binary stars HD 118889 and liD
127726. a) Low resolution, b) Low resolution oversamplcd, and c) high resolution. The low resolution autocorrelations are
32x32 pixels, the high resolution ovcrsamplcd low resolution results are 64x64 pixels.
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TABLE1
ObservationalParametersof l"wo Binaries Derived from Low and High ResolutionDa_
lid 118889 HD 127726
P_a_e_r low Res. Hi/_h Res. Low Res. HitThRes.
PositionAngle 286.3+9.1° 283.8.+.3.9° 144 _+8.0° 154.7Y.3.8°
Separation 0".22_+0".04 0".26£0".02 0".25£0".04 0".27£0".02
Mag. Diff. 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.2
Notes: Error bars are derived from the assumption that the positions of the auto-correlation side peaks are known to £0.5
pixels. Low resolution results are based on the autocorrelations shown in Figure 17a, high resolution results are based on
Figure 17c.
These resultsclearlyshow thatthehighresolutionalgorithmisusablefors'Ir_kleinterferometry,sinceboth binariesare
resolvodwithhighresolut/ondata,and thaltheautocorrelationreconsU'uctionsinthesetwo casesareatleastasgood asthelow
resolut/ondata.TableIcomparesthevaluesobtainedforpositionangle,separation,and relativemagnitudesofthetwo starsfor
thehighand low resolutioncases.Theyareingoodagreement.
One other speckle study was pedormed using high resolution data. We took speckle data of a point source, liD
125019, in high and low resolution modes, and formed the power spectzum for each for a frame integration time of ISms.
Figure 18a shows the radially averaged power spectamm for both cases where it is evident that the high resolution power is
higher in the region >2 cyclcs/arcsec. This is what would be expected if the pixel responsefunction of high resolution data is
narrower than that of low resolution data, since thepower specmam of the average pixel response function is incorporated into
the overall point source power specmma. Of course, power in this region is affected by the seeing conditions; in fact, the high
frequency power goes as the inverse square of the seeing width. However, the seeing conditions in the low and high resolution
data can be seen to be very similar by looking at the low frequency part of Figure 18a. While it is impossible to insure that all
observing conditions were identical in both cases, this lends some evidence to the notion that the low resolution pixel response
function is wider that for high resolution and that it is possible to obtain higher spatial resolution with the new algorithm.
Radially Averaged Power Spectra, HD125019
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Figure 18. a) Radially averaged power spectra for the point source HD 125019 taken in low and high resolution modes, b)
Radially averaged power ratio for the low fze..quencyregion of the power spectra.
a.._.S.U.MMARX
A new algorithm for decoding the output of MAMA detectors has bccn shown m enhance the detector spatial resolution
by at least 60%. The exact degree of resolution depends primarily on the spatial resolution of the microchannel plate. The high
resolution decoding algorithm shows excellent temporal stability and is relatively insensitive to variations in deaect_ operating
parameters. In preliminary tests at Lick Observatory. high resolution decoding appears to produce speckle interferometry results
that are at least as good as the results obtained with low resolution decoding.
J
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Microchannel plate modal gain variations with temperature
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Measurements of the modal gain of two high-gain curved-channel micro, channel plates (MCPs)
at various operating temperatures are presented. Both MCPs were fabricated from Galileo
Electro-Optics Corporation Long Life" glass with 12-/_m diam channels on 15-/zm centers. The
modal gain was found to decrease with increasing temperature at a rate of -0.1% ('C) -t.
This reduction of gain with temperature is attributed primarily to an axial temperature gradient
along each MCP channel creating a nonuniform electric field within the channel that lowers the
effective output gain. A lowering of the secondary electron yield resulting from increased
phonon scattering of secondary electrons released within the walls of the MCP channels was
also assessed, but was found to have a negligible contribution to the drop in gain with
temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The microchannel plate (MCP) is a thin (-0.5-1
mm) semiconducting glass plate composed of 105-10 r
small hollow channels each acting as an electron multi-
plier. The many closely spaced channels within the active
area of the MCP allow it to be used in applications requir-
ing high spatial resolution imaging and the bare MCP is
routinely used as an image intensifier for the detection of
UV and soft x-ray photons, electrons, and positive ions. j
The MCP is the basic component of position sensitive de-
tector systems that utilize one of a variety of position-
encoding readout techniques, such as the resistive anode, 2
wedge-and-strip anode, 3 and the multianode microchannel
array (MAMA) 4 systems.
The MCP, operating in a high-vacuum environment,
acts as a continuous-dynode electron multiplier. When an
incident photon or charged particle enters a channel and
strikes the channel wall, one or more electrons are released
which are drawn further down into the channel by the
applied electric field across the MCP. These electrons even-
tually strike the channel wall and again cause the release of
a number of electrons, the average of which is given by the
value of the secondary electron yield. Provided the second-
ary electron yield is greater than one, a cascade of second-
ary electrons develops inside the channel. The number of
electrons that exit the channel is referred to as the gain
with units commonly expressed in terms of electrons per
output pulse (electrons pulse-I). Because of the random
nature of the electron collisions inside a channel, the gain
of each output electron cloud is randomly distributed. The
statistical distribution of the gain is called the pulse-height
distribution (PHD), known to take on various shapes de-
pending primarily on the geometry of the channels and the
magnitude of the applied MCP voltage. The MCPs oper-
ating under high-gain, space-charge saturated conditions,
display quasi-Gaussian shaped PHDs.t Figure I shows the
PHD of a curved.channel MCP with 12-/zm diam channels
and an L/D (channel length-to-diameter) ratio of 120:1
operating with an applied MCP voltage of 21300 V. The
gain at the peak of the distribution is referred to as the
modal gain, and the ratio of the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the distribution to the modal gain
is called the PHD resolution.
II. MODAL GAIN VERSUS TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
Modal gain measurements of two high-gain curved-
channel MCPs were made with the MCPs operating at
various temperatures. Both MCPs employed 12-#m diam
channels on 15-#m centers, and were fabricated by Galileo
Electro-Optics Corporation (GEOC) using their Long-
Life TM glass composition. The first MCP, designated MCP
1, had a rectangular active area of 327 mm 2, an L/D
ratio of 125:1, and a plate resistance of 38.3 Mfl at 20 °C.
The second MCP, designated MCP #2, had a rectangular
active area of 203 mm 2, an L/D ratio of 146:1, and a plate
resistance of 13.3 Mfl at 20 "C.
Both MCPs were operated under high vacuum
(< 10 -7 Ton') in a demountable MAMA vacuum tube
assembly with a linear ( I × 100)-pixel discrete-anode array
used to detect the output pulses. 5 Figure 2 is a schematic
showing how the MCP was mounted and biased within the
MAMA tube assembly. The MCP was mounted above the
( I × 100)-pixel anode array using three raised ground pads
that provided a 100-#m gap between the MCP output and
the array. A negative high voltage was applied to the input
side of the MCP, with the output at ground potential. The
anode array was biased positively ( _ 100 V) to attract the
electron pulses from the MCP. Above the input surface of
the MCP was an aperture plate that was biased more neg-
ative than the MCP input which provided enhanced detec-
tion efficiency by repelling those electrons that were pho-
togenerated in the interchannel regions of the MCP back
down into the MCP channels. Direct current high-voltage
power supplies with a voltage stability of 0.005% (load
regulation) were used to bias the MCP and the aperture
plate in the MAMA tube assembly. A UV grade sapphire
window was used at the front end of the MAMA tube to
allow UV photons at a wavelength of 2537 ,_, from a mer-
cury "penray" lamp to stimulate the MCP during these
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FIG. I. Measured pulse-height distribution (PttD) of a curved-channel
MCP operaung in the space-charge saturated regime. Beth the modal
gain and the F'WHM of the PHD are shown.
tests. The output pulses from the MCP were amplified and
sent to a calibrated multichannel analyzer used to display
and record the PHDs.
The PHDs of MCP #1 and MCP #2 were measured
and recorded at various operational MCP temperatures
with 2537 ]_ photons. Prior resistance measurements of
each MCP as a function of temperature, taken while bak-
ing each plate under vacuum in a temperature-controlled
oven, provided a means to monitor the MCP's operational
temperature. This was accomplished by recording the strip
current through the MCP. converting the strip current to
resistance, then converting the resistance value to temper-
ature using the MCP resistance/temperature curves.
Microchannel plate # I was operated with an applied
MCP potential of 2200 V at three different temperatures--
the normal operating temperature of 88 "(2, and at 24 "C
below and 64 "(2 above the normal operating temperature.
The lower temperature was attained by passing nitrogen
gas,. adiabatically cooled by the Joule-Thomson effect,
across the outside of the MAMA tube assembly. The
higher temperature was attained by wrapping heater tape
around the outside of the MAMA tube assembly creating a
mini-oven. Thermooouples attached to the MAMA tube
body were also monitored so that the measurements were
made only after both thermocouples and MCP strip cur-
rent had stabilized.
A different approach was used to attain the tempera-
ture variation for MCP #2. Microchannel plate :#:2 was
MCP _ k\x" _ __x\\\\\x\x\\' _\\\\\\x\, ,_\\\\ \\\\_ .._
II II I
_TAnode Bla.s MCP _gh- Ap_'_l_ _t_
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FIG. 2. Schematic showing the biasing arrangement of the aperture plate.
MCP, and anode array inside the MAMA ( I x IO0)-pixel tube assembly.
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FIG. 3. The measured values of the modal gain ratioed to the normal
operattonal value at AT =0 "C as a function of the change in the opera-
tional temperature. AT, of MCP #1 (circles), and #2 (triangles). The
least-squares linear fit of the data is shown for both sets of data points.
The error bars represent a ±2 channel resolution error in the determi-
nation of the modal gain v,_th the muhtchannel analyzer.
operated with an applied MCP voltage of 2000 V. Because
of the low resistance of MCP, the strip current through the
plate at this voltage ranged from _ 250/aA up to -500/zA
over a 10-rain period from turn-on. This rise in strip cur-
rent was due to the joule heating of the MCP.* The PHDs
were recorded at specific intervals during warm-up of the
MCP.
Figure 3 shows the measured values of the modal gain
ratioed to the modal gain at the normal operating temper-
ature. These data are plotted against the temperature dif-
ference from the normal operational value for both MCPs.
The normal operating temperatures were 88 "C and 160 "C
for MCP :#:1 and #2, respectively. The measured modal
gain at these normal temperatures were !.55X10 s elec-
trons pulse -t for MCP #1, and 2.51×10 s electrons
pulse-i for MCP :#:2. As is evident in Fig. 3, the modal
gain was found to drop with increasing temperature at a
rate of -0.12±0.01% ('(3) -t for MCP :#:1 and -0.11
±0.02% ('C)- u for MCP #2. The dashed lines in the
figure are least-square linear fits to each data set.
III. DISCUSSION
The negative correlation of gain with temperature is
postulated to be the result of two possible mechanisms: (i)
the presence of an axial temperature gradient within each
MCP channel which reduces the electric field within the
MCP channels; and (it) a negative temperature depen-
dence of the secondary yield of the MCP glass.
A. Axial temperature gradient
Soul ? was first to point out the existence of an axial
temperature gradient within each MCP channel resulting
from the dissipation of heat generated within the MCP
during operation. Assuming that the heat is uniformly gen-
erated within the disklike volume of the MCP, and that the
primary dissipation of the heat within the MCP is by con-
duction through the channel walls to both the input and
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output surfaces of the MCP, the maximum temperature
difference between the center of the MCP and the surface is
given by
V_cpL
To- T, = 8k,h8 ucpA ( 1 - 17) ' ( I )
where T c is the temperature at the plate center; T, is the
temperature at the plate surface; L is the plate thickness;
VMC P is the applied MCP voltage; kth is the thermal con-
ductivity of the channel walls; A is the plate active area;
RMC P is the plate resistance; and r/is the open-area-ratio of
the plate. 7 The actual temperature difference is probably
somewhat less than that given by Eq. ( I ) since some of the
energy is radiated away from the channel walls within the
MCP. Of course, once the energy reaches the plate's sur-
face, the energy is primarily dissipated by radiation since
the only physical contact of the plate is at its edges, away
from the active area where most of the heat is being gen-
erated.
Because the resistivity of the MCP glass is a
temperature-dependent quantity, an axial temperature gra-
dient along the channel axis causes a variation of the re-
sistivity along the channel, which in turn leads to a non-
uniform electric field between the input and output of the
MCP. Feller 8 was first to point out that such a nonuniform
axial field would cause a lowering of the output gain. The
rate at which the output gain drops with temperature de-
pends on the magnitude of the temperature difference
within the channel, given by Eq. ( ! ). The only quantity in
Eq. (1) that is not known precisely, and has not been
directly measured for both MCP _1 and #2, is kth. Val-
ues of kth quoted for unreduced lead-silicate glass range
between 0.004 and 0.008 W cm -t ('C)-1. 7-9 However,
independent measurements of MCP temperature as a func-
tion of applied MCP voltage were conducted on both MCP
•#:1 and :#:2 which indirectly allowed a determination of
kth for both plates. For MCP # I, the value obtained for
kth was 0.008 W cm -t ('C)-t, which is within the range
quoted for unreduced lead-silicate glass. For MCP #2 the
value for kth was found to be _4 times greater at 0.031 W
cm-i ('C)- t. The higher value may be a consequence of
the higher lead dopant levels used to achieve the much
lower plate resistivity compared with MCP # 1. With these
values for kth, the predicted temperature differences based
upon F_,q. (!) for MCP #1 and #2 are, respectively,
0.44 "C and 0.92 "C. The relative closeness in magnitude
between these two temperature differences for both of these
plates may explain why the rate in gain drop with temper-
ature was experimentally found to be so similar.
To understand in a more quantitative manner how the
gain is affected by the axial temperature gradient, we put
together a model to simulate the effects on the output gain
in the presence of a nonuniform electric field along the
channel axis. To keep the model simple we assumed the
MCP to be a circular disk of radius ro, with a constant
(independent of temperature) thermal conductivity, kth.
The steady-state variation of temperature along the axis of
the MCP can be found by solving the differential equation
of heat conduction for a homogeneous, isotropic solid with
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heat generation within the body, gtven in cylindrical coor-
dinates by the equation
V2T(r,$, z) + ( I/k,h )g(r,6, z) =0, (2)
where (r,$, z) are the cylindrical coordinates, T(r,6, z) is
the temperature distributton, and g( r,$, z) is the heat gen-
erated per unit time per unit volume. The channel input is
defined at z=0.
To keep the problem of solving Eq. (2) tractable, we
simplified the boundary conditions so that all boundaries
(MCP input and output at z=0, z= L, and the MCP rim
at r=ro)maintain a constant temperature, T r More real-
istic boundary conditions would include the nonlinear ef-
fects of radiation transfer ( - T 4) at the MCP input and
output surfaces. With these simplified boundary condi-
tions, the axial solution of Eq (2) is given by the following
equation: I°
go
T(r, z) = T,+ _-_ h z( L -2)
4goL' _ 1 lo(_,,r) .
where
,r(2m+ i)
_" L '
go is the heat generation at a constant rate, and I 0 is the
modified Bessel function of order zero. The third term in
F_,q. (3) is small compared with the first two terms; hence,
Eq (3) reduces to the following at the center of the plate,
with go = ( VmcP2/R_acp)/MCP volume):
V_cp
T(r=O,z)_T_+2kt_RMcpA(I_T/)LZ(L-z). 14)
Figure 4(a) shows how the temperature varies axially
across MCP :_2, according to Eq (4), at surface temper-
atures of 80"C and 160 "C.
The resistivity of the reduced lead-silicate glass be-
haves, as a function of temperature, in the same way as in
a semiconductor; i.e., the resistivity decreases with increas-
ing temperature. The plate resistivity as a function of tem-
perature for MCP #1 and #2 was found to best fit a
negative exponential equation of the form
p(T) =A exp( - BT), (5)
where for MCP # I, A=7.28× 109 fbcm, and B=0.00735
(deg K)-t; and for MCP #2, A= 1.83× 109fl--cm, and
B=0.00844 (deg K) -I. Since the temperature along the
channel is not a constant, but varies according to Eq. (4),
the plate resistivity, given by Eq (5), is no longer inde-
pendent of the axial coordinate z.
The voltage drop along the channel, V(z), is given by
l,p[ T(z) ]z
v(,) A ' (6)
where I, is the strip current flowing through the MCP. An
axial temperature gradient across the channel implies a
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FIG. 4. (a) The predicted temperature difference, T(z) - T_, for MCP
:#2 as a function of position along the length of an MCP channel based
on Eq. (4). The kts value used for this calculation was 0.031 W cm -I
('C) _. The solid curve is the le.mperllture profile at a surface tempera-
ture of 80 "C; the dashed curve is the profile at 160 "C. (b) The difference
m the voltage, based on Eq. (6), along the MCP channel with IV(z) ! and
without ( V 0) an axial temperature gradient for MCP #2. The solid curve
is for a surface temperature of 80 "C; the dashed curve is for a surface
temperature of 160"C
nonlinear dependence with position for the voltage drop
across the channel, given by substituting Eqs. (4) and (5)
into (6). Figure 4(b) shows the difference between the
voltage drop across MCP #2 with the axial temperature
gradient shown in Fig. 4(a), and a linear voltage drop
across the plate if no axial temperature gradient existed
The figure shows this voltage difference at the two surface
MCP temperatures of 80 and 160"C. As is evident in the
figure, the difference in the voltage drop with and without
the axial temperature gradient across the channel is at a
maximum about 7/10 down the length of the channel. At
a surface temperature of 80 "C the voltage differs from lin-
earity by _S V; at 160"C it differs by more than 10 V.
The electric field across the MCP is found by taking
the derivative of Eq. (6) with respect to z. In so doing, the
electric field, E(z), is given by
-l,p(z)
E(z)- A [ I- Byez(L-2z) J. (Ta)
where
_CP
Y'= 2k,hR_ce ,4 ( ! - 7i) L (7b)
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and B is the coefficient in the argument of the exponential
in Eq. (5). For both MCP # I and :#:2, the second term in
Eq. (7a) is negligible, reducing to
-l,p(z)
E(z) _ (8)
,4
Thus we see that the dependence of the electric field with
position across the MCP thickness is nearly identical in
form with that of the plate resistivity.
The model used to predict how the output gain
changes with the temperature in the presence of an axial
temperature gradient is based upon the MCP gain model
derived by Adams and Manley) t The temperature distri-
bution along the length of the MCP channel was first cal-
culated using Eq. (4). The electric field distribution was
then calculated using Eq. (8) in conjunction with Eq. (5)
for the plate resistivity. The output gain of the channel, G,
was computed by taking the product of the gain, Y,, of
each dynode stage within the MCP:
G= fi Y_ (9)
i=1
where n is the number of dynode stages along the length of
the channel. Here Y_ which represents the secondary elec-
tron yield of the reduced lead-silicate glass that makes up
the MCP, is a linear function of the impact energy at en-
ergies less than 200 eV, Iz and is given by
Y,=aY.+ Yo, (I0)
where a is the slope of the secondary electron yield with
impact energy, Y0 is the zero intercept, and Vc_ is the col-
lision energy within dynode i, given by the following ex-
pression:1i
d2
(it)
In Eq (tl) E_ is the electric field within the ith dynode
stage, d is the channel diameter, and V, is the initial ejec-
tion energy of the secondary electrons. The values for a
and Yo in Eq. (10) were taken from the secondary electron
yield data published by Laprade eta[., 12 and the Vc, values
were calculated using Eq. (8) substituted into Eq. (11).
The electron ejection energy, Ve used was l eV. t
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the results of the model
plotted with the measured gain values as a function of
MCP surface temperature for both MCP :_ 1 and #2, re-
spectively. The model for MCP #1 shows two curves
which span the reported values of kth from 0.004 W cm- t
('C) -t (dashed curve) to 0.008 W cm -1 ('C) -1 (solid
curve). The better fit is the dashed curve with a computed
_2 value of 1.6 with 2" of freedom, compared with a _2
value of 1.9 for the solid line fit. The solid curve shows a
flatter rate of gain change with temperature, as expected
for a higher _._hvalue, which implies a lower axial temper-
ature gradient.
The two curves shown in Fig. 5(b) for MCP #2 were
computed with the k,h values of 0.03 W cm -t ('C) -j
(dashed curve) and 0.08 W cm- t ('C) - t (solid curve). In
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FIG. 5. (a) The measured modal gain values as a function of temperature
for MCP _t) (filled circles). The solid curve is the predicted change in
the gain with temperature, based upon the model described in the text,
with _:,s = 0.00g W cm - t ('C) - _. The dashed curve is the predictton with
k_h=O004 Wcrn-' ('C) -i (b) The measured modal gain values as a
funclion of" temperature for MCP #2 (filled c:rcles), The solid curve is
the predicted change in the gain with temperature, based upon the model
described in the text, with k)_ =0.08 W cm-' {'C)- '. The dashed curve
is the prediction with k.,=O.03 W cm -_ ('C) -_
this case the better fit is with the larger kth value. The
smaller kth value generates a curve that is greater than the
measured data points and with a slope twice the magni-
tude.
The results of the modeling indicate that an axial tem-
perature gradient due to the finite thermal conduction of
the channels could account for the entire observed change
in the modal gain with MCP temperature. The agreement
between the model and the measured data for MCP #1
seems quite reasonable for the range of +t_ values quoted
for unreduced lead-silicate glass+ The fit of the model for
MCP #2, however, was less reasonable with respect to the
assumed value of k,h[0.03 W cm-' ('C)-_]. The better fit
for MCP #2 required a higher k m value than either that
quoted for unreduced lead-silicate glass or what was indi-
rectly measured for MCP #2. These problems may result
from the fact that the gain data values measured for MCP
#2 were measured in a non-steady-state, nonequilibrium
condition during the time the MCP was heating up to
operational temperature. The gain values for MCP # 1, on
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the other hand, were measured after the plate had stabi-
lized in temperature and therefore in a steady-state condi-
tion. Hence, more credence on the validity of the MCP # 1
data and its model is thus afforded over that of MCP #2.
B. Changes In secondary yield
A second possibility that could cause a negative corre-
lation of gain with temperature may result from a negative
temperature dependence of the secondary yield of the
MCP glass. Some insulators are known to display a nega-
tive dependence of the secondary yield svith tempera-
ture. _'14 Dekker _'_6 has shown that such a dependence
could be explained by the increased scattering of secondary
electrons with lattice vibrations at higher temperatures.
The increased scattering lowers the mean-frc_ path of the
electron and hence lowers the effective yield. This effect on
the yield is most noticeable for primary electron energies
that produce penetration depths greater than the escape
depth of the secondaries. This, in general, occurs at ener-
gies greater than where the secondary yield has already
reached a maximum; for lead-silicate glass this occurs at
energies exceeding 300 eV. u In this region of energy,
Dekker predicts that the yield should go as T-_/_. _s For
lower primary electron energies in the range of 50-100 eV,
which are more representative of the primaries in an MCP,
the drop in yield still exists, but is considerably less if not
nonexistent. _ Therefore, the relation that. the secondary
electron yield, ¥, goes as Y- T -_/2 can be thought of as an
upper limit for a change in yield with tempi:rature of an
MCP, with the lower limit being no change.
Using the simplified discrete dynode model of an MCP
channel, _M_ the modal gain, G, goes as G- r', where n is
the average number of dynode stages along an MCP chan-
nel (n _ 20-40). The proportional change in the yield, d¥/
Y, is given by
dY IdG
Y--n G" (12)
With the average proportional change in modal gain per
degree Celsius measured for both MCPs of (dY/
Y)_0.0011, the proportional change in the secondary
yield using Eq. (12) with n=20 is dY/Y_5.5×IO -_
('C) -t Using Dekker's result, the expected upper limit to
the change in secondary yield based on the MCP # I and
#2 temperature data is dY/Y_ 1+3> 10-_ ('C)-'. This
value is some 20 times greater than measured. This dis-
crepancy could be accounted for by the fact that the pri-
mary electron energies that exist in an MCP are low
enough so that the penetration depth of the prtmaries dur-
ing each collision in the MCP channel is less than the
escape depth of thesecondaries. For n- 20, and an applied
MCP potential of 20130 V, the average primary electron
energy is only + 100 eV. This is a value far below that
which maximizes the secondary yield for MCP glass,
which is known to occur above 300 eV. tg Unfortunately, at
this time there is no independent evidence that the second-
fry yield for lead-silicate glass is a function of temperature
at these low primary electron energies. If such data existed,
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one could then establish a more realistic lower bound to
the expected change in the modal gain with temperature
due to changes in the secondary yield with temperature.
IV. CONCLUSION
Our measurements of the dependence of the MCP
modal gain on temperature indicate a slight drop in the
modal gain of -0.10_ ('C) -t over the operational tem-
perature range of 60--160"C We attribute this drop in gain
with increasing temperature to a drop in the axial electric
field strength due to the presence of an axial temperature
gradient within the MCP channels. This effect was mod-
eled and found to account for the entire change in modal
gain over the temperature range measured
A second possible contributor, that resulting from a
drop in the secondary electron yield with temperature, was
assessed but found at the upper limit to overestimate the
rate of change in gain by a factor greater than 20. Because
the temperature dependence of the secondary yield of lead-
silicate glass at the collision energies representative of the
cascading electrons within an MCP channel is unknown
(and possibly nonexistent), it is uncertain whether or not
this effect contributes at all to the drop in MCP gain with
temperature. Therefore, it is more likely that the observed
changes in the output gain with temperature is a result of
the presence of a nonuniform axial electric field throughout
the MCP channels resulting from an axial temperature gra-
dient, and not of changes in the secondary electron yield
with temperature.
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ABSTRACT
The Multi-Anode Microchannei Array (MAMA) detector system is a true photon-counting imager which records the
position and arrival time of each detected photon for post facto image reconstruction analysis. Imaging by time-tag photon
detection with the MAMA is being u_d for image stabilization on sounding rockets, and for speckle interferometry and speckle
image reconstruction at ground-ba.',_.d tele_opes using the Stanford University Speckle Interferometer System (SUSlS). This
paper describes the construction and mode-of-operation of the MAMA time-tag photon-detection system, including recent
improvements to the data-handling system which permit a data-recording rate in excess of 1M event s"1. The intrinsic time
resolution of the MAMA detector system is < 300 ns and the time resolution of the SUSIS used to date is 3.2 Its for each
detected photon. A number of examples of both laboratory data and visible-light speckle interferometric deconvolutions and two-
dimensional speckle image reconstructions are pre_nted.
I. INTRODUCTION
We have recently developed and tested a new photon-counting detector system particularly suited for speckle
interferomelzy applications, the Stanford Unive_ity Speckle lnterferometry System (SUSIS). A speckle interferometry system
must be capable of reading from several tens, to hundreds of fnunes per second and must have low read-out noise because each
frame generally L,_composed of one to a thousand photons. Since the goal of speckle interferometry is to obtain very-high-
resotution information inside a comparatively large seeing disk large formats and high geometric fidelity are required. SUSIS
meetx all these requirements and becau_ of its true photon counting capabilities and timing flexibility can also be successfully
applied in situations where image drift compen._tion is required.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In the SUSIS, the detection of the incoming photons hag been divided among several components, each optimized for a
particular function (Fig. la). A physical block diagram of the system is aLso shown for comparison (Fig. lb).
The optical signal collected from the tele_ope is lirst conditioned by the speckle module. This module magnifies the
speckles enough to make them spatially resolvable by the detector and at the same time a narrow band filter determines the
spectral bandpa._ and corrects lot atmospheric dispersion. Next, in a MAMA tube, the photons are converted to electrons by a
biaikali photocathode and are sub._quemly amplified in a curved-channel Microch,'mnel Plate (MCP). The single curved-channel
MCP provides high gain for pulse counting ,and a low level of ion feedback. Quantum efficiencies of 1% at 5000 A and gains on
the order of 105-106 are obtained in the current MAMA detector tube 1. A 14 t.tm fine-fine anode array is used to collect the
cloud of electrons coming from the pores of the MCP and to encode the spatial information (this is necessary to reduce the
number of subsequent data channels). Very large bandwidth charge-mnsitive amplifiers convert the electron signal to a voltage
and a thresholding scheme that exploits the _turalion ch,'wacteristic of the MCP gives a zero readout noise for the detector.
Subsequently a VLSI decode chip generates the address of each event (detected photon) and quantizes its arrival time in intervals
of 0.16 Its. Using a high-resolution decoding algorithm the pixel size can be reduced from 14 pm to 7 I.tm simply with a turn
of a switch increasing the spatial re_lutiqm to 10 i.tm 2,3. The overall spatial resolution of SUSIS is limited to 10 p.m from the
pore size of the MCP.
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Rgure 2. Block diagram of the MAMA speckle interface.
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Through a high-speed 120 MHz fiber-optic data link the event address arrives to a custom computer data acquisition
board (Fig. 2) where each event is time tagged (speckle mode) or is accumulated to form an image (integration mode). The
optical link has been chosen for its long distance high-data-rate capabilities and also for the high immunity to radio frequency
noise typical of a telescope environment where electric motors are continuously operating. The high-speed data link together
with a control data link for the speckle camera allows remote operation of the system (30 meters). A remote real-time display
of the incoming photons is also available on an oscilloscope. The remote operation of the detector is very useful both for
astronomical applications where the control room of the telescope is far from the telescope itself and for laboratory testing were
the detector is generally operated in a dark room.
A complex scheme of time encoding has been implemented in this computer interface to almost double the number of
events acquired m a single continuous 8 Mbytes memory buffer for typical observing conditions. First the time information is
split into coarse and fine portions as shown in Table 1. The fine time-tag is kept with each event spatial information (Words
0-1) while the coarse time (Words 2-3) is stored only when the fine counter overflows and a new event comes in. A prescaler is
used to change the base clock frequency of the fine time tag counter in order to keep the average number of events between coarse
time tags constant with changing illumination conditions. SUSIS time resolution can be varied from 0.4 Its to 3.2 Its
(_escaler set to 0 and 3 respectively).
Bit: 15 ] 14
Word O: 0 0
Word 1: 0 1
Word 2: 1 0
Word3: 1 1
Table 1. Format ofthe time-tag data of the SUSIS.
13112111 1019 1817 ! 6 1514 I 3.1 2 I 1 10
Y Coord. X Ccx_dinate
Fine Time Tag Y Coordinate
Coarse Time Tag
Pre_. [ Co,'u'se Time Tag
If a Poissonian model of photon arrival times is assumed, the average number of photoevents stored in the 8 Mbyte
buffer may be calculated as follows. The number of evenL,_ in a given short interval of time will be given by the Poissou
distribution
W(n) = x----+e-_, (1)
n!
where W is the probability of obtaining n events and ,_ is the mean number of events per interval. If the interval is chosen to
be the same as the coarse clock tick. then the probability W n that an interval will have a coarse time tag associated with it is
W,, = I - W(O), or (2)
W,, = 1 - e -a , O)
since all intervals which contain one or more events receive coar_ time tags at the end of the first event. The average number
of bytes B taken up in memory by an interval is then
B = 4g +4(1-e-X),
and therefore the number of interval._ stored in memory is constrained by the relation
('4)
4,;I.ni + 4(1 - e -_ )n, = 8Mbytes, (5)
where rli is the number of intervals stored. This number is also related to the number of photo events nt, h stored in the
interface by
' ne_ = 25.6_s. R. 2 P .n,, (6)
where R is the count rate and p is the value of the prescaler. Using both Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, one may solve for the number of
photons stored and obtain
2 xl06
nt'tw= I--e-2_'6_'2P'tl• (7)
I+
25.6/.is • 2 p. R
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This relationship is shown graphically in Fig. 3 for a time between absolute time-tags of 204.8 )_sec (prescaler value of 3).
along with test data taken with the interface in the laboratory at various count rates.
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Figure 3. The average storage capacity of the Stanford MAMA computer interface as a function of count rate.
3. TIMING TESTS WITH THE SYSTEM
3.1 Poisson Tests of the Interface Timing Informatio n
As a first test of the speckle interferometry system built at Stanford, the timing information that the computer
interface assigns to incoming MAMA events was tested using two different data sets, one taken in the laboratory and the other
taken at the tele_ope. Calculation of the reduced chi _uared gives a quantitative evaluation of how well both data sets match a
Poisson distribution. In particular, a .section of a time-tagged data file was binned into exposures (or frames) of a given length
of time. The number of counts in each frame was recorded. Then, a histogram of the number of events per frame was formed,
and compared to a Poisson distribution of the .same mean. Chi squared (for a Poisson distribution) is computed according to
the formula
_, If(x j) -/¢P(x_)]2
Z 2
2,,j=l NP( x i ) , (8)
where N is the number of frames, f(xj ) is the number of frames with x/events, and P(xj) is the Poisson probability for
2 .
a frame with xj events. The reduced chi .,_ltmred, dent_ed 2'v. ts calculated by dividing chi squared by the number of degrees of
freedom, v, of the system. For a Poismnian distribution, v = n- i, where n is the number of bins in the histogram of the data.
The reduced chi squared is then given by
Z:
Z2., = -- (9)
V
If a distribution is Poissonian, the reduced chi squared should be near 1, meaning that the predicted and actual deviations from
the expected value of the histogram were nearly the same. Whatever the value of the reduced chi squared, it is possible to
assign a probability that the observed distribution is drawn from a Poisson distribution based on this value 4. In the following
analysis, care was taken to insm'e the correct application of the chi .squared method as described by Meyer 5. The chi squared test
is useful in many cases in determining if a given distribution is probably drawn from a given parent distribution.
The chi squared test of the timing information is useful in two ways for the MAMA-based speckle interferometry
system. If a source with a known harmonic time signature is put on the detector, the recorded time tag data from the system
should exhibit a non-Poissonian ch,'uacter, or a high value of tim reduced chi squared. Aim, if one forms the power spectrum of
the time series of counts per exposure, a spike at the frequency of the harmonic signal should be observed. These features
would be fairly convincing thai the interface is not simply assigning times randomly. On the other hand, if a true Poisson
source is imaged on the MAMA detector, then the reduced chi _uared from the binned data should be near 1, indicating that the
probabUity is high that the parent distribution is a Poisson distribution. If this is true, then the interface is not generating any
large harmonic or other non-random signals in the timing information.
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The speckle interferometry system was set up in the laboratory to be illuminated by a small incandescent light bulb.
The light from the bulb was rant directly into the speckle camera. At the first focal plane inside the speckle camera, a pinhole
mask was attached, so that only a small spot of light reached the active area of the detector. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 4a. An example of an integrated image of the spot is shown in Fig. 4b.
The light intensity in the incandescent light bulb ks proportional to the energy dissipated in the filament. The energy in turn
depends, on the square of the voltage applied which in our case was the 60 Hz 110V sinusoid from a wall power oufleL This
indicates that the MAMA detector should see a variation in the source with a frequency of 120 Hz. If we can see harmonic
behavior in a laboratory light source at this frequency, this is a good indication that the timing information assigned to events
by the computer interface is at least good enough to do speckle inlerferometry at _ frequencies characteristic of atmospheric
tud_lence.
'To W-q
Ou_i
Figure 4. Experimental setup Ior laboratory spot tests (a) and typical integrated image (b).
The chi squared te.,_tde.,_ribed above wag peff_wmed for spo_ data taken at 62.6 kHz in the laboratory. The detector sees
the lamp as a non-Poissonian murce. The reduced chi squared is 2.823, corresponding to a probability of much less than 0.1%
that a distribution drawn from a Poi_,;on parent distribution would have a reduced chi squared larger than that of the lab spot
source. Fig. 5a shows a portion of the raw data stream. The data are binned in 0.2 ms exposures. Fig. 6a compares the
histogram of the number of events per frame with a Poisson distribution of the ,same mean for the .same data file. Fig. 7a
shows a portion of the power spectrum for this file which includes the 100-200 Hz region; a large peak at 120 Hz can clearly
be seen. This peak has a signal-to-noise ratio of 38.3. The detector system is able to _e the harmonic signature of the
laboratory light source.
The measured value of the frequency of the oscillation shown in Fig. 7a is 121.6 4- 1.8 Hz. This number was
obtained by measuring the number of abmlute time tags written in a data file and comparing it to the number of events
obtained per second as recorded by a counter. The number of time hags per _cond can then be derived; providing an absolute
measure of the tick interval of the fine time tag. The intensity variation detected by the MAMA system can also be estimated
from the relative peak values at the 120 Hz peak ,and the peak at 0 frequency. The ratio of the maximum intensity to the
minimum intensity in the cycle is about 1.1. This correspontLs to a difference in instrumental magnitude of about 0.1
magnitudes.
Chi squared tests were aim performed on astronomical data taken with the SUSIS. Unlegs the astronomical object is
known to be variable, it is expected that the timing information will be Poissonian in character. Observations for these chi
squared tests were taken at the Lick Observatory l-m reflecting telescope on May 21 through the 23, 1992.
As with the laboratory dat,x the first set of dam considered was 4096 Dames long with an exposure time of 0.2 ms.
Fig. 5b shows a portion of the raw data stream for a particular a,_trophysical source, the star lid 1"/1994, Fig. 6b shows a
histogram of the number of events recorded per frame for this .,_araeobject, and Fig. 7b shows the power spectrum of the same
data. These three figures may be directly compared with Figs. 5a. 6aand 7a. Together they indicate that the source HD171994
is indistinguishable from a Poisson ._urce.
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Figure 5. A portion of the raw data stream for a laboratory spot source (a) and the star HD171994 (b).
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Figure 6, Histogram of the number of events detected for laboratory spot source (a) and the star HD171994 (b). The value of the
reduced chi squared is significantly larger than one for (a). There is less than aO. 1%chance that a Poisson distribution would have a
larger valueof reducedchisquared.
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Figure 7. This figure shows the frequency content of the laboratory spot source (a) and the star HD171994 (b). There is a strong
peak at 0 Hz which has not been shown. The only other feature in the spectrum is a sharp peak at 120 Hz, as expected for the light
source (a), The same peak is aot present in the astronomical source data (h).
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The chi ,qluared test wa_ aL_ performed for several different astronomical sources; all have reduced chi squared near 1.
These results are shown in Table 2 where the rightmost column shows the approximate probability that a Poisson distribution
would have a higher value of the reduced chi squared. The l_t object listed is a point source in the vicinity of the HII region
11369. The value of reduced chi squared wa_ computed for various frame times on three different astronomical sources, and
these results are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the timing information deviates from a Poisson distribution on small time
scales, For sources under about 50 kHz, a Poissonian respon_ is obtained down to a frame integration time of about 50 Its,
corresponding to the bottom four bits in the timing address of the events. For brighter sources, the non-Poissonian character of
the event stream sets in at longer time _ales.
Table 2. Results of the chi squared test Pz(_ 2, V) on several astronomical sources
Reduced Chi Squared for Several Different Astronomical
Sources
_2v Approx.Object
lid 171994
HI) 119126
lid 129712
liD 161833 (bin,'u'y)
lid 170109 (binary)
11369.1
0.949
1.354
0.743
1.204
0.889
1.076
0.5
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.6
0.4
..,t
Reduced X2 as a Function of Frame Time
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Figure 8. Reduced chi squared as a function of frame integration time for three different count rates: 78.4 kHz (HD119126), 46.9 kHz
(HD171994), and 13.4 kHz (HD129712).
The fact that the timing information deviates from a Poisson distribution may be related to a loss of detective quantum
efficiency (DQE) at high count rates. For the observational setup used to take these data, a loss in DQE is possible due to the
speckle nature of slmrt astronomical exposures. Such a loss in DQE affects the timing analysis performed here by leading to
fewer frames where the number of counts obtained was higher than the true mean value expected from the source. In lerms of
system performance, the timing information will be limited only by the photon flux when searching for time-dependent
phenomena on time scales above 50 Its and count rates below 50 kHz for astronomical observations. The system should
therefore be able to detect time-dependent a.,_trophysical phenomena with frequencies below 20 kHz. Higher frequencies may be
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detected, but the results will not be flux-limited since the interface itself has a non-Poissonian response as these frequencies,
and the analysis of such data on smaller lime scales should reflect this.
3.2 Reconsl_ruction of a Moving Image
As a second test of the timing information obtained with the MAMA-based speckle interfemmetry system, an image
was focused onto the MAMA detector and moved in a linear fashion across the long axis of the active area during a time-tag
integration. A small portion of a standard Ab Force test target served as the image; the rest of the target was masked off with
heavy construction paper. Light from the target passed through a collimating lens and formed an image on the active area of
the detector. The lens was mounted on an x-y stage so that focusing could be accomplished by variation in the position in
one direction prior to taking an exposure and motion across the long axis of the detector could be accomplished by manual
variation in the other direction during the exposure. Figure 9 shows the experimental set up.
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Figure 9. Experimental set up for the moving image study.
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The experiment consisted of three exp(xsures. The fast was a 1 minute exposure of the target in a fixed position at a
count rate of 20 kIlz. 'The second was the time.tagged data file at the same count rate where the image was moved across the
detector by some 350 pixels. The total exposure time was again I minute. The integrated image obtained from this data file
is shown in Fig. 1la. The motion blurs the resulting image in the horizontal direction. The third data file was a flat field
image taken in the same configuration as the fwst exposure but without the Air Force test target. A flat-fielded image of the
target can then be obtained by dividing the first exposure by the third one. Figure 1 lc shows this result.
To obtain a reconstructed image, the time-tagged data file was divided into frames of 0.1 s. This exposure time
corresponds to an image shift within the exposure of about 0.6 pixels, indicating that within a frame, no significant image
shift should be detectable. The centroid position of each frame was computed; Fig. 10 graphs the x-coordinate of the cenu'oid
as a function of frame number. Becau_ of the random _atter in this function, an 1 I-point running mean to these centroid
values was computed, and is shown in the same figure. This "smoothed" version of the centroid positions for both x and y
coordinates was then used as a feducial to co-add the frames. The resulting reconstructed image is shown in Fig. I lb.
(a)
(b) (c)
,.,,1il mlWmUa
Figure It. Image reconstruction of a moving image a) Integrated image made from the raw time tagged data of a portion of an Air
Force test target while was moving across the detector, b) Reconstructed image made by dividing the time tagged data of the moving
target into O1 s frames and centroiding each frame _fore coadding, c) Flat fielded image of a stationary Air Force test target. The
scale of Figs. (b) and (c) is 12gx128 pixels,
Though some loss of resolution is apparent when comparing this image to Fig. 1 lc, even this simple reconstruction
technique clearly gives a successful result. A more _phisticated image reconstruction technique has previously been used to
reconstruct the image of NGC6240 acquired during a _unding rocket flight 6. There the image was blurred from the drift of
the sounding rocket during acquisition.
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4. SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY
4.1 The MethQd
In conventional ground-ba_d visible-light astronomy, the resolution of images is limited by the presence of turbulence
in the air above the telescope aperture that blurs the image of a point source out into a patch of light roughly 1-2 arcsec at Full
Width Half Maximum (FWHM). This point spread function, known as the "seeing disk," is some 50 times broader than the
diffraction limit of the largest optical tele_opes.
in speckle interferometry, it is possible to recover diffraction-limited resolution. If there were no atmospheric
turbulence, light from an astrophysical point source would arrive at the telescope as a plane wave, and therefore have uniform
phase and magnitude across the telescope aperture. It is well-known from optics that the point spread function is given by the
modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the aperture function. Therefore, in the absence of turbulence, the uniform aperture
function gives rise to an Airy pattern as the point spread function.
In the real case of ground-based observing, the turbulence in the telescope aperture disturbs the uniform phase of the
aperture function. The effect of this is to produce an instantaneous point spread function that fills the area of the seeing disk but
has a fine structure of bright regions which have a characteristic width similar to the diffraction-limited point spread function of
the telescope. Such an instantaneous point spread function is known as a speckle pattern. Speckle patterns evolve on a typical
time scale of 10ms, so that on an integration of significantly longer th,'m this, the speckle nature of the image washes out and
only the overall shape of the seeing disk remains. Because the individual speckles in a speckle pattern are the same size as the
diffraction-limited point spread function, speckle patterns contain high resolution information about astrophysical objects. One
can hope to recover this information if the detector at the image plane can read out images at the rate of the time evolution of the
speckles. It has been shown in the previous section thai the timing resolution with the MAMA detector system is much better
than the 10 ms figure which is s typical time scale for the evolution of speckle patterns on the image plane.
Consider taking time-tagged data of a binary star. In a speckle experiment, photons can be binned into short
integrations called "frames" where the integration time is short enough that the instantaneous point spread function does not
change very much over the integration. If the object of interest is a binary slat, frame images will exhibit speckle pairs at the
vector separation of the companions, as illustrated in Fig. 12. These speckle doublets will occur at various places on the image
plane but may be collected together by considering the autocorrelation function of a frame, which is equivalent to the histogram
of the distance vectors between photon pairs. Each frame image I(x) may be described as a convolution of the true object
intensily distribution O(x) with the frame point ._pread function S(x)
l(x) = S(x)* O(x), <10)
where %" denotes convolution. In the Fourier domain, a convolution becomes an ordin,'u'y product so that
i(u) = &(,). (11)
where "^" denotes Fourier transform and the spatial frequency variable conjugate to x is u. Taking the modulus squared of this
and averaging over many frames, we obtain the result that the average image power spectrum is the product of the average point
spread function power spectrum and the true object power spectrum
(l ,u,r)- (12)
where ( ) denotes the average over m,'my frames. If a speckle experiment is performed on the binary star, (_i,mf) can be
obtained by Fourier transforming the average autocorrelation of many frames of data. The .same process performed on a point
source yields l_(ul') The true bin,'u'y power spectrum can then be obtained by division, where such a division is valid in the
In fact the average point spread function power spectrum is non.zero out to the diffraction limit of the telescope and the method
works not only for binary stars but also for general objects 7. The true object autocorrelation is obtained by Fourier inversion.
In the case of a binary system, reconstructing the object autocorrelation is suffncient to retrieve the separation, position angle (up
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to a 180 ° ambiguity), and the relative magnitudes of the two companions. In practice, after forming the reconstructed power
spectrum by divisiot_, the result is masked by a low pass filter before Fourier inverting to obtain a result uncontaminated by
high frequency noise'.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12. a) A binary star object function O(x), b) illustration of a speckle pattern for a binary star where speckle doublets occur at
the binary separation, c) the autocorrelation function of (a).
4.2 Speckle Autocorrelation Reconstructjnlls of ]3inarv Stars
The MAMA detector has been used to take speckle interferometry data of some 20 binary stars to make position angle
and separation determinations. Some of these objects have been previously discussed 1.3,8,9. Here we present lwo examples of
autocorrelation reconstructions which have not previously been published made from data taken with the MAMA system
described in this paper. Observations were carried out in May of 1992 at the Lick Observatory l-m telescope. The seeing
conditions for this run were approximately 1.5 arc seconds. Figure 13 shows the reconstructed autocorrelation functions of the
two objects; comparing these functions with that of Fig. 12c, the binary signature of the objects can be clearly seen.
(a) (b)
Figure 13. Autocorrelation reconstructions of the binary stars (a) HD136176 and (b) HDIT0109, HD136176 had a measured
separation of i.4gx'-0.061 a_: seconds and HD170109 had a measured separation of 0.716:1.-0.047 arc seconds.
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5. SPECKLE IMAGING
Speckle imaging is a term used to describe an extension of speckle interferoroetry where the final result is a
reconstructed image ratherthan a reconstructedpower spectrum or autocorrelation function. There are several variations on how
the reconstructed image is obtained, but for the results in this _ction we have followed the method of Lohmann et all0. This
method utilizes the triple correlation function of the speckle data frames, an object which is similar to the autocoa'elation
funclion, but retains the extra information necessary to reconstruct an image. While the power spectrum of many frames of data
does not contain the phage information of the image Fourier transform,the Fourier transform of the triple correlation, known as
the bispectrum, does contain this. By combining the modulus of the image Fourier transform (obtained from taking the square
root of the power spectrum) with the phage derived from the bispectruro, a quasi-diffraction limitedestimate of the image Fourier
transform can be pnxl_,l.
(a) (b)
m
1"
O
I"
Figure 14. Image reconstruction of the binary star HD161833. (a) Integrated image showing the seeing-limited resolution (about 1.5
arc seconds). (b) Reconstructed image, where the resolution is about 0.3 arc seconds. The separation of the two stars was measured to be
0.556x_O.072 arc seconds.
The reconstructed image is then the Fourier inversion of this function. Fig. 14a shows the integrated(seeing-limited) image of a
close binary taken with the MAMA detector. Fig. 14bshows the reconstructed image using the Lohmann algorithm where the
binary nature of the object is quite clear. Again the observations were canied out at the Lick Observatory l-m telescope, where
the diffraction limit for the wavelength of ob_rvation (5029A) is about 0.125 arc seconds.
The performance of a new time-tagging dataacquisition system for the MAMA detector hasbeen investigated both with
laboratory and observational data. In the laboratory, the MAMA system was able to see the intensity variation from an
incande_ent bulb at a frequency of 120 Hz. A moving image was also successfully reconstructed from the time-tagged data.
Using stars as Poisson sources of photons, it has been shown that the timing information of the MAMA detector system is
Poissonian down to times scale.,_le_ than about 0.4 ms for a wide nmge of count rates. This indicates that the system timing is
more than adequate for the application of speckle interferometry. Speckle interferoroetry dataof binary stars has been presented
including successful autocorrelation and preliminary image reconstructions of binary stars.
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ABSTRACT. We report on the first successful speckle imaging studies using the Stanford University
speckle interferometry system, an instrument that uses a muhianode microchannei array (MAMA) detector
as the imaging device. The method of producing high-resolution images is based on the analysis of so-called
"near-axis" bispectral subplanes and follows the work of Lohmann et al. (1983). In order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio in the bispectrum, the frame-oversampling technique of Nakajima et al. (1989) is also
employed. We present speckle imaging results of binary, stars and other objects from V magnitude 5.5 to 11',
and the quality of these images is studied. While the Stanford system is capable of good speckle imaging •
results, it is limited by the overall quantum efficiency of the current MAMA detector (which is due to the
response of the photocathode at visible wavelengths and other detector properties) and by channel saturation
of the microchannel plate. Both affect the signal-to-noise ratio of the power spectrum and bispectrum.
1. INTRODUCTION
Speckle interferometry has been successfully used to gain
high angular resolution information about astrophysical ob-
jects since its inception by Labeyrie (1970). In conventional
astronomy, fluctuations in the atmosphere above the tele-
scope aperture blur images so that the resolution is typically
I to 2 arcsec, much worse than the diffraction-limited reso-
lution of large telescopes. Speckle intefferometry allows for
the reconstruction of image features on a much smaller scale
by taking many short (typically _O.01 s) exposure images
(frames) of an object, where over the exposure time the at.
mospheric fluctuations are effectively frozen. Labeyrie real-
ized that the spatial frequency power spectrum of an object,
averaged over many frames, retains high angular resolution
information that can be retrieved by way of Fourier decon-
volution. The method he developed fell short of producing
full image reconstructions because the power Spectrum con-
tains no phase information about the object's Fourier trans-
form.
Extensions on Labeyrie's technique that retain phase in-
formation (in the general case where no isolated point source
exists in the field of view) were developed as early as 1974
by Knox and Thompson. They suggested an analysis tech-
nique involving the image cross spectrum, a mathematical
object that retains a derivative of the phase on the frequency
plane. Many investigators have reported results using other
methods, some of which worked in special cases, some of
which were borrowed from radio astronomy (see e.g., Rod-
dier 1987 for a review). Several years later, Lohmann
et al. (1983) developed a technique of retrieving phase infor-
mation from the image bispectrum. The analysis of the
bispectrum has generally been acknowledged to be one of
the best ways to derive a phase estimate in speckle imaging
because the bispectral signal-to-noise ratio is high and be-
cause the bispectrum is relatively insensitive to telescope ab-
errations. Like the cross-spectral analysis of Knox and
Thompson, the bispectrum can be used to derive a phase
derivative estimate over the spatial frequency plane.
There are several different kinds of speckle interferometry
systems currently in use. One type of system that has en-
joyed great success is the intensified charge-coupled device
(ICCD), favored by the U.S. Naval Observatory speckle in-
terferometrists (Worley and Douglass 1992) and the Center
for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHAR.A) group at
Georgia State University (McAlister et ai. 1987). In the
1980s, another kind of speckle interferometry device became
available in the form of photon-counting cameras such as
PAPA detectors (Papaliolios et al. 1985), resistive anode po-
sition sensing detectors (Nakajima et al. 1989), wedge and
strip detectors (Barnstedt et al. 1987), and MAMA detectors
(Morgan 1989; Timothy et al. 1989). These detectors all offer
the advantage of time tagging each detected photon, allowing
the frame rate to be set in software after the observations are
completed. Also, they allow for the accurate subtraction of
the so-called "photon noise bias" term in correlation func-
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Properties of Some Photon-Counting Speckle Systems Currently in Use
Imaging Detector Tirmng Spatial
detector Reference Pixel format Photocathode QE Res. Res.
PAPA Papa]iolios
eta]. 1985 256x256 S-20 -3% I ms 25/.,rn
Wedge and Barnstedt
Strip et a]. 1987 512x 1024 S-20 -3%9 1 ,us 50 _m
Res. Nakajima
Anode eta]. 1989 1024× 1024 MA-2 -2% <1 as 60 _m
MAMA Horch et 224 × 960
a] 1992; or
Timothy et 4.48× 1920 Bia]ka]i -1% 0.4 .us II /an
tl. 1989
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tions, and give a data stream that is much more compact than
nonphoton-counting devices.
The first speckle intefferometry system for the MAMA
detector was built in the mid-1980s by Morgan and Timothy
and their collaborators at Ball Aerospace Systems Group.
The device was used to take some preliminary speckle data
of double stars and planetary objects (Morgan 1989; Meng
et al. 1990; Morgan et al. 1990). From this experience, a new
speckle system was built and was described in an earlier
paper (Horch et al. 1992). Initial data taken with the new
system showed that it was capable of retrieving nearly
diffraction-limited information under good seeing conditions,
but the studies by Horch et at. were limited to the power
spectrum of objects, and speckle image reconstructions were
not considered. In this paper, we show the first speckle im-
aging results with this system and make a study of the qual-
ity of these images. Two detector effects are discussed in
detail, detective quantum efficiency and channel saturation
of the microcharmel plate. Our results can be compared to
the work of other groups to give a clearer picture of how well
the Stanford system works as a speckle imaging device and
bow it may best be used in the future for projects of scientific
merit.
Some properties of the current Stanford system and sev-
eral other photon-counting speckle imaging systems are
shown in Table 1. While the Stanford system offers some
advantage in spatial and temporal resolution, its detector
quantum efficiency is lower than the other devices due
mainly to the response of the bialkali photocathode at visible
wavelengths. Since the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
bispectrum is proportional to n3_2at low light levels, where n
is the number of photons detected per frame, we can expect
that the quality" of speckle imaging results obtained with the
current MAMA detector will be lower than those of other
investigators.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
Although the Stanford speckle interferometry system has
been previously described, it is useful to explain the basic
operation of the system here, especially since we have made
some recent system modifications. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the current system. Light entering the telescope is
imaged onto a plane at the front end of the "'speckle cam-
era," a box that contains Risley prisms, microscope objective
lenses, and narrow bandpass filters (in addition to some other
optical elements). The speckle camera corrects for atmo-
spheric dispersion, magnifies the image to a size appropriate
for speckle interferometry, and filters the light so that the
image received at the detector is quasimonochromatic.
The imaging detector is a MAMA detector with a bialkali
photocathode and a single curved-channel microchannel
plate (MCP) with 8/zm diameter channels on l0 btm centers.
Current generation MAMA detectors have been described in
detail by Ttmothy et al. (1989), so only a brief description of
the detection process will be given here. Beneath the MCP is
an anode array which collects the charge cloud from the
output side of the microchannels. The charge on each anode
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is amplified and positional information is determined by co-
incidence electronics housed in a separate box called the
"pixel decoder." The decoder was built by David Kasle (now
of Kubota Pacific, Inc.) and is equipped with the high-
resolution decoding algorithm which has been successfully
used with MAMA detectors for the past three years (Kasle
and Morgan 1991). This feature gives the Stanford speckle
interferometer 7 p,m square pixels and an intrinsic resolution
of about I I #m on the image plane (Kasle and Horch 1992).
Decoded photoevent data are transferred to a Macintosh
computer by means of a fiber optic link. The receiving unit
of the link is connected directly to a NuBus TM interface card
that sits inside the computer. Both the fiber optic system and
the computer interface were built by Giorgio Giaretta at
Stanford University. The computer interface time tags the
incoming data and stores the information in a file on the hard
disk which is then transferred to 8 mm magnetic tape by
means of an Exabyte tape drive. The computer also controls
the speckle camera through a computer automated measure-
merit and control (CAMAC) interface, so that filter selection
and Risley prism orientation can be accomplished remotely.
3. THE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
The construction of a high-resolution image from speckle
data has three main steps: (1) the modulus of the object's
Fourier transform is obtained via analysis of the image
power spectrum, (2) the phase of the object's Fourier trans-
form is obtained via analysis of the image bispectrum, and
(3) the two pieces are combined to give an estimate of the
object's (complex) Fourier transform and the result is Fourier
inverted. In order to obtain the power spectra and bispectra
of all of the objects discussed in the next section, the over-
sampled frame technique of Nakajima et al. (1989) was used.
In this Case, the second frame in a sequence of frames starts
halfway through the first frame, the third frame starts at the
end of the first frame and halfway through the second frame,
and so on. This has been shown to improve the SNR of the
Fourier objects by 30%-40%.
Frames are also flat fielded in the following way. With an
ideal photon-counting device, each detected event would be
a delta function of unit weight and a frame would consist of
the sum of such delta functions. However, there are in gen-
eral nonuniformities in detector response across the image
plane. Following Beledc (1989), we flat field frame images
l(x) by weighting the events depending on where they occur
on the image plane, so that
N
i(x) = _ w,a(x- x_). (1)
i=1
The weights w i are proportional to l/f(xi), where f(xi) is the
number of counts at xi in the flat-field image. To form the
autocorrelation function ?(x)=fl*(x')l(x'+x)dx' for a
frame image, we substitute the right side of F_,q.(1) in for !
and obtain
N N
m)= _ _ w,,w,,_(x+xk-x,) (2)
k=l 1-1
l#k
The photon noise bias is explicitly removed from each frame
by requiring I*k. The result is then averaged over many
frames and Fourier transformed to obtain the power spec-
trum. To compute the bispectrum, we use the subplane
method of Northcott et at. (1988) (where the inverse trans.
form of a particular bispectral subplane is calculated in im-
age space), but again we use frame images of the form of Eq
(I). Define the Fourier transform of a function g(x) on the
image plane as
f
FT{g(x)}=_(u)= J g(x)exp(-2mu.x)dx. 13)
The bispectrum d'(u t,u2) of l(x) can be expressed as
C(ut ,U2)= l(u2)i(I,lt)i* (u I+ U2). (4)
Considera subplaneof thebispectrumdefinedby u2 fixed.
The second two factorsinthe rightsideofEq. (4)can be
expressedas
i(u,)]*(u1+u,.)=FT{[l(x)exp(2niu2.x)]®l(x)}, f5)
where ® denotescrosscorrelationa d theFouriertransform
frequencyvariableisuI.The firstfactorisjust
f
i(u.,)=
J l(x)exp(-2mu z.x)dx. (6)
Substitutingtherighthand sideofEq.(I)for/ix)inEqs.(5)
and (6),we obtain
(:)C?(ul 'u2)= = 1 w,,, exp(-2"rr/u:-x,,,)
m_t.m*l
x FT wk exp(2mu, "xt)
I I=1
l*t
(7)
Again the photon noise bias subtraction is done explicitly in
these summations by removing the self-correlation terms and
it can be shown that this is equivalent to the method of
Beletic (1989). The first sum is simply a complex factor and
may be placed inside the Fourier transform. Using the linear-
ity of the transform, we can then average over many frames
in image space and Fourier transform just once at the end
(C(u I,u2) ) = FT _ w= exp(-2mu 2 •x,,,)
ea=l
m_t,m_l
x _ _ wtw_ exp(2_'/Uz.Xk)
k:l I_1
(8)
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where ( ) denotes the average over many frames. Equation
(8) is the basic relation that we use to calculate flat-fielded,
bias-subtracted subplanes.
The method of phase reconstruction used for the data pre-
sented below is that of Lohmann et al. _1983). where the
phase map is built up recursively starting at the origin in the
frequency plane. Although it is possible to construct the
phase map with only two subplanes from the (four-
dimensional) image bispectrum, using more subplanes can
be beneficial depending on observing parameters (Nakajima
1988). In general, the highest signal-to-noise subplanes lie
close to the u2=0 subplane, where as above the bispectrum is
of the form C(u t,u2), and ul is the spatial frequency variable
of the phase map. These are often called the "near-axis"
subplanes. The recursive method used here is a very simple
phase reconstructor with the main disadvantage that as the
phase is built up away from the origin, errors begin to in-
crease. There are now more sophisticated methods for the
development of the phase map, such as the relaxation tech-
nique used by Meng et al. (1990). A new phase reconstruc-
tion program based on this method is currently being written
for the Stanford system.
Once the phase map is combined with the modulus esti-
mate, the result must be inverse transformed to yield a re-
constructed image. We have found that with our data, the
high-frequency portion of the reconstructed object Fourier
transform must be attenuated before inverse transforming to
give a high dynamic range reconstructed image. We have
attempted a couple of different schemes for doing this, but
for the images presented in this paper, the reconstructed
transform was multiplied with a circular Gaussian filter of
the form
f :/I.I12],¢u) = exp[- :/--_- ] (9)
where tr is a constant. This type of filter gives a fairly
smooth reconstructed image with roughly Gaussian recon-
structions for point sources and has the considerable advan-
tage of simplicity. The effect of vao'ing the filter width, o',
on image properties is discussed in the next section.
4. OBSERVATIONS
All of the observations discussed below were taken in
1992 May at the Lick Observatory i-m reflector. Seeing for
this run varied between 1.'4 and 270. All observations were
taken in low-resolution decoding mode (14/am square pixels
in a 224x960 format) with a 5029_ filter that was 397 ,/k
wide. At this wavelength, we estimate that the telescope-
filter-detector combination has a quantum efficiency of about
0.5%.
The plate scale was measured by taking an image of a
point source on one side of the active area of the detector and
then moving the telescope until the star was on the other end
of the field of view. The change in the direction that the
telescope was pointing between the two images then leads to
an estimate of the number of pixels per arcsecond. Since our
MAMA detector has a large format, even with speckle op-
tics, we were able to measure the plate scale within a couple
b)
c) d)
m
I" I•
FIG. 2--linage reconstruction of the point source liD 125019. Linear grey
scales ate used in a/l plots. (a) The modulus of the Fourier transform where
the grey scale goes from 0 (white) to 255 (black). Dark regions near the
center are caused by a slight mismatch between the object and point source
seeing conditions. (b) The phase of the Fourier transform, where the grey
scale goes from - rr (white) to -u (black). Both la) and (b) have been shown
out to the I/e radius of the circular Gat/ssian filter used before inverse
transforrmng to obtain the reconstructed image. (c) The integrated image of
HD 125019. (d) The reconstructc;d image
of percent using this technique. For the Lick observations,
we obtained a plate scale of 0.06857 _-.0.0022 arcsec pixel- I.
The same technique also gives the angle between the detec-
tor long axis and true north (the detector pitch angle), where
the result was 2:10__0.'57.
The first object that we analyzed was a point source, HD
125019. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the Fourier space repre-
sentations of the reconstructed modulus and phase as ob-
tained by the image reconstruction program prior to Gauss-
ian filtering in the frequency domain. The origin (where
spatial frequency is zero) is in the center of the diagram. The
modulus estimate for a point source should be a constant
while the phase should be a linear function of u, accounting
for the arbitrary position of the object in image space. While
the recovered phase map does appear to be roughly linear,
the modulus estimate is not constant since there are dark
peaks near the center of Fig. 2(a). These are caused by a
mismatch in the seeing conditions between HD 125019 and
the object used as a point source (liD 119126) to obtain the
modulus. Even with this deficiency, a narrow reconstructed
point spread function is obtained and shown in Fig. 2(d).
Figure 2(c) shows the integrated (seeing-limited) image of
the same data for comparison. Both Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are
normal image space representations of the data. A 1 arcsec
bar is shown in these figures to illustrate the scale. Figure 3
shows surface plots of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). As mentioned
earlier, a Gaussian filter was applied to the data in Fourier
space prior to transforming back to image space in order to
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FiG. 3---Surface plots of (a) the integrated image and (b) the reconstructed
image of liD 125019. The integntted image FWHM is 1:58 while the re-
constructed image FWHM is 0:33.
produce Fig. 2(d) and all subsequent reconstructions shown
here. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the inte-
grated image is 1758 while for the reconstructed image the
result was 0.'33. The dynamic range of the reconslructed im-
age, defined to be the maximum value in the array divided by
the value of largest spurious peak (positive or negative), is
about 26.
Next we analyzed data taken of four objects from the
CHARA Second Catalog of lnterferometric Measurements of
Binary Stars (McAlister and Hartkopf 1988). We present the
data for two of these objects in the same form as for lID
125019. Figures 4 and 5 show the reconstruction of the bi-
nary star HI) 115995 obtained with the image reconstruction
software and the integrated image for comparison. The dy-
namic range for the reconstructed image is 14. Figures 6 and
7 show the result of the analysis for lid 161833, where the
reconstructed image has a dynamic range of 35. A two-
dimensional Gaussian fitting program was used to obtain the
best fit positions of the two peaks in the reconstructed im-
ages of these and two other binaries analyzed the same way.
These results are sunu_arized in Table 2. Finally, the Stan-
ford results for HD 161833 and HD 130188 have been corn-
|
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FIG.4---Image reconstructionof the binary starHI:) I15995.Linear grey
gales are used inallplots.(a)The modulus of the Fouriertransformwhere
the grey scalegoes from 0 (white)to 255 (black).Dark regionsnearthe
centerare caused by a slightm/smatch between the objectand pointsource
seeing conditions.(b) The phase of the Fouriertransform,where the grey
scalegoes from - _"(white)to a (bLack).Both (a)and (b)have been shown
out to the I/e radius of the circularGaussian filterused beforeinverse
u'ansforrningtoobtainthereconstructedimage.(c)The integratedimage of
HD 115995.(d)The reconstructedimage.The starimages appearelongated
because theRisleyprism positionswere slightlyinerrorfortheobservation,
and did not fullycompensate forthe atmosphericdispersion.
pared with the previous position measures found in the
CHARA Second Catalog and one other source (Hartkopf
et ai. 1992) in Fig. 8. The relative movement of the compo-
nents is real and the measurements are in good agreement
with the previous observations. This is true for all the bina-
ries in Table 2, where the uncertainty in the separation is
typically a couple of hundredths of an arcsecond. The main
contributor to this uncertainty is the measure of the plate
scale.
Several other unresolved point sources and binaries were
analyzed in the same way to determine how the dynamic
range of the reconstructed images behaves as a function of
the Gaussian filter width and as a function of V magnitude.
As the width of the filter is increased in fre(luency space, the
point spread function of a reconstructed image will become
narrower, but at the cost of dynamic range, as shown in Fig.
9 for the binary HD 161833. This behavior reflects the fact
that the SNR is lower in the high-frequency portion of the
recovered object Fourier transform than in the low-frequency
portion. Figure 10 shows how the dynamic range diminishes
as the source brightness decreases. In this plot, the width of
the Gaussian filter is fixed at 1.7 cycles arcsec -I, the same
width as for the reconstructed images shown in this section.
By llth magnitude, the reconstructed images show typical
dynamic ranges of only about 5 (for 106 events analyzed).
From Fig. 10, we can currently expect to obtain recon-
structed images with dynamic ranges of l0 or better for ob-
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Ftc. 5--Surface pkXSof (a) the integraled image and (b) the reconstructed
image of HD II 5995. The separation of the components is approximately
I.i arcsec. North is in the positive x direction and east is in the negative y
direction.
jects brighter than about 8th magnitude on a l-m class tele-
scope under normal observing conditions.
5. DETECTOR EFFECTS
When the above results are compared to some other
speckle imaging studies, the Stanford system appears to give
reconstructed images of lower quality. Recall from the pre-
vious section that the dynamic range of a reconstructed im-
age is defined as the maximum value in the image divided by
the largest spurious component. Hofmann and Weigelt
(1986) have resolved a quadruple star system where the com-
ponents are all about 12th magnitude with the 1.5-m Danish
telescope at the European Southern Observatory, and while
no dynamic range estimate is given for the image, the reso-
lution of the re'construction is about 0.'1. Nakajima et al.
(1989) obtain a dynamic range of 30 on a reconstructed im-
age of a double star with V=4.2. The object was observed
using the Hale 5-m telescope and the reconstructed image
had a beam FWHM of 0".'03, which is diffraction limited.
While the Stanford system at the Lick I-m telescope gave a
dynamic range of 35 for the binary HD 161833 (with V=5.6)
under similar seeing conditions, this image has a resolution
c) d)
i
1"
I¢
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FIG. 6--Image reconstruction of the binary star lid 161833 Linear grey
scales are used in all plots (a) The modulus of the Fourier transform v, here
the grey scale goes from 0 (whitel to 255 (blackl. Dark regions near the
center are caused by a slight mismatch between the object and point source
seeing conditions. (b) The phase of the Fourier transform, there the gn_y
scale goes from - rr (white) to Ir (black). Both (a) and (b) ha*e been sho_,n
out to the I/e radius of the circular Gaussian filter used before inverse
transforming to obtain the reconsmJcted image. (c) The integrated image of
HD 161833. {d} The reconstructed image
of over twice the diffraction limit, with a beam FWHM of
0".35. A quasidiffraction-limited image of our liD 161833
data has dynamic range of less than 8. This again illustrates
the trade-off between resolution and dynamic range; in the
results above, we have chosen to present reconstructed im-
ages of lower resolution in order to maintain a standard of
dynamic range. Therefore the current limitations of the Stan-
ford system are realized in the lack of diffraction-limited
resolution.
5.1 Detective Quantum Efficiency
The quality of the speckle imaging results is determined
in part by the performance of the image device. In the case of
the Stanford system, the MAMA detector currently used is
not optimal for speckle interferometry for two reasons. First,
as already mentioned, the photocathode material does not
have as high a quantum efficiency in the visible as the S-20
and MA-2 photocathodes used with other systems. Secondly,
properties of the MCP of this MAMA detector are not out-
standing. It has a low gain, giving an average output of about
3×10 _ electrons pulse -1. When the electronic threshold for
event detection is set at a reasonable level to limit the dark
current, this results in a lower gain-to-threshold ratio than
most MAMA detectors have, about 1.2 compared with more
typical values of 2 to 4. This ratio is important in determin-
ing both the detective quantum efficiency and the lineanty of
the device.
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FtG, 7--Surface plots of (a) the integrated image and (b) the reconstructed
image of HI) 161833. The separation of the components is approximately
0.5 arcsec. North is in the positive x direction, east is in the negative y
direction.
Figure II illustrates the effect of a low-gain MCP on
MAMA detector quantum efficiency by showing the histo-
gram of individual event gains, known as the pulse height
distribution (PHD) of the detector, for the high- and low-gain
cases. When the peak in the PHD (called the modal gain) is
not very much higher than the threshold, more photoevents
in th_ distribution fall below the threshold and go uncounted,
thereby decreasing the detector's quantum efficiency. Even if
a photoelectron is generated at the photocathode, it will not
be counted if the MCP does not produce a large enough
electron cloud.
TABLE 2
Stanford Speckle Imaging Results foe Four Binary Systems'
Reconstr.
Position Separation (Total) image dynatmc
Object angle (o) (arcsec) V Mag. b range
HD 115995 176.6+,,0.7 !.0704"0.038 6.2 14.2
HD 128941 647+_2.9 0.6454"0.033 6.8 5.3
HD 130188 303.6"2.7 0.363+,0.017 7.2 12.2
HD 161833 260.94"0.9 0.536-0.018 5.6 35.3
0.4
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Fit;. 8--Separation time histories for (a) HD 161833 and (b) HD 130188.
Except for the indicated points, the data were taken from the CHARA Sec-
ond Catalog of lnlerferometric Measurements of 8ina_' Stars and subse-
quent work by the CHARA group.
5.2 Speckle Signal-to-Noise Ratios and Channel
Saturation
Miller (1977) gave an expression for the power spectrum
SNR of a point source
60
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*All measures are for epoch 1992.39. FIG. 9---The effect of varying the width of the Gaussian frequency filter on
From the SAO Star Catalog. the reconstructed image dynamic range for the binary star HD 161833.
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where u--lul is the spatial frequency, n is the number of
photons per frame, M is the number of frames averaged.
Thf(U) is the high-frequency expression for the speckle trans-
fer function given by, e.g., Dainty (1984) as
Thf(u)=O.435( _) 2Ttcl(u), (!1)
where r 0 is the Fried parameter, D is the diameter of the
telescope, and Tt_l(u) is the (diffraction-limited) transfer
function of the telescope. We can compare Eq. (10) to
MAMA speckle data taken at Lick Observatory by measur-
ing the value of r 0 appropriate for the observation from the
b)
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!
Signal.to-Nobe Ratio vs. Spatial Frequency
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Fro. II---(a) Typical high-gain MCP pulse height distribution, (b) typical
low-gain MCP pulse height distribution. The threshold for event detection
must be set above the low-gain tail. which is caused by charge amplifier
noise.
FiG. 12---4a) Stanford system SNR as a function of the numberof photons
per frame (or equivalently, count rate) for four point sources of different
bnghug, s5 observed under similar seeing conditions (1000 frames analyzed
in each case), (b) Stanford system SNR as a function of spatial frequency for
liD 119126, a point source of 78 kHz (6675 frames analyzed). Both are
comparedto the value expectedfrom Eq. (10).
low-frequency portion of the power spectrum and assuming
the Lick 1-m telescope has diffraction-limited optics. This
gives T_u). The variables M and n are also matched with
the observational values, and this leads to an expected value
of the SNR based on photon statistics.
The SNR in a MAMA data point source power spectrum
can be measured by considering a thin annulus centered on a
spatial frequency of interest. The signal is given by the av-
erage value inside the annulus and the noise measurement is
the standard deviation of values that lie inside the annulus.
The division of these two quantities gives the observed SNR.
Since the power spectrum is symmetric about the line
uy = -u, in frequency space, only the half annulus above the
line is used for the measurements. Figure 12 shows a typical
result for the signal-to-noise observed with the Stanford sys-
tem. It currently gives SNRs that are well below the expected
value from photon statistics, especially for higher count
rates. This result is not connected with the low detective
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Fa;. 13--X-axis cuts through poim source autocorrelat/ons for real and
simulated data. The real data show fewer correlations at zero separation
quantum efficiency of the system, since that is folded into
Eq. (10) by way of the variable n.
In order to investigate why the Stanford system performs
below the level of speckle photon statistics, we constructed a
computer program to model the speckle process and photo-
event detection with a MAMA detector. The portion of the
code that models the formation of speckles operates under
the assumption that the aperture function may be described
as a simple random phase screen that is linearly translated
across the telescope aperture as a function of time. The size
of coherent phase regions within the aperture is set by con-
volving the phase screen with an input kernel. The shape and
width of the kernel are determined by requiring that the see-
ing distribution is similar to that of real data. We also assume
monochromaticity and perfect optics. For the model of the
MAMA detector, we assume that 2.25 microchannels on av-
erage feed each detector pixei (the actual number for our
current detector is 2.26 in low-resolution decoding mode),
and that a microchannel takes some characteristic time %h to
recharge after an event has passed through it. This well-
known feature of MCPs leads to a phenomenon called chan-
nel saturation which depletes the charge available on a chan-
nel wall in the MCP at high light levels and lowers the
average gain of events. The program assumes that after an
event has passed through a channel, it is dead for a time %_.
This assumption accounts for the physics of the MCP in a
very simple way which is only reasonable in the case of a
detector with a low gain-to-threshold ratio, ffa detector has a
high gain-to-threshold ratio, then even though two events
may enter a channel very close in time and the second event
produces a lower gain output charge cloud, this may still fall
above the threshold level and be counted as art event. If the
detector has a low gain-to-threshold ratio, the likelihood that
the second count falls below the threshold is much higher.
Because our current MAMA detector has a very low modal
gain-to-threshold ratio (about 1.2), this assumption is a rea-
sonable first attempt to estimate the effect of channel satura-
tion on Stanford speckle data.
When the program is run with input parameters of no
motion of the phase screen within a frame, observing param-
clefs similar to Lick Observatory data discussed above, and
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Fg;. 14---Power spectrum signal-to-noise ratio as a function of frame ime-
gratiou time. (a) Real data of HD 119126, 6675 frames analyzed, (b) simu-
late_/ data for observing parameters similar to those of liD 119126, 1000
frames analyzed.
assuming a perfect detector with zero channel recharge time,
it produces simulated speckle data with SNRs that follow Eq.
(10) within statistical errors. When we compare a MAMA
data autocorrelation for a particular point source (HD
119126) with a simulated data autocorrelation with the same
observational parameters including count rate (78 kHz), the
only significant difference between the two is at very small
separations, where there are more correlations in the simu-
lated data. This is shown in Fig. 13. There are probably sev-
eral contributing factors to this effect, including the noa-
monochromaticity of the MAMA data and slight
misalignment of the Risley prisms during the MAMA obser-
vation. Two other contributors, which we shall discuss in
more detail, an: finite exposure time (which leads to motion
of the phase screen within a frame) and channel saturation of
the MCP.
Finite exposure time and optimal SNR have been dis.
cussed by, e.g., Dainty (1984). A finite frame exposure time
spreads speckles out over more pixels on the image plane,
decreasing the coherence of the speclde pattern. In an auto-
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FUG. 15--Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of spatial frequency for the
simulation of Fig. 14, normalized to 6675 frames The real data values and
Miller formula values are plotted for comparison.
correlation function, this will result in fewer correlations at
zero or very small separations, which in turn will suppress
the high-frequency wing of the power spectrum. This indi-
cates that the frame integration time for a speckle observa-
tion should be chosen so that the speckle motion is small, but
if too short a frame time is chosen, frames become photon
starved and this also leads to a loss of SNR. The competition
between these two effects results in a particular frame time
that maximizes the SNR. When phase screen motion is added
into the above simulation of HD 119126, it decreases the
SNR in the power spectrum below the value predicted by Eq.
(10). Figure 14 shows real and simulated data SNR as a
function of frame integration time while Fig. 15 compares
the result for the simulation's maximal SNR with the Miller
formula [Eq. (10)]. The effect probably contributes to the
loss of SNR -in the MAMA data discussed above, but the
simulation indicates that it is not large enough to fully ex-
plain the discrepancy between the MAMA data and the
Miller formula.
Channel saturation is also a mechanism that can decrease
the number of correlations at small separation. If two counts
enter a particular microchannel one after the other, the sec-
ond count will have a low-gain output pulse if it enters the
channel before it has had sufficient time to recharge. The
count may fall below the electronic threshold of event detec-
tion, and the loss of the such counts means the loss of cor-
relations at zero separation. By taking our simulation of HD
119126 and varying the channel recharge time, we were able
to study how this loss of counts affects the power spectrum
SNR for the Lick observing parameters. The result is shown
in Fig. 16. The reason that the simulation results do not
match the Miller formula at zero channel recharge time is
because of phase screen motion within frames. What is clear
from Fig. 16 is that even channel recharge time constants of
1 ms or less significantly decrease the signal-to-noise of the
power spectrum. Figure 17 shows the percentage of counts
lost as a function of the channel recharge time. Only a few
percent of the counts are lost, but the effect on the SNR of
the high-frequency region of the power spectrum is substan-
tial since the mechanism selectively throws out counts that
would be recorded in the same pixel as detected events.
FIG. 16--The power spectrum signal-to-noise ratio {at 1/2 the diffrac'aon
limit) as a function of channel recharge time for the simulation of HD
119126. The Miller formula value and real data value are plotted for com-
parison.
We have measured the channel recharge time for our cur-
rent MAMA detector in the laboratory using the saturation
detection efficiency method described in Slater (1991), and
the value we obtained was 0.6834-0.165 ms. According to
the simulation results, we can expect that the SNR in the
power spectrum of HD 119126 is decreased by about a factor
of 1.5-2.0 due to this detector effect alone. HD 119126 had
an observed count rate in between those of HD 161833 and
HD 115995, the binaries discussed in detail in Sec. 4. We
have completed several other simulations, all of which sug-
gest that channel saturation is a major contributor to the loss
of SNR in MAMA detector data of the brighter Lick sources
(>50 kHz).
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented some of the first speckle image recon-
Swuctions made from data taken with the Stanford Universit3'
speckle interferometry system. On subarcsecond binary stars,
we have obtained separations and position angles that are in
excellent agreement with the measurements of other investi-
gators and have typical astrometric uncertainties of a couple
of hundredths of an arcsecond. The main component of these
uncertainties is due to the plate scale measure.
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FIG. 17--The percentage of counts detected as a funcUon of the chatmel
recharge time from model data.
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The reconstructed images presented here are severely lim-
ited by two detector effects. First, the quantum efficiency of
the photocathode used with the current Stanford system is a
factor of 2 to 3 lower than other speckle imaging systems
currently in use. Secondly, due to the inferior properties of
the MCP in the current MAMA detector, it is susceptible to
channel saturation even at count rates under 100 kHz. A
simple model predicts that an MCP with low gain-to-
threshold ratio and channel recharge time similar to that of
our MAMA detector lowers the SNR of a 78 kHz point
source by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0, even though the percentage
of counts missed by the detector is less than 4%.
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